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*#*#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### _ first ballot was inconclusive; asa result of comment
ae

oe

_- by CB members the proposal has been changed to bestThe New Year =

oe ..

2.0f 9 flights. Second ballot now in process.—
As we enter into the year 1964, let us resolve to try For those who have written in response to theDec.

to make it a year comparableto 1963. This is a formid- '63 editorial on item 3 above, the proposal is nowoutable task, since 1963 was a banner year for our sport. of the field of responsibilityof the Indoor Rules Com-
We saw the former standard of excellence - the 30 minute mittee. See page 4 of the December Model Aviation forflight ~ become a thing of the past as 40 minutes won the the addresses of Free Flight Contest Board members. MakeNats. Two months before, we had the first U.S, "40" - your comments to the board member from your AMA District.Tom Finch's winning FAI flight. Breathless observersat It 1s a good practice to express yourself on all rules -the FAI Semi-Flyoff saw eight more 40 minuteflights - proposals which effect the events you fly, no matter what
three by Bill Atwood -and a newNationalrecordof 43:42 side of the issue you are on.
by Ernie Kopecky. What more could we ‘ask? oO i” 7

; Pk :-*. Let's Get It Straight!
It is somewhat disconcerting to realize thatat the - a ;

ootime of this writing (Jan. 5) the three major model mag- Some recent correspondence pointed up that possiblyazines gave the Indoor Nats and the FAI Flyoff atotal some people have a misconception over the current effort
picture coverage of fourteen pictures! The new AM Annual to find some rules for Easy B which are acceptable on a
gave us one of the fourteen pictures - last year there nationwide basis.

| .

me
were eight pictures and four, three-views in the Annual. .What have we done to become lower class citizens? Why In a past issue I remarked something about whether

7are we being ignored in our hour of triumph? How can we Easy B could be established on a national basis. By this =.
hope to interest those outside our own ranks with no more I meant added to the AMA rule book, but some people got
coverage than this? Those ofus who haveworkedhard to the idea that Easy8B would become an event at the Nats. obuild indoor to its present level hope that matters will _

To my knowledge, there never has been anyofficial plans -

improve in monthstocome. i bo
to alter the Nats indoor events, and especially not to

A Backward Look? add Easy B or to substitute it for some present event,

.
a

.
Do

. (he present interest in Eas B rules stems fromtheINDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS for Décember 1961 announced the recent suggestion by the AMA Executive Council thataformationof NIMAS under the banner which has headed this novice type indoor event be created. The Free Flight_. column ever since. Letus review the announced purposes Contest Board was asked to do this, and Chairman Phil
f” for NIMAS, to see if wehave lived up to those purposes: =

=

xXjlintworth made this one of the things for the Indoor
:

ee ee abe ee EPTELY 2 foweees figsc CE eves ols ael . Rules Committee to look into
-1. To act as the voice of indoor fliers in the

°

:
United States.

.

. If my previous remarks have caused you to get the2 To promote indoor in any way, but particularly wrong idea over Easy B, please accept my apologies. Asby encouraging newcomers.9 Chairman of the Rules Committee, I am vitally interested3. To act as a clearing house for comments on indoor in your feeling about Easy B, especially from a rulesrules change proposals. standpoint.
. 4. To act as point of origin for ideas that are

_

becoming rules proposals.
. FAI INDOOR REPORT

5- To provide, when possible, changes in technol- oe Se
:

ogy, advanced design data, and any other tech- vow+ «+ Indoor Team Manager Chosen
nological information about indoor models.

Lo
.

co a The recent election for team manager of the U. 5S.
I will leave it up to you ~please make suggestions FAI Indoor Team was won by Dick Kowalski. Team managers

and comments which will help us to improve our score
-- are nominated by members of the FAI Indoor Committee and

where we have lagged behind and to improve our coverage the Committee and the three members of the team were
where we hit the mark.

-

polled to make the choice,

: Back Ingues? cont teihatneymraserbas been chosen, the team,1s7
°

.

: Coe ° rt >
:

/

‘In September we announced the availability of quite heard, are Bill Atwood, Frank Cummings and Ed Stoll.
a fewback issues which went for 25¢handling charge to
MAMASmembers or 10% each to subscribers, It soonwas

. ;

indcorChairmenNeededeasy to see that it was a bargain - there were enough Dick Kowalski resigned his post as Chairman of thea
L Kowa le

back iesues that it cost 50% to mail them! a FAI Indoor Committee, effective January 1, 1964. As of
80 = wehave @ few each of October, November and Dec- foe tamerAWAPresident John Worth has not named anyone

ember 1962 and quite a few each of all the 1963 issues on
ws

hand. Come and get them - 10¢ each to subscribers or 35¢
a

Lohandling charge to NIMAS members - stamps preferred.
..

INDOOR RULES COMMITTEE
° oe

|

Contest Board Action 9 Reger Talks Backt =
The End Of Year Status Reportof the“Frese Flight Con- ~~ “Laly ‘Rene “and“I nave ‘hadquite a@ bit ofgood-nat-test Board listed the following indoor matters: ured banter over Easy B rules in past weeks, and here is
os

ee ce oo.

his reply to the commentary of last month:
—1. Solid Stick Proposal ~ Rejected,FileClosed. ~

.

oo . a

ne "It 4s my feeling that your column presented the
fo” 2. Proposal to add FAI Indoor as an AMA class - now in

_.

rulesasifthey were the agreéd-uponset determinedbythree month study period, ~~" UU all your various correspondents. = ,

3. Solid components HLG proposal- in three month study Looking through backissues of INAVIfind that ONLY
period - see the center column, page 13, in the Dec-~ in Dallas is the event flownwith bracing and hollow
ember '63 issue of Model Aviation.

SO

structure. Thus the mutes presented were YOUR rules and,
,

a
ce do not agree with practice in the rest of the country or

4, Proposal to change IHLG scoring to best 3 flights of overseds,© re anot more than 9 flights - vote in progress. The

sonore sei
hematin AULD agpimmpasnmniis tse . lg



As I have told you before, bracing and hollow struct- at four minutes after launch. On both flights the model
|

ure make the event ‘just another’ indoor paper stick
— was wound about 60%, At least, it sounds promising!

event. Even the weight limitation won't help things then. :

}

The October article inspired Phil Hainer to make some
In my opinion the full Wilmington set of rules, plus Comments about special models for low ceiling flying. He

the weight limitation are necessary if you want the event has held the Cat. I B Stick record at 14:23.1 for over
~~

to be ‘Easy B'. On the other hand, if you want the event years; the model was featured in STATE OF THE ART in t)
to push the ‘state of the art' forward, the rules should April '62 INAV. Phil's comments:
be just as the original Wilmington formula.

;

1. Since there is limited space in low ceiling sites the
It is true that bracing would save a beginner's too model must fly slowly in order to rack up time.

weak wing, but his plane would be too light if his wing . o

is that weak. If the weight rule is not used, thebeg- 2. The model must fly at a high angle of attack since
inner hasn't a chance anyway and can fly a braced model | most indoor airfoils give a higher L/D at a high
put not enter. Although contests and entrants are vital, angle of attack.
I don't see the combatrules requiring Ringmasters and .

:

tone

Fox Stunt motors because beginners can't fly a fast plane. 3 The wing loading must be kept low by building the
No matter how you make thé rules the ‘expert’ will win, structure as light as possible. This is possible as
unless you require a certain moment of inertia, CG, Cg, the slow flying speed reduces flutter andcontact
Ci, prop efficiency, max number of turns, max prop torgue, damage.
standard surface flex, and a particular trim. If you
did (if you could), I have a pair of dice which would 4, Because of 2 and 3 above, the sinking speed is less.

t :

.make the OD's job easier.
5. Use high aspect ratio on both wing and stab. This

All you can hope to do with an "Easy" rather than will reduce drag and help control a larger diameter
"Solid" set of rules is make the planes easier to build proPo

vibely ho eounaorwetaht, and cause beginners to be less
6. Use more wing offset than usualtohelp control torque

° and tighten the turn for smallbuildings. Thiswill
To retain the 'Easy' part for the ‘expert,' and some

also help control stall tendencies inducedbyflying
originality for the event, bracing and hollow structure at a high angle of attack.

must gol 7. Build the tail light and brace it with light wireto
The second thing that had me annoyed was your choice

avoid drag and model distortioncaused by twisting
of 8" max span for the stab. Not only is this rather tail surfaces.
arbitrar it doesn’t even make a pretty aircraft. At
present T have redesigned the Breeze to use a 8 3/4" span 8. Design the prop (larger diameter with lower P/D) so

stab. The area is still 35%, so all I did was increase reat 60% er theblade have is ree OF eneapare
the aspect ratio, The Wilmington rules state 50% max

Be elisptica ade 6 ape, and xeep the maximum

stab area. This would be a 9" x 3" stab if you wish to blade width at about 4 of the radius » rae type
limit dimensions rather than area. There is no reason er prop wide enre ate y for el mb put wi return
why the AR of the stab should be lower than 3/4 that of ° RPM piten better and thus give more constan

the wing. The 8" rule would place severe restrict‘ons prop .

| spansheuid vary from about 7 to O°; limiting tt to8" (9. Offset the thrust bearing about 45 degrees to the

cuts off half the normal not excessive design variation." left ~ that is - rotate the stick clockwise to giv
— both left and down thrustas the stickbows in the

In reply to this commentary, I will comment on only
burst. This will help hold the turn in the burst.

the last three paragraphs in order:
10. Keep the tail moment as short as possible without

1. The third-from-last paragraph pretty well sums up making the longitudinal stability marginal and offset
exactly what a well-planned "novice" event should -be! the boom for turn.

"
_

° 41. Put 60% of the fin area above the stab and 40% below;elity tor pet oFures see Tete eosivedeston soco- incorporate the fin into the tail bracing structure.

ifications ("my" rules=Dec. '63 INAV) orrules which This will improve dynamic stability, reduce balance
make ten design specifications (Wilmington rules with problems and help prevent the fin from stalling.
weight limitation added)? 12. Use 6-84 airfoils with nexdmun thickness at between

tt ' 35% and 40%; locate CG at 65%; use elliptical dihedralaSeordoF TOns8 withBee eet, ihe eeteeeae . for mike; simulate elliptical dihedral with polyhedral
no Easy B of any age class has nade a loneex Cat : Se, _for paper and use standard bracing rather thanpicket
flight, either before or after.

° fence bracing, all for lower drag.

LOW CEILING FORUM 13. Make all incidence variations at the tail - it's more
a work, but the amounts needed are less,

In October I introduced the experimental concept of
using @ low power-to-weight ratio as a means to control 14, Use full elliptical surfaces throughout to reduce tip
the altitude gained by indoor models, especially for Cat. flutter and move lift distribution closer to dynamic
I and Cat. II flying. Since that time there has been no center of the ship.
good opportunity to do any serious testing of this mode Con eh te ere a ers

of operation. However, the few flights which have been 156 Break ae enemotor bY ene stretenmethod. Start to

made, while not proving anything, have made two things the WE st - this eu pu e turns in on

fairly evident. First, the method will definitely limit the way out - 8 will increasethecruise.
peak altitude attained, but it seems likely that to limit RECORDS? MAYBE!
climb sufficiently in Cat. I (with present techniques) enema eee

will require so little rubber that the potential duration ST. EDWARD'S HIGH SCHOOL RECORD TRIALS, December 1, 1963
will also be severely limited. With a realistic amount

%
CATEGORY I, St. Edward's High School Gym, 33' ceiling

of rubber the rate of climbis somewhat reduced, the time Junior Autogyro - 2:22, Herb Schubert, Jr.
spent in the hang-up zone is less, and the loop length Open Autogyro - 2:25, Kenneth B. Johnson
can be adjusted so the cruise ismuch better than with
conventional methods. CHICAGO AERONUTS RECORD TRIALS - December 28, 1963

a CATEGORY I, Madison St. Armory Lécture Room, 22'
The second thing which becomes apparent is that a 7 Sr. B Cabin ROW - 3:31.2, Dave Erbach

~good starting point for low power experiments for 26' and CATEGORY II, Madison St. Armory Drill Hall, 75'
lower ceilings is a power/weight ratio of about .5:1. Sr. B Cabin ROW - 7:44.7, Dave Erbach>
The recent flights included some with a B Paperweighing Sr. B Stick - 17:16.8, Dave Erbach
045 oz. on rubber weighing .023 oz. The last flight of ;

the day managed to hang up in the cleanest imaginable CLEVELAND PRESS RECORD TRIALS-December 29, 1963
site, after proving that the power stalls of earlier CATEGORY II, Cleveland Public Hall, 80' ceiling
attempts had been cured. The previous flight lasted for

| Junior Autogyro =~ 2:10, Herbert Schubert, Jr.
about seven minutes and landed with quite a few turns, Senior A ROG - 10:19.5, Larry Loucka
power stalling in the olimb and stalling slightly in the Open Autogyro - 3:33, Ronald Ganser
cruise. Cruise RPM checked out at 80 on the 14 x 22 prop|

rf .
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perenne nage rape nn nh paners ini etn Sammnimi ent anemonesway
i HINTS AND KINKS area. The Purdue University Aeromodellers are setting up‘
: , _

events in the Purdue Armory, while Anderson Sundusters, .
‘ With the advent.of models like the Easy B, which have not knowing about Chuck's group, set up a December 15
. straight line outlines, many modelers are building on contest in conflict with the December Bunker Hill AFB :
, plans instead of using cardboard templates. To protect meet. Now that these groups have heard of one another,
: the plans, the eneoe ones wax paper has been useds"In “their activity should reinforce both groups.
-~this day of scient ec advances, try stretching polyviny :

"ttm over the plans and holding it down with masking tape LOUISIANA,~ SHREVEPORT
-

-round the edges. The glue doesn't stick at the splices, The plans are firming up for the Natchitoches contest
and if you use a little too much glue it forms'a neat - ./ with the date to be early in February. The site is a new.
"puddle" which can be sliced off easily with a: sharp % & building on the campus at Natchitoches, reported to have

©

razor blade. Almost all households have a handy source. %. a 60' smooth ceiling. Contest events are to be B Paper
of this film -it comes as wrapping around your clothes. £ Stick, HLG, and Easy B.withthese rules: 18" span, 3
when you get them back from the dry cleaner. |- BH chord, 8" stab span, propblades must be all balsa, and

—

BEY - “ id. .¢ % Models must be paper’covered. Contact Mark Valerius for
—

a New Microfilm Hoop tl eG, 7 oy more info - 461 Choctaw Trail, Shreveport, Louisiana. So
O Ce ce G&A

| eA Y NEBRASKA - LINCOLN ‘, :
Phil. Hainer passes on this hoop“désign ‘which“makes At FG The Lincoln Sky-Knights 2nd,Annual Indoor Contest

“much easier to, cover the most fragile flight surfaces. ‘’ (” / was held in the 44’ Universityof Nebraska Fieldhouse on
|

.
‘Refer to the drawing below to construct thehoop -“thé  .

~ December 8. Davé Linstrum of,Manhattan, Kajisas had high ©
_ Sides of thehoop are balsa or Bpruce as,usual, but the’, |”, i; time in HLG with 0.31 and high Easy B time of 4:26, High
.

endsare 1/2 Wide aluminum ‘strips made from A/ 16",0m 6 @ Paper Stick time of 840 was by DaveErbach, while Walter)
3/64" soft aluminum Glued ‘on with epoxy genent yh ef 2 ¢ Erbach ran iatercepter withé his ornithopter, ~~

:
3 | a Cy Y

i aii om ap < vee i . /-
£

i (Qe ‘4: . x
.

‘

eg YN A
co La A ” y Z NEW JERSEY'- CLARK a Fol Be

: me 2 a & A @ & .,
|. Themeetingof)indoor modelersat ¢s V. Russo's house ,

:

ww a a, GO Eh # hn November‘resulted in a suggestedFAI Team selection
; oR eagerRD Li ge bp ] plan and detailed planning for the 1964 Lakehurst season.

me 4a i Ue
‘ ite GOYP Ten séssions are planhed, altern&tirng Record Trials with

.

mer gd 2 contests for the following events: Paper Stick, A ROG, ~~
bole SBALSA Sipes~ ‘ C Stick, Original Design contest and Cabin. The dates /

wo a
, for the sessions have not been settledwiththeNavyyet,:. Z is - Hon won Ut they will be made known as Soon as possible. .

‘ f
“ Sort Auuminum". - “e

: . «END STRIPS LE an soma, OHIO = CLEVELAND i 7 ae
“\ A A “ oo The 13th Annual Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet was the o

~

. ) i five USUAL well run contest - with more than 5000 official
;

fr LE Ma AN h flights during the one-day meet! Hand launched gliders,
i 040 v

¥ fos . |\ prefab models, paper stick models, and microfilm models’
L: ; > beyWEREFlown DY SAx age Classes (Junior flew in four age
Y 7 ’ (Eno View) .* | ‘classes) in competition for 90 ; trophies and plaques.-

af oF ied , Vy “t—_ : 'Beock Hoop uP'Ryo a pyen enous the ceiling is 80 Waits where ae they put
. a

: tt 3 i so Dhaninmenice went ae recne maton a frei
metenrtteeoon :

.

o
(Curve Te Fit WING —- TEXAS, - DALLAS-F?. WORTH “ncditcan Soe

“When making the film, Phil puts a dam of modeling |" 7™ [he Cat. I session of the Cliff Model Club came off —

ora} on the aluminum’ strips to prevent water frei running 88, scheduled and waspretty well attended. Most of the =

m top of the film.| pocennretnmFLASAvon!lider fliers were getting 21-22 seconds under the 26 oe
Coe

hve ; oe N 74 EAR prehed ceiling, but Mike Fedor worked up to 0427.0 nate :

__ fhe covering procedure is this: invert the hoopand) © in the day. Both paper stick models that were flown hit

_
block it up off the table. “Carefully curve the end strips _\2Pound 7 minutes and found very littledrift. Jerry
to match the airfoil curve 6f the part to be Covéred, and “Murphy stirred up the air several times with his Fokker
lay the part upside down in the trough of film. ‘Using a

 “ ‘D-VII scale job (a real rocket.climb!) and his ornithop-~
_ fine brush, moisten the outline with saliva or water, , ter caused a bit of stir also.| r es Lo

starting at the centerof each spar and work slowlyto U4) The next.CMC session is in theArlington Ree Hall on
|

the tips to avoid distorting the frame. Be sure that the © / January 19, 1:30 to 5:30 PM, but the February session is

work surface is covered with paper or something else’to- —" planned to move to the Dallas NAS Drill Hall (low Cate

protect the covering, ahd start trimming the part. Leave °%. II) on Febfugry'16 for a contest with [ndoor Stick, HLG,
sevéral small tabs of: film around thé edge until last, °° and IndoorSeale, 7 : OL es corel, Po
them cut these loose and let the wing drop to the table. oY 7 étalre OF THE ART ” oS :

:

.
if Ny oy . 4g a :

yy :Now the hoop can be moved away! from the work surface and gt Cla, % 7 io.
Work cancontinue, ois ery put Bob pupmptale placed rourti dna made a strong bid. for  —

;
de ad a place on the J. S,.FAI Indoor’;Team with thé feature :

di NEMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD a re . model for {nds month.| Bob is a long term member of the = —

-

GALIFORNIA - visaLta |” BE. Langley Brainbysterg, and a tore test pilot for NASA,
In ‘the INFORMER, ‘DonFariisWorthnoted. that indoor Peg iSPg Bates rer

|

meets are beingplannedinVisalia for the Winter and E tis model’ Herredents the genéral tend now starting —
spring.’ Contact Don at 2040 Cecil Circle, Visalia for (fn FAI circles) toward the typé ‘of model pioneered by
times, places and events.=). 00! Eee g the German FAI ‘tein '- long tail moment, generous stab

:

Ey NS « aaa Ui hi , ares» rebryard(9G location, and momerately high aspect
HOLLAND --' ROTTERDAM Tee | i a San eeio wing. le unusual feature of the, model is the_

Cornelis Wolthoorn reports that he has!raised the
.

ng sustable, stat tneidence for very slose trim.
, Dutch indoor record to 4:37with a fodelgimilar to the ce At thé’ rire) Lax

ey |
bo

‘Easy B.” Interest is slowly picking ‘up in spite of few a at the, finds saat eeeton after the Flyoff, Bob
. _

'and poor sites, and it may pick up more soon. AVIA, a . gs e Pee er: ete s ship to establish a new
Lo

Dutch aircraft magazine, plans an article on NIMAS and persona record; a oe ehurat. He felt the 19 x 32 prop
a picture'and three-view of Cornelis!’ model. shown here‘climbed@ ‘bit too fast, so he made a 20 x 32

|

vo » Which was guite‘similar., Cruise RPM remained about the
“ILLINOIS £ CHICAGO |

.
“sdine, but the climb RPM was about 10% slower, the model

With two well-attended record trials under their belt peaked at cathe le rete end tandedwith fever turne. .

this winter, the Chicago Aeronuts plan a contest for Easy eo Tye newprop oft ft He ten ° 040 X 2003 pireyti-B and Jig’ Time models on January 25, 1964. There will be
. 640" osét t

eavs w e 19 x 52 used a *

a special trophy in each event for highest single flight
0

NE xs MOV

by a junior. Contact Pete Sotich for a copy of the rules go” HE SCOOPED ME!
,

a"-hich will be used. Pete's address 18 3851 West 62nd
lace, Chicago, 60629. In VTO, the free flight column (M.A.N. Feb.'64 p. 8),-

Out-of-town entrants in the December record triais Dick Black gave very good coverage on Ed Stoll, the #2
included Walt and Dave Erbach from Nebraska (600 miles) man on the U. S. FAI Indoor Team. He also has a three-=-

‘and Bob: Larsh and Bill Denson from Indianapolis (200 view of Ed's model, identical to the one you eventually
miles) - dedicated fliers! would have seen in "State Of The Art" if Dick hadn't beat |

me to it. However, the article will do more for indoor |

INDIANA - KOKOMO there than the limited circulation it would have in INAV, | ,

The KOKOMO AERO TEAMNEWSLETTER edited by Chuck Actually, anyFF'erwhodoesn'treadVTO isstrictlyBornetiatreports”a lot of indoor activity in that’ general
“missing the boat - but good,

~~ “OT oe

j
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL SO

os

#*#*eHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### INDOORRULESCOMMITTEE
Recently, we gained three new members of our group;

7

AWordofExplanation!
two Juniors and one honorary member from England, also a :

Junior. In the past few months, since the formation of the
.

oo: a Indoor Rules Committee, this column has beenfilled with
RYAN RIORDAN, 4400 West 155th St., Cleveland 35, Ohio commentary and suggestions on possible rules changes.
ERIC VOGEL, 6616 Spring Valley Rd., Dallas 30, Texas Many people have been good enough to write in and express

ae their views, and I have taken the opportunity to inject
WILFRED J. TROTTER, 1 Blackmans Close, Dartford, Kent, some views of my own ~ hopefully it has been understood ts

England that no official views or plans have been included, I oo

have agreed or disagreed with parts of many of thesecon- .

Change of Address! : ments from others, trying to look at each idea from the
viewpoint.of both a contestant and a Contest Director.

Ray Harlan, Eastern member of the Indoor Rules Comn- :
ittee, has asked that his new address be published: Ray To quote from the first announcement about theCom-
Harlan, 118 Decatur Street, Arlington, Mass. 02174, mittee (Aug.'63 INAV): The committee objective is "To

:
: - review all Indoor AMA Rules and to propose anychanges

NIMAS Awards which may be necessary’tomodernize them to meet present ue
day competitive standards and requirements." oe

Chuck Borneman makes this suggestion for NIMAS Awards
.

Cp

eget” oe ihe
for gliders: Perhaps it should have been pointed out that the com- ==

mittee is not a rules making body - any and all rules we ms
Award Cat. I Cat. Il Cat. III propose (and there have been none todate)mustundergo

bos the same careful scrutiny by the Free Flight Contest &
Silver 0:30.0 1300.0 1305.0 Board as any other rules proposal. A
Gold 0333.0 1303.0 1310.0 re Le

.

me “4
; Diamond 0:36.0

. .
1:05.0 1215.0

oo, dnthe November '63 issue I expressed my rules phil- a
BS REE aioeSg hESkea g ete ohSteenat Beegs oe eran eee osophy; perhaps it is now in order to share my philosophy “

.
'

@lider fliers, arise! Please express your views on on rules changes as expressed in my second memo to the
these suggested times!

, Committee. I said “If we make any changes, we should
avoid any which will obsolete many models. We must also

A New Look
,

have & majority approval of al11 fliers who feel strongly
Se ve enough about the matter to contact any ofus-and a.

Many thanks to Dave Linstrum of Manhattan, Kansas, NIMAS questionaire will be made as widely available as

for the art work and design of our newmasthead. Dave possibleto make it easier for them. Also, if an over-
spent a lot of time and effort on the design, and the whelming majority should oppose a change, 80 be ite

pleasing result shows this quitewell. Since that memo,I have altered my viewpoint slightly.
I feel that an overwhelming majority must favor a change :

FAI INDOOR REPORT before one is considered.

Last November many East Coast indoor fliers met at
;

,
: More_on Easy B

the home of C. V. Russo to plan the upcoming year and to oo, ; Oo

“shoot the bull" about indoor. Out of that meeting grew Last month brought in quite a few suggestions on the
a potentially important document - a petition to AMA HQ Easy B event:
to adopt some method of appeal with a suitable short time wees os ewe Sas

.

limit for the appeal to be answered. The text of their| To eliminate rules squabbles,PeteSotichand Bruce
; petition reads as follows: Foxworthy (Bruce is our first Sponsored Junior Member)

. ‘ both made the suggestion that Easy B be centered on a

"ag F.Ael. Indoor competitors it is our contention standard set of plans which detail what the model shall
that there should be a method of appeal of F.A.I. Chair- be. Bruce expanded on the theme to permit a second class
man's decision and prompt action taken before the next for more experienced fliers which would permit them to
calendar event negates such decision. modify the basic design if they desire - but the "stock"

.

;

and “modified" models would compete in separate classes.
In past years there have been protests that have .

remained unanswered or action has been taken too late to A Voice of Dissent - Manny Radoff, a long-time indoor
be of any help to the persons involved. The protests | flier has this to say about Easy B:
dnvolved in the Eastern 1962 and the Mid-Western 1963 F.

ok
A.I. flyoffs are points in question. Easy B should be & suggested event for a local

.

_

affair. To nurture the novice it should be flexible in
We therefore suggest that AMA adopt a judicial pro- ite rules to fit the site and the contestants, With a

cedure to hand down a decision within ten days of receipt given set of physical. dimensions it should change in
of protest. Such prompt action is required to enable weight, in material (from paper to microfilm), in con=

benefitting contestant to properly prepare for the next struction (from solid to braced), and from all-wood pro-
elimination date. pellor to a built-up prop. It should go through the same

growing pains as the builder on the local level. When
_

I support the above suggestion wholeheartedly with no the builder is ready with his developed skills, let him
p7 reference to past history. Let it suffice to say that we take on regular classes A,B,C,D,FAI, Autogyro, Helicopter,

ave had protests in the past with no meaningful method Ornithopter, Flying Scale, or any novelty event he wants
of reviewing the decisions which prompted the protest - on the national level under national rules where skill
that is, reviewing the decision before the next elim made and competence are the order oftheday.
any review meaningless. Aswe have it now, a contestant —

ot. ’ Soe! ,

can be mistakenly barred from competition and his protest My ‘anti’ arguments are not the rules themselves -
will be unanswered for well over a month - in other the dimensions, weights, lines, ete. My opinion is that
words, too late for him to take his rightful place at the these Easy B rules should not exist at all nationally at
elim he sought to enter. A.M.A. If 1t 1s not to be considered a Nats event then



meee
: tose Temeetwere

. ~

a a OS

why A.M.A. rules at 911? Why uniformity where it doesn't I've heard several solutions to this problem, but
count? The need for uniformity 1s for preparation for a each one involves the assumption that. such warps will
Nats or World Championship. Local champs can be champs occur unless you take special precautions. After it does
under local rules. There is also no need to push more warp, all you can do is to re-coverit!
rules into our A.M.A. rules book which is ‘over-ruled' eyposeniggn gmun, wigct agen womepmeensiteg cguncagieipee tity Sate owtgue ce ei cenow." Method1: Make asturdy frame the size of a full

sheet of condenser paper and stick the paper to the frame
And from a newcomer - Mark Valeriusis a speed flier all around. Spraythecondenser paper with water to pre-_

who also flies indoor with eager enthusiasm: shrinkit,cutit loose, and iron the wrinklesoutbefor
you use it.

:

.

"Having just guided five absolute rank beginners
|

/

.

through an Easy B, I have a few comments regarding the Method2:Cover inawarm, dry room on a@ heated work
rules: surface (borrow your electric blanket) and keep the paper

stored in a dry place when you're not using it. Dry
1. Unbraced wings are harder for a beginner than braced storage can be arranged by rolling the paper and packing
ones. Reasons: Wood selectionis critical on unsupported it in a tube with silica gel dessiccant.
wings - anything will work braced. Beginner's wings are

warped and bracing assures the correct angle of attack in Method 3: Cut the condenser paper to size and dry it
at least two places on the wing. Bracing makes wash-in a in the oven at 250 degrees for twenty minutes, take it
matter of fact, not of hope, on a beginner's floppy wing. out and cover with it immediately. ;

2. Beginners do far better with paper than with "mike".
: LOW CEILING FOR

3 dinners have an awful time learning to pour
.Rete Onelefim, To use film delays the building time In recent months Sid Bernstein has been concentrat-

a day or two. A paper ship ean be built at a single sit~ ing on indoor gliders in the Cat. I Rockland State.

ting - very importantat building instruction sessions. Hospital gym. Certain of his gliders showed a tendency
Beginners unavoidably poke fingers, glue sticks, etc. to widen the turn or lose it entirely even though the

through the film. Condenser paper is tough. roll-out had been just right’.

Forget the expert! Easy B is for the beginner, so He passes on this tip after quite a bit of testing -

tmike! ora tubes ovat go! bracingts an peceune at is it seems to work well and he would like to hear from any-
easier! Forget weight! No beginner knows or cares what one who tries Ate Sid gives Richard Miller credit for

.

his ship weighs! He wants to fly!" the idea which is:

An entirel - ee Fi Build the glider as usual, but on the inside wing
to ve a very au0dsugdestlony Te makes what we feel (left wing if the glide turn is left) install polyhedral

° instead of dihedral. Ifthe glider already has poly-
tt 1 hedral, use more in the inside wing. The roll-out isHere's a thought I just had that may or may not be ,

.

worth a little discussion. If the AMA really wants to
also improved, as described by Sid:

set up somespecial events for beginners, why not handle it .

them in a special way to insure that they remain in the ... Somehow the polyhedral in the inside wing panel
'fun' and "beginner' category? Instead of formal and

causes that wing to drop and the ship rolls out with a

necessarily complicated rules, establishingnew record sharp snap almost at the ceiling. Apparently, in a smal]
Classes and possible addition of the events to the Nats hit you need @ sharp roll-out and recovery so you ‘don t
achedule, let the AMA merely recommend a few simple rules t the wall, yet take full advantage of the ceiling.
that express the spirit of each event and leave the rest

_

to local groups. The only official recognition the AMA hi
In case you try this and want to discuss it with Sid,

need give these events is that models flown in them are R f teon oe is: Sid Bernstein c/o Research Facility, —.

"being flown safely' as regards insurance requirements.
_

oe land State Hospital, Orangeburg, New York.

t
As an example, the Easy B event has been flownnow THELAB

|

or several years a across the country under slightly
varying local rules. It seemly has proven quite success-

This column was started to furnish a place to discuss

ful'as both a fun and beginners event. Under this local ways and means of establishing NIMAS standards for meas-

regulation everyone knows what such terms as ‘solid stick! urements of all the parameters of our hobby. Some of the

or 'no bracing’ or 'straight outlines' mean and there is
measurements which may develop will merely be convenien-

. no need for long, complicated wording to make them under- ces for more meaningful communication - others will be
stand or heed, Local groups adapt the basic Easy B rules

vital as a basis for scientific advancement toward the |

to fit their own particular situation, but the spirit of |

Uttimate indoor model.
|

the event is left unchanged. There is no mistaking any
“

current Easy B model for another type. What we want
Flight Testin

to see is that these successes are continued, and if posa-
Able, increased manyfold, not to create an event that For the most part, flight testingof indoor models is

will give the experts or 'nit-pickers' a field day while
limited to careful adjustment before winding the model as

the beginners we are trying to reach are discouraged, tight as experience and somewhat educated judgement will
-

disillusioned or downright disgusted
, allow, starting the watch, and hoping for the best. In

° addition to recording the number of turns installed and
You yourself have said that Easy B was not intended how many turns were left at landing, many people also

to be added to the Nats schedule. AndIseriously count cruise RPM as an indication of conditions and model

question whether setting up record classifications for trim. So

Easy B would serve any purpose. Why then have strict AMA
rules to cover the event?" What I have in mind for flight testing 1s something

far more elaborate - and potentially more meaningful.
, INDOOR FLYING SCALE Recently I became involved in a discussion on prop eff-

ee oo iciency. Before long the thing boiled’downtolackof
In a recent issue I noted the tremendous growth of information about model flight velocity in various stages

Indoor Flying Scale and credited the N.A.A. Flightmasters of the flight - information vital to a better understand-~
with the growth of the movement. I have been gently ing of propellor performance and efficiency. ,

chided by members of the Wilmington Indoor Model Airplane ;

Club - the group which started active flying of indoor I would like to propose some test objectives or bits
acale a year before the Flightmasters began their work. of information whicha flight test series should attempt
WIMAC has continued to hold indoor scale contestsevery to measure, and then to suggest some means of making the
other month since their start, and the number of entrants. necessary measurements.
climbs with each contest. Well over 20 entrants made it
to the last contest - and that's a lot offlying to do in These are the desired measurements:
one three-hour Cat. I session!

| a
So

a 1. Prop RPM at one or two minute intervals throughout

|

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-
;

| the tiighte ae _~

4:

,

2. The number of circles durin theflight and the
. .

The question this time 1s oneof those troublesome
__

¢

things which often need a solutionbefore the problem
- diameter of each. (to get distance and velocity)

comes up - anyone who has solved this problem differently Ds

ft 3. The elapsed time of each circle and the altitude gainfrom the following suggestions, please sound of ' ;

"or loss of each circle. |

29. How can I prevent changes in humidity from causing
,

, warps in my condenser paper covered models?
‘,

.

.

.

. :



. * :

The RPMwill be easy to measure, as will the number are not concerned with atmospheric contamination of the
of flight circles and the elapsed time for each. Circle fluid, which is avoided with the hypo seal.
diameter and altitude gain or loss will be more complex,
requiring optical measurements and several people who are

_..,

The piston is 1/2" 0.D, aluminum, with a plate epox-
closely coordinated by a central clock. Our modeling ted on the inner end. The cylinder is molded from poly-
cousins (third or fourth cousins), the model rocketeers, ethylene sheeting directly onto the piston, which has
-tvack their birds satisfactorily even though some of them been partially covered with alumunum foil so that only"St out of sight vertically in seconds, so we ought to be about 1/8" of the cylinder (at theouter end) actually
dle to take our measurements fairly easily. touches the piston. At the other end of the cylinder

: A
- S16 OD. alonin Phrough a 3/16" diametermolded hole,

These optical techniques will be satisfactory for obs Aluminum wubing,4 molded plastic elbow,
Cat, III and High Cat. 11 sites, but what about the low another piece of aluminum tubing, and a molded plastic
ceiling fliers? Well, 'way back in the Jan. '62 INAV it jet, cutoffto give the optimum size hole. It was
was noted that Hu Entrop and Phil Hainer had topped 13:00 intended to use a mechanism toeject Solution at so many
in their living rooms with A ROG's flown tetheron .001 cubic mm per inch -- now there's a mixed unit ~- by the
wire. What would be wrong with testing models on a .001 use of levers or gears, but as it is usually used it

_

wire tether just short of the natural turn radiys? If. merely: (1) tends to give a uniform rate of discharge
the center pole telescopes to keep the tether wire almost when operated ntot. oe th (2) oeerees an exact measure,
horizontal, the altitude can be marked off on, the pole. § to abou i, O e amoun ast used.

The turn radius is fixed, so the other measurements are ,
“THE

W.
simple stop watch operations! Admittedly, therewill be NEWS FROM AROUNDTHEWORLD

|

some loss in performance, but the data would be better
he chance + CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANArenoune the fient vonemeters winie Aode of testflying ‘Eleven firm dates have been negotiated for the use

eliminates most drift worries! of the Santa Ana MCAF hangar by the Sky Hoppers ofOrange
a
Re we County eight record priate, uve a padoor contests and

I don't feel that the above is a complete flight test & flying session are scheduled, the flying session was

outline, and maybe some of this info can be gained ina Feb. 9; the record trials are March 8, May 10, June 7,
simpler fashion. I will welcome all comments and sug- July 12, August 9, September6,November 8, and December

-

gestions on the above, and I urge that any group with a 6; the contests are on April 5 and October 11.
* regular and frequent access to their site consider this

CALI
. me aFORNIA ~ WILMINGTONapproach to indoor model performance and improvement.

"In addition to the welcome news that the indoor scale
THE MICROFILM STORY 4 entry grows with each contest (the last contest had 23
NS entries), the flight time is moving upward also. ‘The

o by Bill Bigge WIMAC record for monoplane scale is 67 seconds and was
.

— set by a 15" Fairchild Monoplane. The model was built .
Draw one or two gallons of watér in themoming.No, by Fred Weitzel of Yonkers, New York, adjusted in Fred's

.

it's not necessary, just easier. Into clean jugs, that ta yng yooms and proxy flown by Joe Bailey with no change we

is. In the evening, when undisturbed (?), lay out a n trim
. a. .

vinyl table cloth cover on 4a good-sized table. I am for- . Dee _ .

‘ “atunate in being able to use an old dining room table. CANADA - WINNIPEG
t h 1 fell lyin

a

Make a rim with 1" x 1" strips according to the sketch Bill Graham reports that severa 6, 10ws are fly ng oybelow, under the vinyl. in a couple of sites in Winnipeg - a 21' gym and an 80 ae’ hangar. "A" ROG times in the gym were over 4k minutes, fe
and top "A" time in the hangar was 8:40. Bill holds the ye

SO fiber P45 Canadian HLG recordof0:47.4, set in a 65' ceiling. He aes
nannies es es se OG Bince hit 0:56 in the same site. “

Canadian model rules makers have updated their rules, a
which are up for approval now. The proposed rules allow hefour classes of Stick (counting FAI), HLG and Helicopter.

.

oe ILLINOIS ~- CHICAGO a
, a ,

4-1 xl STRIPS (CovEeR The Chicago Aeronuts January 25 contest for Easy B
WitH PLASTIC SHEET) and Jig-Time models pulled in 26 contestants who made 55

entries in the four events. Top Jr. Easy B time was
Se 6:09.6 by Jim Thornberry; Charlie Sotich won Sr-Op. Easy

B with 10:10.5. The fifth place time was 9:25.4 by Art |
A Christensen; since re-entry was permitted, Art did andApsusTABLESizeTank got 9129.9 for third. ie beat BobLarsh’s 932767 Athplace, but Bob also go 253.4 for secon r. Jig-TimePour in the water to about 1/4" mini iB} at

f
wath

Os,

uae water is more than a few contimenseenan overt. tt won Sre-Opewith Os4eco. Minecontestantscane from eeative fooling sets up convective instability and the far as Kokomo, Indianapolis,andBloomington,Indiana
we er a re itself erratically. Insulation beneath compete.

.e tank might help here. te foe THLG Ease Bb tae wilt ye rev. oe and will haveevents for asy re only aper ck and
| : use aan framesare made from whatever wood ds handy. Indoor Stick. Then, on March 21, therewill be another

cthorvise. “Z'put braces.in sash commen onwing hosp aga Somveet £0" TLE, Eaay 3 and 24"'epan rubber ncaets,
in one corner on the smallest hoops. The bracesare made INDIANA - KOKOMO
flush with the outline on both sides, and help prevent

_ The January indoor contest at Bunker Hill AFB pulledloss of films almost too small for the hoop. The film in 20 entrants. Top Easy B time underthe 44' 6" ceilingas poured is not strictly rectangular, Y'know. was was 2726.4 byEd Hughey. Ed nearly always wins, but
All doors and windows shut? Air conditioner off?

, 8359 i respectively)suet re *the ne ora th og ere oneoner o so7 ee ely. us or e reco ese areOK. pour intosmall votre octet hours ago if mixing is peper covered Easy B models! Meredith Chamber] in won HLG
-- ct to use. Protects your w 344.0, a new record for the site, and Bob Larsh gotmain supply from evaporation. Pour or eject from O:41.5 f cont

. your 341. or second. Their February contest will be onfavorite gadget by a definite procedure and between def~ Feb. 16, with HLG, Easy B and Flying Scale, using WIMAC
in the tank ren tarectsSto Maybe put acouple of coins rules for scale with a few reservations,

. e them aro igefied with the pattern. Try pouring in the other direct- MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. 7.ion. Adjust tank size. When satisfied, pour as many ~ The next session in the M.I.T. Armory is scheduledfilms as you have hoops for, and maybe more. for February 22. The Armory is located on the corner of

-~ Louse a squirt ject h aso eeaeethe Ave. and Vassar St. and the time is from
~ u gun, or ejector, which works 1 330 PM to 8:30 PM. an, nside-~out hypo. That is, the seal is at the outerend draenwel, Box 5031, 362’MemorialDet Corbreene anne”
PF one gyiinder almost Cesena mer end of the piston, 02139, so he can notify you in case a conflict arises.

or dispensing an air- ' NEW YORK - ELMIRA so es ne

hardening liquid. A slightly imperfect seal 4
consequence, as the plunger brings the leaked fluid ba The Elmira group moved into a new site with 22' and
into the cylinder. With the other + pe of seal. leak s* about twice the floor area they have been used to. At
fluid stays on the insta

y » leaked - the same time, their activity expanded to include somey e of the cylinder and harde
Very messy for repeated operations. In this gadgetwe open titers and some indoor scale flying. Jim Mayes and

Oscar, his father, topped the group with 0:21 and 0:22

sem a ae 5 seth ensuite on z a cial she tebvioiigtsetseedoy fs pa . te odade daBiRM ge reser geespag Metteet a



° 8 group also believes in starting them young, Let us go on to the actual construction of the model,ana Tin Trempecau (7) had some 45 second flights with a Because of the high power requirements of ornithopters,Jap tissue covered stick model. This is a going group - ‘standard indoor construction cannot be used. A 10 motor
if you would like to get in on the fun, drop a line to tube is rolled in the usual way. After the motor tube—-
Oscar Mayes, 413 Sharr Ave., Elmira, New York.

|

finished a 1/32" vertical sheet backbone is insertedt
ns

ae

full length of the tube, The 6 3/4" tailboom is cut fi.
TEXAS - DALLAS-FT. WORTH

oo
oe, medium 1/16" square balsa, and it is tapered to 1/32"More attendance, more and better models, and drift square at the end. After the 1/16" x 1/8" x 5/16" thrust

caused by high winds outsidewerefeaturesofthe January bearing support are added, the fuselage is completed.indoor flying session at the Arlington Recreation Build- -. fhe fixed wing is not shown on the plans because it issoing. The star of the show was the Farmen "Mosquito" by simple. It has a 1/16" square hard balsa leading and
Mike Fedor - a very nice modelandpretty flights. Ken trailing edge with 1/16" square medium balsa end ribs and
Querman did a nice Jobof rescuing hung models with his a 1/32" square medium balsa center rib. At the center
telescoping retrieving pole. Ken and his pole have been rib, there is also a 1/16" square medium balsa stick that
a fixture at indoor contestsfor some time- the pole is 1s mounted flush with the bottom of the wing. Gussets
built up in triangular sections about 5' long, and he can are added at all the leading edge points for strength,asreach up to 40'after wayward models! this member must stand up under somevery heavy loads.Oo The February Cliff Model Club session has moved to The stab and fin are built inthe standardway, and maythe Drill Hall at Dallas NAS, where there is room to hold be covered with microfilm or tissiie as desired,© 7"™Indoor Scale, HLG and Indoor Stickallat once.The date

oe48 February 16, and the time from 9AM to 4PM. Sanction The flapping wing is built up from’1/16" square hard
applied for. balsa that has been tapered to 1/32" square at the ends.

The gussets are 1/32" sheet. All the wire parts are
HINTS AND KINKS -024" music wire and 1/16" 0.D. aluminum tubing is used“_

for the bearings. Mount two 3/8" long tubes on the end
Refillable Hydrogen Balloons ribs of the fixed wing and be sure to mount them so as

a

—
~ to build in the 10 degree downthrust. Cut five 5/32" and

Bill Bigge suggests that hydrogen from home gener- one 3/16" lengths of tubing. Mount the 3/16" length onators be transferred from the receiving balloon on the the right hand flapping arm as a spacer, then slide four
generator to a vinyl beach ball. This makes {t possible |. 5/32" lengths on the flapping arms and crank, to serve
to transport extra hydrogen to the field, and has the as bearings for the con. rods. The other 5/32" tube isadded advantage of trapping water (from steam generated cementedtothe thrust bearing support. A standard
along with the hydrogen) in either the first balloon or indoor thrust bearing is flattened out and cemented toin the beach ball.

,

the front of the motor stick and. thrust bearing support
as shown in the front view. Now the crankand thrustBill modifies both the beach ball and the balloon so washers are added and the rubber hook is formed after thethat the balloon can be refilled after it loses enough crank is in place. The length of the con, rod is adjust-lift to become unusable. The modification is as follows: ed so that when the crank is vertical, the flapping wingsPut a length of 3/16" 0.D. tubing into the spout of the are level.

.beach ball and sealitwith the cap which used to seal
a

. .the beach ball. Cut off most of the neck of the balloon I think the performance might be improved if theand bind it to a short piece of plastic tubing. Seal the length of the flapping arms is reduced so that theirballoon with a cap molded from melted plastic - with care length is the same as the distance from the ‘leading edg-—the entire assembly will be lighter than the original of the fixed wing to the center of the crank; also, theballoon. Now the balloon and the beach ball canbe coup- pylon might be raised so that a longer crank might be —

led togetherandthe balloon can berefilled. (Editorial used. The magnitude of the flap angle ia not critical,comment: My beach ball will storehydrogen about a week but a flapping wing is more efficient at larger angles;with 50% loss due to diffusion - hydrogen will diffuse however, + 60 degrees seems to be the maximum.
,

through solid metal! The hydrogen loss from the beach
ball is low becauseitisstoredunder low pressure.) Be sure to make the wings flap equal distances up and

—

down and to make both wings flap the same. After cover-CHANGEOFPACE —

ing wing (both fixed and flapping) with condenser paper:

.

a

you are ready for flying. The power is two 10" loops ofThe ILL EAGLE Ornithopter eO75 pirelli. The first flights are made on low turns.
. Warp the tailboom for trim, After a smooth flight pat-by Jerald B. Murphy tern is achieved, start adding power and watch a crowd

.

gather. Once, while flying at night under a street lightAn ornithopter, as defined by the Academy of Model my model was pounced upon by. a hungrycat?! ,

Aeronautics, is an airplane that propels itself through oe

the air by flapping its wings. The model presented here Your comments and suggestions on the ILL EAGLE are —

has been very successful in that it has set three indoor welcome, so please let me hear from you. My address isand one outdoor national records. Currently, it holds 410% South West, Arlington, Texas,the Open Cat. II record of 2:10.0 and theopen outdoor.'

record of 6:13.0. The design is in need of some minor
improvement, and I shall cover this later in this report.

a

STATE OF THE ART re

The chart below summarizes all the information we The information presented has been furnishedby thehave been able to gather about the models which topped owner of the model, or "slip-sticked" from plans sent bythe forty minute mark at the Nats and the FAI Semi-Flyoff the owner, or a combination of the two; they are largelylast summer during the Nats. This presentation was made correct and are presented with no intent of saying how towith the hope of making a meaningful comparison for those make your own "forty" = the chart shows several differentwho take the theoretical approach to better performance. ways of skinning that particular cat!

Model Wing Area/ M.A.C. Stab Wt./Area C. Ge Model Wt. Rubber Wt. Prop
|

Tail Moment
Aspect Ratio inches % wing oz./100 sq." % chord ounces ounces % span

Champine 186/7.0 5.15 38% 2019 70% 0036 0053 19 x 32 =46.5%
, Cummings 186/7.0 515 27% 00185 40% 00345 00703 21 x 40 48% —_

|

Kopecky 216/6.0 6.0 275% 0179 68% 2039 2039 18 x 30 50%
Stoll 192/66 504 37% 00195 80% 20375 2054— 19x 35 46%

Kowalski 180/741 5005 «644.6% §=0195 83% 00355 2044 19 x 33 52%

annnt em eet ceeemememmmmunrmremnnramruneumraummmmaatntat1 santo tas lattes nat naan mnmmanaieemenes
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

#H¥*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### INDOOR RULES = -

New members who joined in February: A recent report by Bruce Paton, West Coast member of :

- the Indoor Rules Committee, indicates that the majority ~
LEONARD A, DANBER, 3354 W. 61st. Pl., Chicago, I11. 60629 of indoor fliers inhis area have the following opinions: =~
JOHN J. WALZAK, c/o Dunham Hall, 1213 Court St.,

. oo ce aes “

Utica, New York 1. Paragraph 4.7 in the AMA Rules Book shouldberevised
EDMUND S. WHITTEN, Box 176, Wall Street Station, to permit indocr models to be wound by an assistant.

, New York 5, New York '

2. There is no real reason for changing either the
NIMAS Awards

,

rumber of indoor model classes or the method of
classifying indcor models- that is, they favor no

Two comments were made last month on the Award times changes in the existing indoor mies.
for IHLG as suggested by Chuck Borneman. Charlie Sotich oo on pep ey
felt that the Silver and Gold award times should be 3. Easy B or similar "beginner classes" have no place as

spread out some: an AMA record class, but should be retained on the
local level. ee a

os

Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III |
, So

SILVER 0324 0245 0355 Since there is such a widespread difference in
GOLD 0330 0:55 1305 opinions among indoorfliers across the UnitedStates,
DIAMOND 0336 1305 1:15 (no change) considerable effort is being expendedtowardcompleting

a questionaire tobe sentto all indoor fliers. This
Lee Hines suggested that the Diamond Award times be— will help ‘the Indoor RulesCommittee to sample the feel-—

0:40, 1:10 and 13203 remarking that only the Cat. II time ings of all fliers who complete the questionaire, and
had been achieved. This brings up the question of what should give a good picture of the whole indoor activity.
the intended purpose for the NIMAS Award system should The questionaire will be available sometime after May 1,

_
be - an award for performance not necessarily record

_
1964, and all fliers are urged to participate.

a"“reaking but well above average; or an award for a set a‘tandare of performance which keeps pace with the state GliderFliers, Beware!
of the art. Which should be the goal? Sound offt If I've kept proper track of the time schedule, March

Back Issues?
is the month that the final vote will be taken on the

BECK L6suess Detroit-Chicago-Wilmington IHLG Proposal (will require
. se “ < solid wood construction on IHLG). If you feel that thisBack issues are still available to NIMAS members for proposal is unnecessarily restrictive, the time is short.

35¢ handling charge; to INAV subscribers the charge 1s for you to make your feelings known Consult the 1964
10¢ per issue. A complete set dating from November 1962 AMA vale Book orthe Dec. "63 MODEL AVIATION for the
e Bye LaefF ene DBEANg - plus the appropriate amount address of the Free Flight Contest Board member for your

PS, AMA District, write your objections to the proposal and
Two complete sets of Richard Miller's "The Hand get it in the mail. And, if you favor the proposal, send

Launch Glider" are also available, along with several . that opinionAne See the Dec. 165 issues of FNDOOR NEWS
incomplete sets - first come, first served - 15¢ and 10¢ or MODEL AVIATION for the text of the proposal.

respectively (for postage and handling). My personal feeling about the proposal, from a CD's
: viewpoint, is that the rule specifically outlaws all

’ New Materials! built-up structures (not just microfilm gliders as was
———— the intent), clay and metal noseweight, and monofilament

: Some time ago Bruce Paton suggested that Dacron cord or wire leading edges. As a contestant, the rule keeps
such as that furnished for control lines with ready-to-~ me from experimenting with new materials for honest-to-

fly plastic models could be split down to very fine
.

goodness thrown gliders - it says I have to use wood -

strands to be used for bracing indoor models. This idea solid wood throughout’!
prompted my query to du Pont about monofilament Dacron. .

If we reject this rule, we will be right where we

Thanks to the generosity of Mr. V. S. Van Scoy of were late in 1960 - certainly through no fault of the
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., I have a large sample of present Contest Board. Although we have no relief on

Dacron monofilament for evaluation as bracing material. Cat. II and Cat. III records (four of the six records are

The sample is a 250 strand bundle of monofilaments, each held by "mike" gliders), most CD's have learned to outlaw
strand of which is .9008" in diameter. One strand has - microfilm gliders at their contests. My own feeling is
sufficient strength for most bracing jobs, but the bundle that we ought to do it right - even if it takes another
can be separated into threads containing several strands| year to do it.

just as easily. The main advantage to using multiple
_

.
INDOOR FLYINGSCALE © SO

strands is the better visibility of the larger thread. —
"

"

.
a.

Indoor scale fliers on the West Coast have a busy
The reason for testing Dacron is that I expect it Spring season set out for them. This schedule appeared

will be easier to see and easier to use than wire - with in the March N.A.A. Flightmasters Flying Scale News &
no weight penalty. If you want a sample to test, send a Views:
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Bud Tenny, Box 545, March 13 - Indoor Flying Scale Annual at Wilmington

eum-Richardson, Texas 75081, and I will send you somes Recreation Center.
. oO Be - April 5 - Santa Ana Indoor Flying Scale Meet at

FAI INDOOR REPORT Santa Ana MCAF hangar.
~

The slight uncertainty over whether Cardington air- | May 45 _ IndoorFrying Scale AAA itattorine oS

shed would be available for the '65 World Indoor Champ-
| Beverly Blvd. in Hollywood across from

fonships has been dispelled by the announcement that the Pacific Auditorium. WWI speaker and
s—=”™

event will be co-sponsored by the A.M.A. and the 5.M.A.E. movies of WWI aircraft. Donation $1No announcement of the date has been made so far,
°
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HINTS AND KINKS INDIANA - KOKOMO
: A last minute deal forced postponement of the Kokomo

Three Building Hints Aero Team's February meet until March1 - and probably
the March contest will remain scheduled for March 15.

_

Dave Linstrum suggests a handy source for small Just in case you're planning on attending, contact Chuck
building weights?’ Get some used linotype slugs, saw off Borneman at 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, to make sure the
the type face and saw the remaining slug into pieces event is still on. These meets at Bunker Hill AFB are a
about 3/16" x 1/2" x 3/4". Finally, glue small pieces always well attended and competition is keen.
of garnet paper to the weights to keep them from slipping

.

.

|around on the board (lead is slick when sawed). MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T.
Eric Greenwell's last-minute letter didn't make it

Limo TYPE Saw OFF in time to let us know that the February contest was

SLUG TYPE cancelled. Oh, well}! The March session is still set up“ as FACE for March 21, from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM in the MIT ArmoryAY Cor on the corner of Massachusetts Ave. and Vassar St. Just& INTO in case, check with Eric at Box 5031, 362 Memorial Dr.,pO SMALL WEIGHTS Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

MICHIGAN - ANN ARBOR
The Ann Arbor Airfoilers held an indoor session inPaul Crowley suggests this method for making matched

a school gym (20') last month. Most of the activity wassets of tapered spars: If the spars are to be double with HLG, but Clarence Mather and Don Drury gave a demon-tapered, first sand one taper into the sheet of balsa, stration with tissue covered models similar to Easy B's.then use a gage like that shown below to line up the This demonstration was so successful that an encore is
straight edge to the proper distances from the edge of planned in March. A building instruction session will be
the balsa. The gage shown makes spars which taper from held a week before the flying session to assist the club040" wide to .030" wide. members in preparing models for the session, The Air-

follers are to be congratulated - this is the kind of
effort which helps our hobby to grow!’

NEBRASKA ~ LINCOLN
The Sky Knights of Lincoln will hold their second

< 3 ° oO annual indoor contest on March 15 at the University of
° ° 8 + . Nebraska Fieldhouse. This site has 45' ceiling with 80'St a” + en —

x 135' floor area - if the drift is low 1t ought to be a
; O good site. Events are HLG, Paper Stick and Mike Stick,

nn and trophies are offered for prizes. Contact Walter
Erbach, 2979 Dudley, Lincolnyfor more details.

If you happen to have some balsa strippers around, NEW YORK - ORANGEBURG ;

they can be used in place of the gage shown above to make When the Rockland State Hospital gym finally became
tapered spars. Taper the balsa sheet just as outlined available, Sid Bernstein and fliers from near and far
above, then make a short cut with strippers of the proper put it to good use with frequent sessions. The models
size at each end, In the example sketched below, the flown have ranged from scale models through Easy B and
desired spar tapers from 2040" to .030", so make a short HLG. Contact Sid Bernstein, c/o Research Facility,cut with a .040° stripper at the heavy end of the wood Rockland State Hospital, Orangeburg, New York for times

.“and a cut at the opposite end of the wood with a .030 of these sessions. —~
stripper. Now, notch from the edge of the spar down to :

the stripper slot so that spar dimensions are clearly PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH
defined, place the wood on a dark background, and align Ron Ganser has been doing a good job at promotingthe straight edge with the bottom of the notch to cut the indoor flying - he has frequent access to a pretty fairspar, This gives spars with @ bevel on the end which site, and he has been appointed indoor representative to
helps you to orient the spars properly when splicing. the Alleghany Model Aeronautics Council.

4d. . Ron's site is the pumping station where he works -
-, _t it was converted from steam pumps to electric, which left

040 .030 a floor area 60' x 100' with 53' ceiling. Retreiving
FiastT, MAKE SECOND, CUT A f equipment is the best available - a twenty-ton overheadt A cUT witTH THE SMALL NOTCH TO crane! Ron lowers a hook on a string from the crane to

PROPER STRIPPER MAKE THE CUT lift his models off the heater! Ron's address: 2500
EASY TO SEE. Mission St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203.

TEXAS - FT. WORTH~DALLAS
Nos PAR Wood The February Cliff Model Club contest was well

attended by truly merce competitors. pe 5°oie o1WORLD Paper Stick - 7:52.8, Casey Hornbeck; 7:17.9, m em3NEWSFROMAROUND THEWORLD 7:08.5, Mike Fedor. HLG = 0:37.8, Mike Fedor; O23he1»CALIFORNIA ~ SANTA ANA
_

Bud Tenny; 0:33.5, Jim Hardin. Indoor scale ~- 69.6 pts.,
The March SHOC record trials are going on as we go to Jerry Murphy; 58.4 pts., Casey Hornbeck; 57.2 pts., Mike

press, but plans are firm for the April 5 open indoor Fedor. The CMC March session moves back to the Arlington
contest in the Santa Ana MCAF hangar. Bruce Paton Recreation Center on March 15, 1:30 PM to 5:30 PM.
expects well over 100 indoor entrants plus 4 very largeindoor scale entry. STATEOFTHEART

FINLAND = HELSINKI The model featured this month raised the U..S. com-
Finnish indoor activity has been understandably low petitive standard to 40 minutes by winning the '63 Nate

during the winter months ~ their November meet had freez- with 40:10.6. This unusual design is a radical departure
ing temperatures and high drafts in their 4AS5' hall. The from the usual indoor practice, with some different fea-
highest time of that meet was 16:10 by L. Englund, and tures. The covering - mostly straw colored film - is
Esko Hamalainen came in secondwith 13:38. R. Hyvarinen tight and smooth on the elliptical dihedral stressed wing.
follcwed close behind with 13:22. Pretty good times for The 83% CG location emphasizes the long tail moment and
that weather! Esko says that their FAI team selection ' large stab. During ground handling, the tail boom flexes
will begin in May, and that quite a few more modelers are| noticeably. In response tomy query, Dick said, "The tip
showing interest in indoor this year. rise on my Nats model was 3", give or take an eighth of

an inch depending upon variables of weather and film
ILLINOIS - CHICAGO tightness. The tail boom elasticity is not necessary,

The Chicago Aeronuts February contest (7th Annual) but 1s very helpful for models such as mine." This model -
|had 25 contestants who made 33 entries in 5 events. Jeff has a very high initial rate of climb - and it peaks out

Nakashima won Jr. HLG with 0:32.4 and Jim Thornberry won in about nine minutes of a forty minute flight. A few
Jr. Easy B with 8:22, Open event winners were: HLG - extra turns could easily put the model too high - so the
1:04.5, Bob Larsh; Paper Stick - 13:12.2, Bob Larsh3 turns are very carefully counted! Tracing by CaseyMicrofilm Stick - 20:28.0, Bob DeBatty. The next Aeronut Hornbeck.
contest will be March 21, 1964; events will be HLG, Rasy
B, and a special event for rubber kit models with 24

OC

oo

maximum span.

smA sate tery wt aederal atcteaetencerpunbetscaeutttaneaetcopes icttata natniataeattiates atte renin:HOON agape lidsitliltibiaaa aeatacand assestspaannimranamteasidlatiattiantnsnintmanmmmasichuniains extTondedbatniiiasiwinh5 clkballaSatibiaaNmaNtiaRtagainniNNneeeenibteNtmseesnseaaintiiafptetrinimmieeatnatTetattiti/ttIRANREETR TALONNN ETA
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS oz. by using a combination of weights, Accuracy is ab
ee

least 1%, since each of the weights is correct to at
29. Can you tell me how to make scales to weigh my least 2%

indoor models?

Typically, a weighing is made as follows, assuming anScales for indoor models are easy to construct, and object weighing Just over .01 0z.: Balance the scaie
—'pretty fair accuracy can be obtained if accurate weights until the wire pointer travels up and down in equal azc:

are used with care. This article will deal with two within the beam guide. Hang the part you're weighing or. \types of scales: beam scales and spring or deflection the outer hook, anc piace the .01 oz. weight on the rightscales. beam. With the weight in the "10" notch the beam rises
tc the upper stop; at "11" the beam falls to the lower

The besic beam scale follows the geometry of Figure stor. The weight is moved back to "10" and the .001 oz.
1, where "a" represents the force exerted by the object weight is placed at "4", The beam falls, but it balances
to be weighed, "F" represents the Fulcrum or pivot, "B" with the small weight between 3.5 and 3.75; "guesstimat-
represents the force exerted by the standard weight and ion” makes it 3.6.
"X" and "Y" represent the distances from "A" to the

.fulerum and from "B" to the fulcrum respectively. The total weight is computed thus: Since the .01 92.
. weight is at 10, this stands for .01 oze; the other

X y weight is computed as .36 x .001 oz. The total weight is
001 + .00036 = .01036 oz. Common sense tells us that the
weight should be recorded as .0104 oz., since the quoted{ i } accuracy is 1%. However, if the scale is carefully bal-

A B anced for each weighing (changing humidity causes largeFiguReE 1 changes in beam balance), the repeatability is at least
1% and the figure .01036 would have meaning for your ownThe force diagram of Figure 1 will be in balance if: notes.

Forse A x Distance X = Force B x Distance Y. If A=B,
X will equal Y at balance. If A = 1/2 B, then at balance My set of weights ur> based on the .05 oz. weight,%~ = 1/2 X es shown in Figure 2. which was made correct to .05% with the help of a chemist

and very sensitive lstoratory scales. The .02 oz. weightIt X- 7 Y | was then made on the sx8le by comparison techniques.
Fach successive weight was made in the same manner from|: the rext larger weight and the entire group was then

A B weighed on sensitive labcratory scalen as a final check.

Figure& Figure 6 details - deflection scale built to check
prop weights at the flying site. The basic principle is

Figure 3 details a practical application of the beam that an elastic beam (in this case a piece of music wire)
balance principle which will yield a sensitivity better always deflects the same amount whenever a given load is
than 20 micro-ounces and a repeatability better than 1%. placed on it. This scale was made by mounting a piece of
Briefly, 1t is 2 beam which pivots on a Shick razor blade -010" music wire on suitable ee ieaty structure as in .in two music wire pivots. A base plate mounts the pivot Figure 6, (dimensions are not critical) and calibrating
support on one end and wire loop to limit beam movement the deflection directly on the scale, In similar fashion
on the other end. Counterbalance weights "A" are trimmed a plece of .020 wire makes a scale which weighs up to .1
until the C.G. of the beam assembly lies just below oz. for weighing rubber motors, ‘

;

_

the pivot. (If the C.G. is higher than the pivot, the
ewe ey

A |
beam will have no stable position and cannot be balanced).

5 ."BY" 43 a sliding weight which serves as a coarse adjust- |
ment on beam balance, while "C" is a 4-40 bolt which is 2
used for fine balance of the empty beam. Two hooks on , . “ h 4the left side of the beam permit distance "x" to be 5" or Vex Ve" Basa tex Ve -- 10" and the "y" distance can vary from 1" to 15". Note 6

‘ that Figures 4 & 5 give additional details of the con-
8t struction of the scale. Note especially the small notch Base ¢ Bactr

at each 1" mark, which should be very accurately cut for
rPRent View

fo
Piece MADE| the best results.

{ i OF Yq" BALSAj My set of weights for this scale include the follow-
. ing: 005 OZe, 002 O26, 001 O26, 2005 026, 2002 O20, 2001

oz. and .0005 oz. These weights make a practical range FiGvuRE 6
of measurement from less than +0001 oz. to more than .2 , a

WIRE POINTER
—— {0
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; 8NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

|

#HH#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###% AReader Writes!

New Members Dear Bud,
.

.

BILL ATWOOD, 1760 Palm Drive, Laguna Beach, California Here's a trick for covering with microfilm - use beer
NORMAN G. BICKAR, 649 Jefferson Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.15235 instead of saliva. In fact, use a dilute solution of
BOB CLEMENS, 605 N. Columbia St., Naperville, I11. 60540 beer,
ROBERT GILCHRIST, 89 Silver Spring Rd., Ridgefield, Conn,

.KENNETH JOHNSON, 3089 McRoberts Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.15234 This trick is based on fact. Saliva contains manyGERALD KNOBLAUCH, 6150 West 54th St. Parma, Ohio 44129
-

enzymes that will digest starches first, proteins second,
JULIUS A. RUDY, 3218 Revere Rd., S. Plainfield, New Jersey and sugars last. Because of this digestive action saliva
THOMAS SCHMITT, 11014 Marcliff Rd., Rockville, Md. 20852 digests a portion of the acetate film and makes it gooeyIRVING SHERMAN, 131 Magazine St., Cambridge 39, Mass. enough to stick to the framework.
THOMAS VALLEE, 5600 54th. Aveo, Apt. 204, Riverdale, Md.

Some years back the beer manufacturers were troubled
1964 Nats! by starches, proteins, and sugars that went out of sole»

: ution and formed a colloid when the beer was under
The 1964 Nats will be held in Dallas, Texas, on July refrigeration. This colloid made the beer look like the

20-26, The Indoor Nats will be flown in Will Rogers Col- bottom of a river, so the beer people added minute quan- oO
iseum as in past years. This site has floor area 125' x tities of an enzyme to dissolve the gunk and make the
150' and an arched roof with peak at 92' and eaves at _

beer see-throughable. Those same enzymes are what makes
70'. I have no personal experience withobstructions (I the film stick to the framework. -

understand there are lights at 65') or conditions during (signed) vethe day. If anyone can comment on flying conditions, it April Fool
_

will be appreciated and passed on to everyone.
a

.
,

-  ... FAL INDOOR REPORT ~
a N.I.M.A.S. Display ov

FAI World Championship -
Last week in Dallas the Dallas Recreation Department “

played host to conference of city recreation heads from The time schedule for the FAI Indoor World Champion- in
many cities in the Southwest. Since the regular Dallas ship event has been announced as follows: ay
Cat. I site, Walnut Hill Recreation Center, is part of Ls
the Dallas recreation facilities, we were asked to build Friday, Sept. 11 2230 PM to 6 PM (practice) ~

a display of indoor models. After considerable thought, Saturday, Sept. 12 10 AM to 6:15 PM (first round)
we made a showcase from an 18" x 23" x 12" cardboard box. Sunday, Sept. 13 10 AM to 5315 PM (second round)  ~
The top and front of the box were removed, the opening

Bo

was framed with 1/8" x 1/2" spruce strips, the entire box Due to the quite short practice session set up for
was painted flat black, and the open spaces covered with Sept. 11, Dick Kowalski has requested earlier access to .
celluloid. An 18" microfilm model and an Easy Bwere the hangar for this purpose. :

assembled and mounted inside on stands and small cards 2
with descriptive commentary was placed by each. On the Team MemberActivity
outside of the display case was placed a card giving o
general information about indoor models along with a plug Bill Atwood and Frank Cummings have been flying at 2

about how this type of activity will work into recreation Santa Ana and both report flights over 40 minutes, Ed
: programs. Stoll utilized the poor winter weather to build up parts S

: for six models. Since warmer weather has returned, he a

This type of display could be set up many places in has flown at least three weekends - mainly getting back
.

those areas where you are trying to promote indoor models. in practice.
If there is a large hobby shop in your town ~- one which
draws a lot of different fliers who don't know about INDOOR RULES
indoor models, such a display could help your groupto

.

grow. Include a name and telephone number of someone who Rules Committee Action
could answer questions and have a listing of times and

ou have regular sessions. The Indoor Rules Committee was busy early in Marchdates of flying sessions 1f you 6
,

on two important projects. First came the status report
marking the end of the first six months of committee

,

More_onDacron ,

existence. This report was made to Phil Klintworth, who
Since last month, quite a few people have been sent added a supplemental report and turned it over to AMA for

samples of monofilament Dacron to test, but only local publication in the May issue of Model Aviation.
reports are available. So far, two "A" ships, a "C" staband a B Paper ship have been braced, and the material is The second item of business was the completion of an

indoor rules questionaire which will be printed in either
.very easy to work with. Ifa single strand is used, the the May or June Model Aviation, as space allows. it 4

.

visability 18 no worse than with .0007 Karma wire or .005 J ’ Pp » 8
important that all indoor fliers f11l out the question~

.nichrome, and the dacron does not kink. The offer is
aire so that the Committee can cet a wide sampli of—atill open (indefinitely) - if you want a sample or a opinions and ideas

& piing
é r‘cond sample, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope °

-

id I'il oblige. RECORDS? MAYBE!
Se

Meanwhile, Mr. Van Scoy of duPont has become very UNION MODEL AIRPLANE CLUB RECORD TRIALS, March 26, 1964
interested in indoor models and would like to see an CAT. I, Union High School Auditorium - 30' ceiling
indoor model. If anyone lives near the duPont plant at Sr. Autogyro - 2:21, Edmund Smith
Wilmington, Delaware, and would be able to show him a Sr. Ornithopter - 2:41, Edmund Smith
model, please drop me a line.

‘ ted
.

.

:

.

‘
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PROP FORUM Two Flying Kinks

Bob Champine designed the prop shown on our full page Clarence Mather designed the adjustable run-down [

spread and furnished the information shown there, This stand shown below. Starting with a collapsable antenn
prop's only test to date gave Bob 36:12 on less than full (from the TV set if you're quick enough), solder a cradle
winds at Lakehurst - pretty good time! on top (line it with thin sponge) and a 1/4-20 stud in

the other end. Solder a1/4-20 nut to a metal plate a
Using this information, we can examine the step-by- mount it on your model box. This stand telescopes to...

step procedure used in producing a top-notch propellor. about 12" length for carrying, 1s adjustable in height,
—

If the method seems a little detailed, remember that the and the model can be turned through 360 degrees to assist |

prop is what transforms stored energy in the motor into field repairs.
, .

kinetic energy which powers the model. Any shortcuts in
a .

a: |
prop construction is quite likely show up as shortcuts in
flight time!

;

SOLDER
Each component of the prop should come in for special

attention, to insure that both blades are the same size
.

and the same flexibility. This insures equal blade flare
and smooth running throughout the whole flight.

Start with the spar.. Cut two identical strips in __USEP a

your favorite manner - either tapered or constant size - AERIAL
and splice them in the middle. Sand the spar smooth and

,

round it if you use rounded spars, them check both ends x20 Nut(SoLDER To

of the spar for equal deflection in all directions as
| a

ad MeratPeate)
outlined in the Hints and Kinks column. Keep working
until both sides are alike - this is the most important or aN

Mopkl Box.
step! Now form the hook and attachittothespar, and Mount on Mop Box

fo

make sure it is exactly perpendicular to the spar.
an

o
Both blade outlines should be made at once from ident- S Yo x20 STUD fo:

ical strips of wood. If you use the small retaining HE) SO DEREPIN
.

strips glued to your prop block as shown in the sketch, 3 “ lo.
the strips can be formed in one step, but it is better Ip x20 NUT 7

to form both at once on a separate form. Soak the strips FoR STOP
in water, place on the form, and bake in the oven. Move Clifford McBaine suggests the following method to
the strip to the block, wet it again, and bake it again. help control the climb for low ceiling fliers: Mount

3" long piece of 1/32" square balsa on the front of th
Make all the ribs in pairs, one pair for each station prop and put a small ball of cotton on the end. Trim the

on the blade, and assemble the first blade on the form. cruise portion of the flight with the cotton in place,
: Let the glue dry thoroughly (use the oven if you're in a but dry. Wet the cotton with a measured amount of water,

hurry), remove the prop from the form, reverse the spar, which will hold the nose down during the burst and yet
and assemble the second blade. To cover the prop, remem- will evaporate for the cruise, restoring normal trim.
per that the blade outline gets wet while covering, so

return the blade to the block after you trim it. Let the la—PROP SPAR
' plade dry thoroughly before covering the second blade, te.

and repeat the drying process on the block. Corton .

If you keep notes on weights and materials of your
;

models, the following information should be recorded: Iho"sa@, BALSA
i Density of the spar wood and dimensions (diameter) of the

spar at 2" stations out to the tip. Wood density and
cross section size of the blade outlines. Wood density
and material thicknessof the rib material. The weight
of the finished spar; the deflection and weight used; QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
and the weight of the hook should all be recorded. The

weight of the finished prop before and after covering 30. How do you find the density of unmarked balsa wood

may also be useful as reference later. Finally, if you
have many similar props, code the prop somehow so that The density of wood is usually expressed in terms of

there is no mistake on the pitch and diameter. I use pounds per cubic foot, and even marked pieces may vary
dots representing the last digit of the pitch and diam- slightly from the marked value. This is because the wood

eter ~ for example a 14 x 28 would have 4 dots on one
is usually cut into standard sized blocklets which are

plade and 8 dots on the other. weighed and the resulting density read from a chart whilch
has been prepared for that size of block. Since balsa

HINTS AND KINKS density often varies quite a bit from one side of a black
———————e— to the other, individual sheets from the same block ma

A Building Hint vary as much as 20% in density.

Reggie Batterson took to heart Bob Champine's sugges- To grade an individual sheet of blasa, it must be

tion for checking prop spars and designed this jig to aid weighed and the physical dimensions of the sheet measured

in the check. The stand itself is simple and the dimen- so the volume can be computed. A particular piece of

sions are not critical, except for the snug fit at the 3/32" balsa measured 2.125" x 18" x .105", which makes

spar hub. 4 cubic inches. The weight checked out at .159 oz as

weighed on the bean scale featured in the March INAV.
In operation, the partially finished spar is checked Incidentally, this scale’s versatility was extended by

for deflection with a weight (Bob and Reggie use &@ .009 putting hooks on the unknown beam at 2" and 3" and making
oz. weight), then the spar is rotated to make sure the & o1 OZ. weight.
flex ia the same in all directions. Finally, the spar : Since we now have the volume of wood and the weight,
48 reversed and the deflection of the second end of the| it is asimple matter to figure the weight per cubic inch:

|

spar is sanded until the deflection in all planes equals 154 02. 25 0398 .0cz ‘

that of the first end. A word of caution - the slotat SeeeS SS Se-
"a" must be horizontal for best results, and the spar + IN. 25 IN.

must not "rock" at all.| Note that the second expression in the equation is chosen

SPAR ao : Se 8° thet the Conominator pegomes Veutd and so the numer-~-

a
” “MA ator is numerically equal to oz./cubic inch. Now, multi-

——
44 ZERO MARK A ply this number by 108 cubic inches/oz. to get 4.3 lps.f

s WEIGHT cubic ft. The number 108 is derived by expressing theNuG number 1 pound/cubic ft. as 16 02./1728 cubic in. and
Fit inverting the expression to get 108 cubic in./oz. This

WRITING PAPER divides out all the units and gives a dimensionless num
FoR MARKS per 4.3, which represents pounds/sq.in. This procedure

"
takes but a few minutes for each sheet of wood, but is

;
Yer BaAcsa —— almost essential if you hope to build the lightest models

.

arernnneeenen natn nga oa practical for your site and flying conditions.

,
END View FRouT View

{
- —— - ee  dimemalaneon
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a” on yk Beene come oot m
--y

WE GOOFED! 1315.8 by Ken Happersett, followed by 1:13.4 - Curt
,

Stevens and 1:12.8 - Lee Hines. Anyway, they will try
In the "ILL EAGLE" article in the Feb. '64 issue we to hold the contest again on June 7.

left out a few words which caused one reader considerable ‘
inconvenience; sorry to cause trouble, but at least we ILLINOIS - CHICAGO

| :
know that someone read it! Inthe first paragraph in the The Chicago Aeronuts March contest had 27 contestan s
right-hand column of page 4, the sixth sentence should who flew in six events. Top times were: Jr. HLG ~ 0:4
read; "After the 1/16" x 1/8" pylon and the 1/16" x 1/8" Randy Helmick; Open HLG - 1:03.9, Bob Larsh; Jr. Easy B

x 5/16" thrust bearing support are added, the fuselage is 8:57.6, Jim Thornberry Jr.; Open Easy B = 11:03.9, Bob |complete." The missing words are underlined above - I Lars FE eee eenOot John rerrigan; ppenwhy the flappers flapped up too far! ubber ~ 1346 ob turkowskise ven though buhope that clears up y PP PP P
up props were permitted on Easy B, this is real good time
for paper covered Easy B! :

A LOOKATYESTERYEAR If enough fliers want to support another contest, the
‘“Aeronuts will hold another one soon. If you are inter-

____For some time now, I have had the fond hope that we ested, drop Pete Sotich a line at 3851 West 62nd Place,could indulge in a bit of looking over our shoulder to Chicago, Ill. 60629 .

see what has gone on before. After all, indoor flying
was once just about the most popular form of modeling, INDIANA - KOKOMO
and the NIMAS membership roster includes a lot of people The March 15 session at Bunker Hill AFB had a few
who were on the scene as our hobby took shape. How about less contestants than usual, but the action was quite
sharing some recollections, historical notes and anec- adequate. Top times: Open HLG - 0:41.8, Bob Larsh; Jr.
dotes out of the past? For example: HLG - 0:34.0, Billy Haught; Open Easy B ~ 8:12.7, Jim

Pulley; Jr. Easy B ~ 4:39.6, Tom Ersted. The last indopr
Merrick "Pete" Andrews flew a "C" in Lakehurst #5 and session for the Bunker Hill site this year will be held

became the first man to top 30 minutes; his flight lasted on April 19. Contact Chuck Borneman for more details of
32 minutes and 19 seconds. Almost everyone knows about the meet - 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901.
that flight, but who was the first to top 10 minutes in
the days when 5 minutes was a long flight and anyone who MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T.
had a winner promptly covered it up to keep anyone from The MIT session for April is scheduled for April 18,
finding out his "secret" and beating him? 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM in the MIT Armory. Contact Eric

Greenwell at Box 5031, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Masis.
Joe Bilgri was the first to pass the 20 minute mark 02139 if you plan to attend.

in Cabin; he is still with us and has nearly passed 30.
MICHIGAN - DETROIT

Early issues of Model Airplane News credit Bob Clary The Exchange Clubs of Michigan and a host of other
with developing microfilm around 1930 while he was a agencies are sponsoring their annual indoorcontest in
student at M.I.T. Some early basic solutions were: Brete tase eerie 19, oe 9 Auto 5 man the Michigan

r Coliseum. e events are G, Paper Stick, ,
1. Two parts Ambroid thinner, 4 parts collodion, and ten NoviceROG’ (Jaton eeente? lovaee aye (setco Dart) ane t

.

. e Detro alsa Bugs had se
>, reparte bronzing liquid. up & contest for May 3 in the Coliseum, but it appears. !
3. Four parts collodion, one part Ambrold, twenty parts that the Coliseum will be closed by the teen dances again. |

nitrate dope. pontact qa Stoll, 7319 Marjorie, Detroit 13, Michigan
or final info.

, The first advertisement for commercial microfilm NEBRASKA - LINCOLN ~— |appeared in the January 1934 issue of M.A.N.

mma Contestants who flew in the Sky Knights | 2ndAnnual
ndoor Contes a gh praise for CD Walt Erbach's wor

,

LOW CEILING FORUM and planning. Top times were: HLG - 0339.9, Tem ‘

If you belong to the school that says that indoor 903Ben yeeeee Bebech, 8201.6, Tem Johnson; Mike Stick

gliders fly better with a finish, but you are afraid of , ° |
the added weight, this is for you. After sanding your NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
latest creation with the finest worn-out sandpaper you News has filtered down from several sources about acan find (the new Flex-I-Grit mylar backed sandpaper two day indoor meet at Lakehurst May 16-17. ‘This seems
never seems to wear out, but it has some mighty fine grit to be a solid date, but check with C. V. Russo, 143to help make up for that), you are ready for the finish.

_

Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey for more details.
Thin Testors’ Butyrate Dope Hot Fuel Proof Sanding Sealer
50% or more with acetone, brush some over @ small area NEW ZEALAND - AUCKLAND
and rub it in with the fingers. Repeat until the whole The N. 2. fellows are making full use of their sitesmodel is covered, and let dry a couple of hours. Sand and getting some pretty good times. At Mangere they haveoff the resulting fuzz and you are done. Your glider a 22° Cat. I site where Trevor Martin's MicroDyne Superveebe pnoother ene ay that way, it has sone measure "Cc" has done 11:10 and Jack Eriksen did 9:11 with a sollia
of hum y resistance (in case you are forced to fly stick paper covered

iunder the street lights at times), and the glider is less the Ast hall at Hamilton, trevor Boosted the Gone et ealFinishes, the wood staysflexibile, ©’ ome Stick record up to9:46, only to have Jack boost 1t up [to
’ ° t24, er in the day. Jack also flew his newest an

Wnat about the extra weight? I made a 33 eqein. Cat
best (a 30" mike ship) to 18:47.2 at that same session.|

e e °

I glider recentty which had this treatment. The finished OHIO - PARMA
weight was .108 oz., and the wing gained .001 oz. from Members of the Lake E

:

arie Gas Model Club have beenthe treatment. If you try it, let me know what you think. jezzing up some of their club meetings with impromptu
Ws A Ww ndoor contests. e meeting room is a church basementNEWS FROMAROUND THEWORLD with 8 2 sethTne and theyfly Class A models. The club

CALIFORNIA - LANCASTER record 18 minutes - pretty good for such a low ceiling.
Jim Kelly and a growing group of lucky fellows have

.been flying in the Weights and Balances hangar at Edwards cela Taecert te WORTH tl ,AFB most every week-end. To top off this activity, Jim
being made to vide Pict ng i? Dallas, an effort is

has applied for a record trials sanction for April 19. & provide flying sites for local fliers to
He also is working on clearance for similar events for tin peett B's models. A record trials has been set
the following dates: May 24, June 21, July 26, Aug. 23, p ior Apr n S.M.U. Coliseum (Cat. II - 56') as the
Sept. 20, Nov. 22 and Dec. 20. Each date is two weeks firet session. If the attendance 1s good enough, at
after the record trials at Santa Ana and should round out Tenet eo eae eerenone et ee set OB; Contact Bud
California activity nicely. The hangar is 93' high and vs » Richardson, Texas 75081 for more info.

_has good air about one day in seven, says Jim. Contact WASHINGTON, D. ¢
.

’ e .him at 44246 N. Cedar, Lancaster, Calif., for more info.

ns pmeD- C. Naxecutors are another club that liven up
_

eir club meetings with short indoor sessions. TheyCALIFORNIA | em hangar was open 3' due to a
also have a 9' ceiling; club record is 4225 with an Easy

broken wheel while the Sky Hoppers were trying to hold 5 Fee ee a Specson ene model are: 18" max span,
their April open contest. Although the scale events and win » | 6 min. wt., 45 degree wing-spar-to

&-post braces permitted, solid stick and boom, allHLG were held in the relatively calm air at the far end balsa prop, condenser paper covering
’

of the hangar, someone discovered that the wind at the , °

open door was enough to fly a kite! Top HLG time was
;
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL .

###HNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY+i ,

New Members! Back Issues?

KEITH ALBERTS, N. 4404 MeDonald Rd., Spokane, Wash.99216 The last few weeks have brought quite a few requests
MARTIN SCHINDLER, 304 Roosevelt Ct.NE, Vienna, Va.22180 for back issues - enough to do in all issues prior to
DAVID SPRITKE, 703 Linden, Apt. C, Waukegan, Illinois December 1962, and to clear out all back copies of "The

Hand Launch Glider" by Richard Miller. There are still
Honorary Members a few Dec. '62 issues, and a quite a few complete sets

for 1963 and all 1964 issues to date. The price to NIMAS
TREVOR MARTIN, 8 Cromwell St., Mt. Eden, Auckland, members is 35¢ (stamps preferred) - just ask! The price

. New Zealand to non-membersis 10¢ per copy.
YOSHIO YAMAZAKI, No. 60, Nishiogikubu-2-Chome, ,

Suginami-Ku, Tokyo, Japan FAI INDOOR REPORT
oe

Perhaps it would be in order to explain that fliers ,

c aton Appointedfrom foreign countries who subscribe to INDOOR NEWS AND BCS BARON ° :
Te

VIEWS are granted honorary memberships to NIMAS. Since AMA President Maynard Hill has appointed Bruce Paton
they don't come under AMA jurisdiction, they have no say to succeed Dick KowalskiasChairman of the FAI Indoor

|

"

about our flying rules, but their ideas and suggestions Committee. Bruce has demonstratedgreatinterestinFAI
are Welcomed and encouraged. Also, 1f foreign groups Indoor and made significant contributionsto the programshould decide to form a NIMAS of their own, we stand by, in 1963. Our best wishes to Bruce; this is a demanding
ready to help as needed. and largely thankless job.

,

1g . |

|1964 Nats
re - INDOOR RULES

| |

.

Last.weekend we conferred with Bob Lutker, Contest -

uapager For the '64 Nats, about arrangements and plans Committee Report
=

;

: r the indoor event. One item which received quite a
. i

: del Aviation contains an up-to-visa tne’Hoon hota oPESStiSE SSHTUiaaNSU atyease” —antennoport of thecactivitien ofthe Enger guleeGam=;
LO <u. ;

any person or personsin the flight area when they are mitteealongwitha complete history of how the group

corbaTeneninéoF retrieving a model Just cause extra air ee
De ae res :

urbulence,. or this reason, we hope to limit access to
the flight area to those persons who are entered in the RulesQuestionaire
contest, plus one helper for each contestant in rubber. On page 10 of the May issue of Model Aviation you

will find the Indoor Rules Questionaire as prepared by ;Postal Contests?
— the Indoor Rules Committee after considerable Study : Itbehooves all indoorflierswho are interested inthe

of the oct intenseee oO noad many club newsletters; one future of our grand sport tofillout oneof these quest- =

rater ooeteat meee opics which come up is that of jonaires and return it to Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, —

anow twher oo b
s magnificent idea, dreamed up I Texas 75081. Please note that the questionaire has been

4 Une ere +8 based on the fact that flying models streamlined so that almost the whole thing can be filled
is ? ny and that inter-group competition is even more fun out by using check marks. The act of filling it out will

ts ome group of fliers will challenge another take less than 10 minutes (aside from the time it takesgroup (the challenged group may be in the next state or to make up your mind). If you have the additional timepe ene roundthe world) or several groups to a contest it takes to make suggestions, please do this - we need
certain periodoftinesAfter eden group hasmec atetta ‘Your, ideas! Tf vou don't have tine, for. extra comments,. 8 met.a 8 - it is

very

own site and the teams have made their flights. the Dapertant!’ time for the basic questionaire = it is very
results and a lot of good will are exchanged by mail, .

it cast week, it occurred to me that the indoor fratern- RECORDS?MAYBEL _
;

y could use this idea to good advantage. The outdoor l
RAFI OW,

April5, 1964 ' ceilinpostal contests almost always involve Nordic A-2, Wake- Ae eee eee een eee Bonnol eri ekevecd, hiefield and FAI Power, since these events are universally “open B Cabin ROW ~ 4:51.0 RonGanserdefined. Indoor fliers might not find it advantageous to Open Ornithopter - 3:07 0. Ron Ganser
use FAI Indoor because of site limitations, but how about Open Autogyro - 2255.8 "Ron Ganseridea could arriveat the model class’-“the ides 4a to do” -BOWARDS AFB RECORD TRIALS, Apri1 19, 1964 (93' cei2ing)
it! If you are interested, drop me acard and let's sec Cat. II, Weight & Balances Hangar, Edwards AFB, Calif.
who all are willing to try. Suggest the model class you Open erg tees, 921508>Warren Williams
wane sand fome details about your site - I'll try to set D. ©. MAXECUTORS INDOOR CONTEST, April 26, 1964 (22')

|

you up with addressesofgroups tochallenge. For that * “Gat. I, Robert E P High Soh 1. Rockvillmatter, we have several "lone wolf" types who have access a? ort Be Ferry High School, Rockville, Md.
to a site ~ if they can scare up a helper and a timer, Jr. Class D Stick - 3:05, Alan Huntley

ymaybe we can scare up someone else to go at it with them. Open C Cabin ROW - 2:52, Bill Bigge ‘

Xerox, Anyone? a SOORERAGE bee
.

Last month we showed an adjustable run-down stand to
e
adverene one have access to a Xerox 914 Copier or some be made from a collapsible antenna; in error we credited

copies of out-of-print gaterial; perkepaitwoulabe,”” -«Shaence Mather for the tdea and 1i should have been Pat
: ? i

.

possible for someone in the right position to furnish Green, also of the Detroit area. Sorry, boys!
these at cost. Any Volunteers? , ,

, | .

;

enone ee eer EEEESSE NFRRS rrpooeeeneem etrntecnn-—=ine-~--~—nnuatnas stinger aaa _—



DESIGN FOOTNOTES

Quite often there is need for a more than superficial In this column, then, we have the place for anyone [to
treatment of specific topics or items of design procedure, explain the unusual features of his model. The treatment
In effect, one might be answering the question "Why did can range from empirical to theoretical; the main thi
you do that?" with regard to some single design or con- is to explain the "how" and "why" of each idea. If youstruction feature on a model. can furnish measurable results, so much the better.
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The Case For Wing Offset
,

.

Hardy Brodersen
Let's study a model in circular flight - one with mula for’ each station and to obtain a factor which willthese constants: be in proportion to the lift applied at each wing element

_

centerline.
Span (FAI size) 35.5 inches, projected 4

.: Flight circle 300 inches dia. (25') These factors were plotted in an arbitrary vertical
- Velocity at outboard tip 20 inches/second scale and connected with a curve. The tip losses were

interpolated freehand as Munk's text would have us do,The classic formula for lift: thus completing a graphic presentation of the spanwise
2 lift distribution. This graph was made into a cardboardL=p Ve 5S Cr where: p = mass density of air template, cut out, and balanced at the line shown. ‘Thi

2 S = surface area indicates, in a manner as scientific as Newton's applesCy= coefficient of lift the right place to have our CG, and the right place toV = velocity locate the lateral aerodynamic center and the line of
. thrust.

aWe can consider that p and C; are constant for the
span, in fact, our ability to measure the latter isa fit What I believe this nonsense does for us is to allowsubject for alchemy! Thus, the formula boils down to: a net increase in efficiency of the total wing in fligh ’by operating at a higher net L/D. We accomplish this bL = V25 . having the right offset to account for inboard and out-

2 board velocity differentials. There is no inboard paneThe planform of the wing (the sweepback has nothing washin required to overcome these velocity differential ; .to do with this study) is an ellipse. A half span is in fact, the use of washin on the inboard panel can onlshown, divided into tenth span elements with a number be harmful. It will result in those sections flying at|assigned to the centerline of each element (O - 9). The lower speeds and higher angles of attack - a lower net |°~

area for each element was computed and the total checked L/D. Further, when the whole airplane approaches stall).with the area calculated as maximum chord x span x .7854,. these inboard elements, probably flying near stall anyway,
.

are soon out of business. |The velocity for the centerline of each wing element
,

was calculated according to the flight circle cireumfer- To add an editorial footnote to the above, we can saience at each element over the elapsed time of one circle that Hardy has proved his point with the paper model whic.at 20 inches/second at the outboard tip. The formula is: won the April 19 meet at Detroit (see "NEWS"). His model
had wing panels 17.15" long and 14.85" long (53.5% of tHev= 7D span inboard) and it met all expectations. The latest

a:AT .124 paper ship off your editor's board has 55% inboard, andit also is thoroughly successful without washin. CharlieBy using the velocity at each element and the area Sotich 1s also flying a FAI with similar amounts of off(S) at each element it 18 possible to complete the for-
, set with good results.
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD fliers make a special effort to attend, thus showing the ;

ae oo Navy that the use of the hangar is desired and appreciat- ‘

CALIFORNIA - LANCASTER
Oo _

ed. Everyone who plans to attend should also write "Russ";
The Edwards AFB record trialswas blessedwithhigh and confirm your intent to attend. Write C. V. Russo,

,

i

winds - inside and out! Warren Witlians cabin flight 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey.
drifted diagonally across the 300° x 400' floor in less OHIO - CLEVELAND :

_than10minutes ~ 9:15.8 to be exact, No word has been The Fifth All-Scholastic Aircraft Show at St. Edwards |

!
““™“seived about other planned record trials yet, but the

High School in Lakewood, Ohio, had an excellent turn-out. |

at one was planned (subject-to USAF approval} for May and a good show by Ron Ganser. Ron came over from Pitts- |<4, 1964. contact oe ery: Hede North Cedar, Lancas- burgh to set record marks in ornithopter, autogyro, and
er, California, tor final word. B Cabin ROW. The best showwasa perfect take-off from
CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANA a 3° long plastic tank by his cabin model - the model .

' seemed to hit everything and then landed after exceeding
a
As we ere ante ve sky poppers yey pession the Cat. II mark (there was no Cat. I B Cabin Row Mark).

under way. et 8 hope the hangar door has ee ’ Larry Loucka make a Sr. Autogyro attempt of 1:35, but the
or that the wind outside is calmso.therubber filters can Cat. I mark had been boosted to 2:21 by Edmund Smith onlbreak their current inforeed inactivity. Record trials two weeks before Other top times in y aaoor rubber wore,have been scheduled for June 7, July 12, August 9, Sept- Ninth Graders - 5:06.4, Louis Casaregola; Tenth Gragers-ember 6, November 8, and December 6. One remaining date, 4304, Herb Schubert, Jes; EleventhGeadews 3:57, BernieOctober 11, is set up as an open indoor contest. Wisniewski; Twelvth Graders ~ 6:32, Neil Shipley; Open -

CONNECTICUT ~ RIDGEFIELD a 83:17, Joe Novotny.
Bob Gilchrist is another reasonably lucky one. He is TEXAS ~ DALLAS-FT. WORTH

a

&@ mathematics teacher, and has access to the school eyme The SMU record trials on April 19 had a pretty goodBetter yet, he isn't keeping it all to himself - some of . turn-out, but the air in the Coliseum was a little dis~
his students are learning on Easy B models. Good work! appointing. One flier remarked that the models seemed to

— DT during the cruise! Top time was 13:28 with a B Stick
ILLINOIS ~ CHICAGO but two paper ships topped 11 minutess The two Juniors

—

Something new in Chicago! Since the Chicago Aeronuts who flew made a good showing - Eric Vogel's B Paper hitclub was reluctant to sponsor another indoor contest this 10:35 and Steve Valerius got 9:29 with his paper coveredlate in the season, individual indoor fliers all over the Easy B. Steve's dad (Mark) had mixed feelings about the
area chipped in and sponsored one on May 2. Twenty-eight flight - his own Easy B would only do 9:24!
people made donations toward the trophies, and twenty
contestants made 71 entries in six events. To justify WASHINGTON D.C. So
the mathematics, this included re-entry figures. Top The D.C. Maxecutors held an indoor contest atRobert

_times: Jr. HLG - 0:30.85, George Bucic, Jr.; Jr. Pre-Fab - 5, perry High School in Rockville, Md., on April 26, The ©0:31.4, Teddy Mills; Jr. Easy B - 8:49,2, Jim Thornberry, ceiling is 22', and top times were: HLG - 0:19.0, Dan |
Jr.; Open HLG - 1:02.8, Bob Larsh; Open Easy B ~ 11:04.5, Belieff, Easy B (3%" max. chord, the rest similar to reg- |!Open Microfilm Stick ~ 19:51.0, Art Christensen. ular Easy B rules) - 7:19.2, Tom Vallee; B Stick - 8:18,
a TRAY Tom Vallee. Dan Champine (Bob Champine's oldest son) won °
se-heor RRM fear third in B Stick with 6:16.5 and won the Junior high oo

av pritke reports that a small group in Waukegan point plaque. Only four of the sixteen contestants had
_ have obtained weekly use of the high school gym, which flown any indoor before the club was formed last fall! :

has ceiling between 25° and 30°. As they build up their The group has the use of a 40' hangar once each month for
_

activity they hope to obtain use of the Great Lakes Naval serious sessions. So far they have the following club
Training Center drill hall - 60' to 70' ceiling. marks for the hangar: Microfilm - 9:52, Paper - 7:19,
OTANA - KOKOMO oo. “and HLG - 0:30; they expect these marks to jump at the

The April 19 Bunker Hill AFB contest was the last one Rext session. ContactTonVeliee, oeoepe Ave. #204,
until winter rolls around again. Although the drift was ’ °

:

°

high, those who attended had an enjoyable time. Winning WASHINGTON - SPOKANE
times: Easy B - 7:38.6, Chuck Borneman; Jr. HLG - 0:34.1, Another new group, spark-plugged by Keith Alberts, 1s

.

Dick Robison; Open HLG - 0:42.1, Bob Larsh, Team HLG -

attempting to revive model airplane activity in Spokane.1319.4. This Team HLG is a fine idea - each team consists at present, their indoor activity is centered in a 40'
of one Open flier and one Junior flier, and the top score

gym, but they are looking forward to next fall when theyof each contestant is added to get the team score,
may be able to get a 60' site. OS

MASSACHUSETTS- M.I.T. See ALOOK AT YESTERYEAR os

The final MIT Armory session for this year is set up NS
en

for May 16, from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. The Armory is at Last month we reported that an early issue of M.A.N.
the corner of MassachusettsAve. and VassarSt. Recent = credited Bob Clary with discovering microfilm. Irving
sessions have been pulling people in from quite a few Sherman, formerly a member of the Junior Aero League in
places, and the sessions have been@ boon tofliersin Boston, visited with your editor briefly a while back,
the area. , oo a and offered this story: Members of the JAL had dreamed

me up the idea of a microfilm type of covering and spentMICHIGAN - DETROIT
many hours trying to perfect it. Their initial efforts

The Michigan State contest on April 19 had a good included spreading the solution on glass and trying to
turn-out of Juniors, which was one of the objectives of peel it off for use. One evening a bottle of experiment-the meet. We have only partial results: Open Stick - al solution was spilled onto some water accidentally -

22 minutes plus, Joe Hindes; Open Paper Stick - 17:30+, and the problem was solved! With regard to the M.A.N.
Hardy Brodersen. After some anxiety and short notice on story, Irving says, "Bill Tyler, in 'The Indoor Model' in
final permission to hold the May 2-3 Balsa Bugs contest

—

Bill Winter's MODEL AIRCRAFT PLANBOOK, credits both J. P.
and record trials, the conditions were pretty good even “Glass and R. Cleary (maybe Clary was a misprint?) with|
if the attendance was low. No records were set on Sat- the discovery of microfilm. Torrey Capo told me that '

urday, but 1t quite likely everyone enjoyed the social story about the accidental discovery of water surface to
session that evening. Sunday's contest results were low, spread film. If it is so, then I think that Tyler is
(everyone stayed up too late Saturday?) but ArthurMark- correct in crediting both. The reference in M.A.N. is
iewicz managed to sweep the Junior events. First place incorrect - I well remember reading it."
winners: Jr. Paper Stick - 9:45.8, A. Markiewicz; Jr. ;

en Oe oe

icrofilm Stick - (two flight total as in FAI scoring was Irving also related how he heard a report by Hewitt fo
sed in mike events) - 23:13, A. Markiewicz; Jr. HLG - Phillips and Bruno Marchi which indicated that most models |
0334.8, A. Markiewicz; Open Paper Stick - 15:52, Phil then were turning out to have minimum sink with the CGat. -

rhage orehs Open Microfilm Stick ~ 45:44, Ed Stoll; Open about 50%. (In those days the wings were mounted with 4

HEG - 0:59.0, Jim Baggi. ;
aluminum clips which permitted the wing to move back and oo

forth for trim - changing wing location instead of incid- :

NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST ence.) Irving then made a suggestion, which he tells —“™ Last month we announceda probable two-day Lakehurst about: "My suggestion was that perhaps by using balsa co.
it; since then we have received confirmationof ameet _tubes to plug-in wing mounts, sacrificing easy CG posit- _—....

to be held on May 16-17. This is the only time until joning for easy incidence’ change, we could rid ourselves Lo
after the Nats that the hangar will be open; and this of the clip nuisance. Gordon Cain said he thought paper bot
would not have been possible except for the hard work of tubes would beeasierandneater. Atthe following meet S
Lt. Thibodeau. The reason behind the difficulty is the Phillips had balsa tubes and Gordon hadpaper-both OK. BO
greatly increased use of Lakehurst by both the Army and Gordon found that if the mounts became loose, moistening ce
the Navy. the ends would swell them for a tight fit. All now turn= <4 ©.

In view of the above, C. V. Russo has asked that all ed to sockets and clips were "dead". This was Oct. "39," ‘

-

i scmmamninnteiaeeataiaaenmienmetiannntenmnenntecaamininmcnimiabeniatt ennimaccacinaeceieaidtathlt iiaARRANalcatelinlaidiin hil hlaamen ieentanataneateaeneisnasmensiomecamtennannennaneeinccteninnmineinaiawitmndaanaabiatinl etki ieiciacmmmunemeaaeiated atananenemonea meinneeeniamnemienal



STATE OF THE ART

Our full-page presentation has been planned for some 5:45 I started getting steady flights as follows: T3712,
|

time - Lee Hines' Nats winning HLG, Sweepette 18 Mk. IV. 1314.5, 1214.8, 1:16, 1:22.5, 1:1 05, 1313, 1305, 1309.5Then, three weeks ago, Lee built Sweepette 18 Mk. IX for and so on for about ten more flights until my foot ~

Cat. II. He finished it at the Weights & Balances Hangar cramped. ieat Edwards AFB ~ and set a brand new record the same day,
His design goals for the glider were 1/2 oz. finished As I was constantly trimming, I would assume approx-.._weight and 80' climb altitude. It finished out (with one imately 10 to 12 seconds of the 1:22.5 flight were due _coat of sealer) at 14.6 grams (.51 oz.) and climbed to lifting air. This is quite interesting, as Carl Redlinabout 85' maximum. The air was quite turbulent all day, has told me of Otto Heithecker's record flight of 1:15,with some of the turbulence helping and some hindering. where he felt 10 seconds were due to, good air, since
Lee tells the story: "After lunch I tested and was throw- Otto's usual time was 1:05 in there.

own.ing hard about 4:45, removing noseweight every flight. I
finally got up to 1:05 about 5:15. Then theair seemed to What more can we say? In order to complete the pic-even out or change for the better somehow, and I began to ture and bring it up to date, the major dimensions and

|get better times over a certain floor area. Then about features of Sweepette Mk. IX are presented below.
i

.

SWEEPETTE 16 + Mk. 9 DESIGN DATA myRECORD TIME: eee .

1322.5 Cat. II 1/4" Sheet ~ Light Lee Hines 22 Apr. 64 le Flat 3 -
18" :

93' Hangar at Wt. 7 Grams in Shaped 205" Thick
2. length.20.08" “Edwards AFB Condition Je Wing Area ~ 57 aqgeine

|

f 4. Stab Area - ll sqeing
|

, 5e Weight - 14.6 Grams foe

. 6" Note Surface Taper
_ { 6- One Coat Sealer =

a; aceon And Wing Offset . 7. Flight Pattern - yn
‘ Right ClimbWing Offset .06" and Grip - 1/4" sheet) an ett Glide tere

Skewed .01" to Help Medium Balsa fo —

[
‘ an

Ls

Glide Turn
~ [en 7 .

oe
. in / 0258 yeLeft Tip Weighted le7 tr.

For Turn ~ Sach Tip . " 4tt Approxe 03% .has .03% Washout Washin in .

doo.
.

This Area tt 57% 0G
|

.

.

oo.

4,5" 4a gf 2.568
.

y~ 0035" Thick
—

. # ° 0015 Left3 L i | Approx. .01" | do J Tab
,

,

Positive Decalage. an” om
010" re max.|, Sight Ridge tof | |

oeX 7 uo Near Straight . SD _ ma 121° oe)
oe

20 " Thick
3} } L sot Oa i

'

. ee wa] renee
:

° 2 ¢ 2025" ¢ 1.5 From LeBe
: 015 Thick 0258 x ell" Wide oo. Pare s,1.13 From L.E. Sandpaper Grips -* Hard Balsa

sh
-- Three Places -

Ey s.

| HINTS AND KINKS
|

| bese
:

A New Stripper |

So

pe

In hisquesttoimprove his models for the upcoming The base of the stripper can be anything that wil
World Championships, Bill Atwood developed a vastly im- hold the dial supports - Bill used masonite. The dial |

proved stripper. It gives strips, tapered or with par- supports are made from 3/8" aluminum tapped 40 threadsallel edges, accurate to .001", With this accuracy it is per inch to take the dials. The straight edge is 1/4
possible duplicate or match spars very closely. steel 1° wide with the edges ground flat and parallel

This performance is made possible by separating the Prop Marki mp

blade from the straight edge and positioning the straight
ofedge with micrometerdials which have 1" travel, It is Ray Harlan makes this suggestion for marking props) 80

used this way: (Refer to Fig. 1 below) Balsa planks are you can keep track of them: ‘I splurged and bought a

placed under the ends of the dials against the supports four-band, numbered rubber stamp with which I can set)
("A") and the straight edge is placed on top of the plank four numbers ~ two for diameter and two for pitch. It
and against the ends of the micrometer dials. The cutter looks like a date (for example 1428), but it serves the

_

. (Fig. 2) 18 placed against the edge of the straight edge Purpose and it 1s easy to read. Sings,monospar props| |. .

with the dowel pin supporting the back of the cutter and have at least 1/16" diameter hubs, 1/8 ae ers can bé
holding it perpendicular to the wood. A preliminary cut rolled onto them and can be read easily at a glance.

|

.

4s made which "trues up" the edge of the plank. Now the Rubber stamps also have symbols such as # and flat spaces
dials are backed off the width of the spar - note that so the props can be numbered and coded other than just
each dial is independent, so any degree of taper can be pitch and diameter,

ho .

set in - and a second cut is made. Repeat as many times
/

ees

as necessary to make the spars you need.
2" Vg. Durat
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor:BudTenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75081 ©
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL |

oo |
Oo

=

####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*#### a GOOFS!
. .

8
New Members! With a bold stroke of the pen (well, anyway, several ~

strokes on the typewriter) I managed to create a new AMA S
BILL TYLER, 175 West 72nd St., New York 23, New York event! When the final version of the Indoor Rules Quest- =

. _— . .. hLonaire came out, I had listed € Cabin ROWasan event, oe
1964 Nats! _r-It really isn't, and no one who reviewed thequestionaire

se “Before publication caught it. Several people calledme a
If you haven't already sent in your Nats entry blank, on it when they sent in their questionaire - but it was “

you have less than two weeks to do it .- the deadline is too late. About the same time, I listed a C Cabin ROW .

’ midnight, June 24, 1964! .
_

record attempt in RECORDS? MAYBE! If anyone is confused 4S,
. as a result of my goof, I'msorry. a

Plans are continuing toward good spectator control
_

7 a
during the Indoor Nats = late word from AMA HQ is that INDOOR RULES ae
indoor contestants will have nametags with distinctive ——— a
colored inserts. You must have one of these badges to Rules Questionaire .
‘be admitted to the flying area - spectators are welcome, =

is
but they must remain in the bleacher area. This is quite Returns from the Questionaire have been fairly slow, ie
necessary to prevent a crowded floor and the resulting

_ but the surprising thing was who took time to send them ane
highly turbulent air which kills time and spoils flights. in. Fora long time, all the returns were from fliers a

. Ce

' who were not members of NIMAS. By now, however, more a
Irving Sherman recently made the trip from Dallas to

|
NIMAS members have responded and the ratio is just over me

Cambridge, Mass., and recommends that anyone planning to two to one in favor of NIMAS members. Anothersurprise: a
drive to the Nats from the Northeast should plan to go there are two or three groups who feel quite strongly .

through St. Louis and Oklahoma City - it has interstate about possible rules changes, both pro and con; almost ae
highways all the way. none of these fliers have expressed themselves. Once os

” . again I stress the importance of the questionaire; future os
fm ~ oo» .  .NIMAS Meeting? action by the Indoor Rules Committee should be based on
,

oo, aoe es . cme on a
information gleaned from this source. Thus, all who are ie

At the '62 Nats in Chicago we had a meeting of all interested in this issue should complete the questionaire <*;
the NIMAS members we could round up - @ general meeting and return it to BUD TENNY, Box 545, Richardson, Texas.

—

which enabled us to get better acquainted. We also had
/

an enlightening discussion about severalNIMAS projects; FAI INDOOR REPORT ~ on
‘as a group we suggested that the former StoutCommercial nee ae oo.

Trophy be rejuvenated and set up as a perpetual trophy 65 Om, Span FAI? es

for Indoor Stick.
—

Se

.

“eB

eos cg hee thee yas Ho cng pucwedghg cot ghee _.
The Sept. '63 issue of INDOOR NEWS requested that all =:

. In. 1963, the available meeting time was taken up with fliers forward their opinions on changing the size of FAI
_ many important AMA meetings; we just couldn't squeeze one Indoor models from 90 cm. maximum span to 65 om. span in .

more meeting into the schedule. preparation for an expected discussion of the issue at 7
—

we the fall meeting of the C.I.A.M. Before the meeting it -

If at all possible, a NIMAS meeting will be held this was agreed to wait until the 1964 meeting before bringing |
year, possibly after the close of indoor flying. Watch the issue up; that time is about here. Bob Champine has
this space next month for further announcements, been tentatively appointed to attend the meeting this oe

Lo, Se coming November; he would like a consensus of opinions S
a .

Postal Contests!
a

from U. S. indoor fliers on the subject. Sendthese oa
oe, — —— So comments to: Bob Champine,25Beechwood Dr., Yorktown, a

... Right after the suggestion about postal contests in Virginia, or to: Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas. 2
-. the May issue, Bill Graham of Winnipeg challenged Bud wg

Tenny; his 55' hangar against the 56' SMU Coliseum when INDOOR ELSEWHERE
oo, vo

“it became available. We're discussing events and rules;
- _ i ws

the events will be Easy B, B Stick, Indoor Stick and
_

A few years ago, indoor flying almost died out every- oe
maybe HLG. where....In the U. S., indoor boomed when we created ceil-.*2
wt SL EEN hat on

. ing categories. About a year ago, the boom leveled out =|

4 Lee Hines and Ken Happersett will have a go with any for a while- took a breather. The indications now are oy
‘ other two IHLG fliers in any cet ing category;at more that indoor is growing again, steadily but slowly. 8

_.

than two fliers wish to accept the challenge, Lee t s
:

. og ?
ve

me Along with our growth, indoor is being revived all
- he can find a fewmore members forhis team ae over the world. Itdidn't die out in England, and there a

Dick Black, one of the sparkplugs of the Ann Arbor are signs that indoor is slowly growing there. In New es
Airfoilers (Michigan), feels that their group can field Zealand indoor started growing again a couple of years aa
a team of between four and six fliers for a postal meet; ago; it is still growing and the fliers are becoming very .
their proposed events would be HLG, B Paper, paper cov- competent. South Africa has a small group of indoor men; a

_

ered Easy B and perhaps microfilm Easy B. Their site is their times are quite good considering the lack of mater-
-

a 20' school gym - a typical site and onewhich ought to jals to work with. Finland has a small group of dedicat-
. ‘a

“+, - pe equal to many others around. the country. ‘Who else ed fliers and there are quite a few newcomers also. In wd

..
Will step forward? This sounds like a lot of fun - send Holland, we have one or two fliers who are handicapped by oy

-“~" a eadlistingdetails of your site and the events you the clack oe ne ieee and netetaioea cond cavroeeenae a
,

8 00 re -wish to fly to Bud Tenny, Box545, Richardson, Texas.
ence, I've not heard of any activity in the rest of Aus-

:

MODEL AIRCRAFT&CIRCULARAIRFLOW “tralia. ,

ej

. . + That's the title of the latest model aircraft book This month, we will learn somethingofthe rulés and "5
by Frank Zaic - and anyone who has read any of hisfine performances of our friends to the north - Canada. As oa

. Year Books won't have to be sold on this book. Serda
.__
timeandspace permit (and material becomes available), *

check for $3 to: Frank Zaic, Box 135, Northridge, Cal. wecanfind outabout indooractivityinotherlands. a

oe ee ee
4

in... .
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Canadian rules have recently been worked over with The procedure for usi .
emphasis on revising the list of events. The flight reg- ng the device 1s as follows:
ulations, which were patterned after U. S. rules, were -1. Hoo nan a.
not changed. Ceiling categories have been adopted, with on the Fane mozor to Tok an wit the knot centered
the break between Cat. I and Cat. II being at 25 feet. hole "sp",

ae. BME er end of “A engages
2. Stretch and wind the motor in the usual hannerModel classes were adopted as follows:- oe Unhook the motor from the winder andhook it
the prop shaft, , 7 oe

Hand-Launched Stick Model-ClassA (30 sqeine maxe) 4, ; deo.
Hand-Launched Stick Model - Class B (30 to 100 sqein.) Pind eri the eee enor ond paane with hp nig.»
Paper Covered Stick Model - Class B (Same as Class B) of the knot with your thumb ana moar just tn’tront
Helicopter - Optional launching; no size classes left hand. ui umb and middle finger of your
Hand-Launched Stick Model~ FAI Class

| oo ; 5 Push the release lever ("C") with the index —

. oo, fin, } ¢

The Canadian HLG is quite similar to the U. S. model 6. “Slipthemotoroff thehookans a few turns,
except they have provided for a minimum weight of .1 oz rear hook of the model

Ox and put it oF the.
which should prevent any nonsense about microfilm gliders! os °

po

They also retained U. S. scoring of the best single time moves dimpled washer
from nine attempts. The Open HLG record (before adoption foreward to Soldered. eyelet
of ceiling categories) was 0:47, held by Bill Graham of

n hol
- —F .

Winnipeg. engage hole
— = PI]

The present list of Canadian records I have was com-
.

As
|

elease
' piled before the celling categories were established; &

ie free shding _

..
some recent marks were: ClassA Microfilm (formerly like

' wire shafts
arm

U. S. Class B) - 8:38.5, Gord Hilliam; Class B Microfilm y br(formerly 100 to 300 sqein.) - 12:25.2, Duncan McRae; 2 955

-FAI - 21:39.1, Duncan McRae.
oo

a

-

washer

“he Canadians also have a category for records set on fo 7 fo A
foreign soil. One of these is Open HLG - 0:57.1, Ron

|

Higgs. Ron made this flight in Chicago at the "62 Nats.
.

nunGl
,

et
sis Aun tanks a

! |}:

a cc
Safe Windin /

No matter how careful we are, or how prepared we are,
oO

ian
sooner or laterwebreak @motor trying to get maximum we |c
turns in it. Nearly always it 1s possible to protect the

_ __.

model, but once in a while a broken motor gets away from _

J
Ce pe a pare 4g

us and damages the model. The winding systems presented [A um.channel 2

here won't always save a model (Bill Graham was unlucky an | ;

enough to have a motor break in flight after eleven min- ush to /
.

.

utes), but it will eliminate most of the danger. — P 2 FEMCASE —!

: form hook fo allow easy|-
Method One

_
rubber removal __|

This gadget is also handy to use when breaking in

.
by John Triolo motors as they can be easily unwound. I have noticed

After having several props ruined, microfilm shat- to brook mone wotone. “Ohey probebly crenotce tivesen so
berets oee enteeee ore) I decidedto wind off the wind tocapacity since their models are not in danger.

,

A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR =
CC

1. Safety for the model. -_

- 2, Peace of mind when packing in maximum winds, Bill Tyler poses this question: "When was the last
This enables you to concentrate on your technique of time an indoor pusher was flown?" His answer: "To the

- winding, especially wher you are using an old motor pestof ty nowledge , the last indoor pusher was|flown at

3. “any chance of pending the prop shaft is Gone. beforeWorld Wartre onmorton oF Atlantic City, Ne Je,
4, An experienced helper is not needed since you do

;

your own winding and transfer the rubber to the model
_ |

STATE OF THE ART - a
,

yourself.
; ; Co a ae

5S. By using a counter you gét the turns you want The model design featured this month has set/two
without " chickening" out. so records for its designer, Ned Smith. It is the seventh

na series of models built in the past few years, and
‘ The procedure is this: Have your helper hold the the schedule of weights shown on the plans corresponds to

model high in his left hand while holding the rubber the model which flew for 5:22.9 in Lakehurst. A|lighter
attached to a small block of wood by @ hook. Hook your model (total weight .025 oz.) of the same design|flew for
winder to the motor and pack in the number of turns you 23:21 in the 30' Union High School Auditorium for/a new

- want. Remove the motor from the winder and hold it in Cat. I Senior record.
your left hand. Grasp the model by the prop and thrust eee

bearing, letting the motor stick rest on your index fine Both models were flown to the right, since there was
“ger. (Take a good bite on the stick with your fingers to a definite tendency to spin when flown to the left. The
allow for the length of the prop shaft.) Hookthe motor flights in Cat. I also brought out another tendemey - it
to the shaft. If you grasped the model correctly, the would stall and not recover when it touched the ceiling.
thumbnail should be just aft of the shaft hook. Remove Ned feels that this is due to the fact that the rotor is
the otherend of the motor from the block and hook it to still lifting, which holds the nose up. He suggests that
the model with your left hand - and you're off! if this is a problem, it may be overcome with downthrust.

oO

.

Method Two
.

- On the plans, it appears that the rotorand he prop
na would clash; but the rotor incidence (the whole rotor)

- by Charlie Sotich
_

is about ten degrees; the rotor mast also flexes} Thus,
.

the prop’and rotor clear while in flight but not/at rest,
. Study the sketch below as an aid in understanding how The individual rotor blade trailing edges are raiséd 1/8"

this gadget works. It is the latest of several devices as measured at the widest point on the blade to give the
‘that permit an indoor. modeler, to, wing.pismodes weenout “proper incidence for auto-rotation, ~ ~~

} «

assistance. I had to develop it so thatI could do my ee eeAGT MTNITTE tera TE HE fee Ve ee fe
test flying last summer before the Nats when no oneelse co,

LAST MINUTE BULLETIN
was coming to the Armory. The motor is woundoff the Th

eine Stee cher haat wT ate

model and then put on the model. All this device does is for finalvoteoe the eee a eeTe has Fer teeta ballot
hold the back end of themotor while it 1s being wound schedule of AMA indoorevents At tha wont.eye
and then releasesafewturnsso you can slip the motor able vote will create a new eve te

8 point, favor=
off the hook and transfer it to themodel.Thedimensions 411 the proposal

ney 8 negative wots will
shown on the sketch are not critical - but are shown to . °

give an idea of the proportions used.
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THE LAB

In the past few months, Fred Pearce of NASA (formerly force at the maximum stretch for 3 minutes.
.

of the Langley Brain Busters and now in Houston, Texas) } me

has been perfecting a method of testing rubber. While 4. Then, using a spring scale, I measurethe {pull force
his test is not non-destructive and takes quite a bit of coming in at 6" intervals. ceametiecesTEM TEEES
time to perform (the ideal test would be non-destructive i,
and simple enough to perform on the field), it is a valid 5 A graph is plotted of the pull force as afunction
test and the most definitive test I've seen so far, The distance. The area under the curve.is the enérgy storage.
following material is reprinted from SCATTER, the fine Dividing this energy by the weight of the sample gives
newsletter published by the SCAT club in California (if the energy storage. I express this in ft. log. per lb.
you are also interested in FAI Power, Wakefield and A-~2, (unit is ft.). Typically this is around 3300‘ft. lbs.
SCATTER is a must): per pound for very good Pirelli. . |"t've been making some energy storage tests of rubber, 6. As an additional descriptive term, I measure the area”
based on the stretch method. I assume that this method under the lower half of the curve to give some indication
is related to the energy storage as when the rubber is of the flatness of the curve. Typically this funs around
wound. My procedure is: 800 ft. lbs./lb. for Pirelli."

1. Make up 12" loops of new rubber. Weigh the samples The graph shown below is information recorded during
making allowance for the knot. Record the exact length. a test Fred ran on some rubber for me, which gives a very

good rating on this particular piece of rubbery. To find
2. Establish the force to which each sample is to be _the area under the curve, divide the curve into straight
subjected when stretched as a function of the cross- line segments and multiply the average height of this
section density. I use 1785 times the weight in ounces segment (the unit 1s pounds) times the width of the seg-
per inch of loop. For a typical sample of 6 mm. Pirelli, ment (the unit is feet); add these figures to feet total
this comes out to 20 pounds. energy for the test loop. Divide this figure Sby the

weight of the loop in pounds to get ft. 1b./18, To make
3. The rubber is anchored securely and stretched till it the calculation simpler, I have plotted Fred's figures
just won't stretch any more (this is typically near 8 and used straight line segments instead of th¢ nice curve
feet for a one ft. loop). I maintain the calculated pull he furnished. :

14 7

:

a eee fol ge
13 4 mm PIRELLI SAMPLE

12. New Length 12.62 inches
Length after stretch 14.62 inches
Length after 24 hours 13.62
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
|

_

CALIFORNIA - UPLAND oO

~ cep

Warren Williams reports that he recently demonstrated persuade people to let us in, and some of us cduld swap

several different tndoor models at theMen's Prison at hints on recruiting?
no, California. Model airplanes have been used in the ENGLAND - CARDINGTON

a TR

oo

rehabilitation programforsome time, but this is the The first English practice session at Cardington had
first example of indoor models in the program. It seems a last minute hitch - payment of $30 was asked) when no
likely that indoor could catch on. there, and a recently "

previous charges had been made. So that sessiion didn't ~~

completed recreation center (45' ceiling) will offer a get started, but arrangements apparently nave ‘been made
good place for the models to be flown. to everyone's satisfaction, since the June “tde th is now

firmed up. This leaves only three sessions fgr the team
CANADA - WINNIPEG

The lament of a lonely flier: Why, oh why aren't
to practice, including the team selection session.

there more indoor fliers? Bill Graham actuallyhasmore NEW .

STITT j
sites to fly in than he has fliers to Ply with him! The Fe ligt deefor a two-day meet at Lakehurst evap-bonanza of sites totals this way: one 18’, two 40’, one orated at the last minute, leaving a good many people out
55', and one 65'! The last one is a hockey arena and not ty isa

;
of a chance to trim for the Nats. Apparently there is

available most of the year, but the others are available chance for a session later this year - time will tell.
fairly often. Maybe Bill could offer hints on how to



The Voice of NLMAS. = JUL-1964 a.
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas: 7508"
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*###% '

There are two conditions about flying: First, since
the ceiling is only 56' maximum, attemptsat glider toin |.

New Members! for Will Rogers Coliseum wouldbe pretty futile. Thus, .
|

.
no gliders allowed, please. Second, this session wil

FRANK L. HAYNES, 2096 Tiebout Ave., New York, N. Y. 10457 represent $25 out-of-pocket,and everyone will be agked
to help foot the bill. ,

"64 Nats The floor area of the arena proper is about 125' x
: 150', and the usable ceiling is 50', Since the arena

By now, all who entered Indoor at the '64 Nats have floor has just been refinished, absolutely no street
received a special notice from AMA HQ. Thenoticesaid

_

shoes are permitted ~ go barefoot, wear soeks, or bring
that indoor contestants would be able to register at Will gym shoes. Bring your models, proper footwear, watches, ”

Rogers Coliseum (the indoor site) in Ft. Worth on Monday, and your latest theory for bull sessionmaterial.
duly 20. This is to correct the original instructions
which said that all contestants must register at Dallas

_..  BeMeU. Coliseum islocatedat the east side of the
NAS prior to going to fly indoor, The notice also calls 8.M.U. campus, and almost anyone in Dallas can direct
out the flight schedule (Indoor HLG ~- 9 AM to 2:30 FM, you to the campus. Additional directions: Highway 7%
Indoor Rubber - 2:30 PM to 9 PM with the last official (Central Expressway in Dallas) passes just to the east

.

flight required to be airborne by 8:35 PM). of the campus; if you are going north, take Mockingbird. “

Lane exit went one block from the west service road aud
This all came about after June 21 - I was filling out urn north - the Coliseum is easily visible. Going sowir

my Nats entry blank (late as usual!) and read the regis- on 75, take University Blvd. exitwest about two blocks
tration instructions. Quickly I sent a letter of inquiry and turn south, again you should soon see the Coliseums
about the matter - registration was scheduled to start at So oe :

8 AM on July 20, the indoor events were to start at 9 AM, NIMAS Meeting?
and it is almost an hour's trip from Dallas NAS to the

— _
Bo

.
ee

f™ Goliseum unless you are very familiar with the route. I Nothing more has been settledabouthaving a NIMAS
“heartily commend AMA HQ for their prompt solution of this meeting in conjunction withthe '64Nats, but if one 4s ve
problem and the prompt notification of all concerned, held it most likely will be on Sunday night, July 19.

,

a

' The finaldecisionwill most likely be made at the last
On July 3 I made a trip to Ft. Worth to inspect the minute, due to a variety of circumstances. If everyone =

Coliseum and to plan the layout and make arrangementsfor will give me & call as they arrive in town, itwill be
door closing and spectator control. There is one major ‘possible to notify everyone about the meeting. Call me

' obstruction in the top ~ many will remember the big blob at: Area Code 214, AD 5-4035 when you arrive or drop me
.of speakers which caught many models during previous a card telling where you are staying and when you expect

Nats. The speakers will be hoisted highand moved to the
_

to arrive (if you have made reservations in advance) at
North end, over the entrance. There are also several big Box 545, Richardson, Texas. If you have suggestions for “
counterweights which hang down about 15' from the top; a meeting agenda, make a list and let me know.
they won't move ‘but they may not present a major hazard,

OeAll the lights are about 85' high, and most of the ceil- Postal Contests!
ing should be good to that altitude over the center of
the arena. No new challenges have been received, and so far no

one has answered the challenges issued last month. If
The major problem, even with spectator control, will the following rules are acceptable for Easy B, Bud Tenny

be congestion on the floor and in the air, The basic and EricVogel will challenge any other two-man tear to
site 1s excellent, except for the small floor area. If a Cat.I postal contest for Easy B. The rules:
we all will remember that we will have no business on the
arena floor (except foralong the edge where we will have 1. Fuselage and boom to be solid wood except for
our equipment) except when we are launching or retreiving wing mount and motor fittings.

‘a model, extra turbulence willbe kept at a minimum. We
all can help police the situation by reminding our helpers 2. Wing to be 18" maximum span, 3" maximum chord,
and acquaintances to step back as soon as we release a paper covered.
model and it goes out of reach. Once a model is away,

-there is nothing we can do to help it. If you feel that 3. Prop blades to be all balsa,
prayer or "body english" is effective, please apply it
from the sidelines! 4, Surface bracing and curved outlines optional.

Special Nats Testing Session?? We suggest that a third party can be recruited to
act as timer and recorder, and that the results be sent

Due to a conflict with outdoor contests and site sealed in a second envelope which can be opened after we

schedules, Dallas-Ft. Worth fliers have nothad achance make our flights.
|

a
to test fly any indoor ships since the April session. An
effort has been made to secure the Coliseum at Southern Another challenge! Ourdaughter Kristi (age 7) hu«
Methodist University for a session on Saturday, April 18, built a Jetco ROG and will challenge anyone her age to
To date, we have only a possibility ofan afternoon and a Cat. I match, It is a stock kit except for the wing

-—~. perhaps evening session on April 18, due to a University mount, which has been modified to an all balsa slidirg
’

funetion scheduled for the Coliseum in the morning. mount to make it easier to adjust and more reliable.

‘ if ve aresuccessful in setting up this session, all
- Back Issues? ==—

.

out-of-town ers are welcome to attend. In order to
hoe

: .

find out about the session, call Bud Temny at AD504035, We have on hand back issues of INDOOR NEWS dating
Area Code 214 or drop me a card telling where you have from January 1963 ~ 18 different issues in all, These
reservations and I will call you there. Even if we fail, are available to NIMAS members for 35% handling charge;
this would be a good ehance for a bull session! ” to subscribers and others the price is10¢ per copy,

stamps preferred for remittance.
.

“eectttt menttm anteater eRe tetetentnrettic atimetittiesetttA RAR ED MRENN NII IEMAnit ante aSaeco



MoreonDacron PROPFORUM, — os

Since the original Dacron "sample" consiste PL eae ea
pound of Dacron cord (the cord is S bundle of 350 mono. com ute the dimensionsof the block te bailait on. “

filaments), there is plenty left. Anyone who desires to hart, a by Ray Wylt o eeet anbe
Charive dotiehs

try this material for wing bracing may have a sample by chart, rawn y ay vee and sent in by Charlie Sotich,

Bent ens a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Bud Tenny,
memoves the work from the ceeign of prep pLoCk se

fT
ox 545, Richardson, Texas. My personal reaction to thi

e “4
:

wo

alline hetieert

naterial for wing pracing is enthusiastic; it 1s lighter | pitcheta tne diaueterscales’to aot an thtereepton ‘tne

era onan, fore wan errong enough for sven a “D" wing, solid diagonal line, then draw a line ftom the desired
are about .0007" in diemoter b ‘ tt 7 vyaual filaments maximum blade width (block width) through the intercept;
as easy to see a O01 nichre u s shiny white and the second line will intersect the Hub Thickness (block

y B NLCHYOMEo thickness) eer The example shown is /for a 20 x 32
prop - the line (short dashes) from 20" \dtameter to 32"FAI INDOOR REPORT pitch gives intercept "x" and the line (long dashes) from

- Qhampine C.I.A.M. Re
. 3" plade width through "X" gives 1 23/32" for hub thick-

P el AM. Rep ness sane the block fon? carved prop would be 20"
ong, wide, and 1 23/32" thick. To tuild a monospa

It has been confirmed that Bob Champine will be the ; onospar

AMA FF representative to the November meeting of the
prop the block would only have to be ha. f that long.

C.I.A.M. Anyone wishing to suggest an item to be placed PITCH _ WD pen”
on the meeting agenda should contact Bob at 25 Beechwood A B wt
Dr., Yorktown, Va. before August 1. Bob still needs a A q
helping hand on the proposal to change FAI Indoor models D ‘ >
to @ maximum span of 65 cm. « send him your comments pro

i

or con as soon 4s possible. P SS
,

8 [~~
|

A
INDOOR RULES i———— Key “| b+Be

Rules Questionaire a.
cede a Bawlaney

The return is still very light on rules questionaires
° 0 |

“ 8 — 35
and it will soon be time to tabulate the results of those

a beeen:
which are on hand. If there is not a larger return, it i ols ep
4s possible that the results will not represent the true é led 0 &,
feelings of the majority of indoor fliers.

,

' Tpit OS
: we 5 7 i

For that matter, the present returns would not even 5° ale 2 eT 30

represent the feelings of the NIMAS membership ~ less
:

4 ,
than 25% of the membership has returned a questionaire. "5 ne 25

, Contest Board Action yo [ee ag
2 4 ae oe 5 2-

»

Free Flight Contest Board Chairman Phil Klintworth
, Yo af un

has circulated the final ballot on the hand launched 10 2t > 7 Tw 3
glider proposal which will eliminate "mike" gliders from .

@ = X “hg LS
am

competition against conventional thrown gliders, Phil a _
—_—— “Py  ! 20

has modified the wording (but not the intent) of the pro- %& 2-57 , SP a yh
posal in such fashion that present gliders are not out- ul 3 , “Tm "2

lawed as they were by the original wording. The changed HA ’ ow rad -
wording appears on page 24 of the June Model Aviation, Fr 35 Oo , alee 4h IS
and the change removes the major objection to this rule < . ag ,- o a 4

proposal, Ballot deadline was July 1, but no report has <- 15 +,
- ig -

been received on the outcome. a 4 af Spe 4 =
Also, just after publication of the June INAV, the Qa “Tog: a ;

ep
ve

10 E
final ballot on the proposal to add FAI Indoor to the AMA . 2 a ae “2 Qo.
rule book was circulated. -

7 epi&
5

:

| Koo
‘MEETTHESTAFF '

. oN ates

In case any of you are wondering what it takes to put 53 ONL
out this newsletter, here is a list of staff members and

tl NE
their duties: bs,

.

6 wl

6
Bud Tenny - reporter (news and info from any ibouree > 25

, E Ne, oO
primarily by correspondence and lots of it), typing an Rep we
arrangement of all material, collate all issues to be

.

INDOORELSEWHERE ep eT eee
mailed, fold and staple same, keep track of subscription Les ee
info and notify those whose membership is expiring, and Finland wlohe cone Soa
other odd Jobs. In recent years the Finns have cut do re the nner

Jody (wife and mother) - type labels, proof-read all of classes of indoor events to two microflim classes plus

material, tape folded issues for mailing, attach labels a special class used in the yearly contes} held on Jan-

and stamps, and supervise the rest of the staff, besides uary 1. The two mike classes are: Under|/35 em. Span and
all the other wifely duties. Under 90 em. Span (FAI). There are no other restrict-

fons on these classes, which enables considerable time to

Kevin (age 9) - stamp return addresses and help tape be spent on each class. iss ’

y maili .igeues to RE In all of Finland. they pave.very few : ites+anoet
Kristi (age 7) - collate the file copies and help low ceiling gymnasiums, Hels s the| two es

separate tebete D stamps. sites in the country} Sotanalli® with 35'| ceiling and
.

Se

,

“Messahalli" with 45' ceiling. mn spite of this limit-
Kerry (age 5 - separate labels and stamps so they ation, the Finns have made a good showing, each year at

can be ry Aa8e, #) the nailing issues. Cardington. During good conditions in Messahalli top
Bo

i times have approached 21 minutes - good time anywhere! .—

On the evening the newsletter 1s mailed (usually the sihoe Oa te

tenth of any month), 200 issues are collated for mailing, The annual contest in Messahalli brings out, the last

folded, stapled, taped, stamped, addressed, sorted, and indoor category e it is centered around 8 paper-covered
mailed. Expiration notices are made out and envelopes to kit named "Hyttynen” which has a 16,5" span and 3.2

go with them are addressed. The extra services (back ‘ghord and uses a solid prop. The different age classes
é

issues, dacron, service requests, answers to problems and have different weight restrictions twe fot ena 3k '

addresses of other members) are done in other "spare" ~ 15 oeith ctr 2 )! reother voighth (10 grams and
time, along with the correspondence and requests for info  GFARB iW, shoul vt ts with rubb

ens

on specific topics.
- 15 grams) are weights Puppere

octanetapmtmnccenemtimtsrsocmeem Duteatttaatate ener cect TCEEA CEREET ITNS t "
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THELAB
Part of the NIMAS search for measurement standards is 2. Make up a loop of rubber to a standard length (12" or

concerned with simple equipment to make definitive meas-~ 18") and record the weight of the rubber and cross
urements of various parameters and quantities which will section area.

,

affect the performance of our godels. First comes the
en er

equipment; thena definition of how it is to be used ~- an 3. Adjust the bracket so the loop has a standard amount
a~agreed upon standard procedure which will enable everyone . of slack. For example, set the distance so the loop
: to duplicate a given test with a fair degree of accuracy. is snug and then move thebracket1" closer. Some
a . Anteresting data may result if torque readings are

The sketch below is of a simple torque scale which repeated with similar samples, as a funetion of slack,
ean be duplicated easily and will fulfill the requirement
of test duplication. The device was designed by Irving 4, Set the torque meter for a given increment of torque,
Sherman and drawn by Marvin Moss. Torque measurements apply turns until the beam balances and record the
will be as accurateas the construction of the scale and number of turns. Repeat this process until the
the calibration of the sliding weight. torque is as high as desired,

| .

The operation of the device as a simple torquemeter 5. Hold the torque at this maximum level for a specified
is straightforward: Hook the rubber loop to be tested on time - say five minutes. Set the torque meter for
the hook, wind it in the manner you would atthefield, the next lowest torque value recorded in step 4, let
slide the sliding weight along the beam until the beam is out turns until the beam balances and record turns.
level and read the distance off the beam. The torque in Repeat until all theprevious points have beencov-
ineh-ounces is the product of distance (inches) from the ered, recording turns each time.
weight to the hook times the weight (ounces) of the a, _ on
sliding weight. Te plot a curve, let out a few turns and 6. Plot the data from steps 4 & 5 on the same graph.
repeat the measurement. Continue to record torque versus Both curves will contain useful information, and the
turns for as many points as you desire.

—

area between the curves will be proportional to the
. mo amount of hysteresis the sample has. ‘This informat-

The following 1s a suggested procedure foradefin- |

4on may also be useful in comparing samples of rubber
itive test of a rubber sample which will enable someone from different sources.
to compare their own rubber toa batch tested by the same

a

method somewhere else. Comments and modifications on the above procedure are
. ty requested - I'm probably overlooking something!

1. Anchor the torquemeter and construct a bracket to
.

hold a winder @ specified distance from the torque~
meter hook, Perhaps the bracket should be adjustable ,

to permit the siack in the loop to be adjusted.
A

.
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.
Colored Condenser Paper? up quite nicely ina week or so). Since my film is put

oe into an airtight carrying case (no room in the closet -
"Do you want some exotic colorsof condenser paper for the same old story!), it remains relatively tight no

_

your latest scale job? Or a distinctive paper stick ship? matter how long it has aged. Thus, I have to slackenit
John Chizmadia suggests this method: Use a clean, smooth enough to cover with, without destroying the sheet doing
piece of glass as work area. Paint the glass with colored it. First, I cut two strips of newspaper 1/2 wide, wet
ink, using a brush 3/8" to 1/2" wide, then quickly lay a them with tap water, and lay them across the end ofthe
piece of paper cut to the desired size on the glass this film about 1/16" from the end. Next, I cut the filn—
way: support the ends of the paper and blow on thecenter loose between the paper and the end of the frame. Now,
so the center touchesfirst, then lower the ends in place. two strips of 1/16" x 1/8" balsa longer than the hoop are
Now paint the top side of the paper with more ink andlet wet and laid lengthwise on the film, 1/16 from the edge
4t dry evenly all over the top. Peel up the edge of the of the hoop, anda drop of dilute Elmer's Glue is put
paper and blow on the underside of the paper to dry the between the strips of wood and the paper. After most of
remaining ink on the bottom. The side next to theglass the water has evaporated (and the Elmer's has set), I pin
will have a hard shine or gloss which enhances the thewoodstrips to the hoop and cut the oot ee ent2, .

etween the balsa strips an e hoop. In effect, 3.appearance of the tissue considerably
creates a hoop-within-a-hoop, but the inner hoop can be

-

Another Method made narrower so the film droops slack in the middle,
—_v_—«—e—— Put in just enough slack so the film curve matches the

Fred Weitzel colors his condenser paper this way: wing airfoil with the wing frame resting on top the fila,
While he is pre-shrinking the paper (by fastening the and pin the balsa strips to the hoop again. Use a small

sheet to a wooden frame and water spraying), he uses ink soft brush wet with tap water, and wet the center rib end

_.-—“of the proper color diluted with water in place of water the dihedral ribs so they will stick to the film. Now,
e 50 shrink the tissue. The framemustbetiltedfromside starting in the center and working toward the tips, wet

to side during the drying process to insure even color. the wing outlineall-around, making sure it stickstothe
film all around. If youstick the rest of the ribs to.

, SO
|

Wing Covering Hint the film (highly recommended)do this last. Let the wing
ek,

- dry out, then trim it loose. Be sure notto havea siick
Depending upon how your film was aged and stored, the surface under the wing when it drops free-I pulled four

sheet may not have enough slack to use "as is." (Lew holes in a "C" wing when it stuck to the table!
Gitlow suggests that film stored in moving air will slack

os a

Lo
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CHANGE OF PACE
Match Box Helicopter~"Boxer" ae

. by Bill Bigge te ty he weoR nas lal ew he el

The plans are self-explanatory (Ed. note - note care~ golf ball rubber, It has done 1:17 on 1160 turnsinthe
fully that the plans are not to scale. Follow the dim- living room, and is capable of a lot more if it is pushed
ensions as a guide to construction), and the finished a little. My model needs a little ballast on the bottc”~
model will fit in a match box. Themotor is.a.2.1/2" to of the stick, but it might not if the pitch were raised
4 1/2" long single strand of .025" Pirelli, or a loop of a little.

|
| 7 LAST MINUTEBULLETINIY) ~~

| 4.4 y We have secured SMU Coliseum for the
. NATS testing session for the afternoon of
April 18 from1!00PM toS‘ooPM, Y'All comet

i —_ Glurm. can

SH 009 rhick
; Te tlon -.025 Dia— ow |p) ,
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A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

oe smnstie
The Baby ROG CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANA

es

There is still a 14" gap in the end of the Santa Ana
by Justin Murray hangar where the door jammed - so far no attempt has been

made to fix it. This has restricted serious fiying to a
The kit for the Baby R.O.G. was amazing, and its great degree, since the air settles downabout4 PM, if

arrival one cold blustery day was certainly one of the at all. The Sky Hoppers of Orange County continue.to
most exciting moments of my life. It came in the mail in hold record trials monthly; the remaining dates are July
a cardboard tube, and contained one slab of 1" x 1/8" x 12, Auge 9, Sept. 6, Nov. 8, and Dec. 6. An open AMA©
12" balsa, one stick of bamboo (like in a Chinese fortune indoor contest is seheduled for October11.
telling deal), a piece of rather heavy piano wire, formed

,

meer see oa at te
thrust bearing, some Jap tissue, a pair of red fiber ILLINOIS - CHICAGO

CB
oo

. wheels, and two vials of Ambroid and dope. Oh yes, anda Although the Madison Street Armory is openalmost:
small length of 1/16" square rubber for the motor. The every Saturday (1t was closedonce in the past 3months),
price, I think, was sixty cents. only a few fliers use it each week. Two of the regulars

tg are Charlie Sotich and Wally Mumper - and they make full
So for 60¢ the challenge was at hand. I worked slow- use of the Armory to prepare for the Nats. Some recent

ly. It took me about a week of evenings to build the sessions have had exceptional conditions, and times were

model, and another week to get it to fly. I simply could pretty high without even trying hard. Paper times range
not get it trimmed out properly, and everyone else in the up to 174# minutes, and the high FAI time was 26:27 by
neighborhood knew less about it than I did, which was Charlie's new design with 2.4" lenger inboard wing.
practically zero. However, I gave it that "if at first At present, no sanctioned sessions are planned for
you don't succeed" bit, and one caln, cold, sunny morn= the Armory until about October. It seems likely that the

ing it took off beautifully from our snow-encrusted yard, Aeronuts will continue their efforts to encourage juniors
and circled leisurely for what seemed an eternity, ultim- to build and fly simpler indoor models- a commendable
ately coming in forthe most gorgeous, smooth glide land- plan.

oe
ing the world hadever seen! I felt like God! and I've 4 ee “ BO —
been hooked ever since. NEW YORK ~ ELMIRA na ng

-30— : Most of the members of the Elmira Indoor Model Air=— ”

ue

; plane Club are also active in FAI free flight events,5s
I'm sure that the above story invokes pleasant mein- their weekly indoor activity has been suspended until the —

ories in many people - I remember similar experiences present round of qualification trials have been completed,
with a Jasco ROG many years later than Justin's story, They will be back at the indoor stand again before too

Eventually I "graduated" to removing the gear and hand long - this group is quite active.
nos

launching the model. This was on a Kansas farm, and the
ek

calves in the pen near the front yard soon learned to Swe cote
ignore the strange little "bird" I was flying!

a -
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1964 INDOOR NATS RESULTS

os IuRtor Junior Oo

Junior Junior
—

: : “ . . Sapageets eM a Poe Eos gk be SER ES a a
. . . . an Oy

+e

te J. Shepherd, Jr. 12:34.0 1. Eric Vogel 13301.0 1+ J. Shepherd, Jr. 4:53.2 1. David Maystead 0:46 42 Brie Yokel ,
12:28..2 20 A. Markiewicz  § 9:32.0 2. Thomas Mille Ore 683. AjMarkiewicz. 9346.0 3. Steven Valerius 5:21.0 pe A. Markiewicz 0232044. Steven Valerius 4:24,.4 :

e Gary Hammond 0:38.
|5e J. Shepherd, Jr. 0:37.26

. Senior Senior
. soe Senior Senior :

21 6:03.2 te Larry Loucka ~ 1820604 1. LarryMiller 02596a Hitereaos” —1Sione AL Mike’scdse® 18192: 22 Seve mrmacn” {110810 1 aust Parker 018656
3, Dave Erbach 1731642 3. Dave Erbach -—«-_ 1021.0 3+..Mike Fedor ~ 10:10.0 3. Jerry Chambers 0153084, Steve Houlihan 13:40.0 4. W. He Vanderbeek 10:00.8 4¢ Steve Houlihan 8222.0 4e wake Fedor OLesckBe James Bradley © 6149.6 5. Steve Gibbs

=-—S§

830.2 5+ Steve Gibbs. == 72149 5. James Lewis
=»

0:5304
So Open a Open Open Qren

mo

7 coe tga ove ! aa ,
:

‘

,

.““1e Charlie Sotich 27:44,.2 1, Phil Klintworth 19:41.0 1+ Charlie Sotich 17:54.8 1. Reid Simpson «120142. Bill Atwood_ 25:38.2 2. Walter Mumper 19203.6 2- Walter Erbach 13:52.2 2. NettHeemar L tot 43. Phil Klintworth 25:12,2 3. Charlie Sotich 18:40.8 zs Robert Menford  OnGcb4, Bruce Paton 242:39,2 4, Bill Atwood  17:38.8 5: Pe 1 ¢ ae 0264.25. Bud Tenny 22:44,.0 5, Paul Crowley 14251.0 a AZh row.ey 0253.2w#- Curtis Janke 20:01.8 6. Bud Tenny 133253.0 ee *... 8 omar 0252.2. Jim Clem 18:52,0 7. Jody Tenny 13203.0 qe Poor PORAT 0120.2
. Walter Erbach 17:29.8 8. Bruce Paton 12322.0 of Deve kelly Ora39¢ Paul Crowley 16:47.4 9, Mark Valerius  11:17.8 10. TomHutenuneon 0:47.2610, Bill Bigge 12:05.0 10. Jim Clem

=
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_|, S*HNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE ‘SOCIETY#t#® Seeee "1964 IndoorNats
|

a

ee New Members! -

A casual look at the results above reveals one thingwo
a immediately - there weren't many of us at the Nats. ‘ThisE. E. WOLFE, 131 Wildwood Dr., Elk Grove, Illinois was reflected in all the events - not just Indoor, since

oe .
there were only about 800 entrants and only about 630‘Nats Aftermath actually made 1t out to fly.

.

First on the agenda ~ a word to those of us who won The lack of entrants didn't affect the qualityof
a trophy at the Nats this year. Right at the bottom of flying - seven new records were set in the rubber events,your trophy is the name of a firm or person who donated most of them a substantial increase. Larry Loucks madethe trophies for your event. Take a few minutes to drop &® clean sweep of the Senior rubber events, setting a new

| them a line and say thank you- one of the hardest jobs
|

record in each event and winning the Stout Trophy for thefaced by the AMA each year is to find sponsors for Nats - longest cabin flight of the day. CharlieSotich's longtrophies, and the least we can do is to say thank you so practice paid off also - he won first in Stick and Cabinthe job will be no harder next year. a and third in Paper Stick. The two Juniors who divvied up
Co

. eo - the hardware in the rubber events ~ Jesse Shepherd and
) The.second thing - of equal importance - was a lack Erle Vogel - were both newcomers to Indoor. Jesse has| of Junior entries this year. I know of at least a few flown outdoor FF for some time, but the Nats was his
| junior types who were entered and were unable to make it first indoor meet; Eric's contest flying started with

at the last minute - butwe need more Juniors than that. indoor models. * -

A féw clubs and individuals are making a big effort to
Co

we ee emhelp interested youngsters, but each of us should help. Much credit for the new records and fineflying was
The Juniors need help, instruction and transportation to due to the unusually stable air in the Coliseum ~ we had
contests. Keep Indoor growing with new faces! Almost zero drift during the whole 6% hours of flying.

- cones Coe Also, there was excellent cooperation from all the peopleSa. --,- Taut Film Comments who flew ~ ground turbulence was low and there never was
OSS —e—ee——

. a + ware group of people out on the floor at any time.
The first published information on German type taut nks also to AMA HQ for setting up the apecial contest-

film (so far as 1 know) appeared in the Auge-Sept. 1964 ant ID system which made it possible to limit access to
4ssue of FLYING MODELS. The info appeared as part of the flying area to bonafide contestants.
the article "The Indoor Intruder" by Joe Bilgri. If you

.
.

haven't seen the article, look it up. It 1s agood one, Something we can laugh about now might have been more
a ~with two film formulas and agood outlineon building serious if there had been many more contestants oralot' gtressed elliptical ditedral, ‘Thanks to Joe and FLYING of turbulence. Great care was taken to see that we had

MODELS for getting the info into print. helium andballoons and that the helium bottle had the
“

. a proper adapter so the balloons couldbe filled. Alas!
NIMAS Meeting

.

-

We got two and one-half balloons full of heliumand theone : a
" bottle wasempty. A hurry-up call to the Navy produced“No

advance planning for a NIMAS meeting was made & replacement bottle - and no wrenches to change the fit-sinceno one knew where anyone else was, or even if they tings to the new bottle! Charlie Sotichsaved the day
were’in town, Finally, in the closing hour of the rubber with his trusty beach ball loaded with hydrogen, 80 all
session, we took a poll of those present and decided to_ is well that ends well. Incidentally, Charlie donated

es inanimate hosesbein8 PrtageynATE Re aniet asd fe efthents Ravana dig.Seyi ieee 2bba we Gta SA ATA dewenenttioe P
tomemseoempedneennecsetteraneygmannsemeenanenct—sccnninienspenerdttenanhsltnmteypetalntsi EO. HAE ishnmmeeanimnttnaneininentietaenisiteaiSwi S



NIMAS (cont.)
ne

So

meet at the B.0.Q. at Dallas NAS as soon as we could get supporting flight. After the tie-breaking decision was
together after the close of indoor..

.  .

«made, Ray Lipsey (FF Category Director) asked Frank
oe Ehling how he would break a tie in IHLG. Frank replied,

The meeting started with three of us wandering all Grasp each glider by the nose and tail and bend the
around the B.0.Q. area watching for the others to show - fuselage double. The winner is the one with the longeat.
up. By 11:30 eight or ten of us had gathered in Phil —

~pleces. ee
a

Klintworth's room - and it went on until about 1:30 AM..
a

ee oe og

eg . fe nde Name:In the meantime there was a free-swinging discussionof 105 eae ee ook aoe erererstics =72 HLG fliers out of
various technical topics, the Junior problem, more and time of about 4

ie official flights for a total air
better publicity for model airplanes in general and

_ three tin Bhi oT eet These same fliers made about
indoor in particular, how to get experienced modelers to. filled with odela. wre hops ~ so the air was always
try indoor, and the World Indoor Championships (see FAI of 76 ent ite els.

1
e rubber events had 50fliers out

INDOOR REPORT). Mostly, it was a very satisfying bull | air time wae 2365he y see orttotel flights; the total
session, but no momentous decisions were made. '

flights was 11133. and the average length of the 121

"CIRCULAR ALRFLOW"
.

.
.

RECORDS? MAYBE!
Frank Zaic's new book, "Cireular Airflow and Model

Aircraft" has been delivered and it lives up to expect- NATIONAL MODEL AIRPLANE CHAMPIONSHIPS, July 20, 1964
ations as an excellent and definitivework. Anyone who Cat. II, Will Rogers Coliseum, Ft. Worth, Tex. (93')
flies model airplanes can find much of interest in this. Ure Paper Stick ~ 13:01.0, Erle Vogel
book. Frank's address is Box 135, Northridge, Calif.; Sr. © Stick - 19:18.5, Larry Loucka
the price is $3. Sr. Paper Stick ~ 16:03.2, Larry Loucka

.
a

a ore C cabin Ee Osas Larry Loucka
,

a pen Paper Stiek - 19:41.0, Phil Klintworth
a

on __.. SNBOORRULES
-:.. OpenBCabin - 13:52,.2, Walter Erbach

a . Contest Board Action Open © Cabin - 17:54.8, Charlie Sotich

In recent action the FF Contest Board gave prelin-~ HINTS AND KINKS
inary approval to the proposal to change the method of

Look Mat No Jiscoring indoor HLG. Originally this proposal was the
.

nooky,Mal No Jigt
oo

iimington=-Detroit-Chicago proposal that indoor HLG be ae eet ‘ oe

scored on the total of the best three out of not more
= tendpe eee suggested this method of wing bracing

than nine flights. This was rejected by a narrow margin, (Ray elves them tyine re ten thewing posts upright_and the accompanying remarks indicated that the principle ther one cevinen to a sheet of glass, and checks to see if
was”acceptable. So Phil Klintworth changed it to the ~ thee. ane perpendicular in all planes) and spaced exactly
best two out of not more than nine flights; the approval posts Wras boingoospomea ane te Fined tb.placetotheenters the proposal into the study period. short pieces, of wood . Install the cabane and your favor-

_ The proposal to add FAI Indoor itédels as a new AMA e type of goodies to hook the wire around, then put
—

categorywas also passed - presumably this will be in oo ee primary and secondary bracing. Doubi’ Sneck the
time for the new category to appear in the 1965 AMA Rule alignment of the wing (if you use washin, this 1s"put inBook. . by making the wing supports the proper length) before the
-

a wires are glued down all around. Finally, install the
--= BAT INDOOR REPORT tip dihedral and the tip bracing if you use it.

,

—

oo

-: Postponed! An editorial comment on this system - I was diibious
.

—_

*

: about oe bracing method until I tried it. All my old.
_ «Just before the Nats, word was received from England racing jigs are about to get the heave-ho - they are now
that the World Indoor Championships will not be held this excess 2 ease: This system will accomodate any type of
September as originally scheduled. The reason for this dihedral (except possibly stressed elliptical dihedral),
was a lack of entry - at the time of the entry deadline and any size of wing. One of the reasons I haven't made
only Finland and the United States had made formal entry. anything except wings with parallel chords is that I did
Great Britain had not chosen a team due to difficulties | foes ttmete? a bunch of new jigs - now the wing shape
in obtaining Cardington, but there was intent to fielda

.

mawee °

cae me greetswen peteams
oe |

SO PICTURES FROM THE NATS
Naturally, this matter came up for a lot of serious UPPER LEFT —— -

discussion at the NIMAS meeting held right after the end
.

_—
of indoor flying at the Nats. Those present agreed upon sessine Bite-taken during the last part of the HLG
presenting a case to re-instatethisChampionship event ° Sc BOnext year without disrupting the regular schedule which UPPER RIGHT

“ 7 Se
effortisto bemadeto setup anetwork ofcommnreste Bill Atwood launches the second place Stick model
ions betweenthe AeroClubs of ail nations involved with  * Seared model swinging a 20° prope
the idea of coordinating all the efforts.and are to get CENTER LEFT " oo
some advance warning if a similar situation might develop
again. Finally, all possible efforts will be made to winnie tne Ooen baat ron hts Capit model jatter rdbuild up interest in several other countries sothere is

amen wane Open waban

event andsettinganewrecords |
@ better chanceof getting the minimum of five entries —

. .

ae
a

requiredto give the event international competition LOWER LEFT ee
status. As it was, all it took was for one country to Quite a chunk of Junior hardware! Jesse Shepherd, Jr.
miss a year and the event was off ~ this time two dropped on the left with 1st in Stick, 1st in Cabinand 5th in

|

out. If, any of our readers correspond with fliers in HLG; Eric Vogel on the right with ist in Paper Stick and
anothercountry ~- now is the time to spread the word! ° nd in Stick.

— OS
a

oe

oan

y - -s LOWER RIGHT
| 1964 Indoor Nats

(conte)
Walter Erbach with record-settingB Cabin.

the colorful balloons and themonofilament nylon tethers os
ee

that we used during the meet.
, oo

a “pstist, yn HNDOOR FILMING SCALE wo aaac

ban .

oo

_ The Indoor Scalé group atWilmington,Galifornia haveHand launch glider times were disappointing, espe~ D

:

-!
ee

cially to the filers, The site was air-conditioned until Troce sodehe saeeeee ovent~ Easy-Built Flying scale.
two hours before the méet started,andthe air weaceol z oe Poge geeett sheet trpse-eeotat+aoe have a max, —

until afternoon-this may have been the reason for the Rit ay b a
end conn ited to 35% of the span.

low times. Quite a few Sweepettes were flown, and . & may be used, and non-kit models musthave 3-viewsor
of the originals showed Sweepette influence. One Hienet pictures with them to prove the model is recognizable and
showed up, and the remainderof thé originals covered a Soabine woreete: saat Frightsmst R.O.G., and scores
lot of design territory. Most of thefliers were putting P, finish and flying points.
heart and soul into their launches, but one Senior had a ,

~

ae
a

casual left-handed flip combined witha left-left pattern The scale contests at Wilmington are held every two
which made good use of the small floor area, Tt ended months, usually on a Friday evening from 7 PM to 11 PM.
with a tle between Reid Simpson and Neil KasmarforOpen. Vic Hardin 18 the scale CD, and he usually hes a large
honors - the nod wenttoReidén the basis of the best entry..to contend with, since this is a very active group,

reer eatenmttinetiintemtsitnesatncmemett
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‘ models were not set up exactly by the theory. The dataLOWPOWERMOPELS~TRICK ORTREAT? on the nodels is min Indoor Stick - re ay: ineth ber 1963 is advan wing, model wt. .042 oz., rubber wt. .026 02.(62%), 1860
|usingsuellsnounts of rubber on Gate fand Geto te. of turns in and 60 backed off, landed with 30 turns, flight

models as a means of limiting the altitude gained by the time 222} for 77REM poak altitude was about 75’,
model. Later I gave a very sketchy preliminary report

— v te odd
one. mubber wt. Oph on. Paper Stick ~ model —

and some observations based on very limited experience. Woe "aed ony rt ber wt.2024 oz. (55%). Turns were nc

As my interest in the subject grew (very nearly becoming the nm a ; : ont t ne 19393 « Maximum altitude 85' with

an obsession) I added to the concept and theory until it
e model touching about ten times.

indoorfying. a concept of high efficiency for all Frankly, the paper stick time was lousy. I have

usualhindsightIdecided that the FALwasout of trin. tt " usua ndsight ecide he FAI was out of trim.
the lent of oe atneusalete define “efficiency” in The final test flight at the SMU session on the previous

Saturdaygave an RPM of653 but I didn'tfigure the RPM
Efficiency = (tight time in minut ) Cn : 'e) or the Nats flight until the next day - to my disgust.y

rubber Woe in ony oattae tt in 08 I then examined the model and foundthat the last adjust-
ment on the tail incidence had slipped and the decalage

For purposes of model evaluation, the ceiling should was less than for the 63 RPM flight. It is foolish and
be the actual altitude reached by the model; and the term

§ depressing to speculate on what might have been, and I
would be actual efficiency in minutes/ft. of altitude. am quite happy with the flight as it stands.

.

For comparison between several models in the same site on
the same day, use the building ceiling height and call I quoted the above numbers to give an indication of
the result relative efficiency. Note - by my definition

the possibilities of the technique. Since I am now not

Cat. I models would be more efficient than the best Cat. able to make regular flights in any site (except perhaps
III models, which isn't true - at least with present some T-Hangars at a local airport), I would very much

models, However, Cat. III records aren't twice as high like to have some help in gathering data about flights
as Cat, II records, but the ceilings are twice as high! made under low power conditions, I have strong-armed a

few people into helping me, and these people are making
The basic theory was based on Ernie Kopecky's Class tests as their time permits.

D Stick record of 43:42, set with a model weighing .039
0%. and using 2039 oz. of rubber; to furnish a reference If you are interested in helping me, drop me a line

some approximations were taken in light of the energy describing the model you want to use, and the site you
content of rubber. . fly in. I will specify props and motor, maybe even

designprops to fit. the oi tuation. I will want to record

These approximations were: Pirelli can store about e model weight, rubber weight, turns put in, turns left
3000 ft. ibe. of energy per lbs of rubber; if this energy

| on panding and the flight time. It wili be a lot of
were transformed (100% efficiency) into altitude, pirelli work, but if you are interested in helping advance the
could raise itself to an altitude of 3000 ft. If a model state of the art, let s dig in! It may all be a pretty
using rubber wt. equal to airframe wt. (100%) could use bubble which will burst, but that 22:44 was the fifth

the total energy in the climb (100% eff.), the maximum flight on a new model and prop - the promise is bright!
altitude of the model would be 1500 ft. Current practice
uses about 40% of the energy stored for climb; this would NEWS FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
limit the model to 600 ft. (100% eff.).

CALIFORNIA ~ CHINO
_ —

If we assume that present-day models are only about Mr. W. R. Snedden, Model Club Sponsor at the Calif-" ~

30% efficient, models with a 1:1 ratio should peak out at ornia Institution for Men, reports that several members
180' » about 30' higher than present sites. To put it of the club are interested in indoor models and that he
another way, full winds on the model would cause it to expects more interest as others get to see them in action.
pounce around in the top until the excess energy was used Warren Williams has been working with the group and has
up or until it hung. Ernie admits he was lucky - he did set up instruction sessions.
bounce around for some time and got a new record. His
next attempt did hang, and he didn't get it back. CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANA

The hangar door remains open, but the fliers have
At this stage of the game, the low power theory is moved the events around in the hangaruntil prettyfair

outlined in these terms:
, conditions are available if the outside conditions aren't

too bad. The Sky Hoppers have record trials scheduled
1. The optimum weight of rubber for any given site (to for Sept. 6, Nov. 8 and Dec. 6; an open contest is set

keep the model out of the top) will be ‘expressed by for Octe 11-6
a ptraignt line between these points: 50° = rubber

_

weighs 40% of airframe; 180' ~- rubber equal to model ENGLAND ~ CARDINGTON

weight. Other points: 30' - 32% rubber, 75' - 50%, Bad news piled upon bad news for English indoor buffs
100" - 60%, 150' ~ 804, this summer as Cardington changed ownership. First, they

are charged for using the shed, the World Championships
2. The required weight of rubber will be made up into were called off, and now the August session may also be

a loop which will be 20% longer than between hooks. called off. The final blow 1s poised - the hangar is to
It 1s certain that the amount of slack will be an be sold for scrap. One bright haope ~ the asking price
important factor during the cruise, but many more is something like $420,000 and it may take a while for
flights must be logged to evaluate this factor. anyone to scare up that much cashe

a

3. The propellor size and design will be chosen to let HOLLAND - ROTTERDAM
;

the model dead-stick right at the floor. So far, low Cornelis Wolthoorn hopes to be able to set up an
pitch/diameter ratios seem to work best - 1.5:1 is 4 indoor session and record trials in Rotterdam this month.

good place to start. An article about Wolthoorn and his current record model:
increased the interest in indoor models and dispelled the

4. Maximum turns will be installed without backing off. idea that a blimp hangar was necessary for indoor flying.
So far, no one has managed to get a proper combo of Thus he hopes that more interest and some actual flying
prop and rubber to permit this ideal. will result among the Dutch modelers.
The goal behind this approach is to find a mle-of= MICHIGAN - DETROIT

thumb which will enable a flier to reach near optimum It seems that Cobo Hall, once a bright hope for a new

times in a site without having to make numerous test site in Detroit, remains too drafty for serious flying,
flights. The rubber will be figured on the basis of but the State Fair Coliseum has remained available all
model weighty our present experience seems to indicate summer. A very few fliers have been taking advantage of
that the prop will be fairly optimum if chosen on the

|

the site, but those few, including Ed Stoll, have been -—~

pasis of rubber cross sectionarea. Note that this will quite regular in their practice sessions.

result in about the same size prop being used on models
of similar weight, regardless of model size. That is, .

PENNSYLVANIA ~ PITTSBURGH
a light paper ship and medium weight FAI might use the Ron Ganser's small-but-handy site was lost when it

game prop design. becamea storage area, so Ron and the other indoor men in

Pittsburgh are now site hunting ageine | qey scheduled a
)

in the So ers and Sail-
To my knowledge, this technique has not been used in emons ration of indoor flying one to cet

competition except for my entries in the Nats, and these orsMenort vincefon renaiar firings o get permission
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BackIssues? 7
;

New Members
|

|

We have back issues of INDOOR NEWS dating from Jan.
|

. ae '63, and NIMAS members may get a set by sending 35¢ (in ay
Prof. MURLOS BENGE, Segoe! of Musto, Baylor University, 1epe pee tay doapiete thei collections st 16) per

exas
seribers

ONS &'

TIM LAVENDER, 4397 East Mound, Columbus, Ohio. issue - tell us what you want!

.

AMA Elections!
.

FAI INDOOR REPORT
= .

Although the nominations for 1965 AMA elective posts
— TheAMA bag submitted their Suggestions for the ort

were made at the Nats, it most likely will be the Octoter | Agenda in the form of a ten page memo. ne ndoor par
issue of MODEL AVIATION which lists the nominees and

__.
ofthis memo is bret ant to whe Poet ° nave gone on

publishes available information about theme This monte - Fal Indoor model ten addition suggestions were nade to
slectyons. aoe eee coetel effort toreturnyour initiate discussions on methods of increasing participat- .
ballot. For those who really care, it should be possible ton 18 the Indoor Worn World’ Cheanae theposeipilityof “

h inees r districtare by re-scneduling e 1 + Wor amps; an naliy to sewontacting the AMAVPfor sour dintrict. * e ey
up a network for communication and information exchange
between all countries interested in Indoor.

Who Cares? ee
.

~~ After reading this entire memo, I must congratulate
The June and July issues of INAV announced that Bob all who had a hand in preparing it - all the proposals

Champine had been appointed as a representative from AMA are well conceived and the wording is clear and concise. ~

to CIAM for the November meeting. The articles went _ .

on to plead for everyone to express their feeling to Bob
| .

ALOOK AT YESTERYEAR
7 .

“
about how he should vote on the British proposal to lower

In the June issue Bilt tyler asked when an indoor .

th f FAI Ind dels t cm.
°

a fhe span of
FAT

indoor modeis %o ? a pusher was last flown. Sez Charlie Sotich, "Bud Wolfe wt

During August I had a chance to visit with Bob; at flew a paper covered canard pusher down at the Armory .

that time there had been only about 25 commentssent to this past winter. I don't think it was a Te Siser moder s.either AMA HQ or to Bob. Many people who like the rules probably a year or more old. It is a stable flier bu
-

as they are don't voice an opinion, thinking it doesn't wasn't outstanding with regard to duration.

matters a ie very unreasonable toexpect Aue we te one Have you ever wondered why our models have a separate ~

our mind - ou don't spe e on ssible con- .

oeavusion is that’ you don't vere. te quote Bob on this motor stick and tail boom? Bill Tyler revealed in Bill

matter, "I ind that it * very important,to keepAM HQ centttteen inches between the thrustbearingaadrear
nformed as to na e &procedures, ete. Withouta letter, any griping 1s for hook, The models which resulted were short coupled and

.

naught; you may as well talk to deaf ears. Letters to pretty unstable. The problem of longitudinal stability
AMA, Contest Board members, committee chairmen, etc. are was. solved when some unknown builder added a tail boom to

much more effective than most people think - it takes lengthen the tail moment - and times soared to new highs.
letters, letters and more letters."

.

.

PostalContests
THR ote

. ,

:

que -upWinter draws nigh and soon there will be many small
Torgus Meter Follow = oe

groups with their own sites - and not many opportunities The July issue detailed a beam torquemeter designedfor competition with outsiders since so many of us live
_

for definitive rubber measurements. Bill Bigge offers
so far apart. As suggested before, postal contests seem

§
the following comments: "Bearing friction will be sig-like a fun-filled way to liven up your flying sessions nificant, especially if measurements are made in the

and to get better acquainted with groups fron other &BPeBS o process of winding with a normal amount of stretch.

For HLG frnerss how about an equalizer to minimize the Friction can be eliminated by using a thin wire or stripdifferences in ceiling heights? For example, if two 4n tension to oppose the tension of the motor. I use a
groups would like to have a postal challenge in HLG but strip .001" x .018" from a stainless steel sponge. Duringtheir sites are 20' and 28' high respectively, there is unwinding at least, torque does not follow a smooth curve.
& problem. As a start, let the first group multiply It seems to increase suddenly as a knot goes out, then
their times by 35/20 and the second group multiply their decreases until the next one goes out. To get a good

:

times by 35/28; this should give us enough experienceto value of torque it might be necessary to observe the aver-
see if this type of multiplier will work. If you are not age value for several turns, The clockspring torquemeter
acquainted with a group similar to yours, and would like may actually be more accurate than the pure beam balance

ardson, Texas, 75081, and I'll try to put you in touch range clockspring torquemeter with a long, light, stiff
.with @ group. pointer and maybe a ten gram sliding weight may be the

best combination.” Below is a sketch of Bill's bearingNewMaterials system for his torquemeter:

Sig Mfg. Co. has marketed a new rubber which prelim- STeon® SuPPORT

“ary testing shows to be equal to or better than Pirelli 9
ibber at its best. On page 63 of the Sept./Oct. '64

METAL STRIP
AMERICAN MODELER Larry Conover reports the results of his

BEAM
—

testing; on the basis of this report I purchased some of
©

COUNTERWEIGHT
the rubber. My own testing has been limited, but so far EE +I have had no reason to doubt that this is good rubber. a
It 1s marketed under the name Powerstrip, and my batch SLIDING WEIGHT
measured 1/4" wide by .032" thick. pcan f suppoRT
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STATE OF THE ART

"Dram Dip"
.

.

py Charlie Sotich Size model. Since so many things were changed it is not
_

possible to accurately evaluate what helped or hurt the
_~.

While the best time of this model (27:44.2) is nearly model's performance, The wing has one more rib space on

. identical to that of its predecessor, it does show prom- the left side which makes the left side 2.4" longer. No_
ise of being able to do better. I would say that this is washin has been necessary in the left wing with this
due mainly to its 21" diameter, 36" piteh prop. Although increased offset. This can be considered an improvement
this model is a real heavyweight by. current FAI practice, since the wing will be operating at a more nearly uniform
( .058 oz. for the plane and about .070 oz. more for its angle of attack, It is also easier to make a new wing
C80" Pirelli motor), the average prop speed is only flat than try to guess the amount of washin reguired,
about 42 to 45 RPM. This is about 10 RPM less than that

ce

obtained with a 20 x 36 prop used earlier. A smaller than usual stab (24%) was tried to see if
the efficiency (sinking speed) could be improved as some

Because the Madison Street Armory 18 available to calculations by Walter Erbach had indicated. I don't
Chicago area indoor fliers nearly every Saturday of the know if it improved the flying any but 1t takes less room

year, this model was built to meet the conditions of this to pack. A somewhat longer than usual tail boom is used
building. Except for the summer months some drifting can to maintain the stability with the smaller stab and the
usually be expected. This means that balloons are used same C.G. location. The fin was moved to in front of the
to guide the models and sometimes models will get caught stab to make it less vulnerable during balloon retrieving
in the lights or girders. To get as much flying time as and it simplifies packing. The longer moment arm and
possible without spending the intervening week repairing small stab give this model proportions closer to a Wake-.
or making new parts, it 1s easier to build a slightly field model or a Nordic glider, rather than the stubby
more rugged model. The bracing has been kept to a min- appearance of some early FAI models which had proportions
imum to avoid snagging on obstructions which can make more like the early FAI Power models. My timer at the
removal using a balloon more difficult. The advantage of Nats had no trouble telling which model was mine!
this heavier type of construction is that the models can
be thoroughly test flown well in advance of a contest 80 On the winning flight at the Nats a 19 3/8" loop of
that you can get a reasonable prop and rubber combination -080" Pirelli was used for power. 1760 turns were put in
that will give good results. the motor and 160 turns were backed off before launching.

At the end of the 27:44.2 flight 400 turns remained, A
Because there wasn't any FAI indoor team selection in shorter motor. might have done a little better. The

1964, I decided to try out & number of changes on an FAI average prop speed was 43.2 RPM.

PROP FORUM

Pitch Checking Jig

C. V. "Russ" Russo built the jig shown below to check boom forward until the protractor arm will touch the back
pitch distribution on his props, and to see that each of the prop blade. Turn the other blade around and check
prop had matched blades - very important for smooth oper- to see that it has the same angle. Move the protractor

—

ation in flight. To use the gadget, slide the vertical up and down to check angles at other places on the blade.

At the present time experiments are being made with ~~

, (is props which have pitch distribution other than standard ~-

— Ly that 1s, non-helical pitch. If these prove to be better |

wm than present props, this type of gadget may be necessary to
: —wn define and deseribe the new props.
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LOW CEILING FORUM HINTS AND KINKS
The Ideal Site Harlan Jig Follow-up

Since most of the sites in this area have beams in Last month this column presented the concept ofwing
the ceiling, I have had ample opportunity to observe bracing without a jig by supporting the wing in the center
models hitting beams regularly. It oceurs to me that with the posts (glued to the work surface to keep prope

—

beams may be used to good advantage ~ if they are the alignment) and at the dihedral joints with wood seraps.
right kind of beams. Since I make a handling and storage jig for each wing, I

hit upon the idea of anchoring the Jig to the work sur-
Beams come in a variety of sizes and shapes, but only face, installing the posts, and bracing as before. The

two general types. Regardless of the construction of the sketch below shows this:
beams, they are arched or peaked or else they have 4 main
member which runs parallel to the floor surface. I will
deal mostly with the second type (level beams), since my
experience with peaked and arched beams has been 100% a
bad - that is, when a model hits a sloping beam, the prop wine

pe

usually touches first while the inboard wing passes below
the beam. The model them slides down the beam some dis~ 49
tance before dropping free. The model heading has not oct
changed very much and the model is now lower and closer E

°
to the wall. It usually takes about two such passes to fire?
terminate any flight - no matter how well centered it was
before the collision with the beam,

~ Le Lon
At one time I felt that the ideal low ceiling site RL xB Ba

would be the one with asmooth ceiling ~ but it now seems
that the straight beams may prove to be superior. My
reasoning is this: in the smooth ceiling much of the nat-
ural turbulence and drift sccumulatesin & narrow layer
near the ceiling. If models are to fly very long they
must spend a lot of time near the ceiling in the drift - clotheseina (abjut374"lene,aveiienieat that Taine
and away they go! stores) are ideal weights for tensioning bracing wireBe

Heglues the wire at the starting point, strings the wire

near the tone "ee Oho Deane een tho aedel Bolew'mece’of fil around the wing and pack to the starting point, hangs
it. th

P a P the clothespin on for proper tension, and glues. the wire
. us, if the model will climb slowly to the beams, in place at all the other jointstouch, then drop below the beams for another try, it will p ° °

fly as long as it stays centered. NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Most of the time when a model hits a straight bean,

the new flight pattern ig better centered and the loss| mM Froa Weitzeldiscovered an Armory near his house andof altitude is slight. It seems to work this way: when has been making use of it some. He and Ted Pfeiffer flewthe model approaches a beam at an angie and hits wing tip scale jobs one session, and Fred returned a couple offirst, the model pivots into a head-on attitude before| times with an autogyro. With luck, this may work into adropping free. The result is that the flight pattern has regular flying site - which will be the first active site”~~been shifted so the area of contact on the beam is tan- in the New York City area since the days of NIMAS East
gent to the flight cirele (see sketch below), and most of y y °

the time this is good. The pattern is unchanged if the
.

model hits a beam head-on - it just drops below the beam ceaeonGanaer, Nornbickar and Ken Johnson put on aand flies on. Thus, collisions with straight beams may spell-binding indoor demonstration which won them a site
improve the flight pattern, but seldom make it worse. for regular sessions. This happened last month as they

met with the directors of the Soldiers and Sailors Mem-
Part of the success of this phase of flying is relat- orial Hall, and their audience could hardly believe what

ed to the diameter of the flight circle and the beam they were seeing! This all goes to show that we should
spacing. No doubt there is an optimum ratio between beam never go site-hunting without demonstration models. No
spacing and flight circle diameter - it seems apparent one can really visualize an indoor model without seeingthat the flight circle should be tighter than the beam

_
one, and no matter how much we protest to the contrary,spacing 1f possible. In general, a tight circle is help- people responsible for buildings can only picture a gasful for combatting drift in small sites and there is a job smashing up their furniture!

good possibility that beam collisions can be more favor-
able also. TEXAS - FT. WORTH

Some relief for the lack of sites in this area came
One caution ~- if the beams are open framework the when Jesse Shepherd pinned down the General Dynamics ree-~model 8 rate of climb must be slow enough to assure that reation hall for monthly sessions. Some of these will be

it doesn't climb above the lower edge of the beam between sanctioned, with the first session set for September 25,touches. If the climb is too fast there is danger of from 7:30 PM until 11 PM. Contact Jesse at 5312 Odessa,hanging the prop in the framework - almost an impossible Ft. Worth, Texas, for more details.retreiving situation unless you can reach the model with
both hands.

.
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|

New Members!
a .

«In times past there have been several challenges for
a

no —
1424

postal contests issued - and no takers so far. Since it
2 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven, N.Y. 1 is now the season for a lot of sites to open up, here isyore Heras coe Tremont, Florissant, Missouri 63033 a summary of the challenges:

,

FRANK ZAIC, Box 135, Northridge, California 91326
|

}

oo Oo,
;

Se Bill Graham challenged Bud Tenny in Easy B, B Stick, .. AMA Election Indoor Stick and HLG; SMU Coliseum vs. Bill's 55' site.
ae eee -I may have to forfeit; SMU may no longer be available,The October issue of Model Aviation 1s scheduledto -contain your AMA ballot, plus a list of the candidates Lee Hines and Ken Happersett challenge any team in

and a brief resume of qualifications for each candidates| any category ceiling in HLG - they're lucky enough to be
In past years most AMA members have been apathetic toward

=

near good sites in all three categories.
the election, to the extent that as few as ten ballots

. .

had been cast for all candidatesfor agiven post. me The Ann Arbor Airfollers hope to be able to challengeis a deplorable state of affairs-buteveryone knows a
some Cat. I group in HLG, B Paper and Easy B.

about that.
;

Bud Tenny and Eric Vogel challenge any other two-man
The upcoming election may well be one of the most team in Easy B, Cat. I.

{important in some time, since we are choosing a new pres- |

— _ident at a time when weneedastrong hand at the helm. Send any answers to these challenges and any newWe have by no means recovered entirely from the financial challenges to Box 545, Richardson, Texas and I will passtroubles of past years, and the Executive Council, guided them on to the interested parties,
by the president, is charged with controlling affairs and

Be a time So

policies of AMA. oe
ahgoor £2208

: t on this ballot- Joe Poloso carried his movie camera to Lakehurst fory7™_ -2We have two candidatesfor president on

f Los the last session it was open and took about 800 feet of|;ordon Gabbert of Dallas and HowardJohnsonof Los . 8

t of |Angeles, Both men have similar qualifications and exper- 16 mm, film. He made an extra copy of the film and gavetence in AMA affairs. To a certainextent, both men have it to me - for whichI am grateful. If there are any
similar platforms, and the choice will bedifficult for orubs who vould iike to view this film, contact me and

may be possible to work out a loan.many people - if they botherto vote. bee |

Mr. Gabbert has singled out two particular jobs for —"  Dagron Samples
himself if he is elected ~ jobs whichmust first be com~__

;
-_ Lo.

pleted before AMA is back upon its feet. The first task not eee ander te anyone vaetentat: te te try. some |
is to get the AMA membership interested in AMA. Except like a free sample, send a stemped self-addressed envel-for a hard core of about 5000 members, roughly 25% of our

to B 545 PRicharda exes a atu a vousreatest membership, there is no interest beyond contest Ope %O Box 2 Richardson, AB, an Send you& , sample. The same goes for those who have tried it andparticipation. We have close to 75% membership turnover, like 1t , 'largely because of lack of membership interest. We must ike
it

- have some moret oo,

strive to create a pride of membershipsecond to none,
- FAI INDOOR REPORT”

.

Second, Mr. Gabbert feels we must createauseful mane - oe oopurpose for our organization,sincenoclub or organizat~ comes ‘thethought that monoe nese eon Oe Journal)ion ever survives long without a purpose, The selfish
= = petition ought to be limited to Cat. II sites. He cites”purpose of regulating model aviation (our only purposeat the fact that Cardington is up for sale, Santa Ana has a:present) has not sustained us. Mr. Gabbert potion that

door jammed open, and the Lakehurst hangarsare currentlywe could best serve in the field of youth avia of unavailable as good reason to move to lower and moreeducation. He says that aviation is becoming more and
, ‘

:° easily available sites. This sounds like a very worthymore removed from youth. No longer can eee koe pene 8 suggestion, since there are sites the world over whichairport and see airplanes on the terms of before. ‘ence would permit development of top-notch Cat. IT models.and guards keep them out of the area of danger and out of
?

; B10

MS ‘

,

&
a th t t ther things. If we can” Curtis also observed that perhaps many potential entrantsthe way. No wonder they turn to o eee ae are discouraged at the thought of competing with teamsaccomplish these goals, we will have a growing membership

© who are already familiar with big hangarsand more juniors to keep the activity alive. ° y . & hangars.

a .. a:

close This is no doubt a good reason for some of the lackdeciolon. The imeortant thing ist Will you eee your. Oehacer, interest “yeny, People automatically assume°*

mp hangar ie the first requirement for flyinpallot for either candidate, or do you care? indoor models, and won't even try low ceiling flying. &

Special Warning! It seems that this idea of limiting FAI Indoor to Cat. It
,

ore

.

. ce sites should be given serious consideration - certainlySome time ago the suggestion was made to utilize a nowhere in the U. 5. except the coastal extremes can onebackground which clearly contrasts with what you are conveniently fly in a blimp hangar, This can be said
working on ~ such as @ dark background for a work surface

§

to be doubly true of the rest of the world - 80 why noto™te cut out ribs. I extended this idea to painting a ‘give everyone a break?
/model box black inside for ease of handling and for con-

.

Oune.

trast for some pictures, Anyway, I used black enauel A LOOK ATYESTERYEAR
from an aerosol spray can and allowed it to dry. fter .

.three days, the fumes were still strong enough to affect
H runother addition to the indoor pusher quest: Stevemicrofilm, Imagine storing a taut film model and getting nah ntWitte that Dave Copple flew an Easy B sized. Z

one back covered with baggy film! Happily, the effect ae moder a" ngton two years ago. According to Steve,
was temporary. If you're looking for & way to undo a “he model did very well, flying for 6 or 7 minutes. Any ‘warped wing, this isn't it - but what a shock! more recent pushers?

-

a

: aet“++sac eitecnntnpantinrvemistieerenmameneniunssneenatettet meneintnimrmanuttictesinustnanatinttinahtnatintcanetmicnttnvutahataretntmenerNremiteteitiremantntirnitnnsnnet—trrmseneestpeanrnpittinitiinniteettARsieee ee RnaERIRNNLCRRNRAteimecemnueitatten



PROP FORUM

Last month's pitch checking jig prompted Charlie chart, thus enablin ou to check those older props to
Sotich to send the chart below. The blade angles for all Bee if they are still what you think they are. The shart
common pitches and diameters may be read easily from the was drawn by Ray Wylie.

CHART FOR. DETERMINATION OF PROP HELIX ANGLES
= = =

,
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 7 HINTS AND KINKS

ENGLAND - CARDINGTON
ee

Balsa Repair Kit
Arthur Barr reported on a session held late in August .

oo

at Cardington, and indicated that Indoor isn't deadin Charlie Sotich solved the problem ofsafely carrying-
England - not yet, anyway. He gave no particular times, small strips of balsa to a contest for emergency repairs

' but indicated that most of the regulars and a few new by storing the wood in brass or aluminum tubing.
fliers showed up. The tab for rental of the hangar was

,

shared by the fliers, a collection from spectators, and Bracing Wire Tensioner _: ores

the SMAE. It was decided to make the next session just
;

one day so they could afford anothersession this year. To insure equal tension in each panel of bracing wire .—~
on his models, Bob Champine loops the wire around a piece

. ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
;

of balsa wood and applies tension to a set deflection of
;

The Chicago Aeronuts have not planned any sanctioned the wood strip. He then holds this set tension until the
meets for October, but the Madison Street Armory is open giue is dry and then moves to the next panel of wire.
almost every Saturday, and several fliers have been out

.

.

sampling the air. Charlie Sotich is one of the regular Lightweight Wheel Hubs
fliers - he topped 25 minutes with his FAI in a recent

oo ae

session, while Tom Stone, a newcomer, was getting his Eric Vogel suggests that wheel hubs or axles for
first20minute flight. Pete Sotichsays plans are being Class A ROG*’s and indoor scale models be made fromgrass
made to institute special events in contests this season stalks which are dried and cut into sections,
to encourage junior participation, i STATE OF THE ART

INDIANA - KOKOMO.
; — oe ‘Themodelofthemonth, by Warren Williams, holds the

The Kokomo Aero Team has once again set up indoor Cat. II Cabin ROW recordof 9:15.8 and the Cat. II B
contests at the Bunker Hill AFB, with this season's meets Cabin record of 13:01. Although the model is mostly con-
set for the third Sunday of each month from October thru ventional, “Willie” has the following to say about the
April. The gym is open from 12 Noon to 6 PM, official floats: "I find the float secret is not in the design,
flying from 12:30 PM to 5:30 PM. The events for October but in the useofzinc stearate powder. Rub the powder
are HLG and Easy B, and the prizes will be engraved on thoroughly and dust the floata with a powder puff
trophy plates as has been usedso successfully before. before each flight."

,

NEW YORK - YONKERS| . .

“TAUT FILM REPORT
Fred Weitzel has clarified the situation on the oy

ee

Armory near his house - it is available for use anytime
-

PartI = A Construction Method
Se

weekdays in the daytime. The ceiling is 30' high with
girders at 20', and Fred has done 3:02 with an autogyro A number of people have written asking how to make
and close to a minute with indoor scale jobs. So far, taut film models like the Germanteamusedtosuch good
no one has flown any other events, but it seems sure that effect in the 1962 World Indoor Championships. I have
it is a good, usable site. If you're interested, contact tried to gather information from thoseusing taut film,
Fred at 131% Warburton Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701 but without success. I offer the following information

gleaned from correspondence, experience and recent exper-
PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH

;
iments. If you can add to the following, please do.

Ron Ganser's group in Pittsburgh will soon be using
their new site about twice a month, It is the Soldiers It should be realized that "taut film” can be used
and Sailors Memorial Hall in the Oakland district of to describe films which vary widely in tension. The

: Pittsburgh, with ceiling about 50' and floor area about loosest film in this category would be just snug enough
100° x 100°. To find out about these sessions, contact to avoid a noticable change in camber between flight and
Ron at 2500 Mission St., Pittsburgh, 15203. rest; this film will not be wrinkle-free. The tightest

practical "taut film" will put all members of the frame-
TEXAS ~ FT. WORTH work under tension and will contribute considerably to —~

Jess Shepherd's session in the General Dynamics rec. structural rigidity.
hall was quite well attended. Miklos Bencze came the = .

oe .

longest distance - about 100 miles, and all found very Of course, the tighter the film is, the thinner it
;

good conditions. Most of the models hadn't been flown| must be to avoid warping and overstressing the framework,
since the Nats, so a considerable amount of re-trimming and the shrinking technique becomes mére demanding and
went on. Jim Clem finally topped the troopswith 8:24 perilous as the film tension goes up.
on his paper ship, followed by Jess with about 74 minutes oe -

,

on his D Stick. No further sessions have been set up, If you settle for snug film which maintains your air-
because of a heavy basketball schedule. ‘
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foil section without imposing high loads on the structure
.

_
the building and covering techniques will be simplified. wing on phe iiim gently, remembering that rough surfaces
I have produced snug film models in the past without soft © , Oy tear thin film, Use a small, very
really intending to, by using care in covering and by cent ety o apply water to the wing outline at the

taking up slack spots with saliva brushedon top the film nts. rib. Now apply water alternately to short seg-
in the right places. The film used on these models was. tehe pr the leading edge and trailing edge, working out
too thick to heat-shrink, so the airfoil was not uniform teapot tips from the center. Watch carefully to see

over the whole wing. !
most of the slack is pulled out of the wing cover- Foot

ing without deforming any of the ribs, and that the whole

By now it 1s obvious that the thickness of film you outline iswet down. Wet each rib, taking care not to
use is important to get good results - the thinner the pus e ribs out of line.

film is, the safer it is to apply the necessary heat to
tighten the film. Up to a point, any film formula known phen eeeoneck te ere, mat the entire frame is wet,

.

to produce a stable sheet of film can be used. The sheet Place th ho nein lot up any remaining drops of water,
of film you plan to use should be uniform in color over surface (corregated ape eels tno K y77ge, smooth york

ohe e winthe whole sheet and perfectly smooth (no wrinkles). loose and pin it down to dry overnight, &

Purple to gold film can only be used if you intend to
cover tightly and take up the excess slack with water or

|

After the wing isdry examine the covering. There
saliva brushed on top the film. Gold to hazy brown film probably will be many tiny span-wise wrinkles; ignore all
can be heat-shrunk with care, after careful covering to but any large areas of slack film. Use a heat lamp to
eliminate as much slack as possible. Hazy brown to shrink these - but be careful. Use dark glasses to avoid
silver film is required for extensive shrinking and for back glare and reflections, and watch carefully for the
elliptical dihedral models. film to start shrinking. Remove the heat as soon as the

- film starts shrinking, then bring it back if it wasn't
I'll assume that you have a sheet of film in the enough. I use a small variable transformer and a 150

—

desired color range, made from a formula known to give watt heat lamp to get better heat control.
a stable film after suitable aging. From this start I

‘

will deseribe the construction of a taut-film wing with Install the center dihedral, then run the brush wet
the film tight enough to eliminate all sagging and most with saliva along the center rib to remove the resulting
of the wrinkles. It will have conventional polyhedral slack film. Now install the wing posts (on your brac-
to avoid the special construction techniques involved in ing jig or by the Harlan method), cabane, and primary
elliptical dihedral construction. In fact, the only bracing. Install the tip dihedral and remove the slack
variation from normal practice will be the covering tech-~ from the film with the brush and saliva. Install the tip
nique. It seems advisableto start withan elliptical bracing and secondary bracing (if needed), double-check
planform, since other planforms require extra care with the wing for alignment, and mount the wing in a handling

I would suggest that you experiment with this tech-
nique on a wing of 70 to 100 square inches area - it can
be especially disheartening to wreck an FAI wing from
lack of experience with the heat source used to shrink :
the film. It can happen, and the only way to learn this o

technique is to practice. Make the tip outlines and out- ;
poard compression ribs a bit stiffer than usual on your
practice wings - again to prevent ruining a wing with an

over-active heat source.
/

.

.

Fi

Only one extra gadget is used on the covering - a
frame with aluminum ends like that suggested by Phil
Hainer some time ago. Use 1/32" x 1/4" aluminum strips Inspect the film for slack spots. If the film is
or 1/16" aluminum welding rod for small frames up to 25"| heavier than gold, heat-shrink at your own risk. The

long, and 1/4" x 1/2" palsa with the aluminum strips or brush and saliva will probably clear up a lot of small
| 3/32" aluminum welding rod for the larger frames. Use wrinkles, especially along the edges of the framework,

epoxy cement to join the frames (see sketch below); make If you're going to shrink, mount the handling jig so the
the frames at least 1" wider and 1" longer than the wing wing projects out over the edge of the table, arranged so
to be covered. Use regular hoops to lift and store the the wing is about 6" below eye level and between you and
film and transfer the film to the covering hoop. the room lighting.

: Now to begin covering. Transfer the film to the cov- The best heat source I've found for this operation is
ering hoop, using saliva to stick the film to the alum- a 40 watt Ungar or Sidco soldering iron plugged into a
inum and water or saliva on the wood. Note that the film variable transformer. 85 to 90 volts AC input seems to
goes on the flush side of the hoop as shown in the sketch be about the best setting. I hold the iron about 6"
above. Let the hoop dry half an hour, otherwise the film below the area to be tightened, tip vertical and pointed
may bunch up along the wood sides as you slacken the film. toward the slack. By working very carefully, most of the
Support the hoop film side up about 2" above the work wrinkles can be removed. Take it easy, working over the
surface, then carefully curve the aluminum ends so the worstareasfirst, and remove the iron as soon as the
hoop is concave on the film side. This slackens the film film startstoshrink, Repeat the process for the other
chordwise and curves it to fit the wing. Excess curvat- wing - and good luck. Next month: Some discussion of
ure will not matter, and may be beneficial. Place the film formulas and of pouring and handling techniques.

Ux I "
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NEWSand VIEWS (Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/YR ADDITIONAL . ee cece bcmetete vane wwetee

: RRRE*e**NATIONAL INDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETY good start at a comprehensive library. In no time other
items will be added to the library and it will soon be aHewMembers! reference source tailored to your group.

GEORGE BUCIC, JR., 10146 S. Rhodes Ave. Chicago 28, I11.
BOB HANFORD, 4318 'N. Frankfort, Tulsa, Oklahoma Sponsored Junior Memberships

.

THOMAS F. STONE, Box 78, RR #5, Rockford, Illinots All clubs, NIMAS membere and AMA Leader Mémbers are

AMA Election
,

reminded that sponsored NIMAS memberships for Juniors are
mond tor $1 oe - full voting NIMAS membership (one year only)

for §1 cost to the Junior. rite Bud Tenny, Box 545By the time you read this, it will be almost too late
' ,

J» ’

tomail your AMA Ballot to Headquarters. The president- Richardson, Texas, for details.
4al election is quite important this year, and half the Back Issues?
AMA Districts are electing officers this year also, If ee

you aren't concerned with whoholdsthe offices in your
.

There are stilla few complete setsof back issues
District, you have never handled any AMA business. If dating from January 1963 which are available to NIMAS
you ever need to transact any business, from some kind members - but with a new price. The total number of
of complaint to a rules change or similar business, you issues have accumulated until it requires 40¢ postage to
need officers who take their duties seriously. Inform mail them - 80 send 40¢ to get your set; stamps prefer- -”
yourself an0 Toeet now! Deadline - postmark before ably, please. Price to subscribers still 10¢ per issue. Ma
ovember 15,

FAL Is In} °

FinancialReport oO

v
The Oct. '64 MODEL AVIATION announced that FAI Indoor “The third anniversary of INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS finds © hasbeen added to the list of indoor events, effective ~

us slightly in the black for the first time. This was November 1, 1964, By the time you read this, three new “
made possible by an increase in circulation to almost 200 records may have been set at the SHOC Indoor RTP at Santa a
issues, coupled with a close watch on printing costs and Ana on Nov. 8.

oo" quantity and discount purchases of office supplies, The
;

‘ costs break down as follows: Printing - $203.26; INAV FAI INDOOR REPORT
,

soe
postage - $139.82; postage for correspondence- $55.23; ooffice supplies - approximately $24; Total - $430. ‘The Just before our deadline, & memo came from Bob Cham- “se
income totalled to3453.95, leaving $23.95 surplus. ‘This pine on the subject of the CIAM Agenda fer Nov. 20-21. e
compares to $25+ deficit in 1963 and about $90 in 1962. . The following quotes are "lifted" from the memo, since it :

dealt with outdoor FF also;
—

:
Incoming mail added up to 635 pieces and I sent out

,

2
777 letters during the same period. Some of you aren't “The time for the CIAM-FAI Paris meeting is now only ™

- answering your mail! two weeks away and even though I have suggestions from es
However, many of you are answering your mail- and only the USA, Austria and Deutscher Aero Clubs, you we

= -~ ' 7 '

many of youare going out of your way to help out and to garnerested cua rar re, Should get the last word on the
rs

furnish material even without being asked. I am deeply us prop & °

;grateful for all the help and cooperation you all have Please . on
0

Ne ia os - please reply immediately if you want me to .given- without this, INAV would be a mighty poor paper! know your reaction, and I'll press for the majority view- “

NIMAS Services
—

~ point at the various meetings. Q

In the past a few of you have written asking for the USA Agenda Items- Indoor oo .

names and addresses of NIMAS members and indoor fliers in
ve. No change to span rule. :your state or city. If enough of you indicate a need, a Is 1964 Indoor Championships Cancellation permanent?compilation of the membership can be made available. If Discuss additi f 414 at 4:

you would like such a list, drop a line and let me know. AMA Rules 8 on of ceiling category records as per
.

.

°
.

Some time ago a survey of active sites in the U. S.
owas — - —

was started on an informal basis ~ and now it seems that
GERMANY Agenda Items

it is time to put the survey'ona more active basis. A
site survey form will soon be available to recordthis be:

Propose change in bi-annual rhythm of Championships
information; with your cooperation the results will be ,

put into a site directory to be made available to all
: 38t year - rr and fontrol linewho want one. If you travel ~- you could take your models W

~

. ;
-

. orld Champions be allowed to compete next time toand the site directory and join others in their own site. defend title and be independent of new tean,

NeedAClubLibrary?NeedA Club Library?
This is about it for FF/Indoor ~ any other suggest-

M 1 ; ;
: ions will be welcomed, but it is pretty late to do any-tine’ rece ctubs are lucky enough to have a permanent thing but discuss new items at the various 'informal'meeting place with storage area. If your club is one of :

these, have you considered setting up a club library? If meetings. Only agenda items will be officially covered
club members have a ready access to a variety of infor- (so I'm told) at CiAM.
mation and ideas, the whole club willbenefit in bi
and better models and improvedperformance. nm pebeer Sorry this coversonly three countries, but this is

causes. ERNE BEG all that's availablet® 2 2, a

;

.

_

of the model magazines and any specialty newsletters that reactions to ion immediately - his address is 25 Beech-
-... . wee Cover interests of the group and mix in full size plans wood Dr., Yorktown, Virginia. Don't assume that he knows |published by various plan services. Addaa many Zaic that you like things as they are - if you don't tell himYearbooks and back issues of model magazinesas you can otherwise, &11 he will know for sure is that you don'tbeg, borrow or otherwise obtain - and there you have a care enough to express your views!

~
; .. an esnips saves ce a ea



GESTIONS WANTED
-

them all by getting 4:41 on a very lucky flight, whileSUGGESTIONS Waa

the others were buffetted and driven to the walls.
INAV added a new column to the many

re wer’ond oceseional features: A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR. ‘Now that you know what to look for, be prepared toThe reader response and contributions to this feature contactthoseresponsible for the site by making a per-
assure that ** will continue - but what about many of the willturntightitexecu tofle tean eaeeeaets one which

. %
other columns

may be the best and only chance you willhave. Know wel).
It has been my practice to try to fill a need when in advance if the site floor has a special finish, and *

one shows up, and so seven of the sixteen columns now prepared to tell him in advance that your group will wear
regularly included were suggested by readers or the idea epecialshoes or go in Brooking feet. Try to avoid ortonfor the column came from comments made by a reader. ve no ndows unle you are prepare o pay for

electricity to light the place - you just don't have a
Therefore, if we're missing something you feel ought case if it will cost them money for you to use the site!

to be included, sound off! In particular, suggestions Be sure to point out that they won't have to heat or cool
on the following columns are desired: the place ~ youcan't stand the blowers running! Go to

it, and good luck!
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS - Have you any questions on tech-

/

niques or materials or design which bother you? No
" HINTS AND KINKS

question, asked sincerely, is too “simple” or ‘silly
me

wreWindine tadeto be dealt with. o More Winding Gadgets
RECORDS? MAYBE! - Should this one be kept? It was set up By the time Charlie Sotich's winding gadget got intowhen MODEL AVIATION was publishing record listings print (June '64), he reported a modification by Patsemi-annually only; at present the list is brought up Laughton of Waukegan. This modification, shown belowto date monthly. The advantage to the INAV listing makes the device completely automaticin operation. To

is that you hear about five weeks sooner. If you are use it, anchor the "stooge" to some solid object, hook
flying in a record trials, this can prevent you from the knot end of your motor over the stooge hook, engageapplying for a record with a time which exceeds the the other end in one of the locking holes, and wind the
former record and is still less than a new mark made motor as desired. Disengage the motor from the winder
three weeks prior to your flight. If this column is and hook that end to the prop shaft (while holding the
retained, fliers and CD's alike will have to make the model in your left hand). Grasp the motor near the hooktimes available to insure a complete listing, of the stooge and release the tension on the stooge ~- the

spring (get one from a worn out ball-point pen) will dis-THE LAB - This one was set up hoping to stir up interest engage the stooge hook and permit the few turns to runin the proposed NIMAS measurment and testing Standard out - thus giving a loop to hook to the model easily.procedures, but no one seems to care whether Indoor ‘

GE Toremains in its "cut and try" status or not. aw coppoatoL
INDOOR FLYING SCALE - This feature was requested by a few

‘readers, but most of the available material is sent
Pur Kerto other newsletters. Consequently, our info is UT is EADmostly secondhand and scarce. onefo Bae
~So there it is - what do you want? Let me know what Fi OG —A(P AAs pee

you think -~- if the info is available, I'll try to run it. o/ UT? ( Moor 2
NG 79

,

GET THOSE SITES! SHER, LIGHT SPRI
. oie ERED To RELEASE Hoot AT REAR a

No matter what type of models we fly, we sooner or SHAFT WHEN TENSION /5later must face the problem of where toay them. As the REMOVED FROM MOTOR
‘

world population keeps expanding, tami od soe anced a .
Fred Weitzel devised the second modification, which| For RGa AUe (ecpeciariy cueswhere the noive is net. has the advantage of requiring no solder for assembly.for RC an espe y

to find This one is used the same way, except the trigger israted as objectionable) are harder and harder to find.
pulled to release the "back off" turns. This gadget, inIndoor fliers are lucky in one respect - the models are

:
. ’

the litt f cig~ common with Charlie's original, can be used to count thenot noisy, create no mess except for : er ot o28 : left over turns after the flight, where Pat's model mightyarette butts, coke bottles and trash which thoughtless release a few turns when the ©pring tension overcame thefliers leave around, and are essentially incapable of
tension of the few remaining turns.damaging anything except themselves,

p pner atvTIn spite of the advantages indoor models have in the WASHERS
THIS ENDmatter of litter, noise and site damage, we nearly always f To RELEASE TURNS FROM

have a shortage of sites to fly in. Then, because there
More R, Put Teigcere—»is no place to fly the models, few people will build an

i oe
ae

indoor model and store it for months on end hoping that >
BLocka site will open up. Sometimes this develops into a TRICG ERY S7oP

vicious circle - especially when city recreation facil~ SE
ities are used. The city employees must consider the | rcttwt~—SSCSsY )
group with the greatest demand, especially when very many
people use the building. So, you can't use the site if

SeRees~ iavtet Wipe tecmrame cmeuane etna‘you have a small group, and your group is small because NEWS FROM AROUND THK’ WORLD
there is no active site to encourage activity! CALIFORNIA VISALIA

a,

However, it seems that even serious indoor fliers Don Farnsworth reports via the INFOtend to disdain the use of sites that are less than per- Visalia Sky Kings will hola their first indoormeet offect. The ideal site would have a 200' (or higher) clear the season at Mt. Whitney Gym on Nov. 14 tron Nose*4°ceiling, zero drift, and acres of floor area - so what!
.

6 PM. HLG only, spans restricted to 9", entry fee fogTwo years ago Charlie Sotich set a Cat. I D Stick record awards for Jr. class and Sr.-Op. class.’ He had « (2) ’

or ares tn & 22" roomwhich ned Moet Heaeaeirebt4 thing after the date, so contact Don at 301 Carl Dr., Viaslia,us urns ou e only really ess for more info andfor an active site is low drift - but the smaller the ° confirmation of the date.
floor area, the lower the drift must be for long flights ILLINOIS - CHICAGOto be achieved.

1 ot? speach passes on the info that indoor contestsWw e scheduled on the last 5SJust for once, look for sites while you THINK SMALL. the first date hasn't been firmedupvee. “Pete sera’ butIt isn't necessary to locate the smallest site, but don't the emphasis will be placedon Junior, ona Petesaysreject a site just because it is small. Rather, try each when the contests are planned. Contact Peto at 385) Westsite (if you can get in) and evaluate the air conditions. 62nd Place, Chicago, 60629 for more info °The highest site may not be the best. For example, a °

_chureh fellowship hall with 14! corre ane 35' x 55
:7

NEW YORK - YONKERS “

floor area has enabled me to make s in excess o Fred Weitzel has now arrangedminutes, while a 30' aircraft hangar with 60' x 70' floor to be open from 5 PM to 7 PM onWednesday svenites” “From °

- was unbearably turbulent late one night, even though the all reports this site 1a one with very low drift - so italr outside was calm enough to fly indoor gliders under should be possible to make pretty long flights in there- the street lights. Three ships were flown - a small B in spite of a fairly cluttered ceiling. Drop Fred a linestick, a paper stick and an Easy B. The Easy B topped at 131% Warburton Ave., Yonkers, N.Y., 10701.
.

. cnet a ARANTCE CeO EN RINAAFAORPOPO CONST:PTET TY HRHO PHO EN HON BTRANEYeATRANCHE TITANRET
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| TAUT FILM REPORT
|

|

7 Part II - Notes on Microfilm A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

The follewing comments come from personal experience Justin Murray once mentioned being disqualified for
-

and conjecture, and may disagree with pet theories and using a rolled motor tube on a Baby R.O.G., commenting ~~

fim, experiences of some readers. If 80, please feel free to that this was the first rolled tube that anyone in that
f : expound on your own methods and ideas. part of the country had seen. I asked him to elaborate,

and this was his reply:
,

As I said in rert 74 microtiim that is used for taut ’
,

covering must be dimensionally stable after proper aging. "Whether the rolled fuselage 1s my invention or not
| It should also be strong in thin sheets, or it will be I, of course, cannot say. Someone, somewhere, in some

impossible to lift. The ideal film will also be reason~ other part of the country may very well have had the sameably “dry" (little tendency to stick together); will form idea, but it was the first ever seen in the Minneapolisthin sheets easily (which may also be a matter of tech- area, I was promptly disqualified after winning a con-
nique and experience) ; and will stabilize fairly quickly test in the West High Gym, with the time of one minute
on the water without wrinkling. and fifty something seconds. The closest competitor had

turned in the time of about forty-five seconds. The con-

ne, Wuite frankly, I have no idea how to formulate the test was advertised as competition between "flying stick
ideal" film, I can offer a formula which is still in planes" not to exceed the span of twelve inches, and the
the experimental state, but it seems to meet many of the judges declared I had no damn business trying to pull theabove requirements. I produced it experimentally without wool over their eyes with a tubular fuselage which en-really knowing what I was doing, but with good results. closed a motor that could be stretched out two feet andThe base, chosen because it 1s a uniform, easily located eranked with an egg beater!material, is Duco Household Cement. After trying vansouethinners and plasticizers, I settled on the mixture o Perhaps they were correct in their action, but in
thinners and the plasticizer mentioned by Joe Bilgri in this case I think I should have been disqualified whenhis "Intruder" article (July-August '64 FLYING MODELS). all jobs were examined for the twelve inch wing span rule,

before the contest got under way. This took place in theThe film formula is thiss Mix two parts Methyl Ethyl spring of 1928. I was also disqualified for the ‘same
Keytone, two parts Butyl Acetate and one part Amyl . reasons that same summer in Fargo, N.D. (where my familyAcetate; use three parts of this mixture to thin one part usually spent their summers), after making the unheardDuco Cement and add two or three drops of Butyl Phthalate of time of 2:22.3. -I was so delighted with my ship'sfor each ounce of solution. I have no models older than performance that I forgot the disappointment of not win-three months which have been covered with this film, so ning. Indeed, for its vintage, this 12" span job was athe long-term aging stability is not settled, but it has little jewel and had several innovations: all balsa—worked out very well so far. split-~-axle landing gear angwheels attached to the fuse-

lage with short (about 1 pleces of very light and
©

Forming the sheets of film is largely a matter of springy jJeweler's wire to take up shock, making thestandard practice and lots of experience with the film chance of fracture upon contact virtually impossible.you are using. Use a tank which is large compared to the Thé original "Baby" had a bamboo and wire landing gearhoop, fill it with clean water to about 1/4" depth and with hard fiber wheels and weighed a comparative ton.allow it to come to room temperature, and make sure the 01a "Two-Twenty-Two" as we called it, also sported thetank is not located ina draft. Use some pouring method first sheet balsa prop I had ever seén, which was quitewhieh gives a uniform flow; my favorite is the pouring high pitched, of larger diameter and very effective. Thespout shown below, The orifice is removable for cleane motor was a single strand of 1/8" flat rubber, with tinying and to change orifice size ~ make it from teflon or loops at either end, bound with silk thread and lubed
nylon rod. For the film formula above, a #38 drill makes with saliva!

’ about the right size hole.
The prop and rolled fuselage I made by sanding a 1/8"

sheet down to about 1/32", a terrible task, as the thick-
. ness had to be perfectly true or it would crack when

rolled. I used to boil it first! I don't think 1/32"
sheet balsa was available until the early 30's.Zé

Puastic FAvee
.
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| WING "+ TRUE SPAN: = 17-3/8"
3-3/8" > LENGTH © 19-1/4"

.

r
- WING AREAS G4SQINS,

i | a
-

* STAB AREAS 12 SQ INS.
ee

Neoeece To SF
- WEIGHT: 19 GRAMS oocur

for INSERT \

Jerson oR Tient Fir
.

; 5-5/8" “RIGHT LAUNCH <

NYLON INSERT “LEFT GLIDE | |
Dares HMoLe TO Hi

.

:

rT ; ‘ ; pm
suit Fem Us6e 1/8" SPRUCE \ mA

FUSELAGE SKEW WING 1/32"
After pouring and lifting the sheet, let it dry off LEFT FOR TURN = ie“sur }

enough to determine the color. Discard any sheets which STAS |

are heavier than gold to purple or have wide variations
.

-

=

in color, and reject any which have large wrinkle areas,
a

net = ;
Minor wrinkles may settle out after aging, or you may wes Be f
elect to heat~-shrink these wrinkles on the hoop. The SCOATS SEALER ae—_—. or wz i

ideal sheet will be’uniform in color, gold or thinner, ee +and perfectly smooth on the hoop. Age the sheet for at " se"
least two weeks to be on the safe side, and apply it to ——_—_——t,,,.
the model as outlined in Part I (Oct. '64 INAV) « ~~ oa

, =ANHEDRAL
I have ignored at least one variable in this article, .

and that is settling time on the water. Some films don't
1 7 ;

!wrinkle appreciably after pouring - they just lie there, 4 4" ————e 04 ne 3/4 t

This type of film might show better stability or differ-~ 1/82" suroo . ent characteristics if it isallowed to age some on the
' o FIN “Tog\ “water before it is lifted. Even those films which do i <

a Piste"wrinkle quickly show different amounts of tension on the oc

a o hoop when you vary the length of time on the water before |

:

~
°° F

placing the hoop on the film. Good luck, and if you have Deugaed by-Ax, 4ilinan,
problems I'll try to help. If you disagree with the way
I do it, let's get together - we both may learn something... *



PE DESIGN FOOTNOTES
| :

| oa
|

The Built-Up Tail Boom
a || _.. Severalmonths ago Lew Gitlow wrote of a really light for normal ground handling (maybe I'm just clumsy?) and.

FAI ship he had built, one which turned 39 minutes plus for minor turbulence caused by people walking by. The
with room to spare in Santa Ana. Aside from Lew's normal boom design shown in figure II turned up with even better
light construction (total wt. .034 oz. for 210 sq.in. bending atrength and entirely satisfactory torsional

|

wing), the model also had a 16" tail boom which weighed strength, with weight about 5% less than a rolled boom.
just over .002 oz. The ultra-light boom was achieved by Several bracing schemes are possible, but untried. A
building it from .020" square balsa strips and bracing it final version might well save about 20% in weight with
-with karma wire. At the time, Lew commented "It did not strength superior to a rolled boom.
work out well - I'll go back to a tube." In my reply I .

observed that there couldn't have been too much wrong Some final comments: Adequate bracing strength for
with the boom if the model did 39 under the catwalk! the design in figure I is hairy - the individual strands ‘

.

must be tight, and this is hard to do any way I've tried
After this idea had time to kick around in my skull so far, The building time is about 3 hours. The second }

for a while, I wondered if the built-up boom could be design is easy to build in about 1# hours. Both designs
perfected with a different design goal. Rather than are built as a crutch over a top view, with the cross

shooting for light weight as Lew had done, I decided to pieces glued on top the crutchand trimmed to length with :

aim for a boom with better than normal structural effic- fingernail clippers after the glue is dry. The completed
4ency and no more weight than a rolled boom. That is, erutch ig inverted and short uprights are glued at "x"
the new boom should be stronger in both torsion loads and and "¥" to support the third longeron while the other
bending loads. cross pieces are added. The diagonals in design II are

cut to fit, using dividers to measure the proper length
My first booms were like the line sketch in figure I, Besides the above mentioned advantages, built-up booms

with the crossed diagonal bracing made of monofilament require less delicate work (except for bracing design I)
dacron, The weight saving was about 40% over that of a and do not use searce choice wood such as rolled booms

similar length rolled boom and the pending strength was must have to achieve competitive weight. Also, there is t

vastly superior. Torsional strength was adequate for ’

no glue seam to pull the boom out of shape. {
flight loads (except for roughair) but rather “loose” '

'
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LOW POWER REVISITED!
.

. Oo i
In the article "Low Power Models - Trick or Treat?" low power flights under carefully controlled conditions.

|

I ran a formula labelled "Efficiency." Charlie Sotich By this I mean that prop-power set-ups should be chosen|
adroitly pointed out that solving for Time showed that so that the model deadsticks right at the floor, yet will
for a given model weight and ceiling height, increased not reach the ceiling with full turns. Careful logging
duration could be gained by using more rubber: of dozens of such flights will furnish data for evaluat- |

ing the low power approach. .

:

Time = (Efficiency) (rubber wt.)(celling height
Model wt. It should be noted that such low power test flights

would not be competitive in nature unless the site had
While this statement is true, we all know that many an exceptionally rough ceiling which aborted most of the

compromises must be made to use a large motor under low flights which touch the top. The fact remains that if

ceilings. Since this 1s the technique I hope to replace, all the models competing have similar cruise character~—
I guess I pulled a boo-boo! {stics, the winner will be that model which spends the

most time battering the ceiling.
To top off my chastisement, Larry Renger pointed out .

that all "Efficiency" numbers are pure numbers - not a
_

The major expected advantage with the low power model

unit in a car-load. Since mine had units expressed as_ is a vastly improved cruise condition due to the lower

minutes/ft. of altitude, it doesn't really qualify! So, flying weight of the model. Careful observation of low

maybe the matter of an efficiency formula will be left power models in the cruise seems to reveal that the rate —_.

to develop later. of sink is vastly improved over that which has come to be
expected from conventional set-ups. This can't be proven

.

In the meantime, there have been few flights made without exhaustive and detailed flight analysis ~ and
,

- with low power set-ups. Of those people willing to make such flight analysis would require the close cooperation
flight tests, most of them have been swamped with other of several fliers and frequent access to a site which has
‘projects or else they have not had a site available. In good conditions. This currently isn't available, to my
the line of flight tests, a real need exists to make very knowledge at least. -
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NEWSand VIEWS: ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

###*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##*# “2. The nominee furnishesa brief commentary on his model
building experience and pays $1 - the fund furnishes

New Members! $2 to pay the remainder of membership cost.
3. The club or person who nominated the Junior notifies

_

RAY COMBS, RR#1, Box 712, Morrison, Colorado NIMAS, and we will contact the nominee. ~~

GEORGE D. MARSHALL, 7208 G St., Seat Pleasant, Md. 20027
_ ae .ALAN RICHES, 1911 London St., New Weatminster, B.C., Can. NIMASAwards: This idea started with the concept of an

incentive award for performance which did not exceed theA Helping Hand, Please existing record but was better than average flying. For
example, 14 out of 35 existing Cat. I records are overWith the addition of Alan Riches to our roster of two years old, and 7 of these are three years old or

NIMAS members, we have contact with another section of older, These records are magnificent marks, and if weCanada. He is a member of the Vancouver Gas Model Club, do 14 minutes in C Stick, we miss the record by only 9
& well known free flight club. They are starting indoor seconds. It is still an excellent flight - and goesactivity, and Alan makes this request: "We would like to without reward or mention, For that matter, Cat. I times

.

make contact with clubs in the Northwestern states, and over 10 minutesare rare, and flights as long as 12Af you could put us in contact with anyone this would be minutes are almost non-existent. I could say more, butgreatly appreciated." So, hop to it, fellows! the point is clear. The following times have been sug-
gested as goals for NIMAS Awards:

A Thesis By Hacklinger
Indoor Stick ,

During the time Max Hacklinger was preparing for the
-‘62 Indoor World Champs, he also did extensive research Award Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III

and prepared a report. This was translated into English Silver 10:00
|

20300 28 200and published in the November 1964 JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL Gold. 12230 25300 35:00 .AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY. Thanks to the Society, and to Ron Diamond 15300 30300 42300
Moulton (Editor of AEROMODELLER), who furnishedacopy of

,

this thesis to NIMAS, it can be made available to those Indoor HLG
wf>Who wish to read it.

: oo
Award Cat. I Cat. II Cat. IIIThe title of the thesis is "Theoretical and Experi-~ Silver

—

0:24 0:45 0:55mental Investigation of Indoor Flying Models” and it is a Gold 0:30 0:55 1:05quite complete treatment of the subject. From time to. Diamond
_

0336 1305 1315time, portions of this report will be used in INDOOR NEWS oo

AMA Electias spacepermits, but it is too long and complex to be aotBaeehton
completely reproduced here, Therefore, either photocopy
reprints or offset reprints will be made available at in hisnewcoetae Poetaeet ee ameenes, te powerd Johnson
cost to those who want them. Please order these within im Pp '

* po 8 8 very
portant one, and Howard's past record indicates that hethe next month or so - whatever reprint method is used it is a hard and conscientious worke he will undoubtedl Lawill be cheaper in quantity rather than as several small @o a good job for us nn ne undouptediy

orders, The price will depend upon how many are printed °

and I will choose the best method.
INDOOR RULES

Spread The Word! Contest Board Action :

Some time back I described an indoor display made for FFCB Chairman Phil Klintworth called for final votea conference in the area and suggested that a similar on the IHLG Scoring rules proposal, with a deadline ofdisplay could be put in hobby shops with a listing of Dec. 15 to enable the rule to be included in the 1965tocontact,This approachwill work insuartingnore, ‘Rule, BOOK AF At passes. If it does not pase, this prow
people to thinking about indoor - witness the active and

posal will be dead. The proposal reade thus:
. meable group started by Jim Mayes in Elmira, New York, with Change paragraph 10.9 under Section 10 (Indoor Hand asimilar displays in his school. Launched Gliders) to read as follows: S

This past week I was asked to give a program about Ligh: isindoor before the local Kiwanis club. I gave a brief bit slapsed cime serine pose tae Ceeeen eh nt oeof history, passed around samples of wood, microfilm and official flights. Flight duration shall be scored to
|bracing materials, and flew an Easy B and a B Stick. The the nearest one-fifth second.groupwas well entertatned and amazed by what they saw,

and they asked many questions. I may be no nearer to a , E! .

local site than I was, but this group of about 35 men now RECORDS? MAYB *

.know that such things exist! ST. EDWARD'S HIGH SCHOOL RECORD TRIALS - November 1964
.

Left-Overs CAT. I, St. Edward's High School Gym, 33' ceiling
.Open C Cabin - 9:15, Ron Ganser
-In the past, several items of NIMAS businesshave Open Autogyro - 3:01, Ken Johnson :

been brought up and discussed. Some of these have gone 7

forward to be accepted, but others have stagnated from
._ . LAUT FILM COMMENTSponlack of concrete action by the membership, in spite of

general approval of the idea. Suggestions and comments Pat Green of Detroit and Duncan McRae of Winnipeg, =

on these items are desired: Canada, report successful taut film models which have
used film which was blue. Both indicate that the sheetSponsored Junior Memberships: A fund has been set up by must be uniform in thickness and no heavier than bluedonations from NIMAS members to be used to encourage anywhere on the sheet. Bear in mind, however, that theJuniors to join NIMAS and to be more active in indoor. heavier sheets should be reserved for the wing - for twoBriefly, the requirements for Sponsored membership are: good reasons. First, small sheets of very light film are1. The Junior will be nominated by an AMA Charter Club easier to pick up than large light sheets; second, the

or Chapter,or by a NIMAS member. wing 1s able to withstand the pull of heavier film,



LET'S HAVE MORE FLIERS ceiling was cluttered and floor area limited, sao the wing
- span was limited to 9", Even so, the top times were:

Although the terminology grates on the feelings of Gary Hower - 0:23.2; Norman Bonacich ~ 0:22.9; Don Farns-
the dedicated indoor flier, it is “indoor season” again, worth - 0:21.1.
(As both a dedicated indoor flier and a person who is
acutely uncomfortable in temperatures below 60°, I have COLORADO ~ DENVER

.

never understood why indoor models must be flown in the The Martin Model Masters are well into their indoor|
winter only - the temperature in the average site spoils season, with their second contest to be held on December..
all the fun). Anyway, back to the subject - it 1s indoor 20. They alternate between a Cat. I school gym and the!
season and now is the time to expand our ranks as much 40' fieldhouse of the Colorado Schoolof Mines - thetwo
as possible. For the long range good of our hobby, we sites are on opposite sides of town and this reduces the
need to attract as many Juniors and Seniors as possible, inconvenience for everyone. They always hold a Jr. HLG
put don't overlook the possibility of attracting people event, and the November meet was won by Mike Mock (age 7)
who fly other kinds of models, no matter what age the With061595. Real Sood tine» ener since Open HLG
modeler happens to be. 8 won by risking Ww bol.

Our hobby has the undeserved reputation of being a HOLLAND - ROTTERDAM

highly specialized "for experts only" type of thing, and Cornelis Wolthoorn reports that their planned indoor

it is this "image" we must overcome. This idea no doubt came off well, and was held in a low ceiling hall in

comes from consideration of some of our more specialized Rotterdam. Since the site was only available for three

techniques, plus the many stories in past years about the hours, the session was limited to HLG - the first such

highly exclusive "30 minute club" and the general tone of Dutch activity in years.
many articles which expanded further the "experts only"
idea, Anyone who has worked to recruit new fliers for INDIANA - KOKOMO

;
indoor has come up against the idea - expressed thus: "I The Kokomo Aero Team's third indoor contest is set
don't see how you have the patience!" or "I couldn't up for Dec. 20, 12 PM to 6 PM at the Bunker Hill AFB

possibly build one of those!" Boe ey a Events tL PS rasy B, Paper Stick and

° e November meet, ughey won Easy B with a

In reality, indoor makes the ideal place for begin- new "high" of 9:48.9, Open HLG went to Bernard Boehm with

ners to start, strange as that may seem to some outdoor . 0241.2, and Ron Ridgeway won Jr. HLG with 0:24.4,
modelers. Certainly, the average person shouldn't start
with a full house FAI, but there are many fun events MASSACHUSETTS ~ M. I. T.
which make excellent projects and teach many skills we

The indoor sessions at M.I.T. will start with one to
use in indoor. Many of the most enjoyable sessions I've be held December 12, 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. The Armory is
had were with oddball fun models. One session involved located on the corner of Vassar St. and Massachusetts
HLG in an 8' ceiling, with models limited to 4" span. Ave. in Cambridge. The ceiling is 42' peak, and the site
The session kept the whole club busy from about 7 PM to record is 16340 with a C Stick. Sessions are also set
about 2 AM, and everyone gleefully chased tenths of sec- up for Jan. 16, Feb. 20, Mar. 20, Apr. 17, and May 5.
onds and sanded outdoor balsa to less that .01" thick for MICHIGAN - ANN ARBOR
tail surfaces. Another time a whole club turned out with The Ann Arbor Airfoiler's ft
Parlor Mites for an absorbing and enjoyable evening. poned by a 4! snowfall followed bya frecsing rainy oe

. 8
rare, but indoor contests can be ruined by th ther!The list of fun models is long, but some of them are :

a
y 8 weataert

familiar. The Easy B is a well known approach, and per- aiway, the next chance will be Jan. 22 - contact Dick

haps the most complex one from the beginner standpoint.
oon © meet.

ne nieror glider, rightfully scorned by contest men, MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS
8 the eal project to get people used to being around f

microfilm, In some cases microfilm or condenser paper a ood Bhee Ae Tent giub at McDonnell Aircraft have four”
covered tow line gliders can be used to teach indoor ts 75" x 75! withaoa’. 1 the Gemini Mock-Up Room. It
building techniques with the extra bonus of a rousing 4f a securit

fat Ceiling, but they didn't say
y clearance was needed to fly there! Thegood time. The Jetco ROG makes a good beginner project, first session produced an "al "

since the stock kit can be built even by very young Jun- Frost and B4505 d Dt x G n rest fo of 8349 by Art
iors, A whole series of fun sessions can be based on Hildreth and 0:31 z b *h . Pr ony 0705 in Easy B by Terry

thisone design - start with stock kits, graduate to OF21.5 by Art Frost in HLG,

gshter wood and condenser paper covering, and finally OKLAHOMA ~ TULSA
replace the plastic prop with an Easy B type of prop.
One suggestion about the stock JetcoROG oie - the wing At long last the Tulsa Glue Dobbers, one of the best-

known free flight clubs in the U. S., has scheduledmount is difficult to build and very unreliable. Sub- indoor contest. The meet is set up for Februar "65,a dstitute the wing mount shown below: the date and site has yet to be picked. Contact Bob’ °

Na SS== Bete oneenth Frankfort, Tulsa, Oklahoma for final
a

8 meet.

tp” square thie new venture!
Good luck to this fine club on

ye bv 3 & WASHINGTON - SPOKANE
. Wp x ey ¥ 3% All kinds of model building has been at a low ebb in
, nie TTT. epokane teres rime, so the ipokane Model Boosters were

. e usy summer w“\Sper Air - wire SLIDING WING MOUNT - have started indoor Sessions twice amonth tee tases! m

WING COIPS
RuBgee BAND IT TO with 30' ceiling. The group numbers twelve and is arow.

: CLEFT SIDE OF FUSELAGE ing - look for good things to come,
6

In the final consideration, the project is not as
important as getting the fun modeis flying in the hands WASHINGTON D. C.
of scoffers who think indoor is too complicated,and in The D. C, Maxecutors have been holding monthly club
the hands of those who have never built models before. sessions in a 38' hangar, Although their first session
Projects like the Jetco ROG afford a fairly even start was spoiled by an emergency aircraft repair and the open
between duffers and more experienced indoor men, and all doors which went with it, their next session had good
such projects are a change of pace for experienced out- luck and good air. Their best times: D Stick - 11:30
door modelers. So, try this avenue to more interest - Bill Bigge; B Stick - 12:00, Tom Vallee; Paper Stick -
some of the fellows may suddenly realize that indoor can

10:48, The club plans a Class AA indoor meet in April
be fun and try the more sophisticated projects. and more details will be made available later,

Two other ideas are important - first, any program A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR
such as I have outlined should be publicized by any and
all methods, including displays in hobby shops and grade A StrangeDelayedFlight,or-CanYouTopThis?
schools, Second, make sure that the Juniors you are try-
ing to attract have building instruction and transportat- by Hardy Brodersen
ion to the sessions - too many parents don't care what _

their kids do as long as they don't have to help them or
The event was Junior B mike stick at the '38 or '39

furnish transportation. Nats at Detroit; the site was the Grosse Isle Air Dock at

cw
: Grosse aee Naval Air Station. Frank Zaic was one of the

3 FROM AROUND THE WORLD esses (he was an official at the meet).

CALIFORNIA ~- VISALIA : My flight started nicely with full turns and reached
fhe special HLG contest held in Visalia last month a height of maybe 50 feet, at which point it leveled out

brought out some good times for such small gliders. The and started a moderate rate of descent. The cause was



.

|' lide teating and measurement of sinking speed |

not immediately known because phe ode) was Bigh enough | De oseate thee 7% 18 the optimum thickness for FAIto be hard te elo ‘ a a was able to observe a large wasp
a size models. Sections tested were: L-55, 840,below I stood ¢ boa a wing tip, eating away at the sugar L-44 and two of my own design, Ka-3d (7% @ 50%)coatin “Lue juniors in those days used sugar solution to and Ka~2b (5.5% @ 50%). I might mention in pass-adhere film, not beer). There was also a modest sized ing that although glide teating showed the Ka-3d

“ “hole at that point. It was the weight of the wasp which to be superior, the Ka-2b has thus far showedthe..

gave me the trouble. I took my Navy timer, my approx- best performance in the hangars. I used the Ka-~3
* “imately 10 minute flight, and my sugar coated hole-y wing on my 30:41 Cat. IT flight. (Ed. note - this

to the front of the hangar and presented my case. After flight was made in the 65' Coliseum in Detroit).
some wait for the bull session to pause for official
business (some discussion about circular airflow), an 2. High point of camber should be at 50% of chord.
official gave this junior his ear, and after some

inspection and questions and confirmation by a nodding The logicand voiceless Navy stopwatcher, allowed a delay and re~
start. I thought the matter settled and turned to go; &. Polar curve indicates superior sink rate of 850but I was pulled to face a camera, asked to point, and vs. either 840 or 860,
remember that this was later a detail in a montage in b. Free flight comparisons of 6% @ 40% and 6% @ 50%magazine or pamphlet coverage of that Nats. —

seemed to indicate better performance for the
50% high point section.

Are there any scrapbooks in NIMAS land which might
have this picture? Some presumptions ~ The energy of the airstream at our

speeds is very low, therefore it can only overcome aAnticlimax: I have the haunting hint of a recollect- certain airfoll height and its distance downstream from
ion that that was the best flight ever for that model. the leading edge. If all the energy in the air 1s usedIt was unbraced, with a carved prop, tear-drop cross- in the airflow reaching the section's maximum height,section motor stick, aluminum wing clips, and was covered none will be left to hold it to the wing surface towardwith apple green and rose JASCO film. the trailing edge ~- i.e. breakaway and resultant high

drag!
HINTS AND KINKS | | | | |

Styrofoam Film Hoop r | a 232.
|

Richard Sherman suggests that good microfilm hoops 4S La, fy — 360.
can be made from styrofoam. He cuts the styrofoam into jp ni VA |1" square strips, joins them with white glue, reinforces ed

LA, \ Stothe joints with triangular gussets and glue-soaked tooth- {| | PTL LF

picks. Anylon string handle completes the job.
|

.

Measure Your Motor C% | HD;To replace the flexible rule which always gets lost rani yy Vf, TLL
or the pencil marks which smear off the box, Charlie EET VY ida oo

/Sotich glues a length of dressmakers measuring tape on /o y 3
O

his boxes.
©

; it J
| f—- [i-_ WireBending Ta a [

I!Walter Erbach suggests that surgical hemostats can an mn . ~-

be spectally ground at the tips to make miniature needle it [| CT
nose pliers which will easily form special wire parts. shit Pi | tt| i:

| pitti Te
|

Characteristics of Indoor Model Airfoils
| SSRSR Ree

by Dick Kowalski
/ 08.06.0020 89-05 -/ MB 2

.The information used in this study was taken from the Ceolp Ce
Journal of International Aeromodeling and from Suzuki's

; "Whirling Arm Airfoil Tests" (zaic Yearbook, 1955). Cz - Coeeciciente Lope
;

‘

~~ Bef = ” elma9. Quoting from the Journal "The airfoils were tested in
Lip ”the Boston Low Speed Wind Tunnel at a speed of 3.1 ft. of p

.

{AO SOPE
per second and at an aspect ratio of 6. The wing plan-form was rectangular and measured 5" x 30", The airfoil By plotting the airfoil characteristics on a 3/2profiles were all derived mathematically from a basic power graph such as above, the airfoil with minimum rateairfoil, which 1s an are of a circle. By mathematical of sink and minimum power (for level flight) will berelationship, two equations were derived; one to vary indicated by a line describing the smallest tangent fromthe curve forward of the maximum ordinate and the other vertical with an assumed parasitic drag coefficient ofto vary the curve rearward of the maximum ordinate. With -06. This has been done above to show that the 850 air-the fixation of the maximum ordinate, 1t was a simple foil has a lower rate of sink than either the 840 or 860matter to vary the two equations simultaneously, thereby at high angles of attack similar to those of indoor modeleffecting a series of related airfoils," wings.

Designation of the airfoils is based on the N.A.C.A. Editorial comments-In order to lend some perspective tosystem. The first digit "8" designates 8% thickness, the the above information, I asked Dick to estimate the per-second two digits designate the location of the maximun . cent improvement in performance to be expected by usingordinate in relation to chord. In other words, the 860 the 850 in place of normal airfoils in general use. Heis an airfoil with 8% thickness located at 60% Of the deduced the performance difference as follows:
,

chord.

840 ~ comparison standard, fairly normal section today.Characteristics and ordinate charts for the Suzuki 860 - 44% increase in rate of sink and power required,airfoils was taken from the Yearbook mentioned, however 850 - 5% decrease in rate of sink and power required.if the experimenter is to use the information presented(> for the L-44 and L-55 he 1s cautioned to notice the quite So ~ 5% increase is small change and not worth thehigh (comparatively) Reynolds Numbere of Suzuki's tests. trouble? It depends upon what you are doing! A 5% jump.

over a 40 minute flight makes 42 minutes; a 5% increaseThe polar curve below of various model wing sections in U. S. performance at the '62 World Champs would haveshould tend to verify my conclusions which are as follows: put us solidly in second place; and Rieke's 45:40 was .8%
ahead of Redlin's 45:17, However, in Cat. I where you1. Thickness of camber should be from 5% to 8%. might expect to get a 12 minute flight, 5% 18 only 36seconds, and you will have to decide whether to try itThe logic:
or not!

a. The polar curve indicates so.

\ ttemenor herp enepananamtntanata nn <iionitemagi - —
see astn aninannnineietinencriminalstoomamenetansiyventnateertinitsstetatiratnetessanshndehpenpeetenstaeensstiseenniodtoneinemnamemsanentinsaseeanttl



DESIGN FOOTNOTES

Hardy Brodersen's "A Case For Wing Offset" kicked off the work for you. Note that Example 1 is the same prob-
this column in May '64. Here is another approach to wing lem as Hardy dealt with ~ the results of the two methods
offset design - complete with a chart whichdoes most of agree within 1.5%.

Notes on Wing Offset djameters commonly used. The centroid of the resultinV“ trapezoidal loading placed over the C.G. determines
oe.

by Irving Sherman the offset. Note that the particular form of span~loac~
: f ~ TOOT TS See ee

ey ing 18 notafactor.
1 v2e yo TN vies Example 1, b = 35.50 B = 25' = 300"
‘

t

/ a ‘\ k = (264,50/335.50)* = (.789)* = .623 ana
- }

/v2 = v(1 + »/D)
. | @ = 35.50/6 (.377/1.623) = 1.375

b
"

Distance from C.G. to tips = 19.125 and 16.375
\ | If C.G. is 1/8" from the stick, distances are 19.25
\ 1 and 16.25 from mount to tips. Since D/b = 8.45,

/ the computation is accurate.
= \
v +7 \ / Example 2, A 40" span wing is mounted 1" offset. If

a ‘ yo the C.G. were to remain at the stick, how large
b | ‘.

-
should the flight circle be for maximum "power off"

-—-- wing efficiency.

a/b = 1/40 = 4025, Interpolation from table D/b = 1
13.3; D= 2 = °V1 = V(t - b/D) 3033 53

’

h With above set-up, lateral balance is obtained during
2

. .
the last part of the flight provided that only the tail-The V voatang ‘taper ratio is:

5 plane and fin, not thrust, are used to obtain the proper
_

ae
_

2
.

flight circle diameter. The diameter should be checked
,

k = VIT/Ve™ = (V1/V2)* = [(p b)/(D +>») near the end of the flight. During "power on" flight,
.

the slipstream rotation will increase angle-of-attack ofThe centroid of the resultant trapezoidal loading is: the inboard semi-span and reduce the angle outboard.
a = b/6 te -k)/(1 - xj] This will counteract torque but we do not know towhat

=

extent. The offset formula accords with and favors the
The span-wise variation of v’ 4s parabolic and for last part of the flight. It does not seem advisable to

low values of D/b the above formulas give a first order favor the climb, which coulg be done by washout inboard
‘approximation. This variation approaches linear as the and washin outboard - say 1 each - and increasing the ,

ratio D/b increases and is virtually linear for circle offset beyond the formula to balance.

| OFFSETFORMULA 7

-™

2
kx = [(p - b)/(D - »)] .

= ~ ke - k \ a b D b a ba= v/6[(1 - x)/(1- x) 1.00 | 1667 BT.00 T .0156
Y 2.00 1333 22.00 00151

offset —+ —a 3.00 «1000 23.00 20145i 4,00 | .0785 24,00 | .0139
15 5.00 «0642 25.00 00133

° 6.00 00541 30.00 00111| b £°0 0767 40,00 008200 00411 50.00 0067pf | Span } 9.00 0366 60.00 .0056
10.00 20331 70.00 0048Pianeter of trcle 11.00 0301 80.00 0042a/b FlightCircle 12.00 «0276 90.00 20037

D 13.00 00255 100.00 00033| / 14.00 | .0237
15.00 | .0222 >Py / 16.00 0208 Based on span-wise V

10 17200 20196 variation,
° / 18.00 20185

/ 19.00 00175

/
, .

08
/
/

«O07 4

003 r

PIN ~

aee ee
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0
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

&. Flight time and details of the model.
###*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* b. Brief description of the site.

c¢. Contest sanction number and date.
New Members! 4, In the case of a non-sanctioned event, the applica-

.
_tion form must be signed by an AMA C.D. and two

JON WEXLER, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 witnesses who are also AMA members,
OC

The New Year
_

Application forms will be sent out with one issue
goon; if you need one in the meantime, dropa line and ~

As we move into 1965, a backward look at 1964 18 in we will send you one. Special arrangements will be made
order. Right up until the Nats and the announcementof for Honorary NIMAS Members (overseas subscribers) and for
the cancellation of the 1964 World Indoor Championships, our Canadian members, Those membersof otherNational
we had been pretty well holding the line on activity.

©

Aero ClubsbesidesAMA“pleasedrop a Vinedescribingthe
The late announcement of the Nats dates (it was held a procedure for recognizing national records inyour .

week earlier than usual and a lot of vacations were set country if you are interested.
for the normal date) undoubtedly cut participation at the -

a a _

,

Nats, even if the quality of competition was as high as
“ "

 ""* "Postal Contests!
= —

ever. Activity in the big hangars almost came to a
oo. Ne 7 oo

standstill - the door is still open at SantaAnaand the To further clarifythe postal contest concept, it is
Lakehurst hangars were in use by the Army. well to observe that the participants need not fly on the

same date. The benefits and purposes of the contest will
Now, as the indoor season rolls around,thenormal be adequately preserved if the results from the earliest

Cat. I and Cat. II activity is building up to previous contest are enclosed in a sealed envelope and sent with a
levels and one sometimes hears of new groups giving covering letter to the opposing team. When the second
Indoor a try. There 1s a good prospect of inter-city or opposing contest is held, their resultsare similarly .

meets as indoor fliers trek back and forth between
©

mailed off, then the results from thefirst contest can Le

Chicago and Kokomo and Chicago and St. Louis. Some more be opened. This way, the second team will fly their best us
widely separated groups appear to be ready to try postal and their anticipation and curiosity will remain at a os

meets, which will broaden the vistas more. In fact, we high level until the flying is finishedand the results
have quite a few more sites in regular or occasional use are in the mail - exactly as if the events were held on a

y7™,._ in 1965 than there were in 1964, and there are prospects the same day and the results mailed rightafter ‘the meet.
-' of more to come. With a little "push" by each of us,

“ ee ee oa
1965 can be a year of growth for Indoor, 80 why don't we

. Although the normal AMA procedures and regulations ie
do it? should apply, the opposingteamscanwellagree ahead of wes

time on specialhandicaps or procedures.Forexample, if ‘wid
Christmas Cards.

,

both teams have small sites withhighdrift, balloons we
could be used by both tedms to overcometheeffectsof ,

we
"

We wish to express our appreciation for the many drift. Or, both teams could agree to allow bracing on bes
cards, letters and good wishes we received from our NIMAS Easy B - or any other special or limiting feature, i
friends all over the world. This has made it a nicer

oe

: a oe
holiday season for our whole family. Add another to the list of challenges-theDetroit ao

Balea Bugs vs. any other club, Cat. I postal meet in IHLG vn

New Materials!
—

and Paper Stick. -

Ted Pfeiffer passes on the suggestion that the mess The Hacklinger Thesis
/

~
and splatter of our normal rubber lube was done away

“
“

with by using Dow Corning #4 Silicone Grease to lube the Last month we reported that "Theoretical and Exper- a.
motors of his scale jobs. Sincé this material protects imental Investigation of Indoor Flying Models" by Max ae
against ozone and oxidation, it should also be a preser- ‘Hacklinger was made available to INAV by the courtesy of oe

vative for rubber. We also have a sample of silicone Ron Moulton and the Royal Aeronautical Society. An offer
lubricant furnished by Jess Sheppard which we will try to copy the report and furnish it at cost was made; to
as soon as possible. date enough copies have been ordered to permit economical ~

reproduction. The first printing will be made about Jan.
There is one caution in connection with silicones ~ 20, 1965, and any orders received before then will be

I heve heard of a case where silicones have destroyed the filled at $1.25 per copy. After that time, additional
strength of glues such as we use. It would be advisable orders will be filled in lots of 5 at about $1.50 each. ne

to avoid touching wet glue joints during field repairs The report 1s 7 pages of printapproximatelythesize — 4
if you have been using any synthetic lubricant. Merely you aré reading, including13 graphs and charts. Topics a
wiping your hands would not be sufficient - all it takes covered are strength of materials, aerodynamics, power pet
48 a tiny trace of the silicone to do the dirty work! sources, flight performance, flight characteristics, “

airframe elasticity, andhall meteorology. If you intend
NIMAS Awards to order one of these reports, it would be appreciated

if you do so in time for the first printing, to save me
Several people wrote to express enthusiasm for the extra trips to the print shop.

,
:

concept of NIMAS Awards as expressed in the last issue,
and to urge their early adoption. As a result, it has FAI INDOOR REPORT
been decided to set up the system effective Jan. 1, 1965.

-

-
These standards were adopted to govern the Awards: Bob Champine reports on the NovemberCIAMmeeting:

1. The flier must be a NIMAS member.. "This note 1s to provide you and INDOOR NEWS AND
~~

2. Both the models and the circumstancesofthe flight VIEWS with some advance dope. The official word will be
must meet current AMA regulations. Bent out by AMA soon I hope.

£ ‘ 3, Flights may be made at a sanctioned contest or at a

non-sanctioned flying session; in either case an AMA 1. The 1964 World Championships for Indoor is cancelled
Contest Director must witness the flight. The flier

_

permanently because only four countries presented
must furnish the following information over the sig- teams; five are required, The USA or Englandwill
nature of the C.D.2 .

consider arranging an international contest without

a + gts

i
. es 5 si waitedSeeZiaa il TS a Nesect cet ae

incre ina oe an. . " Cai a im mania
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World Championship status for those countries inter- a isested during the year 1965 if there is enough
.
Pisce

.interest. Proxy flying 1s permissible and world 1. ‘fhe Merganser Ornithoptereta can be established. _.2. The 65 cm. span rule was not approved. f
3. When using the balloon, the timers must warn the com- C

a -

by Ron Ganser
|petitor of other models that might be endangered by First off, the name is that of a wild duck. ‘Thecallthe balloon. If another model's flight is interrup~ is ME R GANSER - what else could you ask for? I have —.

ted, that competitor will be allowed another flight. built about 2 dozen indoor ornithopters of many designs4. The timers will keep their watches running for 10 and wing flapping setups such as Jerry Murphy's, Regseconds after a model hits an obstruction. If the Parham's and others. Johnson of our group is working onmodel hangs up, 10 seconds will be subtracted from a setup like a swimmer doing the butterfly stroke (realthe flight. wild). I believe this design was first the work of
5e Indoor ceiling height categories (per AMA) were sug-

_

Dennis Turner of Chicago in the '40's, This possibly isgested. This will be considered next year after a the saite typeCarl Goldberg used in his 4:05 record set
' trial period." in 1941; the design may even be his.

INDOORRULES I have found that the flapping wings do not give any
lift but propelsghe model through the air the same asRecord Trial Attendance Proposal flippers on a swimmer's feet. Then you say how does Reg

. | .

Parham's ship fly with no fixed wing? It is done by the
i Several times in past years indoor fliers have advan- acute stab incidence forcing the nose up in flight. Iced the idea that indoor Record Trials should be excepted use zero degrees incidence 1n the bottom wing and thefrom the attendance stipulation in Par. 2.2 of the AMA stab with about 24 degrees in the top wing. If the climbRule Book which says, "All records, to be eligible for becomes too steep the top wing will stall and lose lift.recognition, must be made in sanctioned competition in I found that my time just about doubled after adding thewhich there are 10 or more contestantswho have presented top wing - before, the model wouldn't climb at highmodels for processing and which are conducted under the speed, This was caused by the stab lift overcoming theregulations of the Academy of Model Aeronautics." wing and holding the nose down. Now my ships climb like

-

, & gas job..
In recent months the C/L Contest Board approved a

6 ;

proposal stipulating that C/L Speed records must be set At the Cat. II Record Trials at Detroit the shipat Class AAA and Class AAAA meets only. With a precedent climbed to a speaker about 45' high, hit it and tore thefor modifying Record Trials requirements already estab- mike loose on the LE of the top wing. The mike billowedlished, a proposal was submitted to the Indoor Rules Com- up into a drag brake and brought the ship down with onlymittee and to the FF Contest Board via Phil Klintworth. 2:20. Ihave had trouble with the mike splitting on theThe text of the proposed modification to Par. 2.2 and the top wing due to vibration. By using 1" rib spacing and
. supporting arguments read as follows:

|
taut film this was overcome. The C.G. should be about
80% but it is not critical - each one just about fliesCat. I - A minimum of 5 fliers must present models right off the board. My model has a pretty good glidefor processing. and this makes for a slow descent.

Cat. II -~ A minimum of 8 fliers must present models .
.for processing. If you find you have trouble getting the model to

turn tight (20' cireles) with rudder offset (wing stroke'

This change is proposed for these reasons: . not perfectly timed) just take a pair of scissors and
trim down the left wing."1. A large number of people in a small site degrades the a,

flying conditions and the duration in proportion to INDOOR ELSEWHERE
the number of péople present. ‘

ne2. Most small sites are made available at low cost or New Zealand
/

/gratis; as a result the site is usually available
about 3 hours per session, The time factor coupled Although relatively few modelers in New Zealand arewith the small available space drastically curtails active in indoor, the state of the art is well advanced,the amount of flying done by each person; this tends The N. Z. indoor rules were revised and simplified in
to limit interest and activity. 1963, leaving two Spar (comparable to Indoor Stick)

3, Because of the above conditions, small sites foster classes - Under 18" span and Over 18" span (max. 90 cm.);
formation of small groups; the present requirement THLG, Easy B, and 2 classes for Round The Pole models,
for a minimum of ten fliers requires almost everyone This change was unpopular with many fliers, and it may
to turn out to validate any given event. have been reversed, sincea recent letter from Jack

4. The foregoing factors tend to artificially limit Eriksen mentions Ornithopter and Fuselage (Cabin). Also
model performances to well below their potential; the New Zealand rules make provision for Cat. IT, except
this tends to limit the activity to some extent. that the ceiling limit specifies under 30' instead of

35' as in U. S. rules.
HLG Proposal

Some recent Cat. I records that have been set in the
Last month it was reported that the HLG Scoring Pro- 22' site in Avondale are:

yosal was submitted for final vote witha deadline set up
.to permit inclusion in the 1965 Rule Book if it passed. Ornithopter - 1:09.1 Fuselage ROG - 7306In spite of the fact that this proposal (and certain FF Fuselage HL ~ 8:36 Under i ROW - 2232proposals called at the same time) had been “in the mill" Over 18 yrow ~ 5357 Over igi ROG - 9301for some time, one member of the FFCB objectedto early Under 18" ROG - 9:09 Over 1 HL ~- 12:29

adoption of the proposals. To clarify the situation an Easy B - 7:07
additional vote was called for - each member of the FFCB

a ae ; ee oe, wok

was asked to vote whether the proposals should become_|
oo. _

WHAT A GOOF!
effective (if passed) on Jan. 1, 1965 or Jan. 1, 1966.

|: Since the IHLG proposal has been around since 1961, it is
_

Last month in DESIGN FOOTNOTES, two formulas were
unfortunate that there is some possibility of it being ineorrectly presented. These two formulas should have
delayed another year, especially since ithad metwith

|
read:

|
Se, Co, So

a a me.favor by most indoor fliers for all that time.

k = (D = b)/(D +d) 2
4 = v/6 (1 - k)/(1 +)

.
HINTS AND KINKS I'm sorry if this error has caused any confusion to

Three MoreHints anyone - and thanks to those who called me down on it!

'
Ted Pfeiffer suggests that teflon scrap can be sharp- RECORDS?MAYBE!

ened to a fine point and used as a glue stick. The glue ST. EDWARD'S HIGH SCHOOL RECORD TRIALS - Nov. 29, 1964*peads up at the point to ease application, and dried glue CAT, I, St. Edward's High School Gym, 33' Ceilingwill clean right off. Junior C Cabin- 1:10, Patrick Tchou
7

~ 3:4 a, ck TchouTed also suggests that aluminum 30 mm. film cans make een 5 Paper * 7338 Fee eknator _ideal storage containers for rubber motors. oo Senior A ROG - 8:30, Larry Loucka
.

. o : - 2:38 arry Loucka
Too often, when you climb up after 8hung soee nenin Senior Autogyro 38, Larry

relaunch it, it merely climbs back up and hangs u :
* listing in addition to the two listings made

Ron Ganser suggests that the prop be locked by sticking a
in the boeomeer F964 INAV.

&

piece of 1/32" sq. balsa through the prop hook and then

gliding the model to safety.

‘ LEOok. sc thleeeibelennenatO 8iriavad atennmmeneoetina teetniiaepeetitesteil eacsrmmssasaavasshinacnareneeitaitineshci snap Select tincllahtata:ueansitbedamabtitsasneedsmnpsindatetadninnaiuitinistesseanamanmnbinadetirtuntaaagmaeaemnntisistessa:oeeateaaetanati stant itep apenasemma emmaesr cmupnmmmtaattiina nySita tacasemalta nat Tabathaane ni nalNAAONUhr ttnttnam IPOng taalEO EEREATTENSEETHERCLTTRENOLRTIE ENTEAINET,
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THE ATWOOD GEARS 1. Can@Berlly aligned gear mounting is mandatory, sinceMs gears will absorb a lot of power. For
For some time Bill Atwood has been using gears on his mine same reason, double thrust bearings are used.

indoor models with very good results. Very few people 2. The motors ‘should be matched, and a special winder
besides Bill and Bruce Paton have used the gear set-up with dual output shafts turning in opposite direct-

oe:in spite of the fact the gears have been available from ions must be used.
:

°

MicroDyne for over a year. Probably the main trouble has 3. Be sure that there is proper clearance between the
peen lack of information, so this report is intended to back of the prop spar and the "helper" gear - the
clear up some of the mystery. drawing left out a spacer which should be shown.

Basically, the system consists of two motors with Bill made this comment about the system: "As far as

very small cross-section compared to single motors of the gears are concerned, I would explain it this way. You
same weight. Each motor drives a small plastic gear at can put 2100 turns in a good loop of .060 and the prop
the front end of the motor stick, The motors are wound averages 48 RPM; this figures out to 43:45. Then you
simultaneously and with opposite twist so that the torque take the same model, split the rubber or use two loops of
of one motor adds to the other. For example, the left -040; these will take 2760 turns. If the prop averages

_

motor (with the prop attached) is wound normally and the 55 RPM, you come up with 50 minutes. I believe my sticks
right motor is wound "backward" so it aids the first one are lighter than some that I built for single motor Jobs.

_in turning the prop. (Refer to the sketch below.) I have some new models that are flying at 50 RPM averagewith 19" loops of .040 which will take 2800 turns.'
The following advantages are claimed for the geared

model: DACRON FACTS

1. The motor stick will be somewhat shorter, since the Bill Bigge recently ran a series of tests on the
. rubber loops can be shorter and still store enough dacron bracing material which I've been furnishing to all

turns. who want it. His report followa:
2. Stick construction can be relatively lighter since

the main loading is compression. That is, with the "My measurements show tensile strength of 122,000motors wound in opposite directions the torsional psi, 87% recovery of an 8% strain, elongation to break of
loading cancels out. It would be possible to mount 10%, and a Young's modulus of 2.5 million psi. All of
the motors on opposite sides of the stick to cancel which means your stuff is 'harder' or more aligned than
bowing; they are lower than center to retain some of the handbook stuff. A Young's modulus of 2.5 million psithe bowing to control power stalls. versus steel at 30 million psi means the dacron is about| -3. The torque curve of two motors in parallel is flatter 40% as effective by weight as steel, for rigidity. It is
and thus enhances the cruise portion of the flight. 23 times as strong as steel at 250,000 psi, by weight -
The implication is that the model spends more time at & good trade.

.
.

a lower altitude. Bill has made many 30 minute :

Ssflights from low altitude, and his models never were
The dacron has a tendency toward delayed strain

in danger at the FAI Flyoffs in 1963 though he made recovery, with time for recovery probably dependent upon
flights of 41:26, 43:17 and 42:36, time under strain. For light model (like an A ROG) it

4, One theoretical advantage which has been discussed should be worthwhile to avoid ever straining the filament
in regard to the geared model has to do with higher with more than 20 times the force on the bracing in
output from small cross section rubber. That is, two flight. The shock resistance of dacron makes it a joy to
loops of .040 rubber would have a higher output than use on a heavier model, but it is also so light that it
an equal weight and length of .080. The energy gain can be used to advantage on a model whose spars it can

may be as much as 10% and could conceivably be related buckle during strain recovery, if the filament is han-
_

to hysteresis loss in the larger cross- section. In dled rudely. Iexpect to start a filament, tie it to a
other words, a similar gain could possibly be real- -O5 oz. weight, hang it over a smooth wire, and pull it
ized by flying multistrand motors on conventional the rest of the way without applying any more tension
models. than will raise the weight.

do FeR
/Benecamamce Several of you have feared that I might have run out

prer HANGER ner of the dacron - but the original sample was two one-pound
spools. That figures out to be about 5 million feet of

MorToR TUBE monofilament, or about 1000 miles. A typical sample I
aan San have sent out has been 10' of 50 strand bundle and 10' of
/ SIS ‘ 250 strand bundle - about 3000 feet of monofilament if
/

a YS ‘ a WIRE you manage to use it all! S80, if you want some dacron to
! K 1 cop try, or want some more, send a stamped, self addressed
‘ > / Prop HANGER envelope to me and I'll send you a sample.
\ ,

Se Ye nan
A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR

Prop PRR
Lert Sipe Hardy Brodersen shares these memories, and calls to
- mind one of the old-time "secrets" of high time:

FrovT
——— "In Detroit in the late '30's and early '40's there
“ || were indoor meets held in conjunction with the State Meet

Méepere r
WasHERS every year, usually at the Cass Tech Auditorium (maybeGear | x 60' with balcony and chandeliers). Detroit was divided

Af into two camps: East Side and West Side. I was an East| sider - colleagues were Bud Bobier, Harold LaClair,
,

Walter Hartung and other faces with unrecalled names.
: The West siders included the Detroit ace Ed Naudzius and

_

a flock of proteges. Every event was full battle, from
1 ROG to B and C mike stick and cabin. And the ROG, being

”

| | | little and unpromising in size, found special attentionrye é as an event in which to score in this battle. Now in
—

TY <—Peor fan Top View some preliminary meets the west siders came up with some| re strange looking paper. White, apparently mutilated,
mottled, almost full of holes. And they flew two or
three minutes longer than ours. What was the secret?
After they took the State meet in that event we poora n of one

of BLS PAL eedeloythe motor ation one 13 yah between defeated were given the lowdown: Superfine white tissue
hooks and the prop was 20" diameter adjustable pitch and was spread on a sheet of glassand wetteds The than bed" t to about 30" pitch. amount of wetness allowed one to ro away more an halfwas se of the paper fibers with the finger. | When the paper .dried on the glass you had a very flimsy but su cient —Some concern is likely over the added weight of partes

airtight and significantly lighter paper with which to
y

on a gear model - the gears are available in 3/8" dia.
cov th fa I it building about then after aand 1/2" dia.; a set of 3/8" gears check out at .0025 oz.
° ta t nid vety 1 ar na Sere. s-Howara tt

n

In addition, there are two each of the standard hardware, accident while returning re nt
5 ae lon n

but wire sizes can be smaller since the rubber load on Akron, and don't know if this caught on or how long this
1 Some precautions in application and antedated the use of condenser paper. My next exposureeach one is less. oP to indoor modeling in the late '50's found condenserbuilding are important: paper in general use. Anyone recall or use this tech-

nique?

.eentetera ntiternmserrtnnteuannnnananmerernrttettte TTT RTTTATnAACARI TC
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a NEWS FROM AROUND ni woRLD

MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. = § CANADA ~ ONTARIO
The next session at the M.I.T. Armory (Vassar omg at A group of about 18 Canadian modelers have found two

Massachusetts Ave.) is scheduled for Jan. 16. Contact indoor sites - one 21' and the other 42' - and are trying
Jon Wexler, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 for to restore the indoor activity which flourished in the

“ ™ details. The site is 42' to peak, top time 16:40. Toronto area 25 years ago. Joe Eisen, the FAI Chairman
for Canada, is heading up the movement and can use any

MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS suggestions and encouragement you can offer. Contact Joe
To quote a comment in the McDonnell FF Club Newslet- at 170 Waterloo Ave., Downsview, Ontario, Canada.

ter, "Indoor flying activity is - and promises to be -
. -

elevated to a level it has not enjoyed in St. Louis for CONNECTICUT ~ SAYBROOK
the past 25 years. The upward spiral promises to con- Members of the Southern Connecticut Aero Model Assoc-
tinue into the spring season." The activity is centered {ation have been holding indoor contests for two years,
around the Washington University Fieldhouse (girders at flying IHLG, B Paper, Easy B, flying scale and indoor
40'), but they are investigating the Armory at 3676 Market payload. Their November contest featured Easy B, scale,
Street in St. Louis. This site has girders at 60' and a and HLG; the December meet had the same events and was
floor area of 245' x 142'. There will be an AMA indoor held Dec. 27 at Choate School. Contact Jack Whittles,
meet in the Armory on March 28, and if satisfactory, the Millrock Road, Saybrook, Conn. for details.
remaining meet set for May will also be held there. cena eines

2B cnapeenrs.
ILLINOIS - CHICAGO seaeauagyAea W YORK - VALLEY STREAM . Pete Sotich announced the indoor contest schedule for eensoA essa Ted Pfeiffer reports that indoor sessions are being 1965: Jan. 30, Feb. 27, Mar. 27, Apr. 24; 9 AM to 4:30 Pangeeae eld in the Valley Stream Memorial HighSchool gym by the PM. Except for the Feb. 27 contest (8th Annual Chicago eee

aye ave, VaLbrook Model Airplane Club. The next session is set up Aeronuts Indoor Contest) the events will be supported by Reeae Jan. 22 - contact Miss Irene Murer, 35 Albert Road, the fliers themselves. The Jan., Mar. and Apr. meets
Valley Stream, N. Y., for details. will have Novice (age 10 and younger) events; Junior

.
events will be IHLG and Easy B; and Open events will be

PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH IHLG, Paper Stick and Indoor Stick.
The indoor group in Pittsburgh headed up by Ron A contest was held Dec. 19, 1964 to kick off the

Ganser, Norm Bickar and Ken Johnson are flying at least season. Winners were: Novice HLG (5¢ glidera furnished
once & week somewhere in town. They also have about two by Aeronuts) - 0:05.0, Janice Nakashima; Jr. HLG - 0:44.8
week notice for their sessions in the Soldiers & Sailors Jim Thornberry; Op. HLG - 1:01.1, Bob Larsh; Jr. Easy B -
Memorial Hall (50'). Contact Ron Ganser, 2500 Mission 7:23.7, Teddy Mills; Op. Easy B - 11:38.2, Charlie Sotich;

_,.

St., Pittsburgh 15203, for more details.
| Op. Paper Stick - 15:20.2, Wally Mumper.

TEXAS - DALLAS-FT. WORTH INDIANA - KOKOMO
The Cliff Model Club has a series of Cat. I sessions The Kokomo Aero Team will hold their January indoor

and a Cat. II contest on tap for this season. The first meet Jan. 17 at Bunker Hill AFB. Contact Chuck Borneman,
session will be held at the Arlington Recreation Hall 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, 46901 for further details,
on Jan. 10 from 1 PM to 5 PM. The contest is planned for
February and will be held in the Drill Hall at Dallas NAS MICHIGAN - ANN ARBOR
with Indoor Stick, IHLG, indoor scale, helicopter and fhe Ann Arbor AirFollers' January meet will be Jan.
indoor towline. Contact Jerry Murphy, 1740 Sharon, 22, along with a sanctioned record trials for Gat I. The
Arlington, Texas for more details. cancelled Dec. meet was to be rescheduled for Jan. 8, if :

the weather didn't interfere again. Contact Dick Black, ae
WASHINGTON D. ¢. 1717 Covington, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103 for details. a

oo The D. C. Maxecutorsheld anothersessioninDecember ee vn ttt ie
! and boosted club records again. The site is a“hangar, MICHIGAN - DETROIT oe

38' to the girders. The records are: Paper Stick - 10:48, The Balsa Bugs held a novelty meet for paper gliders Re
Dan Belieff; A ROG - 7:17, Bill Bigge; B Stick - 13:02, on December 10. Out of 12 entrants, 4 timers and half a oe
Tom Vallee; D Stick - 12:30, Dan Belieff; HLG - 0:40.2, dozen hecklers, Pat Green emerged winner with 0:10.5. The se
Bob Champine. Contact Tom Vallee, 9136 Edmonston Rd. Junior event was won by Art Markowitz with 0:08.2. There og
#304, Greenbilt,Md. for info about future sessions. Late are more monthly sessions set up; contact Pat Green at A
word: Next Session Jan. 9, 4:30 PM,Wash, Nat'l Airport! 16880 Woodbine, Detroit 19, Michigan for dates and events. be
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o™ LAST MINUTE BULLETIN
,

All you indoor scale fliers look on page 17 of the we indoor fliers are a minority group, we should always
Feb, '65 M.A.N. ~ a very nice model by Walt Mooney, with take a few minutes to express appreciation to the editor
full size plans, yet! If you like it, or if you don't, when indoor models are published - otherwise he may think
write the editor and tell him what you would like, Since we aren't reading the magazine and publish U/C or R/C!
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j veNEWSand VIEWS: ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL . tt oe . "

####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE”BOCIETY#¥HE™ ~"™ "An"Important Article oo
~

a pat
-

+: New Members! eS ..iIn case you tend to skim over MODEL AVIATION when it
.

ee

. - ~

-

coe ae arrives, turn to page 10 of the Feb. '65 issue. There
ED COLLINS, 4318 East Utah Place, Denver, Colo. 80222 you will find. "Endurance of Indoor Models Under Low “
BOB TRAMPENAU, 924 Scio St., Elmira, New York 14901 Ceilings” by Hewitt Phillips. Old-timersin Indoor know -

na oe SE and respect Hewitt for his theoretical and practical work oe
-

 ....
°. Sponsored Junior Members

=~

~~

©
. with indoor models, and this analysis can be highly recom- -

re I sen TEea aE bgt mended for all indoor fliers to study. 4
- It 18 pleasant to welcome Lynn Adams, Route 2, Gretna, a nn ns ae m

Va. 24557 as out newest sponsored Junior Member. Some of "Phat Hacklinger Thesis
.

you may have read Lynn's. plea for help with his modeling ” ee oo . BO ae
problems in the "Man At Work" column in the October'64 Since last month's announcement about the price and oe
M.A.N. Reggie Batterson read it anddroppedby to meet availabilityof the Hacklinger thesis on indoor models, a

: Lynn, started himon Indoor, and finally nominated him the number of orders which camein forced a quantity
for sponsored membership. printing which reduced the cost per copy. Those who sent oe
os a _the_ $1.25. requested received a refund of 25¢ with their cous

- Lynn started his model activities with a29¢ Teastors copy, and there are some left-over copies available for “
catapult glider and flew it until there were just too $1 each for as long as they last. me

many masking tape patches for it to fly any more. He
|

we TIE a oa
continued with commercial gliders and rubber models until ter cue oo... FAL INDOOR REPORT ,

.
2

age 11, when he bought 4 Wen-Mac andbuilt some pre-fab Cae te ca guesaeg zWe models for it. He is now 13, and is building indoor In &flurryof activity during January, the FAI Indoor a
paper models under the guidance of Reggie. Reggie made a Committee membership was completed and the team selection &n
glowing report on Lynn's progress, 80 we should see some program was proposed. The selectionprogram has since ~

good things out that way soon. My congratulationsto _ been approved, so the info below is official. First, the ~
Lynn, and a big vote of thanks to Reggie Batterson for Committee membership ist ~~ °°"

ay
_# his caring enough to help another flier get started.

bee co
Hh BESRadh. UR at. i

EASTERN ZONE
~“"9 “>

WESTERN ZONE .

Spread The Word! ... Bob Champine
.

Tom Fineh
|.,

es . ...25 BeechwoodDrive =... ©2444-¢ Chelsea Place -
In order to practice what I've been preaching, I've Yorktown, Virginia Santa Monica, Calif.

been giving programs on indoor models to various groups. Ce ce
.

_ The most recent session with anon-modeling group (and NORTH CENTRAL ZONE = = .-—ss—“<$“#sSsSSSOW
TH CENTRAL ZONE. “

by far the most responsive group) was a talk on models
_,. Paul, Crowley | Bud. Tenny .

.

to a Cub Scout pack. The boys were already acquainted ~~ 32604 Tecla
=

Box 545 8
with the namesofthe airplane parts, but didn't know | Warren, Michigan = —~ Richardson, Texas

|

“about dihedral. Some of them already knew about trim to
.

“some extent,buteachwas furnished with a nickel glider CHAIRMAN
2 bn,

to trim out as a demonstration of what he was learning. Bruce Paton ~

After two sessions of practice flying separated by more _. 1010 North Miragol St.
_ a

discussion of what happened, the meetingwasfinished by Santa Ana, California wn

flight demonstrations of Jetco ROG's and showing Easy B
eon on

ee

and B Stick models. If anyone would like an outline of
_ 4966TeamSelection Program

the demonstration and su sti
re

drop a line and I'll sendit. ons for such @ program, LocalQualificationTrials-
. .. Have -you an a a

1 g's . 1. Must be held “‘pefore the “end of April 1965.
:

not pullda simple Aleplaycaseforthes(sce NIMASDin” 2. At least four entries to be flown to makea "trials"
play in Apr. '64 INAV) and set 1t up in a localhobby — ‘official,

ee
a

shop. The NIMAS Display case was pulled out of retire- 2+ Can be flownunder any ceiling height.
ment and set up in the local hobby shop, where it causes #. Entry Fee ~ Juniors and Seniors $1.50 - Open §3.

-

quite a bit of comment and interest. oo 3+ FAI rulesto be used. "
an

. a etota 6. Not Bok of oy to fly "rounds. fo , 1 ,
_ Reggie Batterson has accepted the task of developin T+ Top80% of entries to qualify for ‘Quarter Finals.

and coordinatinga public relations and publicity effort 8. A contestant may attempt to qualify in anyof. the
_

on behalf of NIMAS. He can use any help and suggestions trials in his Zone.
Co

anyone can offer on methods of securing sites and keeping a a :

then, copies. of newspaper articles which publicize indoor ZoneQuarterFinals
. .

contests, coples of news releases and posters and such a

.

that you have used to announce indoorcontests, etc. One 1. Must be held before the end of May 1965.
ultimate goal will be a program which we hope to present 2. Qualifiers can enter any “Quarter Final”in their
to some national organization such as YMCA inaneffort " -Zone, but only ones oo

to gain help and perhaps sponsorship. -
er

3. Can be flown under any ceiling height.
a - a 4, Entry Fee - all contestants $3.

Finally, Reggie is developing a poster for NIMAS mem- 5- FAI rules to be used.| "
bers to use.in local publicity campaignsand the like, 6. Not necessary to fly rounds. "

~~ It 4s designed to be placed in schools, hobby shops, YMCA 7.” Top 80% to qualify for "Semi-Finals.
.

facilities and any place else that has a bulletin board
he coh coe

te cece oh eb ak gd EM consSua weeme utah

open to public viewing. If you would like to get some of
=

Zone Semi-Finals ~~ oO
°

these posters when they areprepared,dropaline’toBox
|

545, Richardson, Texas, and let me know how many you’ can 1. Must be flown before the end of June 1965,
use. Since there will be some investment in printing ‘the 2.. Qualifierscan enter only the Semi-Final held in
posters,we would like to know how many will bé used - their Zone. :
so drop@line. 3. Can be flown under any ceiling height.



4. Entry fee ~ a11 contestants $5. _ .

"5, FAI rules to be used.
.

oe STATEOFTHEART ee

6. “Rounds” will be flown. —

_

.

af Acet -

7. Top three (3) from each Zone to qualify for "Semi- _.... Zhe EasyB Comes of Ager
oeElyore tte the eee five(5) ae ene eter eons

About four years ago Wally Miller invented a "formulaSemi Finals the top 50% will qualify for the Fly-off). model" Which was soon dubbedthe Easy B. The concept war
Semi Fly-orf to specify the wing span and a maximum wing chord, limii
vems

£2yn0ll
mo

—— the prop to sheet balsa blades » and to specify solidtai.
e Will be flown during the week 65 Nata. oom and motor stick, In short order, the Easy

B

was3° Entry fee ° ali conrestante ‘50 1965 Nat
flown all overthe U, 5., and New Zealand officially set

—

3. FAI rules to be strictly observed. up an event for these models. Paper covered Easy B's
- &, Top three (3) men will represent the U.S.A. in the have pinch-hitted in the Paper Stick class; a microfilm

- 1966 “World Championships." covered Easy B set a Cat. I Senior B Stick record of
wor Sas . 0338.6; in the handsofbeginners the Easy B racks upGeneral oo . se ~ five minute flights in Cat. I; and in’the handsof exper-

— ienced flyers it will top 15 minutes in Cat. III, Never|1. A qualifier who 1s unable to attend the Quarter or
before has an indoor model type been 86 many things to

Semi-Finals 1s obligated to notify the next man in So many people - and where regular competition is held
line at least one week prior to flight date. for Easy B, the times just keep improving.-

2. It is expected that the Zone qualifiers for the Fly-
off will be provided free transportation to the site One facet of the Easy B is the fact that the event is

- of the Semi Fly-off, if arrangements can be made to not entirely defined, Each group that flies the Easy B
hold the Fly-offs during the week of the Nats. (If decides something different for their own rules, and yet

‘= the host country for the 1966 Finals selects a Cat. the essential character of the event is preserved. The
+ [I site, an attempt will be made to hold the Semi Dallas area rules admitted the difficulty of no-loopholeon Fly-off under a similar ceiling.) In order to qual- definition of “solid stick" and "no bracing" and fostered

ify for free transportation the qualifier mist commit competition between fully braced, rolled tube models and
himself to the committee Chairman within seven days conventional” Easy B's, As a result, the Cat. I record
after the Semi-Finals. At the same time he should for paper covered Hasy B is held by an unbraced model -~

commit himself in intent to attend the World Champ- 7:02 undera20' ceiling! In Shreveport, La., braced-
'. fonships, if he should win a team position. wings were usedasanaid to beginners ~- the wings stayed

3. Commitments to attend the World Championshipsin straight. In Chicago, the solid balsa prop wasused with
1966 should bereaffirmed by team members within 90 unlimitedwing chord; Kokomo, Indiana, chose to use the

a days following the Nats. Pee full “Wilmington” formula as set up by Wally Miller, but
4, The three (3) 1964 team members will automatically ©

prop construction was optional and paper covering was

" qualify to fly in the Semi Fly-off without havingto required. The site record for their 42' site 1s 10:48,
enter qualification meets. -

- i eld by Ed Hughey's "Seventeen" - with a balsa prop!- :
5. All "trials," Quarter Finals and Semi-Finals are to When Chicago and Kokomo started inter-club competition,be AMA sanctioned. AMA sanctioris for FAI events are Chicago adopted the Kokomo formula. In the 75' Madison

$2 and should be applied for through Contest Street Armory, Charlie Sotich's Diddle-Dip" (paper cov-
_ “Coordinatorsby AMA CD's on standard sanction appli- ered withabuilt-up prop) has topped 12 minutes during

cation forms, exactly as for AMA contests. warm summerweather. The highest official time for
Le oo . ;

Diddle Dip’ came when it won Open Easy B at the Chicago
INDOOR RULES ~~ eee Aeronuts December contest in the Madison Street Armory.
SRE Ue nnre Note the. all balsa prop outline, shown for those who must

Rules Changes For 1965 use an @li-balsa prop. "= "°°, on arnt

As has been announced in MODEL AVIATION,IHLG #ecords POSTALCONTESTS
started from scratch as of Jan. 1, 1965. All old records

_. . ae .

were voided by two rules changes: The models must be of “With the advent of indoor postal meets which have now
"solid wood throughout" (except nose weight, l.e. mono- been flown, this topic becomes a regular column -perhaps
filament, etc.); and flight scoring is the best two of this aspect of our sport will growtokeep it filled!—nine flights. Also, FAI Indoor has beenadded as an AMA dee ee
event and eight of the nine new records are still up for The Cliff Model Club of Dallas accépted the Cat, I
grabs as of the Feb. '65 MODEL AVIATION record listing. Challenge in Paper Stick and HLG from the Detroit Balsa

Bugs, and a shortage of time forced the Balsa Bugs to fly
Status Report on Rules Committee  —s—=» it one-half at a time. The HLG results:

a

.

The end-of-year status report from the Indoor Rules Dallas- Open HLG Detroit-OpenHLGCommittee appears on page 14 of the Feb. '65 MODEL oO oe

Se

AVIATION. A summary of the Indoor Rules Questionaire is 1. Casey Hornbeck 0:23.5 1. Ned Smith 0324.4
included ~ you mayfind some surprises there! 2. Mike Ransom 0222.0 2. Len Stress 0123.4

GREAT LAKES INDOOR AIR MEET Dallas - Senior HLG Detroit - Junior HLG

Once again the annual Great Lakes Meet proved to be 1. Mike Fedor 0:21.6 1. A. Markiewicz ” 0:15.8
the world's largest indoor meet, an aerial circus, and 2. Nickey Jones 0320.7

: - (0214.9)
high point in an excellent model airplane program set up 2. Manczuk " 0315.8
in Cleveland by Chuck Tracy. Emphasis is placed onthe

nt ae awweine wen (0214.5)
younger builders,andthey are benefitted by special age 7 a a ; -

groups. DODO fliers are 9 and younger, BANTAMS are10 The Detroit site was 28' tall and smooth ceiling; the
and 11, FLEDGLINGS are 12 and 13and JUNIORSare 14 and Dallas site (Arlington Rec. Hall) was 26' domed with
15. SENIORS and OPEN correspond to AMA age classes. exposed beams below 26'. Ned Smith was really a Senior
First place winners (and survivors of over 5000 official flying in the Open class; Detroit had no otherSeniorsflights) are: and Dallas Juniors had no IHLG and were allunder 12.~
HLG: DODO - 0:23.5, Patrick Murphy; BANTAM - 0:45.6, . _

Terry O'Malley; FLEDGLING - 0:38.3, Terry Kuehne;
_

Finally, Charlie Sotich and Bud Tenny ran an exper-
JUNIOR - 0:49,1, Bill Schubert; SENIOR - 0257.0, imental postal meet in Easy B. Charlie flew in the 75'
Tom Strachan; OPEN - 0:59.9, Larry Miller. Madison Street Armory and Bud flew in the 26' Arlington

So

wee Rec. Hall. A "fudge factor" was used to equalize the
PREFAB MODELS: DODO - 1:19, Thomas Dikovitsky; BANTAM - ceiling height differences thus: take the squareroot —

1311.8, Mark Reich; FLEDGLING-1:32, Dave Obarski; of 75/26 (= 1.7) and multiple this times the flight time
JUNIOR - 1:15.4, Kurt Reich; SENIOR - 2:23.1, Herb for the 26' site. The results:
Schubert; OPEN ~ 2:06, Mike Karlak. on

Cee Oe Re hueie eel aed we pT pdaoe
a BudTenny - 6:49.1.x 1.7 = 11:36. Sotich - 10:25.6

PAPER STICK: BANTAM - 8:15, Terry O'Malley; FLEDGLING- cae aetyeteeet ce ght ane us Cauuabtgen reheat dieting
6216.4, Susan Weisenbach; JUNIOR - 7:56, Bill It should be noted that this was the longest.flight
Schubert; SENIOR - 12:39.8, Jim Skinner; OPEN-_12338, for my Easy B in excellent. conditions; Charlie's end of
Joe Hindes. the meet wasconductedincold and turbulent conditions.

;
; ae L

.
I really expectedtobe beaten by a. small margin! We are

MICROFILM STICK: JUNIOR-8:02.6,William Hulbert, Jr.; planning to hold other postal meets, both in Easy B and
SENIOR-15:18.4, Neil Shipley; OPEN ~ 16:10, Pat in other events, using the Jeeiling height multiplier.
Green. (cont. page 5)



4 . gers onc TEXAS - FT. WORTH-DALLAS an
“

Postal Challenger
so REE The Cliff Model Club's Cat. I sessionshavebeenvery .

.” Bud Tenny vs. members of D. C. Maxecutors in Paper Stick. wellattended ies fromthe threesessions stand in line ms

a C. Maxecutorave,any interestedclub;Rulesopento ==» ‘Indoor Stick - 10 min. +, Jesse Shepherd; Paper Stick - o>. "agreement between yiubs « However, the Maxecutors are 10:36, Bob Wilder (his first {indoor model!); HLG - 0:27.7, fe
suggesting 5 man teams combined with 4 point system Bud Tenny. All thie has been in areaeteRe theCate -

wo, which permits each club member to contributetothe. . II DrillHall contest to beheld at 3 aes nT a ea ss
' ‘glub score. Events: Paper Stick, HLG and Easy B. from 9 AM to 3:30 PM. pinsay nelicont ber HLG, Indoor :

However, the Maxecutor Easy B rules permit 3%" chord Stick (all classes com ine 58 e maoprers Ten ine
’

for Easy B, so this may be a stumbling block. The and indoor mooaee ontac 4 ett urphy , ’ ee
Maxecutor e*te ts anairoraft hangar 98 to eeeeney Arlington, Texas for more details.

a n refer to challenge 4 sim a
. will consider a multiplier based on the square root WASHINGTON D. C.

.

of ceiling height such as the Sotich-Tenny match. The D. C. Maxecutors continue their winning ways, and
~ :

Contact Tom Vallee, 9136 Edmonston Rd. #304, Green- each flying session brings sone higher panese ne nee 3 S
pilt, Md. 20770 for more details. marke are: PaperStick olan gage cut Bieges C atiok

- $ ’ om ; Vee
~ 3 9 ’

.

*
¥ - LeffBud Tenny vs. Jim Kagawa in Paper Stick (Santa Ana vs. - 12:07, Reggie Batterson; HLG- 0:38.8, Dan Bel .

.

Dallas NAS Drill Hall). Will have to measure the ‘The Maxecutorsessionsare Bel in8 hangarat the Wash- tDrill hall ceiling, but the multiplier will probably ington National Airport, an ey on ts oT 13 1
bet VISO/NE = 1.9. fallee"9136 Binonston Ra. #304, Greenbilt, Mas, will

,

,
) ;

" . , ’ os
.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD have the latest word.

|
LINOIS - CHICAGO

HINTS AND KINKS “

IL -

_

The January oneonge Indoor Contest rereured 17 core Condenser Paper Hint ;

testanits and temperatures in e upper 8 =~ no dou .

these are related facts! The rubber times also felt the
|

Charlie Sotich passes on this covering method by Tom
cold, but HLG times held up well. The winners: Stone: "Tom covers his wings flat and then puts in the
Jr. HLG - 1:29.3, Jim Thornberry; Open HLG - 2:04.8, Bob dihedral. He then slits the tissue along the dihedral -
Larsh (Two flight totals); Jr. Easy B - 9:16.6, George break and tacks down the overlapping tissue with his cov-

Bucic, Jr.3; Open Easy B - 9:07.5, Charlie Sotich; Open. ering adhesive. I tried this on an Easy B and two Paper
Paper Stick - 15:08, Charlie Sotich; Novice Event (Nickel Stick models and it 1s an easy way to cover and the job
Glider) - 0:07.0, Jim Fornary. is neater."

.

The next Chicago meet will be the 8th Annual Chicago
Aeronuts Indoor Contest on Feb. 27, 1965. Events will be Shock Absorbers?
IHLG, Easy B, Paper Stick and Indoor Stick. Juniorswill ” o
have a separate class in IHLG and Easy B, the other events Charlie Sotich's indoor boxes get an easier ride than Be
are Open only. most - he cements strips of sponge rubber on the bottom

to absorb extra bumps and jolts.
INDIANA - KOKOMO

4 The January meet was "snowed out," so the next Kokomo
_

Tissue Patches
.

ero Team indoor contest will be Feb. 21 at Bunker Hill oe
AFB. Contact Chuck Borneman for events at 1401 West Kingsley Kau, a noted West Coast Indoor Scale flier, oe
Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901. made this suggestion in the N.A.A. FLIGHTMATERS FLYING ke

SCALE NEWS AND VIEW: "To repair small rips in condenser “a
~ MASSACHUSETTS ~ M.I.T. tissue, try plastic cement. It causes less shrinkage ~

- The Tech Model Aircrafters continue to have interest- than regular balsa cement."
.

i 4ng sessions once 4 month in the MIT Armory, even though we
‘ no regular contests are held. Drop by on Feb. 20 for the RECORDS? MAYBE!

fe —
next session ~ contact Jon Wexler, 362 Memorial Dr., Cam-

| “
oy bridge, Mass. 02139 for more details.

ae
S.H.O.C. INDOOR RECORD TRIALS ~ Jan. 10, 1965 as

i - Ses ne Cat. III, Santa Ana MCAF, 180! ceilingi MICHIGAN - DETROIT © sO

Oo Open HLG - 1322.2+ 1:25.2= 2:47.4, Lee Hines
The Detroit Balsa Bugs will hold two indoor sessions CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR CONTEST - Jan. 30, 1965

in February-a general flying session on Feb. 12 and’a Cat. II, Madison St. Armory Drill Hall,75' ceiling. ves
;

Paper Stick Contest on Feb. 26. Contact Pat Green, 16880 Junior HLG - 0:46.9 + 0242.4 = 1:29.3,
Woodbine, Detroit, Mich. 48219 for more details... Jim Thornberry i

a WP UMRGTATEOAT EeBee theetn oo
Open HLG = 1200.6 + 1204,2 = 2204.8, Bob Larsh

PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH ANN ARBOR AIRFOILERS RECORD TRIALS - Jan. 22, 1965
Ron Ganser has secured the Stadium Gymnasium at the Cat. I, Tappan (?) High School Gym, Ann Arbor, Mich.

University of Pittsburgh (40' ceiling, 80' x 120' floor) 20' ceiling.
for IHLG and Prefabs. The meet is slanted toward the Senior Autogyro - 2:40.5, Ned Smith

.

younger fliers, with age groups similar to those set up GREAT LAKES INDOOR AIR MEET - Jan. 3, 1965
for the Great Lakes meet in Cleveland. The sponsors are Cat. II, Cleveland Public Hall, 80' ceiling.

; the PennHills (Pittsburgh) YMCA and the Allegheny Model Open Autogyro - 3:54, Ken Johnson
seronautics Council. Contact Ron Ganser ssion Open Ornithopter - 3:46.3, Ron Ganser -

| St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203 for more details.
;
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i The helicopter shown below was designed by Ned Smith ilar to Bill Bigge's record helico ter which held th
7 and holds the Cat. III Senior record. The model is sim- III Open record for some time.
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL _

##H*ENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### |.

The two examples cited above illustrate what can be ~
~

re done by anyone willing to devote some time to creating
New Members! publicity for our hobby. Inmonthsto come we may have

;

~ a pamphlet to guide youin contacting news media and sa

LEO NORTHRUP, RFD #1, Shawano, Wisconsin 54166
, planning publicity campaigns; meanwhile, any story you >

CHUCK SLUSARCZYK, 3420 Scranton, Cleveland, Ohio get released should mention both NIMAS and AMA to show
ne

EMIL P. UHOR, 844 Clifton Street, Follansbee, W. Va. a tie-in with national organizations. -

-NTMAS Awarda
a ;

HINASLelterhesc a
Below you see @ sample of the new NIMAS letterhead

aThe first NIMAS member’ to apply for @ NIMAS Award is designed by Dave Linstrum. Why a letterhead after four
Ned Smith, who qualified for Cat. I Silver Award in HLG, years without needing one? The time 1s approaching when

“Ne
a, t “4 =His flight was 0:24.4 in the 28' gym in Detroit which is

we will want to contact various organizations for helpusedbythe Detroit Balsa Bugs for their sessions. Ned
= and/or sponsorship for indoor activities (think BIG!),will receive a special certificate suitable for framing and a letterhead will (hopefully) aid our cause. Also on

as soon as the certificates areprinted. tap: official news releases to home-town newspapers of :

NIMAS Awards are awarded to NIMAS members who make. ‘“UMAS Award recipientee
flights meeting the following conditions: The model and — anenets ._- eee moses te
the circumstances of the flight must conform to current wO™ 2
AMA regulations and must be witnessed by the oD ot ree .

,

seus

meet. The flight may be made at a non-sanctioned flying
:

:

session provided the flight 1s witnessed by an AMA CD and NIMAS
two AMA members. It should be noted that official

. ae NEN
BOX 545 RIGHARDSON, TEKAS 75081 U.S.A.

.

flights at sanctioned contests automatically meet these National Indoor Model Airplane Society
— ,

“P

requirements, since the CD's report implies appropriate
verification - but you still have to appty for the award! ae . :

“ward application forms will be ready within ten days -
ee

c
nd for yours now. The flight times which qualify are:

» Recent Publications!
.

Whenever an article or news item about our hobby is
Indoor Stick (Any class indoor model; single flight) printed in one of the regular model magazines, we should

oe drop a letter of thanks to the editor (or to the writer,
,

AWARD Cat. I Cat. It
| Cat. III. ..  ¢/o the magazine in case of a regular column) so theySilver 10:00 20:00

~
28:00

arte.
will know we are getting the message. As I said before,

Gold 12330 25:00 35200 if we don't, they will print. RC or U/C or something else!
Diamond 15:00 30:00 42:00 INAV meets a need, but these magazines reach thousands of

people and give us valuable publicity. So fire up your
Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine)

a

pens - a post card is sufficient - but do it now!
,

Cat. I Cat. It Cat. III Anyhow - don't miss Walt Mooney's series of indoor/Stree 0:24 0:45 0:55 outdoor scale Jobs in M.A.N. (Feb., Mareh, April '65);
Gold 0:30 0355 1205 Dick Black's VTO column (each issue of M.A.N.) and Larry

0:36. 120 ant Conover's "No Strings Attached" column (each issue ofDiamond 33 5
§A.M.). We appreciate Larry's nice write-up on INAV and

AdvisoryCommittee Indoor in the March/April '65 A.M,

. ee "
""" “"Yyndoor Films

When NIMAS was formed, policy matters were decided by a nn

.

the charter members; in recent years there has been a
__

As announced some time back, Joe Poloso took 16 mm.
need for additional ideas andsuggestionsto improve and movies of indoor flying at the last Lakehurst session
update NIMAS. Several people have made suggestions which that was held. He then printed an extra copy and gave it
are now incorporated in NIMAS to good effect; this led to

| to NIMAS. It was made available to clubs who wished to
the formation of a NIMAS Advisory Committee. This group show it, and so far it has been viewed by two clubs. It
will help originate and evaluate ideas for better service came back in fine shape and made the rounds of some local
to NIMAS membership, publicity for Indoor, and promotion | clubs; now it is available for other clubs to view again.
of Junior and sub-teen activity. The committee presently If you are interested in showing the film, drop a line to
consists of Pete and Charlie Sotich and Dick Black; if arrange the time you want it, pay the postage from here
you get any idea (no matter how far out 4t seems to you) to there and back, and you may show it.
send it to us for evaluation. One NIMAS member suggested
that movie theaters couldhold Saturday morning ‘contests More On Dacron
and award the winner atickettothematinee. Why not -

|

a

for years the only active site in part of New Zealand was | There is still plenty of monofilament dacron for

a movie theater! If you don't have ideas, how about some anyone who wishes to try it for bracing - if you would

help with paperwork or other things? like some, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Box
os 545, Richardson, Texas and I'll send a sample. To those

Spread The Word! who wonder about the small. "special offering" envelopes
~

ES ' the dacron is packed in, they were discarded when my
In addition to considerable planning and work toward church enlarged the budget to cover special offering

.

on 3 national program of promotion for indoor flying, Reggie items. Since I was Stewardship Chairman, I was left with
atterson has been promoting local activity also. After a box of envelopes - now I've found a use for them!

setting up demonstrations at the Richmond (Va.) YMCA, he

arranged for the demonstrationstobe covered by a local FAI INDOOR REPORT
newspaper and got good coverage (including 2 pictures) in
the Sunday issue. ” To Protest Or Not?

Meanwhile, Ron Ganser and the Allegheny Model Aero- The Feb. '64 INAV reported on a petition presented to
nautics Council have continued to arrange for news cover- AMA by East Coast indoor fliers; the text of the petition
age of all types of models - including live TV programs. was as follows:



"As FAI Indoor competitors 1t 18 our contention that Indoor Proposals Studied
there should be a method of appeal of FAI Chairman's

ne
Bo

;
decision and prompt action taken before the next calendar The Indoor Rules Committee has a group of proposals
event negates such decision. under study; these proposals grew out of the Rules Ques-

tionaire circulated by AMA last year plus an intensive
In past years. there have been protests that have study of existing rules and practices within our hobby.

remained unanswered or action has been takentoo late to Some of these proposals are: —

be of any help to the persons involved. The protests
—

involved in the Eastern 1962 and the Mid-Western 1963 FAI Change Section 10, Par. 10.4 to read:
flyoffs are points in question,

10.4 HAND~LAUNCHED. A glider is hand-launched when it
We therefore suggest that AMA adopt a judicial pro- is thrown into flight directly from the hand of the

cedure to hand down a decision within ten days of receipt launcher. The glider shall not be launched from an
of protest. Such prompt action is required to enable altitude greater than the flier's normal reach above the

_

benefitting contestant to properly prepare for the next floor, and the launch shall be made with sufficient force
elimination date.' to cause the glider to gain a substantial amount of

altitude.
An additional suggestion outlining a sample procedure

was sent to HQ; a brief summary follows: Plaintiff shall Note: This HLG proposal was first suggested by Bob
notify CD of protest within 36 hours, plaintiff and CD Hatschek, but no one followed through on it. It is meant
must present their stories to HQ via Air Mail Special to replace the newly adopted and unnecessarily restrict-
delivery within 72 hours after CD is notified, decision ive "solid wood" proposal as a means to eliminate "mike"
to be made by AMA TechnicalDirector (decision must be gliders which cannot be thrown. If it seems acceptable,
reviewed by AMA President and Executive Director within it would not be necessary to adopt the 0.1 02. rule which
time Limit) and returned to all parties involved within is favored by most NIMAS members; thuswe would avoid the
(postmark) 10 days of receipt of protest. precedent of requiring indoor models to be weighed. If

you like this proposal (or if you don't), drop a line and
I have supported this measure from its inception and say so}

have corresponded heavily regarding it. My most recent Chan Secti .

correspondence has been to try to find out what happened
ge Section 4, Par. 4.7 to read:

to the matter. Just before deadline for this issue, John 4.7 PREPARATION FOR F
Worth indicated that the proposal is now in the final must start and regulate the engineoffree’ fishtaed .

stages of official action by the contest boards, Now we radio control models, windthe motor of all rubber modelsmust hope that the proposal is accepted with no more than except indoor models, and operate the launching apparatusminor modification - it was well conceived and planned of gliders. The flier or proxy flier of an indoor rubberwith adequate safeguards. Certainly the present protest model must either hold the model or wind the motor; aux-machinery is inadequate to the task - one is very lucky iliary winding devices which facilitate one-man windinif a decision is made within six months. are permitted if operated by the flier. Motors of cone
trol line models may be started and regulated by an

Special Announcement!! assistant.

Due to the extremely short deadline between the INDOOR FLYING SCALE
official announcement of the FAI IndoorTeamSelection __ , yey
Program (March '65 Model Aviation) and the April 30 cut- The Case For The Small Model

8 ©

off for local qualifying meets, John Worth has asked me
~~

Te mo

to announce that local qualification meets only may be by Fred Weitzel
sanctioned directly through AMA HQ. All other meets must

ee, ee ;

—_

go through the District Contest Coordinator as usual. The local armory here has a 30' ceiling with girders © "

20' high and 15' apart. This adds up to an impressive
Special emphasis should also be given to one other maze of girders and their supporting structures. It soon

matter - your FAI stamp. You must have the stamp now, became apparent that to try to fly a scale job through it
or purchase it at the local qualification meet before you all (or in spite of it) just wasn't practical. The
can enter - any FAI qualification event for that matter. "“vyounce!" ~ recovery from upset - of most scale jobs isn'tThis 1s as it should be ~ the money is needed to support really good enough; so it was decided to limit the climb
the FAI program so that the program can be continued and fly beneath the beams.

-

without using an excess of regular AMA funds.

alification Trials Scheduled This didn't work out any too well, either. To get.ee Qe ee eeeee OO oe vu vitae any time with the 24" span model being used, reduced
7 power was necessary ~ which made the model unstable. TheEASTERNZONE
ee, _ 4 adjustment ranged from difficult to impossible. Better

Lakehurst, New Jersey - Tuesday, April 27, 1965 results were obtained from a smaller model (18" span) -
C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey it was stable on minimum power but couldn't realize its

real potential duration.
Washington, D. C. ~ date not established

"
st Ra. O04. Greenbelt, Md. Finally, a still smaller one - 15° span ~ was calledTom Vallee, 9136 Edmonston #304, ,

on. It could be rete in a ton below circle to fly
between the girders (see sketch below and thus thereNORTH CENTRALZONE
was no need to limit the climb. The climb on moderately

Detroit, Michigan - date not established
_. 7

strong power turned out to be just short of the ceiling.Paul Crowley,32604TeeleDr.,Warren, Nichtesn dna teagea chtoa these Te naewaaea coeriete mayeeeeent
light without interruption or contact with obstacles.Chicago, Illinois ~ April 10, 1965 (pending approval) flig

Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd. Place, Chicago, Ill. A few more tries showed that the pattern could be
;

‘ repeated consistently - all you had to do was to launch

SOUTH CENTRAL ZONE from the right spot. (Anybody got a piece of chalk?)

Dallas, Texas - March 28, 1965 "
So, the very small model proved to be the answer to_

4a Wa Richardson, Texas How to fly scale’ in this limited site. The model inWally Staat, 815 Wister ys
~

question is a Fairchild 22, although the particular
WESTERN ZONE design used probably doesn't matter as long as the model
Seeteh oe a, ee .

. a Da can make a small enough circle without too much sacrifice
Santa Ana, California - April 11, 1965 in efficiency.
Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol, Santa Ana, Calif. rsFE

30 FT
Moffet Hangar- April 18, 1965 (pending approval) (C&tbine)y
‘Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif,

_

INDOORRULES
|

a,Record Trial Attendance Proposal
. no €T.

This proposal, outlined in the Jan. '65 INAV, was

tabled temporarily at the request of AMA Executive Dir-
a

/ 7

ector pending receipt of information on similar propo-
sals in other events.

ee OLOEICA LOLOLLALO LOL LLALL A I TET TEI ETLRCE TET EOSINCR TEER EHHEIE SOCAN AOCRENNNEA te ANALG EERO et eRarnaa oem nuptneanenierenerniinimathatinetierepelfuttn hates tena wepdenerDRLIER:Re G8 hited igrientaeyeytesenseegentttinpstrtuabanntinneninmmremioneniehtigeniNhon
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POSTAL CONTESTS! DoubleBearing
howe .

trae Most of the smaller rubber powered ROG type kits will
Bud_Tenny vs_D._C.Maxecutors ~ prscor ae a aian't sena

.-«-deMeLIt from the addition of a double thrust bearing -

times for second best Flicht) ee ER the flight pattern can’more easily be trimmed to small
| &

7

sites by using side thrust working against rudder trim.
oo “am: : Fe

.
Remove the head of a straight pin, bend a hook init, and

oto 0:3 O = 1102 Regere Patterson Ofec8 push it through the motor stick as shown below. A right
<earew eam

. Bob Randolph 0:35.0 angle bend on top gives something to glue down so it will
ce Tom Valles. 0:34.6 stay put. Bend 1t right or left for side thrust - bend

soe it forward (dotted line) to give down thrust.
Bud Tenny vs. Jon Wexler (M.I.T.) - Indoor HLG SO Gove -

tt ASSES
mo

‘ 44M oTok Srick
Bud - 1:02 Jon - 1:05.8 :

Dallas vs. Kokomo Aero Team- Paper Stick 7
7

fe—Beut Pin
.

Bob Wilder 10:12.4 Bernard Boehm 7116.1 —_

.

Bt .

Bud Tenny 3702 +0 crack Borneman 6:28.0 NEWS FROM AROUNDTHE WORLD
a 2

Jim Clem 240.5 Easy B times ~ no paper ;

stick entrants due to
_ ILLINOIS - CHICAGO

| wom four’ states entered the
bad weather) Twenty-four contestants fromfour’states entere _

ene .

a.

8th Annual ChicagoAeisonuts Indoor Contest. With 56
.

,

temperaturesand moderate drift, the winning times were: sty!Dallas vs. Kokomo Aero Team-Indoor HLG ete ee. 6d, HLG - 1239.5, Randy Richmond; Open HLG - 1256.2, Tom

. . Stone;Jr.EasyB - 7:52.2, George Bucic; Open Easy B - *

pod Penny 1200-1 aoenang Boehm 1:00-6 i4813.1, Charlie Sotich; Paper Stick - 15:24.9, Tom Stone;
‘

a
- Indoor Stick- 20:21.7, Charlie Sotich. The next Chicago oe

indoor meét will be April’3;Novice event - Pre-fab, Jr.
e & =~ p . se |

“ .

: wetDallas 7s cases 2 Paper Stick
; —— . events - HLG and Easy B, Openevents ~ HLG, Paper Stick she

Due to different ceiling heights, a "fudge factor" and Indoor Stick.
be, “

42 = 1.34.
Bs ©was used 751 / 1.3

.

INDIANA - KOKOMO
|

a -
. , “

la . 324, The Kokomo Aero Team's February meet was “halfway aBo tore04 (1.34) = 13238 George Bucic 1310325 snowed out - second inarow. Sure hasbeenabad winter 2
Bud Tenny Bob Yurkowski 1130841 for indoor meets! BernardBoehmwonEasy B with 7:16. é

9:02 (1.34) = 12:05 and tied ('64 rules) with Bob Larsh in HLG at 0:41.0. The. ~
Jim Clem , tie-breaking second flight by Bob won it - (0:39.6 vs. a

8:40.5 (1.34) = 11:36 0:37.0 for Bernard). The next contest is set for March
;

he
21 at Bunker Hill AFB - better luck next time! me

y :
- '/4o' = 4, aBud Tenny vs. Jim Kagawa - Paper Stick (150'/ 139) wieHIGAN - ANN ARBOR

| a me
ad - 9:02 . = 17:11) dim - 11213. : The Ann Arbor Airfoilers have also been goofed by e syms eaalt Poaily heat Jim thatbad - nis time was on weather - their Feb. 26 meet was snowedout! They plan

= =
half turns, and his model was wrecked before hecould _

‘the next one for March 19, with Easy B and HLG - separate
take another flight) events for Jr. and Open. Contact Dick Black, 1313

a

~ ee
re oe . ,Covington, Ann Arbor, Michigan for more details. “

/ RECORDS? MAYBE MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS” See ee

“4

.

The McDonnell club is following through on their very “

CLIFF MODEL CLUB ANNUAL. INDOOR MEET pee et ooeiing active season with big contest (trophies through three

: “sentor HLG - 0:34.3 + 0133.8= 1208.1 places) on March 28, 1965. Jr. Events - HLG and Easy B; ae
sae “Don Chancey Sr.-Open Events - HLG, Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick. ae
: ot, D The site is the Washington University Field House, time. fae

In the future, HLG records will be recorded as two
; 3200AMto RoeM: CD - Art Frost, 4944 Geraldine St., oe

flight totals with no mentionof individual flights, to “St. Louis, Mo. 65115. is
conform to AMA practice. For those who wondered about

oo,

a
the 64:10 FAI record listed in the Feb. '65.M.A., it was PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH 00 official -

oo
a two-flight total. I have been assuredthat this was xty-three contestants made over 500 officia vn

contest scoring is called out. for a two flight total, but
_

ium in the first annual Allegheny County Indoor Air Meet.
7

all mention I have seen of the international record has
_

“This meet is patterned after the Great Lakes Indoor Air a
been a single flight listing.

ues ~ ~ »<Meet, and should do a lot to help bot ndoor an¢ outdoor :

modeling. The fellows in Pittsburgh worked hard on this
Sa

JUNIOR HINTS
— “one, and justly deserve a lot of credit for the success the

oe

———
a

of this meet. .
Just as the HINTS AND KINKScolumnisintended to be TEXAS ~ FT. WORTH-DALLAS “

a source of ideas on how we can build our models easier The Cliff Model Club's Annual Indoor Contest was a SS
- or better or faster, this column will be a source of rousing success - there were more entries than at any ;

ideas for the harassed counselor or Leader Member who previous indoor contest ever held in the Dallas area ee
has decided to teach basic indoor to 4group of young except for the Nats. The glider end of the building was we

Juniors. The hints presented here should outlinea way turbulent enough to cause gliders to spin down, and times ee
of doing things within the range of skill possessed by showed it. In spite of the turbulence the Stick times. a
the average youngster ~- the goal should be a more easily were higher than at previous meets, but mike ships were be
built model which will fly better. The emphasis is to unable stand the gaff - the top three times were Paper ns

get a workable model airborne within the "attention span" Stick models. The top times: HLG - 1:08.1, Don Chancey; oa

of the youngster - once they have a working model, they Indoor Stick - 10:12.4, Bob Wilder; Tow Line Glider - _
will have greater incentive to improve the next one. 0:57.2, Mike Ransom; Indoor Scale =~ 0:37.5 (73.1 points), -

Se ‘Casey Hornbeck; Helicopter -4:52, Casey Hornbeck.
Composite Prop The rousing success of the Drill Hall meet and the

, “ MO ' continued success of the Cat. I sessions encouraged the
The plastic props found in small rubber model kits

_
CMC toseheduleaCat.Imeet forApril 4 at the Arling-

= =
are pretty good, but most of them are short on diameter ton site, 1 PM to8 PM. Events will be Indoor Stick, HLG cS
and long on weight. If,the bladesarecut off close to and Scale. Jerry Murphy, 1740 Sharon, Arlington, Texas. Sy
the hub as shown below (scissors will work on most props)

.

:

and &@ new balsa blade is glued to the bottom of the old
_

WASHINGTON, D.C.
oe

o
4 plade,alighter and more efficient prop will result. The D.C. Maxecutorsarevirtuallycertain of having

Kids can do it all ~ just make them balance the "stub" on.
| anexcellent 32’sitefor theirApril11contest. The ws

a pin before and after the new bladesareattached._ "events they plan arér HLG, “Indoor Stick” (limitedtoClass ~

“BeApESs AS
' Bwmodels, both mike and paper) and Indoor Scale. Contact

ray
cur

_

gd. Harris, Box 282c, Route 1, Harding Rd., Laurel, Md.
Shown By Derreo for final site details. a
LINES \



FUN MODELS| A_LOOK AT YESTERYEAR
Even though most of us take our indoor models pretty 1938 NATS RESULTS

seriously, there are times when it is fun to tackle some
Oo

a BS

off-beat projects. This column will report on some of Junior Indoor Stick
.

Senior Indoor Stick
these projects; if you're looking for an ice-breaker for

-
‘

potential indoor fliers, here is a source of material, Edward Domohowski 15:08.2 Hewitt Phillips 21:53.8
_

Arthur Beckington 12:27.2 Milt Huguelet 21:06.0
The Limited Model— Mike Gajdos ~

9341.0 Walter Lees 20:34.2
_ _ W. Newlin Hewson 8316.0 Charles Belsky 20:03.2

This project originated with the Tech Model Aircraft- Wilfred Bobier 6319.2 Harry Dolfi 18:30
ers of M.I.T. and the info was furnished by The Lone
Renger (Larry Renger) and Jon Wexler. The contestant is Open Indoor Stick

.

Senior Cabin
.

furnished one piece of 1/32" sheet, 12" x 3", one piece
of 1/8" x 1/4" palsa 12" long, a 6" plastic prop with Carl Goldberg 19:11.6 Milt Huguelet 13350.0
wire to fit, aluminum tubing to fit the wire, thread, Thomas Hanis 18:42,2 James Cahill 13300.4
glue and lots of encouragement. The sketches below show Ed Fulmer 18314.0 John Stokes, Jr. 12:42.0
several different designs which have been successful, but Alvin Gaskill, Jr. 163:50.8 Charles Belsky 12335.0
there is room for many more ideas! Bruno Marchi 16:39.9 Richard Obarski 12333.8

Jon Wexler says this about his design: "Due to turn- Open Cabin
:

ing problems encountered with large span, high aspect
ratio wings shown above mine,I looked into shorter, Henry Struck 16:01.0
stubbier wings. As far as assembly goes, this is a poor Bruno Marchi 12:22.2
design - too many little bits and pieces. However, this James Matulis 12:01.8
plane has done 2:36.4 in the MIT Armory and is now the Curtis Janke 11:15.2
record holder. The shorter wing does turn much better." Ed Fulmer 9:52.8

|

Other hints: The best commercial plastic prop is by The above results came from "The National Model Air-~
North Pacific - they sell 2 for 15¢. The props should be plane Meet in Pictures," published by Frank Zaic. Many
balanced and the blades thinned until it weighs about one thanks to Frank for making this information available.
gram. One very effective method of trim is to heat the

, ,

.

,

prop hub and warp in more pitch. Note that the 1/8" x

1/4" motor stick can be sliced into smaller pieces and
parts of the remains can be used fortail boom, mounting °

for the tube (thrust bearing) and even ribs at dihedral
joints on the wing.

a
oo ae

3 ao© PLASTIC PROP
pease eso RIGHT WING| ee 4 TIME 1:96

oe ‘3 gxgxie OVERALL
pe hee LEFT WING

|

4

ad eee NT ep ve, o Pee tas |
STAB

|

+ :

; 4
F TRACTOR DESIGN BY

~

0" PROF LARRABEE

— +—t TIME HI9 15) ALTITUDE

4 MOTOR STICK

12‘ CANARD DESIGN BY »

|

THE LONE RENGER

STAB | a |

. a. . 2 2" ' \

,

——~$4.—

+++ gXaXl2 STICK8
,

“NCUT OFF AND SPLICE TO FORM BOOM”
—

STAB "

WING CENTER PANEL —-}
.

TIME 2364
" IN M.LT ARMORY

WING TIP FRONT \

peace | face]| 7Oe>
pot gt gt <4 —<——_

— 3}- 35 39 he, z
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,

/ SECURE ALL PARTS wen!
" a a

Fun Movers THE MODELER I$ LIMITED TO: gpX3X12 AND 3X GX IZ BALSA

AND A 6 PLASTIC PROP WIRE
, TUBING, THREAD, ETC MAY BE UTILIZED. THREE 1 iRe SHAFT

—

:

— 34
.

1 18 CRITI FOR LONG FLIGHTS.SUCESSFUL DESIGNS ARE SKETCHED MIGHT.WE GHT 15 CRITICAL FOR. LONG F. vatas HER He £00. TUBE MOTOR STICK DETAIL
THIN TAIL SURFACES AND PARTS OF WING TO zy OR LESS. 00 WOT THIN WING

GLASS BEAD
LEADING EDGE MUCH. CHAMBER IS BENT INTO WINGS AND HELD WITH RIBS.

a .

LOWER ASPECT RATIO DESIGNS CIRCLE BETTER. PROPS CAN ALSO BE LIGHTENED DRAWN BY

AND PITCH INCREASED BY TWISTING HEATED BLADES. c Mother
12-20-64
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NEWSand VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

.
|

##**eNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY###¥ °°
°° | spelled out by the 1964 Executive Council, with the stip-

renee earn ulation that the Chairman would not be a competitor in
New Members! the program he is administering.

EDWARD BESHAR, 10 Ridge Place, Pelham, N. Y. 10800
,
The appointee is “Tom Finch, and there is no doubt of

MIKE RANSOM, 207 West Abrams, Arlington, Texas Tom's qualificationsfor the post. Although Tom volun-
HARUTO SHIMAZU, 18 North T Avenue, National City, Calif. teered for the Job, he was recommended by members of the
FUDO TAKAGI, 2168 Newton Ave., San Diego 13, Calif. FAI Indoor Committee and by AMA HQ.

Tom has already assumed command of the program andNIMASAwards requested that the members of the FAI Indoor Committee
assume responsibility for. coordinating the team select- S|

in MINASAwardat are being processed for the follow- ion events in their own areas. He has requested that all oO
& Pass such arrangements be completed by May 1, so if you are

a

involved in the set-up of the team selection program as onCat. I Silver HLGAward a CD, please coordinate your planning with the member of .

the FAI Indoor Committee for your Zone. A listing of
:Larry Renger 0327.5 Bud Tenny 0:27.2 their addresses a t

: :
ppear in the Feb. '65 INAV and the March

Ed Collins 0325 oe Hal Blubaugh 0:25.3 165 Model Aviation,
.

o

Cate ISilver RubberAward FAI Protests- A Second Look .

Bud zenny Hios.6 i Boubaugh yisere Last month I indicated I had been informed that the oa

Eric Vogel 10:17
Ten Day Protest Procedure was in the final stages of 4

° official action by the contest boards. On page 4 of the i
Spread The Word! April '65 Model Aviation you will find the text of the
ppreag,ineworar ¥ 7 ,

. jmesulting proposal. This is the required first printing
ro we . : ae

of a new proposal - which places it a minimum of three
:

.
When Bob Clemens moved to Rochester, N. Y., he noted

é
a 23' smooth ceiling gym in his office building (he works months away from acceptance or rejection by the contest 4

for Kodak) but had no time to do anything about it. When boards. To offset the late schedule of this proposal,
he did set up a flying demonstration there recently, he an announcenent indicates the proposal will be used in

went "whole hog" and had the event covered by the company
the interim "where applicable until and unless superceded

newspaper. When this comes out, approximately 32,000 by final vote changes.
Kodak employees will read about indoor and see pictures
of models in flight. So, there's another idea for us to

A
If you study the proposal, you will find it a large

try out - company newsletters are anxious for news of mprovenent over the existing procedure - in fact, it may

employee activities ~ expecially those unusual ones such well be a very fine means of dealing with AMA protests in

as flying indoor models! spite of the lack of resemblance to the petition which
initiated the action,

'Another ReaderWrites! However, there are some facets of this proposal which
Dear Bud (in my opinion) render it unfit for dealing with FAI

’ protests - which leaves us right where we were two years
\ ago! Specifically, I object to the use of volunteerbavisit 8 a sneaky technique for increasing glider officials to handle appeals, and I object to the one hour

8 ys limit for filing the original protest.
As you know, wing tips give off vortices which

rotate tn on the top. out on the bottom. These vortices work © hardship on me one eee time oimit ror rer may
’ ane

!

, n o have ong stance

.

cancel cut ve a pure downward component on the centerline
to travel and must leave at the end of their flights. Ifof the model. an irregularity comes up after they leave, they have no

he rear of the recourse in the case of the one hour limit. Since therepoder Lt ta wotetbe teFOCUS thevortices onto the tail is provision made for "protests apart from the conduct of

surfaces. If you raise the vertical fin well above the a contest | “oars ce way tote: aay feats way not

centerline of the wing you can see that the air velocity h li ie ak a
P
f AMA : € one

ttern will always try to center the fin in the cancel- Our ue mames Gooe sense ror meets which are over
pa

tL
and done with that day, but FAI team selection programs

ling area of the vortices. go on for months!

If the model is built as suggested, when the model is
disturbed from 1ts normal path, the rudder is re-centered re eee oF wiligies (possibly) the three4 . tae.
by vortices SET UP PRIOR TO THE DISTURBANCE! Thus it not timtt eetablinhedin Par. 1.23.1 for anawer ofapread me

only re-~stabilizes the model, but returns it to its orig- besides the chance of never receiving an answer. Most
inal flight path. of the elected andappointed AMA officials are dedicated

Sin 1 and hard working people, fully capable of handling AMA

L rit a business in the best possible manner - just as it should
0° TP be. However, there are no provisions for the rare cases

AT TNDOOR REPORT when such officials neglect their duties- at least onceFON | FAI _INDOOR REPORT in recent years an AMA official neglected his duties and
7 a, ointed was re-elected to another term to repeat the act! There

.FAI Indoor Chairman A
are no provisions for the key AMA official to appoint an

A memo from John Worth to the FAI Indoor Committee alternate to handle his business in case he is sent out
dated March 31, 1965, reminded the committeethat its out of town on company business - or for personal reasons
official status ended with the start of the team select- for that matter. What is such a man to do? He receives
ion program and the appointmentofanFATIndoorChair- no pay from AMA and his livelihood comes first. If he

man to oversee the program. This change in procedure was has important mail forwarded, the three day limit will
.

* aanenennnagecnnenttinsetnstacaataaaeaneetanatnantnintasenisvaminemtananmtininatnsiininiR TEEiS tal NS lglg sph ge



have expired before he can act. For that matter, there
_

local contests by permitting the use of plastic com-
should be a stipulation requiring Air Mail Special Del~ nercial propellers; provided advance notice is given
ivery to be used for protest handling - from personal n contest announcements.

experience I know mail can be delayed more than three
Gays without special handling. There shall be no restrictions on covering material,

but Met te re eee eee nere ney spectty ne corerans _—_
The alternative is clear ~- have salaried AMA offic- materia o be used for a given event, provided advance “ ~~

tals handle the protest appeal. Since we have a business poteee is gover ra Gotten andvoncnet ppurther res-office, financed with our money, we have a right to rictions on Easy esign and/or construction may be

assume that such officials will make provisions for han- made by the Contest Director for specific events provided
dling their business in case they are out of town. Thus, advance notice is given in contest announcements.

_

the time limit has meaning and we have a way to prevent -

future neglect of duties by any such official. *This phrase is under discussion by the Committee.
Team Selection Trials Schedule STATEOFTHEART

Local Qualification Trials This month's modelwonthirdat the '64 Nats; just
one minute out of first. It can be considered to be a

DENVER, COLORADO - April 4, 1965 Cat. I transitional model, since it uses high aspect ratio wing
Ed Collins, 4318 East Utah Place, Denver, Colo. 80222 with 25% stab on traditions wength etiek and Doom. The

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - April 10, 1965 Cat. II Nats winner lost a couple of wings an nally was hung
Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629 and demolished before it could further distinguish itself

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA - April 11, 1965 Cat. III in contests. Charlie built another with 12" boom which
Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol, Santa Ana, Calif. showed promise ~ but it met a similar fate, Either this

HAMPTON, VIRGINIA - April 14, 1965 Cat. I version or the extended boom version should be a good
Bob Champine, 25 Beechwood Dr., Yorktown, Va. 23490 model if you're considering a new model - the curved out-~

FT, WORTH, TEXAS - April 24, 1965 Cat. I lines on the tips are all parabolic developments and are
Jesse Shepperd, 5312 Odessa, Ft. Worth, Texas easy to lay out.

WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA - April 25, 1965 Cat. II
Tom Vallee, 9136 Edmonston Rd. #304, Greenbelt, Md. POSTAL CONTESTS!

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA - April 25, 1965 Cat. III
Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfietd Dr., Santa Ana, Calif. Bud Tenny vs. Jon Wexler ~ Indoor HLG (Cat. II)

DETROIT, MICHIGAN ~ May 2, 1965 Cat. IIPaul Crowley, 32604 Tecla Dr., Warren, Michigan Bud - 1:11.8 Jon ~ 1:21
LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY - April 27, 1965 (bending)

C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey Dallas Area (26') vs, Elmira, N. Y. (20')Fudge factor 1.3

QuarterFinals First Meet - Cat. I HLG

DALLAS, TEXAS - April 25, 1965 Cat. II Eric Vogel 0:52.3 Bob Trampenau 0:41.8(1.3) 0:54.34
Wally Staat, 813 Wisteria Way, Richardson, Tex. 75080 Bud Tenny 0:52 Jim Mayes 0241.2(1.3) 0:53.56

DENVER, COLORADO (QF may be pending in April)
Ed Collins, 4318 East Utah Place, Denver, Colo. 80222 Second Meet - Cat. I HLG

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA ~ May 9, 1965 Cat. III
Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St., Santa Ana, Calif. Larry Renger 0:54.5 Jim Mayes 0:42.6(1.3) 0:55.28

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA, May 16, 1965 Cat. III Bud Tenny O:54,3 Bob Trampenau 02:41.8(1.3) 0:54.34
Joe Bligri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. oo

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - May 22, 1965 Cat. II Dallas Area vs. D. C. Maxecutors - Cat. II Paper Stick
Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629 ee

DETROIT, MICHIGAN ~ date pending Cat. II Bob Wilder 10:12.4 Tom Vallee 9355.0
Paul Crowley, 32604 Tecla Dr., Warren, Michigan Bud Tenny 9:02.0 Bill Bigge 8:51.8

LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY - May 25, 1965 (pending) Jim Clem 8:40.5 Bob Randolph 8:27.00
C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey

Postal Challengers
Local Qualification Trials Results HOR

teoweaenkers
, Jim Mayes and Bob Trampenau (Elmira Indoor Model AirplaneDALLAS, TEXAS - March 28, 1965 (42' ceiling) Club, Elmira, N.Y., challenge any other group to Cat. I

Five entrants, four qualifiers: HLG, using a fudge factor equal to ratio of ceilingJim Clem 12:12 13345 e5257 heights of respective sites. 1965 AMA rules.
Bud Tenny 12:08 11:37 4329?Eric Vogel 9:13 10:31 19:3 HINTS AND KINKS
Nickey Jones 9:43 9:52 19335 ee

DENVER, COLORADO - April 4, 1965 (34! ceiling) Microfilm Hint
trants, th alifiers:ro colina. e 10:00. gic 19:45 Dick Ganslen suggested that spots of rubber cement

Hal Blubaugh 6:20 3:23 9243 on the hoop would help pick up big sheets of microfiln,
Bob Greider 2:57 2:50 5:47 but I went whole hog and coated the entire film area of

the hoop plus the sides adjacent to that surface. wt had
INDOOR RULES been pouring large gold and silver sheets of very "dry

a film which had been slipping on the wet hoop and tearing
More Proposals as I picked it up. After the rubber cement was applied,
—ore

sropose.s I got four sheets from four tries! Excellent hint!
The following proposal now under study by the Indoor

Rules Committee resulted directly from comments made on JUNTOR HINTS
the Indoor Rules Questionaire circulated in 1964;

Easy Curved RibsBasy Curvea
Ribs

t Secti 8:Add the following to Section

shee eee, juniors whohaven’t developed enough8.22 EASY B MODELS. The Easy B model clas has been coordination to siice acceptable curved ribs can still
established to encourage a transition from outdoor models build wings with lifting airfoil. The method is to use

to indoor type models, and as an ideal beginner indoor ‘the old time soak-bend~and-bake approach with a modern
model. The Easy B model class shall not be eligible to pouch are airfoils. Most yongganee can learn to use

set National Records (except where the model meets the oueEeeabeae BMTonethe aoe sonar Stripsandtion.)* °specifications of another indoor model classification.) Select a large deep skillet about to" in diameter, 6 sim-
.

ar pan or simply a curved piece of aluminum bent to aOtel meet thefollowingepecifivationes MODELS+ Easy B 5" radius arc. The wet strips are then laid out on the ~~

(it really sticks to wetobjectslike thoy says thes
_ an shall not be cks et objects e ey say). enTanger than ioe Drevectes wine span eha22 n

cae eae ee mene oOo Fer ,POmtmatee., oF
. a be larger g rown. e remnants of the tapé can beHine gore The wing chord shall not be be removed with acetone or similar thinner, and the ribs can

Propeller - The propeller blades shall be construced be trimmed to fit in a 3% or 4" wing - some of the curve

entirely from wood with the following exception: comes out after the wood cools, so the camber comes to

Special novice or beginner events can be set up for about 8% ~ just right!
w
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THE LAB ‘

;

| Flight Testing
;

In the Feb. '64 INAV I proposed a fairly comprehen- with 8:10.4, and Bill Giesking won HLG with 0:50.8. In
sive flight testing program which would permit a number case you are wondering, Denver's 6000' altitude does make~~
of evaluations of indoor model performance. Response to a difference, and these are good times for their 34° site
the idea, at least in terms of correspondence, was zero.
A long-standing suspicion that the German team has spent ILLINOIS - CHICAGO

; hundreds of hours in detailed scientific testing of every The Madison Street Armory has been jumping with meets
facet of indoor models has been well confirmed by reading lately - A Cat. II meet on April 3 and Round I FAI on the
the Hacklinger thesis. So why don't we test? following week. The FAI results are not in, but the

indoor contest was hotly contested. The winners: Jr.
In the time I have been publishing INAV, I have had HLG - 1:53.8, Jim Thornberry; Jr. Easy B ~ 8:38.0, Jim

many long discussions about model performance and flight Thornberry; Open HLG - 2:04.%4, Tom Stone; Open Paper
characteristics. Sooner or later, each discussion bogged Stick ~ 18:16.1, Wally Mumper; Open Indoor Stick - 26:29.
down - each time the difficulty was lack of agreement or The Chicago meet’ will be May 1, 1965 with Jasco ROG for
lack of knowledge of the behavior of the model during a novice event, HLG & Easy B for Juniors and HLG, Paper

_

each part of the flight. For example, 2 common assump- Stick & Indoor Stick for Open contestants.
tion has been that forward speed of the model is about

equal during climb, cruise and descent. I have observed MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T.
models which did indeed appear to meet this stipulation, The M.I.T. sessions may have lacked a certain number
put I have also measured as much as 40% total variation of serious fliers, but the sessions have been lots of fun

|

in forward speed during the flight, with reason to think for those who attended. Jon Wexler’s consistent HLG has
that some models would vary even more. kept certain postal opponents hopping, and Harry Lerman

has been getting good times in A ROG and B Paper. The
Thus, it 1s apparent that some flight testing will be remaining sessions are April 17 and May 15, 4:30 to 8:30

necessary before meaningful studies of model performance PM. Contact Jon Wexler, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge,
can be made. I firmly believe that we have reached a Mass. 02139 for confirmation and details,

: plateau of performance which we will not greatly exceed a

without some application of scientific measurements to
|

ee ccgoeRor? ‘ ttt 1 t in Detroit
; our testing program. I agree that we can still try a new The indoor season is getting a slow start in Detroit,
i at least the serious flying part of it. Between cold} prop and note (for example) that the average RPM is lower
{ weather and non-availability of the State Fair Coliseun,than beforeand the flight time with a given number of

h ‘4 h t April 2 196turns 18 somewhat higher. However, Just what part of the the first major events the State Meet on ders oP 905
flight benefitted from the change? Without being able to which features special events for novices besides the

a determine what usual indoor events. For more details contact Ed Stoll,answer that question, it is much harder to
de what i 4 chi

on the new prop is better; if you can't pin down where 7319 Marjorie, Detroit 13, Michigan.
the new prop excells, how can you know how to improve SOUTH AFRICA - CAPE
the prop design? Pat Curtis says that indoor activity has ground toa.

halt in South Africa - the old bugaboo of no sites shotIf you need further argument that selentific testing them down. It seems they can't even find one to rent!is important, please note that FAI outdoor types.(George Anyway, there are several fellows raring to go anytimeXenakis and Fred Pearce, to name two) and U/C fliers there is a place to fly - wish them luck!
(Bill Netzeband,for example) are regularly making careful
measurements of flight and power parameters. I believe TEXAS ~ DALLAS-FT. WORTH —
that even the most practical indoor flier will admit that .° The "regular" indoor season ground to a halt here
we stand to gain more (relatively speaking) than the out- with the Cliff Model Club's Cat. I contest. The meet wasobocryacionswith sccuracs ereee mare, the necessary hotly contested, with Bud Tenny winning Indoor Stick with
observation u . 11:29, Larry Renger (just passing through town deliber-

ately!) winning HLG with 0:54.5 a,d Sturgill winningSince we know very little about the flight profiles Scale with 58.7 points. Other highlights: Bob Wilder's
of our models, let's start with some simple measurements just missing the Paper Stick record twice, and Larrythat almost anyone can make: Renger's "Limited" making beautiful flights and converts

to the idea of flying “limited”. All the indoor fliers
1. Prop RPM ~ count 15 revolutions against a stopwatch in the area really appreciate the excellent support of

once each minuteunter rises once every two minutes Indoor by the CMC - the art made great strides here this
from cruise un ouchdown,. d iple b

2. Flight speed - Measure or estimate flight circle dia- Teer cluble ceoneoeshie etter to fly made poss & PY

meter and altitude gained or lost for each circle of
Meanwhile, in Ft. Worth, Jess Shepperd announced hisflight; time the length of each flight circle so the

’

flight speed can be computed This measurement must FAI Round I would be in the 24' R, D. Evans Recreation
.

° a Center on April 24, the night before Round II. Contactbe correlated to prop RPM (start the RPM count and
I

’

ess at 5312 Odessa, Ft. Worth, Texas, AX -2-1368, Areaflight circle timing together). Code 817 for site location and times. °

The above measurements can be made by a crew of three
WASHINGTON, D.Cpeople, and only the owner of the model needs to be an aac

indoor flier. Appoint one crewman to be flight timer and Right at the last minute, the D. C. Maxecutors were

recorder, and let one count RPM The third man can time forced to shift their Cat. I contest to the 20' smooth
’ '

. ceiling gym at the Suitland Senior High, 5000 Silver Rd.,the circles and estimate the altitude change; however, he
S tuitland, Md. Although the results aren't in yet, this ;would have to time alternate circles sincehemust have livewire club should produce good times in any sitetime to read the watch and call out altitude change. To
The Maxecutor-sponsored FAL Round I will ohther be inlog every circle another timer would be necessary. The
the same site or in Hangar #9 at Andrews AFB. Everyoneflight timer and recorder should signal the start of each

measurement period and record the numbers as they are
interested in attending please contact Tom Vallee, 9136

called out by the other timers
y EdmonatonRa. #304, Greenbelt, Md. 20770 for final choice

° of date and for times of meet.

Any site can be used which has relatively low drift;
the only stipulation should be that the model is flown

in.

RECORDS?MAYBE!
such a manner as to avoid hitting the top - otherwise the

.

cruise figures (the most important) would be distorted.
DALLAS FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL March 28, 1965Cat. II, Drill Hall at Dallas NAS, 42'ceiling.If anyone 1s interested in this type of approach, please Junior FAI 9:13 + 10:31, 19:44, Erie Vogel-

e . 9 * > ge
.give it a try and let the results be known. It will take Open FAI ~ 12:12 + 13:45, 25:57. Jim Clemhundreds of flights to get truly definitive results, but CLIFF MODEL CLUB INDOOR CONTEST , A Ll 4 1965early results can point the way to more effective tests pr 2

. later in the program Cat. I, Arlington Rec. Hall, 26' ceiling. ee° Junior¢ Stier torts Erie Vogel| :pen ~ 3 + 98 : ju ennyNEWSFROMAROUNDTHEWORLD Open HLG - 0:54.5, Larry Renger
COLORADO - DENVER CHICAGO INDOOR CONTEST - April 3, 1965 75' Ceiling

The Martin Model Masters have had their share of snow Cat. II, Madison Street Armory, Chicago, Illinois
problems, but in recent weeks they have had two well. Junior HLG - 1:53.8, Jim Thornberry
attended indoor sessions ~ their monthly contest and the Junior Paper Stick ~- 14:58.1, Jim Thornberry
FAI local qualifications (results elsewhere). Ed Collins Open FAI ~- 26:29 + 20:53, 47:22, Tom Stone
won Indoor Stick with 11:05.6, Bob Greider won B Paper

__.

_
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PROP _FORUM/LOW POWER under discussion:
|

In the last year and one-half I have made various
|

TURNS IN TURNS OUT TIME RPM RUBBER WT. MODEL WT.
-

. peports and suggestions about using rubber weighing less
eS

than the airframe for low ceiling flying; I have also Prop "a" .

nade various suggestions about increasing prop efficiency ”
’ mhich have yet to be proved, except by inference. This 1230 495 9:32 77-5 021 o2. -037 02. -

report combines information about both techniques, since 1380 540 12312 69 5021 .037 -

the prop designs presented develop more thrust per unit 1440 390 13245 76 6024 °037
of input torque than do conventional props with the same 1500 600 11306 81 021 037 ves

plade area and blade area distribution. Thus, the props Max turns for this motor approx. 2000 a
fit well into a low power test program and may well be s
necessary to supplement the application of low power Prop "B" =
flight techniques. Only an exhaustive and definitive a

prop test program is likely to yield the answers to all 1290 375 11359 76 .030 oz. 0022 OZ. a
questions raised by this technique - as for myself, I am 990 600 6330* 60 027 oz. .019 oz. ~
committed to these techniques until they are proved to be Max turns first motor approx. 2200; second motor 2500 o
faulty. A review of my own flying results in the year “
I have been using this method shows a marked increase in Prop *c*
the performance of my models - which may only prove that

.

my application of conventional techniques was faulty. 1380 420 12308 79 2040 02%. 2027 02. ven
1470 420 14:20 73.5 040 027 “ate

Three prop designs are presented at the bottom of the Max turns for this motor approx. 2500,
Dorsal Dip plans and prop block info is presented below.
Props "A" and "B" were built on block I, prop "C" was *This flight made in 16' site with a smaller wing on *
built on block II. The block dimensions are presented the same model and much lower humidity. =

below in tabular form: a
The flights logged above were made under ideal flight

,

Dimension A B C D conditions except for high humidity (over 80%) which made mh
ae ee larger than normal rubber size necessary. Comparison of ™

Block I 3 3/16" 1 5/8" 7 3/4" 7/16" turns in vs. max turns shows an excess of power which ve
could have been reduced by using smaller props and rubber .

Block II 3 1/4" 1 1/2" 8" 7 4/4" with smaller cross-section. More time for experimenting BS
would have permitted the usual technique of winding to a :

. greater number of turns and backing off - but this calls

‘. for extensive flight testing for reliability. It should a
.

be noted also that the above rubber loops were between

a the limits of .030" pirelli and .037"pirelli and that a

. significant decrease of rubber weight is difficult to get
©

\ without using rubber that comes in thinner strips than
‘\ pirelli! The graph below (a typical torque curve with

y 2000 turns set arbitrarily equal to the abecissa) shows
774 that with 75% of max turns installed only 57% of the max-

‘ ' imum energy storage capability of the motor was put in;

'B if the graph fitted that motor one could conclude that
os

a 32% of the energy installed remained at landing. za)
t at

. | Next month ~ An analysis of adjustable pitch props and
:

.
.

their relationtomodified pitchprops. mt

cp dds is pincer dee feee tet behEEy Lbpia pt ref, #sNa 6
peebt bbe. ae Seeegeers cucu loeeee nese eee Cee

we

. Ae ep bbe yg pede be ed bd bet bebe pep ted fb ea - tet eb: 13 oo ee “ys ae

| Niel: i iH Hy city Ape 1 | PeEy EET pe pep Se
Fy: ‘| fi al | al popes eet Ht feels meee [ a

~

Cu
|

POU AREPERREET EERE EE i THEE Pe th i ‘a

: sas
4 NL fis pldbbids, ceed ty ttt Pitt ddeehed dtCEN EEE titi Hie fou COPEPD GLEBPERE: PP) SL Ere reir

.

CNG ELLE Poa cceProps PEER
: SUEDE SET TUTETERETE ESTELLE
.

Dimension "D" in the table above is established to WECELE) Nwig baune de LEER Ee PEE PEE EER
limit the maximum pitch angle of the blade to some arbi- at et | ital HZaMente Tt 5
trary angle, assuming that the blade area near the hub be itiiis. PRM La ee PEPE. yp A
on a "true pitch" prop operates partly stalled during fyers citi) ec) eehPP oP ea rey re a
most of the flight. Experimental flights show that this } tt iid: PEpase Ph ay PELE EL PKS . ‘ oa
pitch adjustment reduces the torque required to turn the Phy binge hay TORR EEEEELEEEES| PELL EDS cae :

prop and tends to increase the average RPM. This in turn ee eee Peer ieee SEPEPEEIMEEE:
reduces the rubber cross-section required and permits an °o ptindaginn ant

i a spar.
vos

increase in the maximum number of turns possible. The 2 18 16 6G 2 ! 8 0 4 2 oO ‘

table below records some flight performances of the props
BUILT-UP BOOM COMMENTARY oe

The Nov. '64 INAV introduced the built-up tail boom a substantial improvement in torsional strength. The m
as an experimental model component. Since then, several other problem was a stress concentration at the points “
booms have been built and flown, giving some background marked "1" anda "2" which can be cured by very light cross ‘aig
of experience in both building and handling. It is clear pieces such as "A".- one on each side. For booms up to “

that the built-up boom can save considerable weight over 11" long, the longerons can be 5 lb. wood, .024" square,
booms of similar length with equal or better handling while the diagonals can be very thin (.016" to .020"
characteristics over rolled booms. square). Considerable time can be saved in construction ~

,

if the cross pieces areall cut to the same length ahead “aoe
Two weaknesses have turned up - both curable with of time. My 104" boom weighed .002 oz.

;

the foreknowledge of the problem. The first ~- torsional
,

strength - was mentioned in the November article. The For those who favor the Sotich type layout, this boom ~
modified Warren truss construction pictured below makes can be built longer for the same weight and the smaller

ae igiatiememmappe concgng SPD andfinwill result in lowermodel weight. 7
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aNEWS and VIEWS: vitor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081.
_

$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL |
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####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##*#
Semi_Fingts (EATRao SoHE teen
WEST COAST ="“June 13, “1965 cat. TIT’ eeeee

.
.

NIMAS Awards 2g Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St. Santa Ana, Calif. ¢
os ges a meee roe NORTH CENTRAL ZONE - date pending Cat. II 7° 2) 20%

Award applicationsforlastmonth:
| So Paul Crowley, 32604 Tecla Dr,, Warren, Michigan~~

pee ae pe A RE re onegr gem tgdnges: 1. SOUTH CENTRAL ZONE - June 12or dune 26, 1965 Cat. II”
Cat. I Gold HLGAward - 0:33.5, Larry Renger Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas

ce es

_

“EAST COAST”™- June 22, 1965
Cat. I Gold Rubber Award-13:01, Clarence Mather C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey

Cat. III Gold Rubber Award-40:37, Joe Bilger | QualificationTrialResults“°°
SpreadTheWord! =.

Local Trials 9") 1° 8 ES THB on Pl uecueda ene bs
The Detroit Balsa Bugs are one of the sponsors of the CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ""“Aapritt6, 7665 “datlrr"(7S") 7

annual State Meet held in Detroit, and this year they set Six entrants, five qualifiers: NE

up quite a bit of publicity for the indoorpartof the. Charlie Sotich. 22:52 23:26 46318
contest. Ed Stoll arranged for newspaper, radioand TV. Curtis Janke

|

' 20349 22:27 °° aETB
coverage and gave a 10 minute talk on indoormodelsover. Tom Stone 18:56 18312 37318
station WWI. WWJ-TV tried toflim some, OF ine SOnkes hs Dick Ganslen 14:32°° 15322 29:54
but lighting conditions were too poor for good results. a lls ; : :
Weallowe Ed a vote of thanks -.although the publicity Prarence

Hale

15S SO PEP
will help in the Detroit area more than elsewhere, the

= == = SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA - April 11, 1965 “cat. fff (155')
' word will spread outward from there.

20 7. Five entrants, four qualifiers: © =~ ||. °°.
oe re ee . Joe Bilgri

~— 34841 | 40837 1B
While our overt acts of publicity will help our cause

. Bud’ Romak |
-

pee states Lhe sba ue a ER vas,
quite a bit, there is a good lesson in the following bit Warren Williams EN BS

-“ of introspection expressed in a club newsletter. Does _ Bruce’Paton | . vr etemes nee ee Ba
0

gE wes
the following fit better than we would like?oo... com cm ee niienang oe wag EA RRES OS ee Se

;
rae

chs th aa HAMPTON, VIRGINIA-April14, 1965 cat.T(28") © oe

"We failed our spectators, who were numerous and. . Eight entrants,sixqualifiers:
?

.

unexpected, by not setting up an informationcenter to. Hewitt. Phillips 6:09 8:32 °° °° fay
dispense. information on Indoor Modelbuilding. Next year Harold Crane 5:59 °5:46 4405
we must set up a display of indoor building, microfilm Bob Champine ——s-5

48 5314 °° 44202
set-ups, and distribute plans free to these spectators to. Woody Blanchard 5:23 5:10 10333
bring Indoor Model activityto a level worthy of the pop- A. De Jessup 434° 5:03 9:37
ulation our town enjoys. Many of us were curt and abrupt Jim Kelley 3:20. 3239 6:59
to the point of discourtesy in answering questions pro- : re

posed by the many young boys and girls who expressed an.. FT, WORTH, TEXAS - April 24, 1965 Cat. I (24')
interest in ourmodels. We know, of course, that some of Four entrants, three qualifiers:  " Feed ve

this abruptness. stemmed from a desire to protect the . . Jess Shepperd 7324 7:06 os 14:29
models, but a lot of it was preoccupation with flying in

|

Mike Ransom = 6332) «6312 423447
many events and the struggle to get in the. required Bob Putnam 3338 S519 8she
flights. oe,

;
EE soe

WASHINGTON, D. C, - April 25, 1965 re
1965SOARINGYEARBOOK |

Six entrants,four qualifiers: °° 058" 8 Bn
,

Bill Bigge °° 9:40
. 122380 22:18

Since several of our membersare also glider pilots,
© _.

fom Vallee 10:44 10:21 °° BFR OS oe

this may not be as out of place as it sounds. Anyway, oe me

Reggie Batterson ~ 8138 °° 16909 mee RB
Richard Miller has announced that the 68 page SOARING

| Bob Randolph
| 9:49. 8:34 Byes cere

YEAR BOOK is availablefor$2.50 from Box 77334, San
oe,

.

ag OR PE Ot bed
Francisco, Cal. 94107. It isa beautiful presentation _. MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA|April 25, 1965 “Gat. ITi(180")
with quite a few articles of interest to soaring buffs. Four entrants, three qualifiers: "8 fewso wore

Pee Boe te fo Doon Carl Rambo S537 BBAasFS TTB
7

.

- FALINDOOR REPORT = co toe Manny Andrade 30:32 30:20°° «~~" «60352 °° ,

Team Selection Trials Schedule ee Be Parsons _: No times Bivens eyes an!

_ SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA -“april 25, 1965° "cat. "I (25%)
Quarter Final Trials 2 0 20

0

' Four entrants, three qualifiers?” hesee
Be ia gate gd bow deere Seea lads . Clarence Mather 5:

,

0K 2:06
°°2

: DENVER, COLORADO - May 9, 1965 Cat. T i Art Gunnett 8109808 tT
‘Ed Collins, 4318 East Utah Place, Denver, Colo. 80222 Bob Ferguson - 5307 6105 108382

SANTAANA,CALIFORNIA - May 9, 1965 nents ITT
life a

_
Ee

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA -May 16, 1965 Cat. IIT Eight entries, six qualifiers, wo flight totates
Joe Bilgri, 1255 BlackfieldDr., Santa Clara, Calif.

-
Manny Radoff ee . 53214

.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - May 22, 1965 Cat. II . -
Ernie Kopecky eo 52314

-. Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62ndPlace, Chicago, I11. 60629 John Triolo a 49:55
_—. LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY-May 25, 1965 Cat, TIT Julius Rudy 43309

~ C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey Pete Andrews= 00 BQ
. WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA-May 16, 1965 Cat. II. CG. Ve. Russo wire Lt

8 Se Sees SBpage
- Tom Vallee, 9136 Edmonston Rd. #304, Greenbelt, Md. ee ee

DETROIT, MICHIGAN - Date pending Cat. IT’ UNION, NEW JERSEY - April 22,°1965 > 7~ "oS  emene
“

Paul Crowley, 32604 Tecla Dr., Warren, Michigan
=

No regiilts available | s(SEE PAGE 4) © :



] .

CLEVELAND, OHIO ~ April 25, 1965 Coe Lube Storage .

" No results available (SEE PAGE 4) — es _.
ose EE ee PR

rok . ey Jim Pulley “suggests that rubber lube Ganbe’stored”
WICHITA, KANSAS- April 28, 1965 Cat. I (24') . . °°... ° 4na@ plastic box withasponge inside. This 1s almost...

Four entrants, three qualifiers, partial results: ~~ spill-proofand”the moter canbe lubed by dragging it =~ |
Stan Chilton “s"" 4:48 2:07 |

~ 63557 through the box across the sponge. a a
tease? 8S, beans : :

eR ag Bet. ote “ge ca Ett ee wh ce Mae we
fra.

‘ ot go arp, Stabs a bapweceteatit "4 .

:

DETROIT, MICHIGAN’- May2, 1965 cat. 11° (65') eo cee ope JUNTORHINTS es ka eet
Seven entrants, six qualifiers: eee Cae ts SnJunior Bracing

~~ ~°* “ee ws

Dick Kowalski 22:42 26159. 49101 acai meccaaAamuareveveea ine
ah keen

b>

Pat Green 21:28 20:40 42:08 The Américan Thread Company makes.a line of hot= ~:~

Ed Stoll 20:34 21:04 ° 41238 stretched deergn sewing threads ranging down to .0035" ~~

Hardy Brodersen 17:33 19332 37:05 in diameter whichhave @ varietyof uses aroundmodels.
“Ralph Brehmel = 12:10

|

12:00  ° 24310
| .,My sample is described as D-15 Left(Z) Twist, and is

a mbyorkAE eae pao ONaby “just right: for‘beginners to learn bracing with. .Avery
~~

frantic searchthroughchaotic files revealed no trace
|

Qua a of my list of distributors for American Thread - but any ~ ~~uarter Final Trials
‘modern library should be able to help you find the

y

DALLAS, TEXAS - April 25, 1965 Cat. II (42') address if you wish to pursue the idea.

-
Seven entrants, six qualifiers:

:
- nye Be

cen gm: Cb eaeee ene ape
Bud Tenny 16:32

—

15#35 2807 on,

- MikeGliders eee

Jim Clem
_,

12308 14236 26 AB -
. Erie

Vogel.
11950220°° T1335 es e5 The much despised mike gliders really can serve a

Mike Ransom 14:37.0 11839 23816 useful purpose ~ use them to familiarize youngsters with = -

. Jess Shepperd SPLQB gBR FARR eB the problems of handling mike covered ships - and tow L

Bob Putnam i‘ ;SOBETOBL °° BHR4 -

|

46840 coe
line launches make dandy fun if the models are built f

Bot ey a ROE ene beastl strongly enoughs?*7°" "7 Beefy. merwses urs ores ft

gm

8
:

~
eee ee

.

ae et ot “

. . .

lot. ANDOORRULESRULE Bie a TEL pes pb oe . “>. INDOOR FLYING SCALE ~~ "UCU te

Three proposals have been submitted formally to the on neo.
- Lo

FF Contest Board for corifideration and study. Each one ot ModelConstruction . 7

en aired here in previous issues ° soos vibes gee

|

of the proposals have be Fee
eee | Part I - CovéringMatePial

Indoor Record Trials Attendance Proposal-Jan. 1965 . QS LG OdGaseda co EO AMG BEG BML “nc @moeh wlag *

Hand-Launched Glider Proposal - March 1965 “0 oe Sg SSS aS SOUSS SSG by"Fred Weitzel
Proposal to Change Par. 4.7 - Marth 1965. Co. TeSOS
Proposal Creating Easy B Event - April 19659 Generally speaking, there are twocovering materials—

_- ne wre SS : used in Indoor Seale: jap tisue and condenser paper. ~ ~

7 STATE OF THE ART ee The one that is chosen makes.abig differenceinthe
; — a oe model that results.~~ rns

The model for this month won the Cabin event at” ine ee ces Ba Swe we wine weed dag es TTS Aihend tes b Jug

1963 Nats, setting a new Cat. III record at the same
The Jap tissue is usually watershrunk and doped -- - _

time. The model itself follows the classic U.S. trend Which produces a smooth glossy surface that. mustbe rated
of design coupled withanextremely high degree of ¢raft- tops for appearance. However, this type of covering
manship in construction. Note particularly the wing spar exerts a strong pressure, so the framework must be strong
dimensions - the spar tapers from a small dimension at and therefore heavy. The added weight will necessarily
the center to the maximum dimension at the dihedral rib make theflightfast and the duration less, 22 on
and then to a small dimension at the tip in conventional i oe - ON eB Se ee *

manner. Frank uses this same spar constructionon all| With condenser paper the surface tension 1s never4B °

his models, except that hig FAI's haveadditionalbrac= "great, and a much lighter framework can be used. The
ing to the first rib outboard ofcenter and thetips are lighter model resulting will fly slower and the duration
built withasmall dihedral angle and then more dihedral van lock very goodip carefuliy made; butdue the
is pulled in.with bracing, giving a semi stressed.tip. fragilityofcondenser paper it may not stay that way for

_ INDOOR. ELSEWHERE - 2 aes long. Rips and ‘tears are easily acquired, and even neat’
. ———————— eae tek ‘patches and repairs hurt the appearance, o owe

os ak . - .
.

ae a aa w ie ae Bae m Vee we VOTES es seg om aN TopaA teoe
ee tee

The Jab tissue model 1s much nore durable, go it ts)

Rudolf Cernywrote a very nice letter to INAV ‘giving"’ easter to handle ‘and retainsitsinitial’"sharp" appear-
_

quite a bit of info about Czech indoor flying which was ance permanently. These are strong arguments in favor of
|

revived in 1963. By nowthere are over 40 fliers active © jap tissue - but whena light weight condenser paper
=

and the sport is still growing. They have suffered the model is flying properly it is indeed a Joy to behold.
usual pains of findinga good site, but recently were It 1s a sight that makes the drawbacks of condenser paper *

permitted to fly in a hell. ot the industrial fair which well worth putting up with.

has a 4O meter ceiling (131 ‘and floor area about 70
—

meters (240') in diameter. Their models are estimated to NEWS FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
ve capable of over 20 minutes, but their one ¢ontestin .

. eee . 7

. oo. od

this site was held in temperatures below freezing and the CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO. |

rubber wouldn't put out very well. In spite of apoor This year the San Diego Orbiteershaverevived indoor
source of materials, their best fliers are building FAI in their area to the extent of having several indoor con-

models -to around .035 oz to .045 oz. Czech rules provide tests after club meetings, and then holding a local FAI
_

for a Junior class (paper covered and 35 cm. Span) and triala to cap the season. Clarence Mather is one of the
two Open classes (35 cm. and FAI; bothmicrofilm); they major sparkplugs of the movement - he sééins’ to be good
also have4class for helicopters. ae news for indoor wherever he goes! Their contests always

:

;

es, “ ote Be have a good attendance and hot competition in HLG, Easy B

The Czech fliers are very enthusiastic, but their= and Scale is the expected thing,
|

normal problem of obtaining suitable materialsiscompli-.
, oo

cated by governiiéfit restrictionsonsending currency out” ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
— 8

of the country. It would séeém to be a nice gesture if a
The fourth and last (for the season) contest of a

—

group of U.S. fliers gould sponsor a gift of good rubber series sponsored by the contestants and outside donors __

to aid their cause - they might beat us with it if they was held in the Madison Street ArmoryonMay 1. A sign
can field an FAI team, but so what! If anyone is inter- of the approachingoutdoor season was the fact that there

_

ested in such a project. drop mea line.
.

were only ten entries - but the competitionwasasfierce
Ph EEE er Toone Thala” Rena piereend see eeeBONDEeS dandy Reogaand: epee

_

;

. Bt Slat FE eS PE 4 8 ndy Richmond; Jr. Kasy
B

- 9226.5, Randy Richmond; Open
a HINTSANDKINKS | HLG= 1:55.3, Tom Stone; Open B Paper'- 19:03.5, Charlie

_ BracingHint
. Cs Sotich; Open Indoor Stick - 26:46.6, Charlie Sotich. ~ ~~

co ——
co oe These contestsarea novel experiment - starting with

Since many indoor sites are poorly lighted, Dave @ substantial balance from last year and alded by about == —

Linstrum suggests that a pen cell flashlight is handy to 30 donations + entry fees for this season, very nice
 _

keep in the tool box for bracing repairs. Bracing wire trophies were presented and a modest balance was left for

shines clearly in the beam and is much easier to see. the 1965-66 indoor season.Notbad for contests without
For dacron bracing, put the light behind the model - the ~ any club sponsorship ~ but much creditis due Pete Sotich

- dacron lights up and glows nicely.~ Uo ee for managing the project so ably! So

5 merianenramemmariramen ainmeh SenReeIninntANnCeNtn peneI RENT Rey BRERAESNa ERC nara enn anit ACA RR CRHANNERIESE Erne ON ORCCARO MARS RRC ODS ONO ttn aseeatrmenena
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MICHIGAN - DETROIT ot Sey ae
_--,. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

.

os

- The Detroit Balsa Bugs held a Cat, I Paper Stick meet ao a
and the State Meet on successive weekends; high winds, 32. What is a good formula for rubber lube? ; i
turbulence and drift held times to a discouraging low for

:

;
— Bo *

both meets. Then, Lady Luck smiled ‘and the conditions . , Numerous formulas for rubber lube have been set up as
for Round I FAI were excellent. The winners of the Paper” ideal in years past; I have had good results with these
Stick meet: Jr. - 4:45, Art Markiewlez; Open - 7:43, Pat. two: 1. 2 parts glycerin & 1 part tincture of green °

Green. There were 12 Open and4 Jr. entries. In the <=” ‘Boap. .2. 50% glycerin & 50% surgical Jelly. ®
State Meet the winners (amid rain and tornado warnings) —. rea : : ; :

: »
were: Jr.-Sr. HLG - 1:42, Art Markiewiez; Open HLG - .e “Lately, several peoplé have been trying silicones of
1248, Phil Klintworth, Jr.-Sr. B Paper - 6:20, Art Mark-"" ‘ vartous types - both liquid and grease. These seem to.
lewicz; Open B Paper - 13:01, Phil Klintworth; Jr.-Sr. © °: work well ‘as a lube, andshould also’protect ‘the rubber
Indoor Stick - 6:01, Art Marklewicz;’ Open Indoor Stick -

' frowiioxiddtion besides.’ Certain precautions ‘should be ;
63:02, Pat Green; Open Scale - Bruno Markiewicz. "kept“tnomind.1f you use silicones - care should be takenCs i. se |, %  j to keep the lube out of your eyes, and you should beMISSOURI:- ST. LOUIS * : ,

ws SBE | careful Yict ‘to touch wet glue joints with lube on your:
_

This spring the McDonnell Free Flight Club actively”“* handasince the silicone will destroy the strength of the
promoted indoor in St. Louis, finishing the season with ~~. Joints “=.i  femeneeneinen enfin :

the first major indoor competition in that city in more. | ~ OEA it : a I
than 20\years. Twenty-five contestants from four states  . UPOBTAL CONTESTS! oo :(seven Juniors) fought turbulent conditions for beautifyl: a a 8 ;
trophies, Junior HLG - 0:59.0, D. Veselsky; Open HLG’-~ ¥*' ‘vs. De. CUM ~ Ca (#2! :
1328.9, Bob Larsh; “Ins ‘Easy B 2 5150.4, D. Woods Open: «

Dallas Area'vs. D So Maxecutors Cat II FAI (4e )
RasyB - 10:11.8, Chariie Sotich; Open Paper Stick - = 7? jam Clem | BS Randolph10.3:22.8, Charlie Sotich; Open Indoor Stiek - 10:09, Art 12:12 + 13345 ; 25:57 i "4 - 13839 4 27832 ; :
Frost. More power to this club - they sre doing ’a very Pi aig ey ! iGood Jop ew Sy etm} 1 BE) 4 Bo Am Clem Bob Randoipn

Co Sa MYEe wl / 8 a | 12312 + 13345 25:57 om a5 39 + 13353 27:32:NEW ZEALAND. ov St eh \ Bud Tenny
— : 3? “pO Vallee :

: fHings are looking up for'the. Wellington club’ as they |

: : i350 4327 4° OFTHE Seos41?
eg OS we eeen® ee ©. ). &

¥ 12:08 + 11:37 23335
so. 41327 9:14 20341!have been promised regilar use of two sites - one. Cat. I re RAR RSP | , €i }

site with 21' ceiling’ and a Cat. II site-with 38'’Geiling, ” Dailas Area vs. D. C,. Maxecutors -"Cat. I HLG | =. :
The New Zealand fliers have been aggressively active. in,

/ —

(26 r ceiling vs. 20.5'ceiling - fudge factor 1.27).
spite of untertainty in sites, and their times are at re v. it reas oy | | $v }
least on @ par with good times here, With regular access “ ‘Larry Renger a ,Williem Jewell oe :
to their sites they “should be increasing the number of © “. 0#54.5 pope meres  " O8444 (4,27) = 0256.2 =;
fliers and the level‘of théir'activity, """ - Pus\ 4 Bud Tenny fo4 . DeyBelterr i

‘ the ios, BRN AN | 0254.3 soo ; 0342.0 (1.27) = 0353.3 :
WASHINGTON, D. C. SO

° aes pet NS NE i eeee ij j
- For over a year the D. C.Maxecutors have been’ pro- > Dallas kreavs.D,C.Maxecutons' Cat.IIndoorStick}

méting indoor in their area in a most enthusiastic and ~' |
(26" ceiling vs. 20.5" ceiling - fudge factor 113)

energetic fashion, Their Cat. I meet turned up eighteen © ee
ce ge Porc mmr cern sen scprmesermnrnes ones ee nef i

entrants in Easy B, sixteen in HLG, twelve {n B Stick and -

~ Bud Tenny”- 11259 Tom Vallee 7:28 (8:24,6)
six in Scale. The winners: HLG - 0:44.4, William Jewell; .

Jim Clem 11:05 Bob Randolph 6:52 (7:52.2)
Easy B - 6:5%, Reggie Batterson; B Stick - 7:28, Tom

_.° | Eric Vogel 10:17, Bob Champine 6:50 (7246.2)
Vallee; Scale- Bill Saunders. A trophy Was awarded to | mw fon ot ; ;the Junior ¥Ho placed highest. in each event; Dan Champine ~ oo, PostalChallengers Pog 5 ~

won each trophy except the one for Seale, which was won 8 ns) Boneop sees prermecneenpeecnecman ctememnemccnns angie omens ‘

by Curtiss Lee. No definite word has teen received, but ~~: .The Wellington ‘club in Wellington, New Zealand, will
it is likely “the club will continue to have monthly fly- ‘take on any U. S. club in Cat. I Easy B (Wilmington ruves)
ing session8’ for some time. ContactTom Vallee, 9136 _

° and HLG; they will accept challenges from U. 8. ‘fliers ‘inEdmonston. ‘Rd. #304. Greenbelt. Md. 20770 for info. | ~ | Indoor Stick (our B Stick va. the N. Z. Under 18" class),
mot

. -
. ERS ft Send challenges, to Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas,RECORDS? MAYBE? oO cotgge., OF Pelay to the Wellington Club. TheirCat. I site is’

mee ee ff emnrorigecem21! “high; ho mentionoffudge factor is made, but this-
FAI LOCAL QUALIFICATION TRIALS - April 11, 1965 4: - ’ Wil be checked into for future reference. °

,
Cat, III, “SattaAndMCAF, Santa Ané, Calif. 155' <7  . , 2%: 17) | Jy dy ,

i Foy. g
. Open FAI.-34:41 : #0237 = 7518, JoeBilertjj - °

 gicw pW | [/ SORE LIMITED"COMMENT |: en ~ 1:23.6 + 1:26.8 = 2:50.
ev aoe Oe P ot og

: Ops AMG "#25 213008, Curt Stevens| oH The March '65 INAV presented the story of the "limit-
FAI LOCAL QUALIFICATION TRIALS- April 25; 1965 ~ ' ed” model ‘as originated by the Tech Model Aiferafters of

Cat. III; Moffett Hangar, 180' ceiling ae Ms I. T., but the text contained one error. rhe correct
Open C Stick - 39:48, Tom Finen SO _ Size of wood for the fuselage stock is 1/4" x 1/4" x 12"

wees NY Father than the 1/8 x 1/4 originally specified.”- ,D. C. MAXECUTORSCAT.ICONTEST-April 11, 1965 ~- a rs ' oY 4
- Cat. I, Saitiand ‘Senvér’ High; suitland, ma.(20.5') 7

__
Now that I've seen one fly (and started building one),

Junter’D Stick - 3:58, Lynn Adams. I'm amazed at the performance of these birds. If one ‘
. ce Ek Be ee OR re, were to make a kit for a specific design, and: furnish the

FAI LOCAL QUALIFICATION “TRIALS ~'May 2, 1965 65! ceiling “i cofréct sizes of wood for fuselage and boom and (perhaps)
Gat. Il, Michtean State FalrColiseum, Detroit, Mich, a standard prop hangar instead of the tubing, this model

: Open FAI"- 22:42 +26:59= 40:01, Dick Kowalski ~~ would nake an ideal beginner model for sub-téen juniors.
ep ER a Fo

’
SN eee tetane addition, the same wing and tail group design were

Voli ASA PRE RAE REE
| . 2 3: aad (used, for a beginner THLG, a significant standardization.

Sooo AY LOOK At YESTERYEAR
- 4... wit Of parts would result - very important for the“type of °

"Back when microfilm was a brand new concept and the“ *// beginner program that, would fit ints a YMCA schedule.
various techniques we now take for granted were gust - a LAST MINUTE BULLETIN | ; . :
being worked out, a good many new ideas were jealously :

. . OO ‘ Pp iguarded to preserve the competitive edge that they gave. .° par LocalQual.TrialResults | : ;
Thus, when the fliers in Boston started using micro- UNION, NEW JERSEY - April 22, 1965 - CANCELLED : : pyfilm, those in New York pretty much had to scratch for CLEVELAND, OHIO = APRIL 25, 1965 Cat. I (32') re! .

information andthen develop their own techniques. Frank Six entrants, five qualifiers, two flight totale: :

and John Zaic worked out these techniques: retrieving Joe Hindes 16:52 Bill Hulbert 16:31
,

with balloons (they made hydrogen from zine floor ‘strip- Ron Ganeer
—

16:05 Lou Willis 1:45
.

ping and muriatic acid); film trimming with a hotzjwire; Norman Bickar 8:51 oe mene me o :

saliva for adhesive and covering thewing on a’ table with Newsfrom GIAMMeetingofApril23-24inFrankfurt,Germany * *
a wet area around the wing; and finally they developed.

o , . . :
their own film formula and worked out the concept’6f put- Gzechoslovakia has expreased an interest in organizing the 1966 -

ting a wire hoop on top the film and folding the edges of |. World Championships for Indoor. This offer will be considered ten-'
the film over the hoop. One early attempt at getting’

_

> tative until approved by the full.CIAM Committee. -

- :
film up was to place a wooden hoop on-the bottom of the - The officersof the CIAM plan ‘to propose that any World Champs ©

pathtub; a row of nail heads protruded up from the hoop : category which fails to hold two consecutive World Champs due to lack
and the film camé to rest on the nails as the water was

.
— of an ‘Organizer, or due to lack of sufficient entries, will be droppeddrained from the tub. As might be expected, this wasn't |

from the World Champs schedule. FAI Indoor is presently the only cate

one of the better methods!
_.

ae egory which is likely to be affected = two strikes and you're out! —
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PROP FORUM/LOW POWER *The pitches listed here are for the sections which
- were at the radius shown; when the new prop is assembled :

Part Il_-PitchDistribution each section will be at a radius 1/2" less than before,

It should be noted that at least three errors were **#Props with this pitch distribution have worked the
ow. found in Part I (after publication of course!). in order best of any investigated during this test program. Prop 7

they are: Dimension A’ for Block II should be 3; it "c" outline (Part 1 was used to win 5th at the '64 Nats
_ Should have been noted that the prop hook should be set and a prop with outline Mp (below" was used to give the -
perpendicular to the bottom of the modified type block, times listed below in a 42! site with lights to 28! The -

rather than parallel to the hub end of the block as is first flight was on .033" pirelli, the next two on used
more normal practice; and the weights for the model and .037 pirelli. Peak altitude for the firat flight was 18! 7
the rubber were transposed in the chart for Prop C . the second bumped the top (too long for comfort), and the
This indicated a rubber weight 150% of airframe rather third peaked at 31! ’

than the 68% it actually was,
°

.

TURNS I x
a

;

. es we :
Now, back to the business at hand. The sketch below TURNS

IN__TURNSOUT____TIME__RPM__RUBBERWT.MODELWTs °

{llustrates the method of analysis for props modified in 1050 600 :
various ways discussed here. First, for a prop built on 1s00 360 seiee qe Big502 039 O%-e

a standard block and converted to an adjustable pitch by 1740-180 465 15335 72 60195 *039
plugging the spars into a tissue socket at the hub; the (180 turns backed off; max turns this motor about 1860)
case illustrated is for a piteh aoetS/to"D degrees less
than standard. The block is for a 20°D/40"P prop, and Since the application of the low power/m
the end section (10" radius; 20" diameter) is figured; has been strictly experimental and Innuftiolent detec
each station of interest is figured the same way. The been collected to evaluate the potential, the following
basic definition for prop pitch is: generalizations will serve as a guide:
PitcH = TT x Oramaererx Beoct Thierwess

TT 1. Choose rubber weight to fit celling height; rubber
Beocr WieTH AT TIP weighing 50% of airframe wt. should match 65', It»

Note that the block width has been figured for each should be noted that Cat. I rubber weights amount to
station on the sketch below; the order of procedure is as power (and prop) similar to A ROG for Class C/FAI.
follows. Steps (1) & (2) - Figure the angle (®) of the This isn't as impossible as it sounds, but little
standard block. Step (3) ~ Subtract 5° from the pitch testing in this region has been done.

:

angle (since the new blade setting is 5° lower than stan- 2. The rubber loop should be 15% longer than fuselage.
dard). Step (4) - Compute a new block width which would 3. Choose the prop diameter and blade area to match the
give the new angle. Step (5) - Compute the actual pitch rubber; the pitch should match the model's cruise
of the modified prop for that station. (The pitch for speed. Experimental observation tends to show that
each station was 40" before the angle was changed.) for a given prop diameter and blade area, the same

.

. number of turns in the same motor will give the same

peak altitude regardless of pitch. If the pitch is
matched to cruise speed experimentally, with the

h
model trimmed for slowest possible cruise, maximum

2o'p/ #0 P 3.14. duration will be obtained. That is, low pitch will

Brock -
‘

use turns too fast and excessive pitch will require
more torque than is available late in the cruise.

The theoretical advantages of this approach to low .

;

ceiling are: With lower rubber weight, the model wingyw <<\ loading 1s lower, resulting in lower cruise speed and
.

lower RPM. The resulting long loop~of lowcross=sevtion® “8% oo
.

rubber has a flatter torqué curve and the method tends toca’\ 2 keep the model airborne on lower torque. The Hacklinger
~

report contains a graph showing the effect of motor
=

= °© °°

! weight on flight duration (Figure 10) which shows that
50% rubber weight should give 30 minutes on a model which

; -
10" is capable of 42 minutes 6n 150% rubber. The report does

=
8 not indicate if the graph is a plot of achieved perfor-

7
6 mance or a theoretical analysis, but the graph clearly

TL Sra, 10"
- 2"

4 indicates a large gain in performance for those models

™ ! .
which have the weight of the airframe varying as a

wo»
© RLADE (i) % .

a
2 634

function of the rubber weight - that is, a lighter model

—_ 5° BAe
ON

AN P= Bit ~ for low ceiling to match the lower rubber weight.
,

r Fora (2) g = B2,5° (3) @-S5°= 275°
}12 o- -

A. From a practical standpoint, the low power/modified
: @) Tan 275%= 52= 3/64 prop approach gives less danger of hanging up on the

Laos P 5) New Pite
"

= LK20X%S first flights, especially if the rubber is closely(5) New PiTeH /0" STA. SerLL 3.14 (BEFORE $° Rot) or matched to the ceiling height. Lower weight rubber per-
, New Pirch = 32.7 mits lower structure weight and lower flying speed. The

3.84 (AFTER) one component which may not be much lighter is the motor
After you compute the pitch distribution for a few stick - experience indicates that it should be longer to

blocks, the results may give you a shock - at least it keep the motor long without permitting much slack, The

startled me somewhat! The chart below gives pitch dis- final advantage which may apply to the method is that

tribution for four props at radii of 1", 2", 4", 8" and such models may be less susceptible to drift. Hacklinger
10", The conditions for each prop are: says "the effect of the propeller on stability is as

though a surface of the same span on hait the chordof hn

Line (A) - 20"D/40"P prop set 5° lower in pitch, the tailplaneis placed at the position of ene Pee eeiet.

Line (B) - semetoo with i" out out of center and Thus, a smaller prop may well reduce the effect of drift,
re-assembled as 19" diameter prop with each blade though this may be hard to prove.
element at the same angle as built - (20"D/40"P). If you should decide to try this approach, analyze

Line (C) - Prop built "stock" on 16"D/27"P and then some existing blocks and get the right "ballpark" with
set to 5° lower pitch.

. adjustable pitch props. A word of caution ~ only a few
Line (D) - Prop built on Block II from Part I. degrees less pitch goes a long way, so measure it very

carefully - don't try to “eyeball” it! The penalty is a

i" R 2" R 4" R 6" R 8" R 10" R high cruise RPM and low duration.
| ,

.
.

a “w Th
-

(4a, 2555" 30) 3) BBA 3862) 38g Te Pesta)
(B * 2o" 30" 35" 35 6" 37 4" 38" 3%
(Cc 12.7" 21,9" 22.6" 22,6" 21,6" =~ 1h Raps oF 7 —|

_~. (Dye 1723" 208” a3 12" ais" 5h i max unere)’
ee cone

1 ' 1"| 1 1Lt ; (|
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nod.NEWS and VIEWS: (Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL = oO

SO
-

*##**NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*+#4## EAST COAST - June 22, 1965
.

C. Ve Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey
New Members! . a

oo.

oo Qualification Trial Results
BOB RANDOLPH, 8335 Boundbrook Lane, Alexandria, Va. 22309

oo
,

DENVER, COLORADO ~ May 9, 1965 Cat. I (34')
Honorary Members Four entrenke, three qualifiers:

2119,
, Stan Chilton 22:1

MANFRED KOLLER, Obertrum 258, Salzburg, Austria Robert Greider, fr. 14:27
: Hal Blubaugh 14311

'

NIMAS Awards
-

7

oo

,

Cn,

. oe  -) SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA - May 9, 1965 Cat. III (155')
Cat. II Gold Rubber Award - 26:59, Dick Kowalski Five entrants, four qualifiers: ~~

— Clarence Mather 26:03 28 326 54:29 .
NIMAS Aces art Gunnett | ee ine on 320 2a ikeTe arren Williams 3 7239 52: s

A growing number of NIMAS Award winners have expressed
© Bruce Paton 21:27 = 14340 36307 S

an intent to win (or try for) all three Awards in a given ' a
ceiling category. This gives rise to creation of the idea MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA - May 16, 1965 Cat. III (180°) a
of NIMAS Aces - those who win all three Awards in a group, Five entrants, four qualifiers: oe

and Triple Aces ~ those who win all nine awards in either Bud Romak 37326 42301 79327
Rubber or HLG. The first NIMAS Ace is Bud Romak, who made Joe Bilgri 36344 39356 76:40
the grade in two FAI elims, At the Santa Ana Local, he Carl Rambo 30358 35212 66:10 7
logged 31:37 and 35:30 to pick up the Silver and Gold; the Manny Andrade 28:54 29235 58:29 a
Diamond Award came at the Moffett Quarter Final when he

| :
re

turned 37:26 and 42:01. This also gives Bud the FAI Cat. WASHINGTON, D. C, - May 16, 1965 Cat. II (45°)
III record besides having the first "40" in Moffett and Nine entrants, seven qualifiers: -
the first official "40" at any U. S. hangar besides

“ Hewitt Phillips 17:22 18:50 36312 a
Santa Ana.

/

Bob Champine 16:04 17354 33358 8
Bob Randolph 15340 16331 32311 a

om Spread The Word! Reggie Batterson 14125 14321 26 +i Fa
Tom Vallee 1235 12349 5341 ae

Last winter Neil Shipley was featured in a newspaper
| Claude Tilley 8357 10339 19336 Pe

article in his hometown newspaper. In the busy aftermath Dan Champine 8:35 8:18 16353 es
; of the article, he was interviewed on the local radio

station for half an hour and was invited to give a den- CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - May 22, 1965 Cat. II (75') “
onstrationat the Norwalk Junior High School, The show Five entrants, four qualifiers: a
was scheduled to last 45 minutes, but he was "held over" Charlie Sotich 27312 26230 53342 n

an additional 45 minutes! Two months later he was asked Curtis Janke 22:59 25:02 48:01 a
to repeat the demonstration, and now quite a few of the Tom Stone 18313 21301 39214 Be

students are building indoor models under Neil's guidance Clarence Mills 18334 17336 36310 ve
(in his spare? time). Neil has this to say about indoor

'
ak

and his success at spreading the word, "I think indoor LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY - May 25, 1965 Cat. III (180') eh
modeling would be a much more popular hobby if more

_

Six entrants, five qualifiers:
people knew about it. The public is very interested in Ernie Kopecky 33304 34310 67314 SS
this type of hobby. It just takes a couple of minutes John Triolo 29:09 33335 62344
for a modeler to go around and let the public know what Julius Rudy 27336 30310 57246 es

they are missing. A little effort can bring big results. C. V. Russo 25:52 29324 55216 ee
Since I have gotten indoor modeling to be known 4s an Pete Andrews 25347 27306 52:53

interesting hobby, I am now allowed to fly in theNorwalk eee nee wee ;
ae .

Armory, the High School gym, and the Junior High School DETROIT, MICHIGAN - May 23, 1965 Cat. II (65') i

gyn." fen entrants, eight qualifiers:
oo, ne Loe

Dick Kowalski 24:27 26349 51316
oc

Recent Publications Bill Hulbert 22139 oat abise “

Pat Green
— 21340 Os 3

.

The July '65 M. A. N. has a very interesting bit Joe Hindes 22314 20356 42:36
entitled "Sweepette” - by Lee Hines. ‘That's right, the Ron Ganser 19314 10343 40324
“old master" himself tells the story of the most consist- Norm Bickar 15:25 11306 26331
ent glider design of our time, complete with plans of his Lou Willis 11351 10351 22:42 a

Sweepette18 Mk.13 - the first HLG to top 1:20. OK, you fim York
~~ 13351 8:22 22213 ~

HLG men! M. A. N. has done you4 real serviceto bring
you this information and you should drop them a note to
thank then, oo

FAL Finals Set
FAI_ INDOOR REPORT

°

oe, a,

The FAI Indoor Finals have been seheduledfor one day
Team Selection Trials Schedule only, Tuesday, July 27 at Lakehurst #6. Details for the

, rounds schedule will be made availableto the qualifiers
SemiFinals as soon as they are decided. It 1s anticipated that this

WEST COABT- J 13. 1965
Finals will have the jargestentry tye ~ poaeh Zone Semi

~ June Final has enough qualifiers to qualify a ree man

NORTE eee Paton,1010N. wert ane Santa Ana, Calif, team, and the 196+ Team members arepermittedto enterfm TRAL - June without havi had to “run e gauntle ° e qua -

SOUT a ey s 22608 Tecla Drs, Warren, Michigan cation trials’ Truly, this should be the indoor contest
TRAL ~ June 1 of the ages!

Bob Wilder, 2010 Boston, Irving, Texas
6

* ane . sendin niente nat . ae - ce iain lias .

eesti _ _ _ cs sta esha laine aiata Seba Sie8 tyBe nil wa



BALLOON STEERING - A SECOND LOOK
, Two years ago (May '63) INAV ran the only article I the leading edge of the inboard wing and let it turn with

have ever seen on the important business of steering FAT the flight turn for 180°. ‘This method (provided the
models via balloons. In essence, the method was to model doesn't spinoff the string) puts you "upwind" by “
intercept the model "upwind" of the anticipated collision about onewingspan less than method "A" and is just as
or hangup (see "A" below) by letting the outboard wing easy to do. ‘ co

contact the balloon so the model would pivot 180° around
.

7

the string, thus re-locating the model's orbit "upwind" A third method (which has not been tried in Cat. III
_

by approximately the diameter of the flight circle, sites) is to approsen the model behiné the inboard wing
{see "C" below) and (1) walk the model around in a circle

This method is easily learned and very efficient - similar to "B", or, (2) walk the model “upwina" for about
until you try to steer models with extreme wing offset eight seconds and release it. Eight seconds sounds like
such as Charlie Sotich's "Dram Dip” FAI. If you catch a short time, but this 1s enough to walk a model half-waythis type model at the outboard dihedral break or closer across the average Cat I site and you can certainly gainto the fuselage, there is insufficient leverage to force as much ground as in "A" or "B", In addition, the modelthe model into a turn against the flight path, and the will fly away from the string with less danger than the| model just hovers or slides down the string. An alter- other methods ~ just don't cateh the stab!
native method (see "B" below) 18 to catch the model on ——

.

790° TURN
‘
Push MODEL ,

erm NN _ . “UpWIND"
ca ‘

, 7 ~ 180°TURN / INTO TURN
/ ‘

/\
BALLOON ! TT ./
STRING 1 ; Brame, J

im “n" BALLO0v
A DRIFT im" STRING

/ DRIFT

! | |

/ /
FuiGHT JFeiGHtT

4* ATH PATHf 1
Furenr PATH

f f f ~

HINTS ANDKINKS
.

A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR
Microfilm Patching

a ;

1939 Indoor Nats Results

The method most commonly used for film patching is to Jr.-Sr, Indoor Stick Open Indoor Stick
wet the edges of newspaper or similar coarse grained oo,
paper, stick it to the film, trim the wet edges of the 1. Ed. Naudzius 17251.6 1. Ed Fulmer 14334.6
paper, and lay the patch over the hole, For dry film 2. Alvie Dague

—
.17:29.3 2. Pete Andrews 14:32.5which won't stick to itself, the usual procedure is to 3. John Stokes 1720703 3. Andrew Peterson13:31.5wet the edges of the hole before applying the patch. 4, Milt Huguelet 163+ 4, James Cahill 13:31.5

5. Robert Jacobsen {52+ 5. Joseph Matulis 12:52,5Curtis Janke and other Chicago fliers do it this way: 6. Ted Just 15304,3 6. George Bailey 10:59.5Stick the film tofairly rough mimeograph paper which has 7. Gilbert Shurman 14:35.5° 7. Ed Levy 10:54.5been further roughened with sandpaper. Stick the paper 8, Charles Belsky 14:33.2 8. Roger Hammer 10:47.5to a piece of baisa which will serve as a handle, thus 9, Alfred Bobier 14:10.0 9. Jesse Biebermani0:38.5
making it easy to place the patch over the hole. Set the 10, Matthew Smith 14300.5 10. John Zaic 10:34.5patch in place and wet around the patch generously, and vs

ft the paper by peeling one edge loose first. This Note that the younger fellows were outflying the Openmethod prevents the hole from getting bigger as it quite contestants in thone aoys, and that their times in the
often does when you wet the hole first. Of course, if. Grosse Ille hangar are about equal to the times the same
you are patching with film that is not completely “dry age groups are turning in similar ceilings today. We maythe patch will stick without wetting. have made great atrides today, 32 years after microfilm

was introduced at the Nats, but these young fellows were
Glider Marking buildingwith techniques that were just 7 years old!

Tom Vallee uses his return address stamp to mark his
|

AL CON 8
gliders with negligible weight addition. POSTAL CONTESTS! ‘

ashington, D. C. Quarter Final vs. Dallas Quart Final
Glider Nose Wei ht W: H, on D uu.

—
r.

_ meee ee aLe yer ESA ORRGon a

sasger nope
Seieae

tcPhiltige © 36:12 menny 210
Small gage solder makes excellent nose weight for Bev haupine 33.58 Bud Tenny pert

indoor and outdoor gliders ~- 1t can be wrapped closely Bob Randolph 32:11 Eric Vogel 23225
around the nose and glued in place. Fingernail clippers
can be used to remove small amounts, and modelling clay D. C. Maxecutors vs, Dallas area _team - FAI Indoor Cat,II
can be used for final trim. A coarse sanding block can ee nen —

be used to streamline the lead for lower drag, or the Bob Randolph 28313 Bud Tenny 32:07
solder can be run through a wire mill to flatten it so Tom Vallee 26347 Jim Clem 26344
it will make a thin smooth wrap without sanding.

.

ostal Challengers
Glider Warps ° "

ee -

oe The D. C,. Maxecutors have accepted the Dallas area
~—

Nickey Jones suggests that the ultra-thin tail sur- challenge to fly their times at the Lakehurst Semi Final|faces on low ceiling gliders can be straightened out when against the times of the Dallas Semi Final with a fudge
they warp by using an iron (you know ~ like they iron factor to allow for the different ceiling heights; the
your shirts with) to press them flat again. It only has Maxecutors have also accepted the Cat. II challenge sent
to be warm - if it 1s too hot you could scorch the wood out by the Wellington club in New Zealand.
or ignite any filler that might be on it.

,
.

:
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STATE OF THE ART
oa,

ae

The "GY-RATE" Autogyro Bc
by Ken Johnson

— : BS
on™ =i“ TO date I've built about,tenautogyros, and this one as sketched on the plans.

—

I consider to be the best. It was flown at the Cat. I
7 cag pe og age og vegnmgob n eg geRecord Trials at Cleveland on April 11, 1965, setting a The pin through the hub should be installed before

new record of 3348.4. covering; I found that the .005" dia. center wire from a
U-Control lead-in cable was both very light andgavethe

The model was conceived because I felt that building flexibility I wanted to throw the rotor back when the
a conventional rotor was difficult andthe finished prod- model is near a stall. This results in more rotor spin
uct was too heavy. This rotor can be built flat on the and more lift, while helping to keep the model out of a
board complete as a unit, then the pyramids are built on complete stall, I also felt it was desirabletolower
the top and bottom of the hub. It is coveredwiththree the C.G. of the model by raising the wing and stab and
sided mike frame and then spot~glued on a jig which sets lowering the rotor post - which also protects the rotor
the negative incidence for the tips and holds it while from damage. .

the tips are braced to the top and bottom of the pyramids .

oe .
a
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‘

EASTERN INDOOR FLIERS!—
C. V. Russo hopestoschedule a weekend flying session

over the July 4th weekend, provided enough people are
_

Ainterested inattending. If you are interested, he must— ' «Know on or before June 15, 1965 80 the necessary arrange~ ~

ments can be made. Contact him at 143 Willow Way, Clark,New Jersey. -



RECORDS? MAYBE!
;

The chief factors which make this stripper work are
FAI QUARTER FINALS - May 16, 1965 | the smooth Plexiglas surfaces which minimize friction on

Cat. III, Moffett Hangar, 180' ceiling the rubber, and the balsa wedge (front view) which holds
Open FAI - 37:26 + 42:01 = 79:27, Bud Romak . the rubber flat in the "channel." The balsa wedge must be

: almost exactly as wide as the rubber strip before it is a

FAI QUARTER FINALS ~- May 22, 1965 cute The adjustable block should fit right against the
Cat. II, Madison Street Armory, Chicago, Ill. 75' rubber (with the wedge on top); it should then be locked

Open FAI - 27:12 + 26:30 = 53:42, Charlie Sotich down with the locking bolt. \

FAI QUARTER FINALS - May 23, 1965 Use a new and sharp blade for eachnew cut; choose a
Cat. IL, State Fair Coliseum, Detroit, Mich. 65' number of washers which will locate the bladeabout in

.

Junior © Stick - 19:46, Tim York the middle of the strip to be cut. Onte the cutstarts,
move out about. from the stripper to let tension in

/

FAI QUARTER FINALS - May 9, 1965 the two cut strips equalize. Plan to make each cut_as.
_Cat. I, Aurora, Colorado HS Gym, 34' ceiling long as possible unless it "runs out" to the side, and :

Open FAI ~- 22:19, Stan Chilton try to set up each cut so the basic strip is cut in half.
So far, I have been unable to strip pieces narrower than

INDOORELSEWHERE
|

.030" with any consistency; my “low power" approach led
me eventually to search out rubber strip thinner than the

Austria 043" thickness of pirelli. In this way,I was able to
get longer loops of very small cross-section that I could

Manfred Koller reported on the activity in Salzburg, not cut from pirelli.
saying that their main flying site is the railway station

.

which they must use after midnight. The flying session My impression of rubber stripping is that it 1s an
which produced their records (6:12 in mike and over four art. like pouring microfilm; anytime you get a good start,
minutes in paper stick) was drafty, and two very large keep on stripping. Conversely, if you are having trouble,
chandeliers caused severalmodels to hang up. Recently, start over some other night! Bilgri suggested that the .

the building was renovated and the chandeliers were taken rubber friction could be lowered with talcum powder, and
down ~ Manfred and his friends didn't protest a bit! Jim Kagawa suggested that wetting the rubber just before

cutting helped get consistent cuts. Good luck!.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

33. Have you any plans for a rubber stripper? ANDOORFLYINGSCALE
me following information came from Joe Bilgri's ModelConstruction

article rip Your Own Rubber" in the June 1956 M.A.N.: - £it 1s the only workable stripper I have seen, Tt anyone Fart il win Construction :

else has a better one, let's see it. py Fred Weitzel

All the parts of the stripper are cut from Plexiglas; ‘

;

" "

joint "x" 48 glued and care should be taken to prevent 8 When JSP tissue is usedfor ooreres aieta mae
glue frombuilding up in the inside corner in the rubber ane fortnes y necessary, anc constructeon fore ou

channel." Edge "Y" of the adjustable block should be oor nemes
|

very smooth and straight. For light weight condenser paper covered wings, the
"split rib” type shown is adequate, and is a logical

‘ Yn. method to use because of the obvious weight saved. The —,

| xG x “4 upper ribs are cut just like indoor ribs, They should

Pex!GlAS ——>! pe cut from thin stock, but dimension "x" must be wide

.
enough for good compression strength. The spar does not

ook et have to be notched at the rib stations, and for small
RY ian” models the leading edge and trailing edge don't have to

"Cc be shaped to match the airfoil.

ant This structure builds "quick and easy" and is suit-

pos” able for most uses. Its one drawback is that wings bullt
in this way often lack strength in resistance to up-bend.
This 1s not crucial if there are strutsorrigging avail~
able to provide the necessary hold-down force. Otherwise
more structural rigidity is needed, and a capstrip added
to the top of the spar as in "B" is a good answer. In

fact, 1t works so well that a thinner spar can then be

used, with weight saved and adequate strength remaining.

—" The capstrip extends full span, but it 1s cut into

me fe
sections that fit between the ribs...

;

4313 oT ‘“OPLit-RiB TYPE

x SeSTRE

| ELECTRONIC ELLIPSES!

” During the course of my work last week, I was check-

"Y ox & ing an X-Y Recorder I had repaired. For a signal source
3

.

I used a Hewlett-Packard Model 203A Variable Phase
PeexiGlas Function Generator - with proper setting of the controls

it produced very nice ellipses. After plotting out 4

couple of stab outlines, I set the recorder so about half
the pattern was off-scale. This produced ellipses big

WASHERS enough for a "B" wing - rather, half an ellipse with the

BALSA rest jammed against the edge of the paper,

et weoee) | —- - Of course, if you want to get really fancy, program
i” your IBM computer for a family of ellipses and run them

—

TT. OY off on a tape plotter! So far, I can't really justify
the cost of about $50 per hour on the computer and the

RusBER [K-4-#0 BOLTS plotter - to say nothing of programming costs!
Front ViEw Ewo' View
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####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##i## behind the stabilizerto mount the fin at the convergence ms

ee Of the two vortices. ts
New Members!

,

Oe o
ue _ mo Theresulting stability is truly exceptional,but the _

.
BILLY B. DUNLOP, Box 7471, Dallas 9, Texas

_ oo _. ,
sacrificeinwingefficiency plus increased fuselage —— set

HEWITT PHILLIPS, 310 Manteo Ave., Hampton, Va. weight and clay balanceresulted in somewhat lower dur- .

ations than the design from which theexperimentations ye

NIMAS Awards developed. Further experimentation may overcome this. —
,

we

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 11:49, Stan Chilton I hope you will publish this in order to encourage = —

:
7

a others to-be guided by your technicalarticles.
—

OC a
Silver Cat. II Rubber Award - 22:03, Stan Chilton an

7

os
;

” Sincerely yours, we
Gold Cat. II Rubber Award - 25:33, Curtis Janke lo ae "

SilverCat.IIIRubberAward - 29:24, C. V. Russo ot
- 32:42, Tom Vallee Yam Nevesytnewt “
~ 33:35, John Triolo

_ .
wo

Back Issues? co aS
Spread The Word!

—

mee Hes
The NIMAS files contain several each of seven, issues a

After making so much noise about publicity for Indoor from 1963, and complete coverage beginning with January” at

flying, I could hardly let the South Central FAI Semi 1964, NIMAS members may obtain a set for the cost of — oe
Final pass without an attempt at getting some local news postage (40¢) and subseribers may get back issues for 10¢
coverage. I wrote two press releases (on NIMAS letter- per copy.

,

oe oe
head, of course!) and sent them to the two Dallas papers. os - . pet
One paper printed a very short announcement,of the event, TheAugustIssue “

and I figured that was that. However, just before Round
, . ee

- ce ot
I, & reporter from WBAP-TV showed up, camera in hand. Since the entire INAV staff will be on a campingand. a

Since the lighting was poor, I felt this was a futile Sightseeing tour (which just happens to include the Nats isa
“—~+tenmpt, until we hit upon using the well-lit lobbyas a and the FAI Finals), and will not return home until about | “

eamonstration area. All the contestants moved models and August 8, the August issue will be a bit late. If plans - “
poxes: to the lobby, wherea very expertly handled film for the issue work out, it will contain complete results oot

strip was made, The resulting 5 minute coverage was seen from the Indoor Nats and the Finals, plus good picture 2
on "Texas News" at 10 PM, and got us many interested com- coverage of this activity. =
ments and possibly one new indoor flier.

os

FAI INDOOR REPORT
]

The "icing on the cake" came when the second news-
ge

— wee SS
paper sent a reporter around to gather info for a feature

“7"  *" Bemi FinalResults
article in the Sunday edition. We got a cleverly written OE Se Ste =
article which was factual and interesting, including a In spite of the diversity in locations and sites,
picture and results of the meet. Although I started with

|

the four U. S, FAI IndoorSemi Finals had the common -
& pessimistic outlook, the publicitywe got was worth the denominator of less than optimum conditions. This led to. #8
trouble, It doesn't hurt to try! & personal disappointment in that I had hoped that the Be

magic "45" would turn up in one of the hangars, and that we
Zaic Year Book the Cat. II "30" would be an officially recorded reality. ae

o
- In spite of the conditions, the program has been a hard~ tse

Early this year, Frank Zaic's doctor told him to sit fought battle which saw new FAI recordssetandbroken, _
around for about eight weeks - so he started on the| ' with a few other records set on theside. |. ccbs
1964/65 Year Book. This one covers the field pretty well ec
as we have come to expect, but the section on Indoor is NORTH CENTRAL ZONE ~ Detroit, Michigan, June 6, 1965 ad

larger than usual and contains some priceless bits of Michigan State Fair Coliseum - 65' ceilingsindoor history, besides summarizing our tremendous pro-
_ Charlie Sotich 24211. 24340

_
48351 4

gress in the few years since the last Year Book. The Dick Kowalski. 23:59 24:22 48321 “
price is up to $5, but I doubt that anyone havingcopies Tom Stone 23:41 22:54 46335 .
of earlier Year Books would sell themfor that! Order

© Bill Hulbert 22335 23:34 46309 ~

yours now - send a check to Frank Zaic, Box 135, North-
— Lou Willis... 23344 21244 45328 a

ridge, California. Curtis Janke 18:01 25:33 43 234
-

Pat Green - 20:08 22:20 42:28 “

That VORTEX FOCUS Bit!
oo Joe Hindes 19307 17:05 36312 6

Tim York 9329 8315 17344 oe

New York Conditions early were high humidity and 85° temper- .
wos

May 27, 1965 ature with deceptiveandunpredictable air. During the ue

5th round a thunderstormcameup, and models were packed
Dear Bud, by flashlight and by guess at the end of the flying. The

.

~

rest of the day there was a temperature inversion, which “
.

Referring to Loof Lirpa's suggestion in the April added to the difficulty of finding the right power combo.
_

Issue of INAV to use a glider's wingtip vortices to re- =

center the fin, I want to tell you of my attemptsto use WESTERN ZONE ~- Santa Ana, California, June 13, 1965 ;
f*he system, Most important is my final conclusion with ‘Sante Ana MCAF - 130' ceiling. __. Ce a.

ir, Lirpa that it does work, Joe Bilgri 33355 30:03 63258 -

sie Carl Rambo 26:54 35:07 62:01
I built six gliders; more and more finding that for Clarence Mather

§§

29:07 28:41 57:48
best results it was necessary to shorten thé wingspan and Art Gunnett 26:29 926254 53223

oo,

increase the chord to a very low aspect ratio, at the~ Bud Romak
.

21:27 14346
|

33813 :

&.

same time extending the fuselage further and further out Warren Williams 13314 12:02 25316. a
~ Tee nae Ae er RE nasa poet

ssseetescehats ete, vmoabcianaSeasibintantinay «
v-sedeeyeidowad = Postedesis:ean be iss onae higebe vss pn-enpe ap ota date tcapeterneee oe

co

aeenetn os “



Bruce Paton 14309 9:00 23:09 square inches. : oe
. Manny Andrade 11:02 10346 ' 21:48 oO

,

oo

Rise Off Ground CabinModel ~- The projected area of
All day long the conditions were drafty and turbu- the supporting surface (s) shall’ not exceed one hundred

lent - so bad that no one opened their boxes if they fifty square inches. .

-

;

_ _
didn't have to! If a model managed to blast through the a - ae

inversion layer it usually hung, otherwise the turbulence FAI Indoor Model- Specifications are the same ag for.
ruined the last 50' of cruise. world championship FAI Indoor Models elsewhere in the 7

Rule Book. a

SOUTH CENTRAL ZONE - Dallas, Texas, June 19, 1965 -

“
,

State Fair Coliseum - 68' ceiling. Autogyro- No restrictions on model size or method
Stan Chilton 20:00 22:03 42303 of launch,
Jim Clem 18:32 18:04 36336 ae -

Bud Tenny 17333 17331 35204
©

Ornithopter - No restrictionsonmodel size ormethod .

Eric Vogel 15:07 16313 ,

31320 of launch. Se

Mike Ransom 11341 10354 22235 .
.

Bob Putnam 9311 83:27 17338 Helicopter ~ No restrictions on model size or method
of launch.

Very high humidity hampered efforts a11 day long; the .

air was otherwise exceptionally stable until late in the “ 8.2 CLASSIFICATION. Delete this paragraph.
5th round. The drift buildup spoiled at least five
flights, three of which would have been over 20 minutes. 8.3 through 8,6 - No change in content; re-number in
A classic disappointment occurred on one flight which

'

consecutive order. se
- .

SN

hung for 12 seconds, lost its turnas.1t Fels Tree. and
wo

landed 25° up in the bleachers w & total o 301. 8. FLYING-WING MODEL. el
.

The highlightof this meet was the donation of $100 for
7 Delete this paragraph

site rent; without this generous gift the Semi would have 8.8 and 8.9 - No change in content, re-number 8.6 & 8.7.porn sas expensive or limited to a poor site. We owe Cree os
° er a vote of thanks for a good job of CD'ing the 8.10 WHEEL SIZES. Char 8.8; 2
meet - he filled in at the last misute, inerading get Brige to 0.0; changeto reads
ting his CD license! $68 WHEEL SIZES. Rise Off Ground models shall have free
EASTERN ZONE ~ Lakehur. w 8 ro ng wheels no smaller than the following: Stick

—

.

Lakehurst He Heneer 180" eotiing. 22, 1985 Model - 1/2" diameter, Cabin Model - 3/4" diameters
Pete Andrews 36:36 §©©32:30 69:06 an .

arn

Ernie Kopecky 32150 33313 6603 8.11 Delete this paragraph,
Tom Vallee 2: 2342 3 _— ‘

Bob Champine 25ies 3oi5s gat 8.12 through 8.21 No change in content; re~-number in
Julius Rudy 28:55 29322 58:07 consecutive order beginning with 8.9.

Sob Randoloh 23206 eae 27338 To summarize the changes made by this proposal, the
C. Ve Russo 23354 21332 45 326 only models which are made obsolete are ROW Cabin models.
Hewitt Phillips 30:36 10309 40345 B and C Cabin is combined, and all classes of Indoor ~

.

Dan Champine 25:45 9:44 35329 Stick except FAI are combined. This brings the model
7

classes into line with the way the events are flown - no

High humidity made it hard to get altitude; low side contests with separate classes for different sizes of

arift favored those who did make it above the catwalks, Stick or Cabin models have been flown for years. With
As usual, it was necessary to get above the catwalks, no

no limitation in Indoor Stick wing area exceptfor the

matter what the risk. One highlight of the meet was Dan upper limit of 3500 sq. in., the fliers are free to choose =__
Champine's long flight; his next flight hung and wrecked the model size to fit the site and conditions. For

= |
the model and the 9:44 was made with a B stick. . xample, at the State Meet in Detroit this year Paper —

_

Stick far outstripped Indoor Stick, and at the St. Louis
The FAI Finals meet top time was with a paper covered Easy B. Even in .

ee ideal conditions most Cat,I sites are better tackled with
As of July 7, the final arrangements for the FAI models of 100-130 sq. in., because of circle size limits.

Finals, scheduled for July 27 at Lakehurst #6, have not a
Ce

been announced. In a letterdated July 5, Tom Finch said STATEOFTHEART
oo

-

that six of the twelve qualifiers had not confirmed their , Se ees

intent to compete and that the 1964 Team members were not Believe it or not, there have been several requests
obligated to confirm. Therefore, it can be assumed that for plans of my models - now that I finallymanaged to
each area will be represented by the top three wimers at set a record, I decided the time was ripe. The record
the Semi, except that Clarence Mather has resigned his was short-lived, since Stan Chilton beat it before I got—
place on the West Coast team because he resumed studies

_
-

the record certificate back from HQ! The two flights
at Purdue University. Unofficially, Art Gunnett has also which totalled 21:28 (Cat. I FAI record) were official
waived the honor, which makes it likely that Bud Romak flights in an AMA contest (no steering). I made an FAI
will make the trip. Final arrangements will be announced record attempt after my last AMA official, but it ran
to the qualifiers as soon as possible. into drift and I couldn't balloon it without ruiningan

|AMA flight cruising just below my model,
' INDOOR RULES

.
oo

The flight was made with a 14 x 26 prop (outlineon
After long and serious study of comments by indoor the plans) and rubber weighing 70% of the airframe. It

fliers, results of the Rules questionaire and study of was my intention to use less rubber, since the model
Indoor as it exists and 1s flown today, the following easily outclimbed the ceiling, but there wasn'ttime to
proposal has been developed. The Indoor Rules Committee work up a smaller loop. The model started the evening
48 studying the proposal now, but we would appreciate all with a 120 sq. in. wing whichwassmashed inahangup,
comments you might care to make before it is submitted and the 143 sq. in. wing shown was substituted. This
to the FF Contest Board for formal consideration. left a short-coupled model with 68% C@ and only 22% stab,

, but no stability problems arose. Some idea of the model's

Change Section 8 to read: potential is indicated by the fact that it hit the wall
20' up at about 8 minutes on the record attempt; on the

8.1 GENERAL. A powered model of the indoor type shall be basis of past performance and turns left it should have

so designed that it can only be properly flown indoors. done over 13 minutes.
No restrictions shall be placed on these models except.
that they shall meet the specifications in thie section, RECORDS?MAYBE!

a

Indoor model elasses which shall be recognized for
ue .

efinedas follows: . PAL SEMI FINAL ~- June 22, 1965National Records are defined as follows Cat. III, Lakehurst #6, 180' ceiling
.

Rise Off Ground Stick Model - the projected area of
_ _

dunior D Stick - 25:45.4, Dan’ Champine
—

—

a, ha not ex irty square :
: ~

aethesupporting surface (s) shall not exceed thirty squar FAI SEMI FINAL - June 19, 1965 -(68' ceiling) - ee

Cat. II, State Fair Coliseum, Dallas, Texas -

Paper Covered Hand Launched Stick Model - The pro- Junior FAI ~- 31:20, Eric Vogel
jected area of the supporting surface (s) shall not MOFFETT RECORD TRIALS - July 4, 1965. - rs

exceed one hundred square inches.
.

Cat. III, Moffett Hangar, 180' ceiling
Open © Stick ~ 39:55, Tom FinchHand Launched Stick Model « The projected area of the

.

,

supporting surface (s) shall not exceed three hundred Open FAI ~ 79:53, Carl Rambo
a

i .
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Bud Tenny vs. Charlie Sotich, FAI Semi Final times The June '65 INAV reviewed the results of the 1939oo Nats, with the observation that the times were pretty
Bud Tenny 35304 | Charlie Sotich 48:51 good for then, and that the Juniors were outflying the
J 2 : eecte «= we ~. OPONY contestants. Curtis Janke adds the following back-

D. C. Maxecutors vs. Dallas areafliers - SemiFinal ground to the picture: "These times were both better and
: worse than they look; worse because the ceiling height of

Cat. III (180') va. Cat. II (68') Fudge factor 1.63| _ .

the old GrosseIsle site was about 110', ormaybe better.
Jim Clem 36:36(1.63) = 59:16 Tom Vallee 64:56 It was a more or less abandoned small blimp hangar, with
Bud Tenny 35:04(1.63) = 57:15 Bob Randolph 51:22 some broken windows, but conditions were usually OK at

;

Nats time. I think that the Nats were held in Detroit
HINTS AND KINKS for at toast three years in a row back then; 1937, 1938

Prop Block Hints . Sl oS

.

vo These timea were better than they look, however,
Many of us put off carving prop blocks because of the

.

since they were (believe it or not!) the average of the
difficulty in getting the edges of the surface straight best two flights out of three. The AMA had decided to
and the building surface flat and smooth. Bill Graham do it that way for the cutdoor events (come to think of
suggests that the removal of excess wood from the block

_
it, free flight events were all that existed at the time)

can be made easier if straight edges are placed along the to cut down on the luck factor, and forgot to spell out
carving lines and saw cuts are made at frequent intervals that this didn't apply to indoor, A month or so later
down to the straight edges. A carving knife will quickly I set a short—lived record in the St. Louis Arena under
remove the segments, leaving very little cleanup to make this rule,
a@ first-class surface.

; te 1 Pete And '
:

- Don't let that lousy time of Pete rews' fool you.MerAc STRAIGHT EOC Sq cours (Type) He had what was at that time a miraculous airplane - it

—_, i
was a "C" tractor, weighing about .050 oz. He used

(En hollow spars on it, and a mike prop, 16" dia., fairly
co high pitch - it was the first ship I saw with an RPM as

——
x low as 60. Hemade several 25 minute test flights with

RE Sf, it that day, which was the best time anywhere, includingre
La Lakehurst, and his lousy contest time was the average of

.

two flights, one of which was around four minutes, when
the ship stalled around badly out of trim."

aa ay THELAB |

7 Flight Test Technig
: y noone else (we te" at letter, but remembered the

: igues

: idea) suggested that 1/16° diameter music wire be glued :

' ‘into the block along the carving lines. These wires will and rubber comboswithee ayetopredicving vectorsanes.
serve as "runners" for sandpaper wrapped on a dowel, and The first step is to count the RPM durin

& P °

g flight (see RPM
make it very easy to sand the building surface smooth and

v8. Time chart on graph below) and graph 1t as shown. On
level. Of course, these two ideas can be combined to :

:

grap °

' make the blocks quicker and more accurate with less work, teeee ine REMwas extrapolated(dotted Line) * tart
. . .

~
e

J with turns at launch (2500) to establish the Turns Remain-—.
ing oe The curve shown wasplotted at three minute—
ntervals thus: The average RPM for the first 3 minutes

(reading from RPM vs. Time chart, point nat) is 58. In
the first interval, the prop turned 3 x 58 or 174 rev-

; olutions, so the second point on the Turns Remaining
chart is 2500 - 174 = 2326. Average RPM for the second

é a a
interval (point "B") is 50; 2326 - (3 x 50) = 2176. ‘The

G vIDES remaining points are plotted at three minute intervals to

Muse wire - complete the curve; comparison with similar curves for

;

- different motors will facilitate proper choice on motors,
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

mo vo HHTHE INDOOR NATIONALS###% ¢

- July 26, 1965

Indoor Stick
-

Paper Stick
| .

Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG

Junior Junior Junior
;

Junior

1, Randy Richmond 20:01.2 1. Randy Richmond 10:44,4 1. Randy Richmond 18:33.3 1. Randy Richmond 2:08.8
2. Eric Vogel 19:07.2 2. A. Marktéwicz  9:24.0 2. Ronny Ganser 10:04.0 2, Bobby Owens 1249.7
3. Ronny Ganser 17:03.5 3. Lynn Adams 8318.2 3. Jay Krush 1315.2 3. A. Markiewicz 1240.6
4, Dan Champine 13:08.6 4, W. Wisniewski 6:43,0 4, Greg Perryman 1234.0
5. A. Markiewicz 11:27.8 5. M,. Richardson  6:38.5 D+ Thomas Mills 1230.2

Senior 7 woe Senior Senior
a

Senior

1. Ned Smith °25350.6 1. Ned Smith  14:43.6 1. S. Stackhouse 1352.0 1. John Manezuk
|

2301.3
2. Neil Shipley 14:54.4 2. Neil Shipley 10349.0 2. OD. Stackhouse 0253.0 2. 8. Stackhouse 1358.0
3. 8S. Stackhouse 2359.0 3. John Manczuk 10:36.0 3. W. C. Armstead 1150.5 \

:
.

. 4, Bob Trampenau 103:01.0 4, Melvin Gray 1:46.7
:

.
5. James Bradley 6316.8 5. Steve Pérryman 1340.7 Be

Open “Open '

 Qpen
—

oo Open B
1. Tom Finch 40:59.2 i. Ernie Kopecky 23/2350 1. Frank Cummings 28:39.2 1. Larry Conover 232572 =

2. Dick Kowalski 36:43,0 2, Frank Cummings 21:14,.0 2. Joe Bilgri ©
23:29.0 2. Donald Bal. 221161

.

3. Joe Bilgrt 36:42.0 3. Joé Hindes ~

24:01.2 3, Ron Ganser 20:11.8 3. Reid Simpson © 2307.2 oo

4, Bud Romak 363:20.0 4, Wally Mumper 20:57.2 4, Charlie Sotich 18:47.0 #4, Bob Sifleét 2305.5 a
5. Ed Stoll.  34:46.0 5. dames Richmond 20:31.0 5. William Biggs 17:09.0 *5,. Ron Higgs 2:05.25 | ie

o™ 6, Joe Hindes 33:57.0 6. Bill Atwood 20:26.0 6. Ro Batterson”  15:33.8
co eg pho uss i

, “7. Bob Champine 32:48,.0 7. Sonn Triolo”™ ""20723.2 7. J.
Krush.

8:40,8 *Tlie - Placé détermined by *
8. Bill Atwood” 31:33,0 8. Phil Klintworth 20:13.8 8, James Richmond 7:08.0. next highest times.
9. Dave Martin 3432441 9, Charlie Sotich. 18:53.1 Dm i¢ Bo :

10. ‘C. V. Russo ~ 29:55.0 10. _Ed ‘Stoll 8222.2
oo. Sg oo. epee . .

, .
Nama yo oS widest range of designs and propellor size. Ernie. be

.. ;

NATSCOMMENTARY
. te a,

Kopecky's winner sported a 135 x 21 prop, moderate.A/R, we

.

- itaytt
£

0G. lly Mumpér's 4th placé ship ke
-. There 1s a world of difference betweenthe Nats ina

|

"Vv" dihedraland 105% CG. Wally Mump
eeeblimp hangar and in an intimate site such as Will Rogers had high A/R and an 18" or 19" prop - with only #8 min-

Coliseum or the Chicago Armory. The size and distance. utes difference in the times you can take your picks
—

sort of gets to you - we walked the length of the area
_

>> The really startling model was Sotich's new cabin -
set aside for rubber models, looking for the registration it looked like a built-up stick and boom, but the usual
desk, It was old home week ~probably the largest group cross-section appeared to be missing. Then, you look
of NIMAS members ever under one roof, It tookover half hack to wheré the fin ought to be, and the boom gets very
an hour to walk approximately 700 feet, renewing old wide and deep (see photo on page 4).. The question of
friendships and making new ones; this barely scratched legality of this model didn't arise - his 4th place was
the surface. In the smaller sites you can just look all made with his 1964 winner - first flightsince 1964!
around and see who is there; in the hangar you may go all _ m

:

day and still overlook someone, only to meet them waiting ‘Hand launch glider was the usual hard-fought battle,
in line for a timer! with many, many entries and a tie for 4th place, settled

ne oo ,
in the usual "best supporting flight" manner. As usual,

' The other differencesare lessobvious-andhaveto there were many Sweepettes, along with the usual rangeof
do with the height of the hangar and the air conditions, other designs. .

,

Lakehurstis a somewhat unfriendly hangar - those whose
.

tiodels aren't just exactly right don't do very well. One last bit of comment: Some of the events were not
That statement may well sound like the raving of a dis- too well supported, and a few trophies went begging. We See
gruntled low ceiling flier, but the truth is that Lake- heard (not officially) talk that some of the events could wes
hurst has resisted stubbornly all effortstodorealtime be cut out. Looking at the results, we really have a

; there-the first "40" in Lakehurst history came at this very poor arguement to keep cabin - trophies have gone -

Nats, and the next nearest flight was four minutes behind. begging every Nats I have record of - which makes § Nats
Unlike the 1963 Nats, when a few low ceiling fliers man- in a.row, The entry vs. official flights went thus:
aged to finish in the top ten (Santa Ana is a friendly
hangar), almost no one without extensive hangar flying Junior Senior Open
experience made the top ten. The air wasn't rough or Event Enter/flew Enter/flew  Enter/flew
unusually drafty - just humid and heavy. When the really
experienced fliers have trouble getting to the top, then HLG 36/18 19/13 107/65
everyone else gets about half-way up. Paper Stick 19/14 6/6 55/34SO Indoor Stick 10/7 4/3 46/26
_.The models were mostly all similar to those in use in Indoor Cabin 9/3

. 2/2 27/8
previous years; there were few new ideas. Quitea few

a“ tiodels “had the Sotich Dram Dip layout, with or without
__, We had two Junior and three Senior trophies go unused

the swept leading edge. Dacron bracing and wire shared this year, seven Junior and three Open in1964, and two
the spotlight, there was a little more emphasis on having Junior and two Senior in 1963. Somehow, we are missing

i the microfilm snug or tight, if not stressed. The built- the boat - something needs to be done. The current level
- up tail boom made both good and bad impressions, but did of indoor activity is greater than this - but we aren't

perform to expectations, The paper stick event had the
_

showing up at the Nats.
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HHH PAT INDOOR FINALS#H#8
.

|

July 27, 1965

1. Joe Bilgri 19:50 25352 10:20 38:40 9:32 39:39 74:02

. 2, Frank Cummings 27:06 32:34 x 25:16 38:06 35:56 74:02
| |

OO
3%. Bud Romak 29:49 34327 31327 38317 “32240 19230 T2344 .

4, Dick Kowalski 32:43 36:20 30:00 33:56 34:58 x "71218 - -
.

5. Ernie Kopecky 35:10 32:14 x 1:23 35:13 35:04 =70:23
Bo

oo
6. Carl Rambo 21:25 31:11 32:35 31:42 35308+ ©=35:08 == 70:16 oO

.

. “7, Pete Andrews 22:40 33315 x 36:32 32:12 x 69:47
.

8. Bill Hulbert 22:35 22:56 9331 22315 34254 34217 69311

9. Bill Atwood 24331 29359 32:53 15:03 29353 32215 65:08

10. Jim Clem 27336 30:06 x 27303 16234 34333 614339

o 11. Ed Stoll 27300 2:31 26:13 12:00 34:32 Qts+ 61:32
, . ,

a 12. Tom Vallee 25334 277224 x 0306 19:08 28 328 55:52
,

13. Bud Tenny 16:47 20:57 18:05 17:34 27:15 9:12 48:12

.

.

14, Charlie Sotich 22:52 0:04 x 22:26 x x 45:18
.

oo 15. Stan Chilton x x x 7332 x x 7:32
oo ,

: FAI COMMENTARY 39:39 and cinched Joe as a team member. Now itwas
Bilgri, Romak and Andrews - until Frank's model landed at

‘Long before July 27, 1965, everyone expected the FAI 782046 Bilgri, Romak and Cummings. Joe advised Frank,|
Finals to be a.terrific show, and that's what it was. ~~ Take a safe 35." Rambo does 35:08 - not enough. Bill
With 15 top fliers from all over the country, this just Atwood does 26 815 : not eeeeta e eth . ‘Sitsaaoa. didhad to be a good contest. | not improve his total. Kowalski's 8 758 and now
— it is Bilgri, Romak and Kowalski. Frank's "safe" 35 was

For those who hadn't flown at Lakehurst, the Nats indeed safe and landed at 35356. The team was now set,
gave a foretaste of what to expect. To compound the ad- even though all the flights weren't in. It wasn't sure,
vance feeling of uncertainty, the weather was cloudy and of course: and Rotak had quite @ yatie to worry fbout iYthe hangar noticably more humid than the day before, :

efore e contest was over. 8 to the cre ofa
Charlie Sotich's hygrometer showed 60% relative humidity those yho had flights teft phat they kept trying - and

:

about 9:30 AM, and it is doubtful if this improved later. ‘several made significant gains.
|

Those who knew they would have trouble getting their Now that the team is chosen and the long, hard series —.

models high enough (like your editor) began to work on |

of qualification trials is over, we can truthfully say it
that problem; those who knew the answers began towork up was a real battle all the way. We have a strong team -

motor sizes and make test hops to chart the drift. they had tobe to fight the rather poor condétions whiehprevailed at each site in the whole string of contests,
| The contest consisted of two three-flight rounds with It 1s appropriate now to thank those who made the program

deadlines at 3:15 PM and 8:15 PM for the last flight of a success - those who ran it. In effect, this was the
each round, Asusual, many people waited until the last first time the meets could not be cD'd by participants
minute before taking their flights, hoping for better | and we wnae plenty of help byoD 8 aerated BrOUPe And

conditions, Theair did get better near the end of Round on orge e program chairman - Tom neh. om gave
I, orelse the fliers got bolder. None of the earlier

— up competing to guide the program to a successful end,
flights were over 30 minutes, and by 2:15 only 16 of the and did a very good Job. So, thank you, Tom; and thank
45 possible Round I flights were in. Eleven contestants you, each and every CD who worked in the program and made
had made those flights, and Bud Romak was leading by over it possible for us all to comnete.

9 minutes. By 2:35, Frank Cummings' second flight cut HEN A 0 iC" tettede nO

Romak's lead to less than five minutes and Kowalski and NATIONAL INDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETY
Kopecky had posted some good flights. By 3 PM, Romak, New Members!

aRambo and Atwood had made their third flights and led in eo
that order. Meanwhile, Kowalski had two flights up at N HAW. 65-B k Apt.. Ch W421. New Jéeveey
onee and Kopecky had his second one going, but time was JOH » 05-B Par wey Pte, erry Hill, New ereey
running out for seven of the fliers who would not finishwu NIMAS Awards
theirRound I flights. Before the round was over a rain ———

storm had blown up, whichdidn't help matters any. When h and those who hav
Round I finished, Kowalski led with 69:03, followed by ualified for NIMAS Awards have beenappearing in this.
Kopecky with 67:24 and Romak with 65:54, High time for q

h 4 K lski! 6220 : space, and no mention has been made of the award certif-
the round was Kowalski’s 46:20. leates themselves. Well, the certificates were designed

.. some time ago by Dave Linstrum, but whenhe sent them out
.

Round II startedwith a bang - Joe Bilgri'’s 38:40 was to be typeset, the printer didn't have the type face Dave
to remainunbeaten until his own last flight, and Romak specified. The delivery of the type was delayed by a
and Andrews made strong bids with their fourth flights. strike in New York, but 1t has all been“séttled ‘and the
At 5 PM the top three were Romak, Andrews and Kowalski. finished art work is in hand. The certificates should
In the next hour only Ernie Kopecky made real headway in start going out sometime in September, if the progress of
the race; he moved into second with a total of 70:23. indi ron! So :

.this issue is any indication!
About this time Frank Cummings lost 4 model ~- it was in-
volved in a collision with Tom Vallee's model and wander- Help Wanted! cs

ed into a dark corner of the hangar to land unnoticedby soe

a parked aircraft. Bob Champine (member of the CIAM FF Subcommittee) is
So trying to find out ceiling heights (per AMA definition in

At 6:20 PM, Romak, Kopecky and Andrews led the pack; the AMA Rule Book) of Cat. I and Cat. II sites in the
©

Bilgri needed only about 32 minutes to place and Kowalski Unites States. The object is to arrive at a realistic
needed 334 minutes. Although it was extremely unlikely ceiling height definition for the FAI ceiling categories
that anyone else could make it on a single flight, many now under discussion. Thus, it would be very helpful if ~

contestants had two flights left and two hours to make each NIMAS member would send a post card to Bob or to
them’-'1t was still almost anyone's contest. INAV, listing all the Sites you regularly use or hope to ‘

use. We would like to get a fair cross-section ofall
Frank Cummings took his restart (because of the sites that might be used for future FAI record trials -

collision) and it soon was apparent that he would be in so please send the info along promptly. Do not assume
contention if the model got back down safely. Joe Bilgri that I have it - even though I may have the info, it may
was already up on his last flight, which landed soon with well be buried in my chaotic files! Send the cards to:

sensation ateeepeintetrescenamnie anseaputtstenitenenactssaceaanereninaananenaaeneelll



-. Bud Tenny Bob Chaimpine MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS. ~
i “Box 545 25 Beechwood Dr.. At the last word, the McDonnell indoor group have

- ““". Richardson, Texas 75081 Yorktown, Va. 23490 received permission to fly 1n a hangar (the TWA hangar,
a oo

Bs presumably at St. Louls Municipal Airport) on a fairly
coos Anyone outside the U. S. and Canada shouldsend this regular schedule. The ceiling 1s 70' maximum, with a

"

same info (with a note telling where you got the address) 210' x 125' floor area and a reasonably clear ceiling.
vom. t0% Sandy Pimenoff, Oksaneng 7A11, Helsinki, Finland. Contact Dick Ganslen, 917 Blackberry, St. Charles, Mo.

oc Sandy 1s Chairmanof the FF Subcommittee, and thetime for info about datesandtimes. -

limit 1s s0 short that he should get it directly.
~

me
oe

.

oo
Pe 6° . ee NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST 6 se

a ~~ . * GhangeofAddresst
= |

For thosewhoarecloseenough (lucky ones) C. V.
- . en ec goo - Russo is planning‘arecordtrials over the Labor Day hol-

___
Lew Gitlow (MicroDyne) will be moving in about a iday. To find out when, write C. V. Russo, 143 Willow

.

month. He has announced that orders placed between Sept. Way, Clark, New Jersey,
6° — es os

10 and Nov. 30 Will havea 10 day delay, and suggests
. ‘

.

that orders be placed earlier to avoid the delay.”
|

"BipEromee sony .

| FALLINDOOR REPORT Page Four s

.. GAMFF Subcommittee Meno os 1. Tom Fineh andhis "300" -1st. Open Indoor Stick. -

CIAM FF Subcommittee Chairman Sandy Pimenoff recently ,

be

sent a memo to all members of his committee (Bob Champine
ee ere ee ome Junior Stick, 170 Sq. in. FAI,

at

1s the U. S. member), seeking opinions about various FF P °

and Indoor matters to be placed on the agenda of the Nov. a: . and + n " as a

CIAM meeting. Under Indoor, Mr. Pimenoff asked for sug-
3. Charlie Sotich and his ‘different’ Cabin models :

gestions for furthering indoor activity under FAI rules.
. Re

. a,
a.

Bob suggested that ceiling height categories be setup,
4 eee enarein ved otida flew tects warp hindered ”

along with two additional model sizes, At this time, the , ™ 7
° oe

pgutarivesuggestionsgade by Bob 070s, CesT raf MetePE 5, Wally Munper ~ ‘th Open Paper Stick. Note large prop.

epee cn. ree is one nee om Ceneeohhe Tt youhave 6, Two unidentified Juniors ready a Paper Stick flight, ws.
comments or suggestions on these ceiling heights or model Co

. i
sizes, drop a line to Bob Champine, 25 Beechwood Dre,

7+ Ronny Ganser 2nd. Junior Cabin. .

ye NEWS_PROMAROUNDTHEWORLD 1, Joe Bilgri and the#1 FAI model, *

ENGLAND BO 2, Frank Cummings prepares a test hop. i de
‘. Arthur Barr reports that Cardington is not dead, a

after all. Thererecently was 4 well-attended session 3. Bud Romak launched his 3rd place winner. =
there, with a few new faces to swell theranks.This. Sk ames | nego Site tie nt ee ene eras at ot

a
séssion was thefirst of two tobe held there thisyear, 4, Dick Kowalski -First runner-up. .

and the only times given were over 20 minute flights with oe
a

a .

a
65 em. span models by Arthur and Reg Parham. It seems 5. Pete Andrews (1.) and Ernie Kopecky watch Ernie's a
the talk of scrapping Cardington is dying down, and there model on a test hop. .

is a rumor that a contract has been let topaint the
/

“
-—~  puilding. At any rate, access to the shed seems to be 6. Bill Atwood holding, Frank Cummings winding. aaa

quite easy; so there may yét be hope that one of the best is

indoor sites in the world may be with us a while yet. = 7. Ed Stoll launches a test hop.
;

|
.

"8. CharlieSotienduring@ tensemoment. © te

CS Fly-Powered Modes .
At jeast twice in pasthistory(so I'm tola), M.A.N. and the author suggests that test glides be made with an “

has had articlesonmicrofilm models which were powered inactivefly or a 1/8" cube of balsa as weight. The
-

by flies. Apparentlyanykind of fly is satisfactory, flies aré glued inplace, but it probably would be a good Be
as long as it is an active specimen. The drawings shown idea to limit the amountof glue. TI have noted that some a
here have been reproduced from the August 1940 M.A.N., modern thinners and solvents areeffectiveinsecticides Z

and the article was "Models On The Fly" by WilliamB. when in contactwiththevarmint, and glue might be too. Bp
Schwab andJoe Elgin. Model construction 43 conventional Thanks to Edgar Seay forthe joanof themagazine. :
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" :NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny-Box §45- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

. - RS

*H**NATIONALINDOORMODEL AIRPLANESOCLETY**** _ Loof_Lirpa Strikes Again a e
"New Members!

|

a 1313 Frandlegooper Way
meee nn : — Posenose, Rhode Island .

M. W. GIESKIENG,JR., 730 Mocre St. #2, Lakewood, Colo. Dear Bud,
JAMES R. KELLY, Rt. #2 Box 490, Yorktown, Va. 23490 . . oy ae
JESSE SHEPPARD, 5312 Odessa, Ft. Worth, Texas Thanks for sending me a copy of Yam Nevesytnewt s -

letter. I am happy to see he also noticedthe Vortex __ ms
Belated Photo Credits Focuser" effect. Iregret that he failed to benefit from 7

in aT recent advances in thestateof theart by getting the -

Last month's issue containeda picture coverage of aerodynamic improvement of low Aspect Ratio.
ee

the Nats and the FAI Finals which drew many comments with a

high praise for the photo work, To my shame and disgust, As you are well aware (by painful experience) Ss

I neglected to give a credit line for the photos! My the idiot who calls himself the"LoneRenger" finally did

most humble apology to Bob Clemens, who took vacationand something worthwhile *y designing the "Boxy" HLG. (See i

journeyed to Lakehurst to take these pictures. Thank you, StateOfTheArt-Ed.) Boxy utilizesa low Aspect Ratio 7

Bob, for a job well done! to raise the Reynolds Number closer to the turbulent as

;

region while reducing tip losses by the high taper ratio. 4

Nats Aftermath
.

rs

——— a Since Renger is a fink he doesn't believe in Vortex :

First off the bat, another apology coming - due to Focusing, and Boxy 1s not designed to optimize its Vortex a

handouts list only five places), I completely missed John for improved roll-out, and a backward curving highpoint as

Triolo!s 34:34 flight, which put him in 6th place. He line to approximate elliptical dihedral. -
ee

said, "It's bad enough to miss out on placing by 10 sec~ As the Box
:

:

‘get. away” ~
y is an indoor design, Renger can get. away tes

onds, but to not be listed in the top ten is too much!" without Vortex Focusing and still havea winning design. es
+ : diet that for outdoor flying Vortex Focusing will be tek

And then there is the info I missed out on by being
I pre

:

yp. in the wrong place at the right time: Larry Conover's the biggest thing since the invention of CLA.
%

! winning HLG was a Flanger (what else?); see M.A.N. Dec. Sincerely, - :

- 163 for the outdoor version. And Frank Cummings arrived Loot Liroe
-

the Friday before with the covering on his models in bad
.

P uO

shape ~ vibration had caused the ribs to saw through the INDOOR RULES : . oe

film in many places. Starting from scratch, hepoured© aes
film and recovered the models, finishing up Sunday PM. 1 ét ,

:

|

,

I had seen these models in‘February, and a close look at eeeeyeee oe eavate the tndeoneules (
them at the Nats showed no signs of repairs!

; rules propos which would update the indoor rules (Sec-~
tion 8) to conform to modern practice and competition. ~

; ~ . it Hoping to evoke either a storm of protest over the fairly
WhoWantsCabin? largenumber of changes or & number of favorable comments

from those in favor,I asked for suggestions. I got a

in theGabi ice hanna saanya Poa ibaa sl few, split evenly between those in favor and those "agin"

say that perhaps Cabin should be dropped from the Nats
the proposal. With this proposal (not yet submitted to

schedule and retained as a record event. However, quite te ten lees Board) andwith those enh been sub-
-

a few more of you emphatically stated that Cabin should in ts te wateh.. or summary), the key to what to

remain, I agree. I wasn't promoting the demise of Cabin o 1s to watch Model Aviation and see when a proposal is

at the Nats — just sounding a word of warning. Since I published to start the study period, Then, no matter

never manage to get two models trimmed. out at once, I'm
which way you feel about a proposal, contact your FF Con-

.

almost sure not to complicate the problem by building cent Beare pember (consult tee ts book for a list of

Cabin. I can understand why few of the Cabin entries get— L
mbers tor your steric and tell him how you

flown. but this is no reason to drop the event _

feel. If you don't feel strongly enough about the pro~
’ .

. posal to do this, then don't gripe if you don't like what
ae

Preview - Things To Come a

rules are developed!
A hearty welcome to Hewitt Phillips - his article on POSTALCONTESTS

measuring prop efficiency 1s a good one, Would it be

possible for other NIMAS members to follow his lead and postal meet ‘EneD.C. Mexecutors and theWellington
contribute similar articles on their specialty? How Glub in New Zealana re

te .
Ste

about an article winding rubbermotors fora start? This 3 " to ew Zealand recently completed the first round.
ig something we all do, and most of us not too well. “By prior agreement, the events wereHLG, Easy B (N.Z.) ve

Then, there is the proper choice of wood; proper glue ee on rie ya 8 max. Span, 38% max,chord) pnd vez.
applying techniques (most of us use too much Bluey} the ° , ° UEN8 3 sites)

list could: go on and on.
. New Zealand Maxeeutors

Meanwhile, numerous requests for information about HLG .
,

microfilm - all aspects of the topic from formulation to John Malkin : *

handling and covering techniques - have been received.
° 1107.8 Geonee Marshall toss

As a result, I have tried to gather a variety of material Tom Vallee 1:00.5
jy from many sources, and this will be organized in some a

“_e ot

fashion in the months to come. Other requests covered Easy B
|

construction hints and kinks, and the resulting material John Malkin 6319 Tom Vallee 9:52.
will range from how-to-do-it to refinements on the usual .

Brian Roots 5:03.1 Bob Randolph 7342
way of doing things. , - moe ne .

"

Pee Class B :

Please note that the contents offuture issuesare JohnMa. : :

. pased largely on requests, and that each of you can get
John Malkin 6424 mob Randotph 142082

into the act by making requests and contributions. oo

"eevee trepettentnnernthmttensrrtneatansintnenuneetttaintenvenaperpn~———---nsamtettnnate ey ERA ere EY See ERP a

‘ a



NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD _  MBASUREMENT OF PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

AUSTRIA
“ core SS" QM INDOORMODELS

.

The railway station in Salzburg has been put to good
a

use lately as Manfred Koller and his wife exercise his. ete as
by Hewitt Phillips

35 em. span model. The railway station is about 15
oo we me

meters high, and readily available - after midnight each
_ .

Most. indoor modelerswill agree that propeller

, night! One recent sessionended at 3.AM after Manfred efficiency is important. In fact, many hours are spent .-

pushed his times up to 7:04 ~ very good time for a model discussingthemerits of a particular diameter, pitch,
which approximates our Class A ROG. airfoil, planform, etc. Yet how many of these builders

can show quantitative data to back up their arguments?
ENGLAND Actually, measurement of the efficiency of an indoor

Ron Draper reports that another Cardington session model propeller canbe done quite easily and with very
was held August 29, again with most of the regulars and simple equipment.
a few new faces. Unfortunately, one of the doors was

_. a
cen ewe

oe ;

ee

open about 12" and the outside winds caused a lot ofvar~ ““pirst, let us state what we mean by efficiency. The
fable drift. Top time was by Ray Monks at 27 minutes, purpose of a propeller is to convert power supplied in

followed by 214 minutes by Ron. The situation continues the form of the torque of a rubber band turning a shaft

to be good with respect to using Cardington, and it seems to a useful power in the form of a thrust pulling a model

likely they will be able to have 4 or 5 sessions a year. through the air at a given velocity. The efficiency is

There 1s some possibility that another session will be simply a measure of how well the propeller does this job.
held Sept. 26 - let's hope that the conditions are better! That is, it is the ratio of the thrust power produced to

‘

the torque power supplied.
INDIANA ~ KOKOMO

The Kokomo Aero Team is entering the 5th season of A review of the basic concepts of work and power is

;

{ndoor flying at Bunker Hill AFB, and the first session
—

(cont. PAGE 4)

4s supposed to be October 17. The events are usually HLG

and Easy B, along with a spirited competition in Scale.

Other sessions are tentatively scheduled for the third HINTS AND KINKS

Sunday of each month, Contact Chuck Borneman, 1401 West

Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901 for details. Easy Outlines

TEXAS - FT. WORTH-DALLAS
The gadget shown below was designed and developed by

Plans are afoot to start indoor sessions much earlier Don Larsen of the McDonnell club in St. Louis; the sketch

this year than usual, with a new wrinkle. Special events and @ working model was sent in by Dick Ganslen of the

and classes are planned for youngsters,and it is hoped same club.

to extend the lower age limits down to at least 6 years
or younger by using nickel gliders in special events. The basic idea is to mechanically form surface out~-

lines from balsa strips that have been soaked in water.

:
The device 1s drawn with a circular form like that used

.

STATE OF THE ART for, trailing rudders, put Dick says the shape of the form

is limited on by the requirement that the movable

"Boxy" is the present holder of the Cat. I Open HLG circle be ableto touch the form all around. Hard card-

record at 0:54.5, set by Larry Renger during a visit to board can be used for all the pieces, but the edges of
©

Texas, He went back home (Los Angeles) and later set the the forming roller and the form should be waterproofed
present high time for the design (0:33.5) at Wilmington with glue or wax to preserve the shape and keep the wood

Recreation Center. strip from sticking.

In Larry's hands Boxy handles very nicely, flying The method of use is this: soak the strip of balsa ~~

left-left with immediate roll-out at the peak of the “tn water in the usual manner, wedge one end in the slot

.

launch. It appeared to be very easy to aim the glider at in the form and start turning the form. As soon as the

a roll-out point, and it handled well during all phases strip moves between the roller and form, a smooth, even

of the flight. The local fliers thought I over-did the tension and: pressure is applied to the strip. Continue .

Southern hospitality, since Larry was staying here and to turn the form until the strip is 411 around the form,
used some of my wood for the glider, then beat us all at and leave the strip on the form until it is dry. It may

the contest! Why is it called Boxy? That is a deep, be necessary to adjust the tension of the rubber band the
dark secret that has nothing to do with the shape of the first few times it is used - thereafter it should not be

model! necessary to change it.

ts in
. eon slotan , —Grasp here and turn

caren
.

Moves .

SO e@
| 1. All material is hard

Slot

cardboardo
2. Apply glue or wax

around perimeter of
.

eireles to prevent —
This part Seataa

Ng o

.
. nn snape u

wood from sticking Balsa strip. lone as the smaller

.

circle wipes its

nee
ee ee periphery.

, Chicago Screw comb. (typ-)
~~

meee

Rubber band Lo

.

tensioner SECTION A - A

tt
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rw

desirable in order to understand the procedure of meas~ . If the propeller turns at the rate of n revolutions
;

uring propeller efficiency. Work is simply Force times per second, the work 217Q 1s done n times per second.
Distance. The distance, however, must be measured in the Therefore the rate of doling work is 2T7nQ. But, by def-
direction of the force. A few simple examples will make inition, this 1s the power input to the propeller, one of
this clear. First, consider a man pushing against a wall: the quantities needed in determining propeller efficiency.
(see Fig. 1) He may get tired, but he does no work in the
scientific sense because the force he exerts doesnot_ a,

The other quantity needed in determining propeller
move through any distance. ‘A pulley and -a weight’could ~~” efficiency-isthe thrust power, which is equal to. the
be rigged up (see Fig. 2) to do the same job and could propeller thrust times the airspeed. The propeller ~

keep applying the force indefinitely without using any thrust, however,is a very difficult quantity to measure

fuel because no work is involved. Next consider a boat in flight. Some other approach to measuring the thrust
towing a waterskier (Fig. 3). The towrope does work on power must therefore be used. This problem may be solved
the skier equal to the force times the distance traveled, by noting that the power required to fly the model in
and the boat has to continuously use fuel because work level flight isexactly the same as the power required to
is being done. . Finally, consider a wagon rolling down an cause it to glide, assuming that the adjustment of the
inclined plane (See Fig.'4). The force of gravity does model remains the same. The only difference is that in a

work on the wagon equal to the weight of the wagon mul- glide, the power required to fly the model comes from
tiplied by the change in height. This vertical distance, gravity rather than from the rubber motor. We have al-
rather than the distance along the incline, is used ready seen that the work done by gravity on a wagon mov-
because the distance has to be measured in the direction ing down an inclined plane is the weight multiplied by
of the force. This same principle will be used later in the change in height. In exactly the same way, the work
connection withaglide test of a model. done by gravity on the gliding model is the model weight

ee multiplied by the change in altitude, and the power is
the weight multiplied by the rate of change of altitude,
or in other words by the sinking speed. The thrust power

.

in level flight may therefore be written WV,, where W is
: the weight and V, is the sinking speed. Finally, summar-

izing the formulas developed, the propeller efficiency is:

Fic. 1 Fie, B
. Eas Ws,

sA oTrng :

;

WEIGHT: (] o t
aedee <6 h The experimental procedure for measuring propeller

- 0 efficiency may now be describedas follows. It is

fe. 3 ric. 4 f assumed that we have an indoor model which has been prop-
.

.
. erly adjusted. First, weigh the. model complete with rub-

Next, consider the concept of power. Power is the ber. Next, remove the propeller, but keep the rubber on
- pate of doing work. It “is well known that a more power-

‘the model. Put a few turns in the rubber and hook it
ful motor must be used to pull the water skier at a _

over the front thrust bearing. Replace the propéller by
higher speed. This is because the work done in travel- an equivaient weight,inthe form of a small lump’of clay,
ling a given distance 1s expended in a shorter time, and carey yetghed to equal the weight of the propeller.
therefore the rate of doing work 1s higher, - re mode 8 now ready for glide tests. Simply launch

e model from a convenient altitude, say 6 feet, and
A few words about units will conclude this physics

_

measure the time required to reach the floor. The height
lesson, and we can continue with the subject of measur- divided by the time gives the sinking speed.
ing propeller efficiency. If distance is measured in-
feet and force in pounds, then the work is expressed in Now replace the propeller and wind the rubber. Allow
foot pounds. For indoor models, however, we will find it the model to fly, without letting it get out of reach,
more convenient to measure distance in inches and force until it just flies level. Now measure the number of —-.
in ounces, so work will be expressed in inch ounces. If - revolutions per second made by the propeller. (Note:
the water skier mentioned previously.is pulled 55 feet in © when timing the propeller, start the watch on the count

;

one second with a force of 10 pounds, then the power| of zero, otherwise the first revolution will be missed.)
required is 550 foot pounds per second. Note that we can Next, catch the model and measure the propeller torque.
also get this answer by multiplying the force, 10 pounds, For this purpose, a small torque meter which clips over

py the velocity, 55 feet per second. Thus power is force the propeller is most convenient. Two designs for such

times velocity. It happens that 550 foot pounds per sec- meters are shown below: .

i ond is exactly one horsepower, by definition. Here again, n

either horsepower or foot pounds per second are rather 20100 MVSIE SPIRAL

large units for indoor model calculations, so we will wire, 6 cons SPRING my

measure power in inch ounces per second, oo
= CARD BOARD

We must now find methods to measure the power BALSA STICH- DIAL

required to i the model through the air (the so-called
,

:

thrust power) and the power to turn the propeller. The These meters should be calibratedto read torque in inch
ratio of these two quantities is the propeller efficiency. ounces’by hanging known weights at known distances from
Consider first the power required to turn the propeller. the shaft. -

Our examples so far have considered power generated by 4 .

force pulling in a straight line. In the case of the We now have allthe necessary data to determine prop-
propeller, however, the power is generated by a twisted eller efficiency. A typical example is worked out below
rubber band turning a shaft. To measure the twisting to illustrate the calculations required.
tendency of the mubber motors we use ‘me quantity we :

peller torque. ropeller torque may be measured by - 095 .

nen lsece the aye exerted at a known radiusfrom the Weight of model 095 0%
hub (See Fig. 5). The torque is the force multiplied by ~ 6 17. .

‘

the radius. It does not matter what radius we choose.
|

.

Sinking speed -

6 feet in 17.2 seconds

If we put the balance twice as far from the hub, the . yO, oe = Ayt .

per sec.
force will be half as great, so the torque remains the = as 4 19 in. per sec

.

same. Now consider the work done by the propeller toraue an SO -
‘as the propeller turns one revolution. Remembering that

.

: 5.
Ge

.

we must meayure distance in the direction of the force a

Propeller speed 58 revolutions in 60 sec

See Fig. 6), the distance through which the forceF | me
=. .

per

:toves ie om, where ris the radius at which the force ~~, spas = 1968 Fevs per second
,

4s measured (1f is 3,14). The work done in one revolu-0 °F wh So - .

tion 1s therefore 27Fr. But the torque, Q, is Fr. :

ok - .
° “p6eque for level flight - 613 inch oz. .

Therefore the work is 27Q. .

De ee
6 ate "Phpust power = .095 x 4.19 = .399 in, oz. ”
=

r
ee Le _.

" - * per secondB Po ARE
- .

Power of rubber motor = : nn

i

, 2x 3.14x .968 x .13 = .788 in. oz. per second

4 Propeller efficiency = 488 = .506 or 50.6%
,

CQ I<]
°Lif [ro TS Let’s bring out those stopwatches and slide rules,

r | and get some figures to prove the arguments on propeller
: Fic. 6 @ ciency!

Fie. &
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;NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081.

$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL
:

. *#HHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY#### this group, and I will make available news of this new :| Ce STRAT STR cena HRA TSR EDR eA one em ANd ha - organization as it is available. | os
a _ NewMembers:= FAI_INDOQOR REPORT | 4

: JIM RICHMOND, 131 Pamela Dr., Bensenville, I11. 60106
-: AL ROHRBAUGH, 1902 East Fairfax, Ft. Wayne, Indiana | Team ManagerAppointed | “

Tom Finch has been appointed as Team Manager for the i moeRecentPublications : 1966 FAI Indoor Team, which officiallyterminatesthis .
Cos

' lection program. e wish Tom an e team oThe November '65 M. A. N. has superb coverage of the year's team se
|'65 Nats, including very good coverage of both the Indoor phe best of Luok,andreel that we have chosen a strong vs

Nats (with 9 pictures) and a report on the FAI Finals. eam ani Pp ger.
7Unless I missed seeing reporters from other magazines, 1966 Indoor World Championships ”

M. A. N. is the only one interested in seeing that the
;

i260
IndoorWorldChampionships i,

FAI Finals was covered, so this should be the only report It 18 sad to relate, but the 1966 World Champs is inin print. We are very indebted to Walt Schroder for his
a precarious spot. It 1s deemed certain that the Novem-~ -

interest in Indoor and the support we get, all the time, ber CIAM meeting will adopt a rulewhich automatically \does more for our hobby than any other publication. We
removes an event from the world championship schedule ifshould, in turn, support M. A. N. any way we can, it can not be held twice in a row, either from lack of a 4
host country or from lackof entries. The 1964 Champs :

New Materials! were cancelled because there were less than the required :
' five entries. Now, Czechoslovakia has withdrawn their wyThe May '65 INAV suggested that Juniors use stretch- offer to host the 1966 Champs because their site has not osed dacron sewing thread for their first bracing efforts. proved to be satisfactory. We are very close to the 4At long last the addresses of the distributors turned up: deadline for offers to host an event, and there are no “i

offers to date. The English are trying to get Carding- as
L. Fisherman & Son W. S. Leopold ton again, but there are doubts about the effort's suc- (38Baltimore, Maryland Los Angeles, Calif. cess, The United States is prepared to offer to host the | os

a oy
Fe a wes et event as a proxy-flown affair for those who will send i 3é Hamner Bros., Inc. teams, but we must have five entries if we are to retain ieSt. Louis, Missouri the Indoor World Champs as an event. It cannot be stated) © |

- too strongly: Any country that is able to field even one
' oeThe sample furnished by American Thread Co. was des- entry, either in person or by proxy, and fails to do so, Becribed as D-15 Left (Z) Twist, is .0035" in diameter and

may be responsible for the loss of FAI Indoor. There are | 8weighs .0002 oz. per foot. at least 10 countries with some degree of indoor activity | a
.

and possibly others which might have activity we don't t oNBack Issues? know about. From all these countries it should be easy y
to get five entries, but apparently not. : iaThere are approximately 25 back issues avattabre, for a

. those who would like to fill out their files. 8s in-
/ EScludes all of 1965 to date, all of 1964 and several from 4 LOOKATYESTERYEAR oe1963. NIMAS members pay 45¢ postage and handling, al eeothers pay 10¢ per issue. It is more convenient for me theStoutTrophy 4if the payment is made in stamps, but cash is acceptable, Frank Ehling passes along the following information ~ 3

Books For Sale and questions:
“3

Just as a reminder: Frank Zaic's 1964-65 Year Book Then cere ore now the original Stout Trophy rules? 2is almost ready. The contents: 34 articles and 200 y °

seplans in 224 pages; these include 5 articles on indoor.
. atopics and 20 indoor model plans. The real interesting al). Models te velghnot One Ree eee jaize option sarticle for indoor fans will be Wicrofilm History by They must be able to leave the ground from a platform or .J. P. Glass ~ the man who was there. Order your copy ’ s ; a, strip of linoleum 20 feet in length, laid on the ground. renow by sending $5 to Frank at Box 155, Northridge, Cal.

Model must make straight flight within 30 degrees angle. Be
:

' Model to land after passing between postofflags 75 aFor anyone who is Just starting indoor, or for anyone feet on either side of centerline and at a distance of “who is working with a group of people learning indoor, 300 feet fromthestarting line. A triangle measuring athere 1s a book which covers all the basic points and a 150 feet in width and 300 feet in length is thus formed esfew of the advanced techniques. This is Lew Gitlow's with the model starting at its apex. Models travelling ="Indoor Model Building and Flying", which costs $1.50 outside this triangle will be disqualified, 2postage paid anywhere. Note: Lew (and MicroDyne) can
a oe oo. zbe reached at the new address: P,. 0. Box 416, Leucadia, The Trophy shall be awarded each year to the club, aeCalifornia 92046. organization or chapter represented by the entrant of oa:

the winning model, and this body shall be entitled to
\ -NationalFree Flight Society the possession of the Trophy until one month prior to ee

:

SO

Se to the next, succeeding contest, at which time the Trophy “eeDick Black and Carl Fries aré hatchingawonderful shall bereturnedtothe National Aeronautic Association; Sidea - a free flight society within the framework of AMA suitable bond for its proper care and return shall be’ aein the same manner as NIMAS. This will be an enormous required by the donee, from each and every person or or- eeundertaking, but should be tremendously beneficial to all ganization into whose possessiontheTrophy shall atany  ' isons ttodel activity. To quotemygood friend Johnny Clemens, time be delivered. =
- | .

who serves as Publicity Managerfor the Nats every year, OO oi"Model airplane activity is like a lake; anyone who con- The William B. Stout trophy is now 41 years old. It's | aetributes to the activity adds a little water to the lake original rules have changed in concept as it once was a | veand the level of the whole thing rises." I feel that speed event. How and When did this event change from “eethe NFFS will do just that; many of us will want to join 'gpeed to a duration event? “
~

: a Te fe ee .
:

- Oe

as
<etneenenntinecstemereaspemepuanuttncittirnntntithtnt eeeemanate ssimsnsinsnnbnetsnes een Oe anna enninsanictlaBiisetNeal niNl aig ; Meinenaeeaentd see scicaamininibinianisasi niente
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‘SIMPLIFIED CABIN STRUCTURE

In the August issue I reported unofficial talk which fhe design shown in Fig. 1 is the closest to present
"

indicated some thought of eliminating an indoor event at practice ~ the wing can be braced in normal fashion using
the Nats - and pointed out that Cabin was a likely choice 0035" dacron sewing thread and the tail boom can be

because of low participation in recent years - especially puilt up or solid - even rolledifthey have access to a —

‘ in Junior Cabin. In the flurry of protest and comments boom form. The deep fuselage makes up the required cross

which resulted, one thing stood out. It was pointed out section and minimizes landing gear length. The exact

that no one even bothers to publish plans of cabin models methodofkeying in the motor stick hasnotbeenworked|
that Juniors can build - only the "ultra" models. It out for eitherdesign, but this should not be difficult.

seems that anyone who has simplified a cabin in the past
has kept it pretty quiet - so several of us have been Fig. 2 shows another approach - the wing mounts on

discussing ways to simplify cabin structures so Juniors four short posts and can be unbraced, braced with balsa

could build them andhandlethemlater. ©...

ssgtruts, or braced with semi-removable dacron thread, brac~
“sng which hooks to the lower part of the fuselage. Both

Starting with the suggestion that the motor and prop models can have very light superstructures for the outer

be mounted on a removable motor stick as is done with fuselage, reinforced at the nose and rear of the fuselage

some scale models, Lloyd Wood sketched these two fuselage for handling. The major improvement these designs offer

designs which should start us all thinking, I think it for Juniors 1s to remove the winding hazard from the

is important that we apply some thought and ingenuity to fuselage and eliminate the removable tail boom, besides

the problem faced by both Juniors and beginners of all the much simplified fuselage structure. Please pass on

ages - if cabin is so complicated, why bother? any comments and suggestions you have - this is a good
start, but how can we improve the design?
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HINTSANDKINKS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

34, How do you measure the viscosity of microfilm sol~

ution? The circuit below was sent in by Bob Champine, and a

similar suggestion was made by Ron Ganser. Ron used a

Most manufacturers of nitrocellulose products have length of nichrome wire taken from the igniter coil of

developed methods for expressing viscosity of standard a gas clothes dryer, straightened out into a "uy" shape.
nitrocellulose solutions; there may be quite a bit of In use, the rheostat is adjusted so the wire is just hot

standardization between companies but I have the follow- enough to melt the film easily - more heat may ingite
ing info condensed from du Pont brochure A-6098 entitled the film and spoil your disposition!
"Do Pont Nitrocellulose." This 28 page brochure is very :

informative - a treasure-trove of info if you're inter- a) 2%
a . h

ested in the technical side of microfilm materials. Ue We WATT 3-10—2 Blok BOF OS

5 Alle, 20 WATT :

The falling ball method of viscosity measurement is rive ® lik RHEOSTAT NicHRome WikE

most likely easily adaptable to our needs; the pasic idea fu 4 E

is a metal ball (steel or aluminum) of standard diameter
6:5 VAC. 2 Amp. TRANSFORMER

and weight dropped through a standard diameter and length
glass tube filled with a standard solution of nitrocell- STATEOF THEART
ulose. The viscosity is expressed as a number which np Po Web

- oe

expresses the length of time it takes the metal ball to The Model of the Month is the design by Bud Romak

drop through 10" of solution, measured in seconds. Thus, which he. flew all through the FAI qualificationtrials
‘ 6 to a team slot on the 1966 FAI Indoor Team, in addition

when we see guncotton (dry nitrocellulose) rated as 5/' nnd tT th Cat. ITT NIMAS Award
second materi@1 it means that a colution of 20g nitro: to winning & ree CBU. WADCS «

cellulose, 20% ethyl alcohol, 44% toluene and 16% ethyl coe

acetate was mixed, checked for uniformity, held for 7
From a design standpoint the model is a blend ofthe

.

hours, set in a constant temperature bath for 1 hour, and classic West Coast design (picket fence bracing, 35%
. ,

.

, stab and slack film) with a longer tail moment arm and
then checked for viscosity; an aluminum ball was dropped
through the solution and timed, then the time was con-

a rearward C.G. location to optimize dynamic stability.
en & te 1 pall

° ° This model has been a most consistent design - a very
verted to an equivalent for steel ball.

. good performer and quite dependable.
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MICROFILMTECHNIQUES -

.
form even gold film; it takes a determined effort to get

Introduction blue film for props. :

Although the entire science/sport/art of indoor model For more specific examples, du Pont HC-17 material is
flying is largely an art that we all practice, the whole rated at 1/4 second viscosity and approximately 9,500 lb.
business of formulating, pouring and using microfilm is per sq. in. tensile strength; HB-14 is 1/2 sec. and has “™

the least subject to rigid definition and analysis. To about 11,500 1b./sq. in. tensile strength; HA-5 comes in
put it another way, formulas and techniques which work at 5 sec. and 12,800 lb./sq. in. The ultimate tensile
for one person may work poorly or not at all for someone strength for nitrocellulose film 1s about 13,000 lb./sq.
else; in fact, what worked last week may not work today in., so there is no need to go higher than 5 sec. material
but will work perfectly sometime later on ~ next week, for strength reasons. It takes about twice as much sol-
perhaps. This was brought home strongly to me after the vent per given quantity of 60 sec. material as it does
article on taut film. Some people reported that the for- for 5 sec. material, so the ease of handling and pouring
mula based on Duco cement wouldn't work. I rechecked and will be in similar ratio.
got the same results; mixed some more and sent it to them
to try. Sometimes they could get good results and some- For those who object to having the danger of an ex-
times not. Once I was working with a young fellow who plosive material around the house, there is another way
could successfully pour only one of four commercial types to get pure nitrocellulose. Chemical supply houses such
of film on hand - and that particular brand was one I had as Sargent and W. H. Curtin sell collodian, which is a

.
peen warned about by a very experienced flier - he said nitrocellulose solution in alcohol and ether. Collodian .

it was almost impossible to get film from that mix! is made from high viscositynitrocellulose, and makes an
excellent base for microfilm ~- after you get rid of the

For similar almost incomprehensible reasons, methods alcohol and ether - both solvents are unusable in film
of covering and handling are excellent or unworkable, mixes. So, if you start with collodian (be sure to getdepending on who is trying to do it. So, film formulas plain collodian and not flexible collodian which is
which are given later on will be extensively tested, but already plasticized with castor oil and camphor), you
no guarrantee is attached. The other techniques will be need a polyvinyl container with an open top such as a toypresented in good faith also - one or more fliers have sand bucket. Get someplace with good ventilation and nohad good luck with them. open fire or flames ~ ether and alcohol is very inflamm-

able and toxic. Pour in about three ounces of collodianPart I ~- Basic Materials and tilt the bucket until the entire inside surface isrs

coated with liquid. Repeat the coating operation everyIt 1s possible to make microfilm out of a variety of few minutes until the remaining liquid will no longerdifferent materials, and most of the likely candidates flow - then set it aside until all solvent is gone. Thishave been tried at one time or another. In fact, it is coating will shrink and pull loose from the bucket - cut
theoretically possible to make microfilm from any type of it up and dissolve it in the proper solvents. Part Itmaterial that has available a solvent system such as will will deal with solvents, and how to blend solvents forbe described later on. There are several good films on specific action during pouring and curing. I am deeplythe market, and it hardly seems worthwhile for most of indebtedto the Houston du Pont office and Mr. F. 8S.
us to develop more formulas. Since model builders are Horner for making the du Pont brochure A-6908 availableincurable do-it-yourself types, the information presented to me; much of the above information came from this val-in this series should help the dedicated experimenter to uable source.
make his own film or change a commercial mix to suit his
own needs or desires. . NEWS FROM AROUNDTHE WORLD

The most common base for microfilm is nitrocellulose, AUSTRIA
.in whatever form might be handy. Many formulas printed The railway station has continuedto be used duringin the past are based on nitrate dope, which is probably the wee hours by Manfred Koller, and he has been joined “~™

one cause of more trouble than any other single item of by Harry Meusburger at recent sessions. Harry was onefilm formulation. Each brand of commercial dope starts of the several fliers who were active in 1962 before the
:

as nitrocellulose, but each company has different ideas station was remodelled and the deadly chandelier removed.
on what to put in it. There are often eight or nine Good luck to these fellows - a little competition should
ingredients in dope, most of them unnecessary or harmful make the times increase rapidly.
to good microfilm. For best results, one should start
with pure nitrocellulose and add only those ingredients CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANA
necessary for the film characteristics we want. The doors have remained open at the hangar - just

enough to prevent serious flying unless the outside
Before we go further, a word of warning is necessary. weather is almost perfect. Consequently, the activityAnother name for nitrocellulose is guncotton - the same has died down to the point that several people are some-basic material is used to make gunpowder. Dry nitrocell- what worried about losing the use of the hangar fromulose is extremely flammable and burns rapidly; if it is lack of attendance. Now would seem to be the time forconfined it will generate gas pressure rapidly with Some intensive effort to be applied to helping juniorsexplosive violence, Nitrocellulose does not require any and other beginners - as a rule drift and turbulent air

outside source of oxygen - it furnishes its own. Most are less of a problem until the models are well refined.suppliers have a choice of several damping media, and
these may also cause problems. For example, du Pont has INDIANA - KOKOMO
the options of butyl alcohol, denatured alcohol (ethyl The winter series of indoor contests by the Kokomcalcohol), isopropyl alcohol and water. For our purposes, Aero Team, held at Bunker Hill AFB, will start with onethe alcohol-wet materials are best, but these are volatile scheduled for October 17, 1965. Subsequent contests areand inflammable. Also, nitrocellulose in any undissolved scheduled for the third Sunday of each month throughform deteriorates at storage temperatures above 90° F., April. The October events will be Easy B, HLG and Scale,resulting in unpredictable and probable unusable proper-
ties in the final film. The best and safest way to avoid MICHIGAN - DETROIT
safety and storage problems is to dissolve the nitrocell- Detroit area fliers had a unique opportunity duringulose as soon as you get it. The problem is then one of August. Max Hacklinger took a course in computerstoring a liquid like dope - much safer, Remember, never science at the University of Michigan, and "talked shop"store undissolved nitrocellulose - it can be extremely in the evenings. What an opportunity!hazardous, and there is no reason not to dissolve it!

NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
Next comes the proper choice of viscosity of the.

;

Poor outside weather and a hurricane watch teamed upnitrocellulose. The Questions and Answers column in this to keep the hangar open and unusable most of Saturdayissue briefly discusses an industrial method of viscosity and part of Sunday (Labor Day weekend). Nonethelessmeasurement; here we will consider what the viscosity two new records were set and Russ Russo turned a high ofrating tells us about the final product. Popular usage 36:01.2 with a "D", Ernie Kopecky just missed the Paperof this term (viscosity) as applied to nitrocellulose Stick record again, using his Nats winner. Other highexpresses the average molecular chain length of nitro- times were 32:32 by John Triolo, 30:32 by Tom Vallee andcellulose; ultimately it is an indirect indication of the 29:50 by Dave Martin. This was the last Lakehurst ne ttensile strength of the final film. The viscosity rating for the year, but plans are being made for 1966
° ,

also expresses indirectly the amount of solvent which °

amust be used to produce a mix of pouring consistency. RECORDS? MAYBE! ~

For example, a low viscosity material will produce pour-
ing consistency with 1/5 or 1/6 as much solvent, but the LAKEHURST LABOR DAY RECORD TRIALS, Sept. 4-5, 1965film strength will be only 70% as much as the higher vis- Lakehurst, New Jersey Cat. III 180' ceiling.cosity material. On the other hand, the very high ratio Jr. Helicopter - 4:38, Curtis Bernard Lee
of solvent to solids in a high viscosity material makes Open Autogyro - 5:52, John Triolo
it almost impossible to pour enough film on the water to

-vert een rontio rent RRO ORCA a Cmtetetmernenetnntntnsnmennateemintatemennntuingaitisinemnansnananeili sittin NACA ARNON TOE CCIOCCACESAAERASTCett ce erectEAC NCR RETRO REP ON EIA PT RTT NTEcD
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NEWSand VIEWS (Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

a -

+##+#NATIONALINDOORMODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY#### Down under, New ZealandandAustralia had consider« ~
able activity before World War II. New Zealand has some o

New Members!
.

a

very avid and competent fliers now, and John Malkin made ay
’

a proxy entry in the 1962 World Champs. Australia has ne
MAX CHERNOFF,5 Berkshire Rd., Great Neck, N. Y. several fliers who did mighty good times in the past, but; a

,

, apparently no one is flying of late, It seems that a good *:
AMA Election “push is all it would take to start them flying again. os

When you receive this issue, you will have less than In Europe and Asia, there are many indoor fliers, and.
5 days to get your AMA ballot completed and in the mail, quitea few of themarevery good. In England, @ regular
4f you have not sent it off already. Each AMA member is World Champs entrant, there are several top-notch fliers :
obligatedto keep himself informed about leaders in his and slowly growing crop of new fliers who show promise of ,

AMA district. When election time comes along, it should excellent performance with more practice. Germany has a

be relatively easy to decide upon the best qualified man few fliers of very high skill and two excellent sites in
|

for offices in your district. Leader members and club the proposed Cat. II ceiling category - and their teams me

officers can help others be informed by holding special. have always made good showing at the World Champs. In ve
club meetings to discuss the candidates and their quali- Hungary (entered ‘61 and '62 Champs) there is a large a

fications and see that the ballots are completed and then modelling program with quite a few indoorfliers, but we Aa
mailed on time. have little word of their degree of skill. Rumania has oh

; a

a few dedicated indoor fliers; again we have no word on
_

aa
The only national office up for grabs this year is their sites or performance. Finland fielded good teams

—
se

Secretary/Treasurer, and there are four candidates on the in '61 and '62, and their model program iswell supported me
ballot. SinceIknow only one of the candidates person-

—

by many very good fliers, but there has been littleword ee
ally, I must therefore consider the records of the can- | on their recent activity. Poland has a very active group i
didates before deciding where to place my vote. Only one of indoor fliers, and many of them are very good. The * ea
candidate has a broad base of experience in all phases of Polish FAI record was recently upped to almost21 minutes ke
administration at the national level - Gordon Gabbert. —

in a 45' site, which is good flying in any league. Russia
He is also the only one to be in business for himself, has interest and activity 1n indoor, and their fliers may a

or which is an excellent qualification for the job. “Since have the skill to be very good World Champs entrants. In if
' I am aequainted with Gordon, I can vouch for his interest Austria there are a few fliersinSalzburgand more in

|

mS
in the AMA and feel that he will do an excellent job if Vienna. The Salzburg activityis centeredon 35 cm. size

|

ws
he is elected, models, flown in a 45' site; no information is available °

oo on the Vienna flying. In Holland there are only a few aks
Financial Report

oe

indoor fliers; they are quite limited on places to fly; ct
ele evidently there are few buildings with rooms large enough

This issue marks the start of the fifth consecutive for indoor! aia
year of publication for INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS, and the ~

year just ended was a banner year in many respects for There you have it; those eleven countries are known -

NIMAS and INAV. The average monthly circulation was 202 to have at least some indoor activity. Many of them are ton
, issues, with about 15 of those going outside the North limited to a poor choice of materials, and the sites are

American continent. Incoming mail totalled 684 pieces, either scarce or low ceiling. These countries are the :

and outgoing mail amounted to 988 items. Witha total nucleus of what can be a rapid growth in indoor activity
income from subscriptions and donations of $476.78 and all over the world, and if the U. S&S. ceiling category and

expenses of $490.34, the year showed a Blight deficit. model class proposals are accepted this growth isa certain si

Only 1964 showed more income than expenses, so we feel in the near future. Indoor offers a unique technological
right at home! Expenses break down as follows: challenge and fun at very low cost, and it teaches model

. ,
. building skills better than any other event. How can we-

INAV Printing ae Be Mail Postage 64,24 lose?
ostage 134. Misc. Expenses 12.0!

NIMAS Awards " P ad
FAI INDOORREPORT

Printin, .( g) 15.30
oe U.S. To Host World Champs?

—

Once again, thanks to all of you who help out by
—

making material available, answering your mail from me, The U. S. has made a firm offer tohost the 1966
drawing plans and sketches, writing articlea and just World Championshipswith the understanding that it would
plain cheering us on! probably have to be mostly a proxy-flown event since most

European fliers would be unable to enter in person. Thus

INDOOR WORLDWIDE
,

the U.S. offer is to furnish a site (most likely Lake-
oe a hurst) and sufficient personnel to fly the proxy entries

Since we are worried about getting five entries in pesides the officiating personnel. Itis felt that this
the 1966 World Champs, and the CIAM will be considering offer will be accepted if no European country offers to

a proposal which may well greatly increase indoor activ- host the event, so the first hurdle is past and we can

ity if it is passed, it seems appropriate to review what concentrate on getting enough entries. Late word has it

we know about the present status of indoor flying all that Czechoslovakia has not formally withdrawn the \
around the world. This information has been put together offer to host the Champs, but it is expected that this

from several sources, and hopefully is up to date. will happen, because of poor conditions in their site.

In the Americas, we find a lot of activity in the U.
“7 7" New IndoorClasses?

S., scattered over most of the country. In Canada, there a oo .

am, is quite a bit of indoor flying near Toronto, some in Many of us received a questionaire from Bob Champine i

Windsor and Vancouver and one or two fliersin Winnipeg. in September; the results of this questionaire made it

Certainly, the Canadians have the material to make a good clear that most of us would favor addition of new classes

FAI team, if there is an effort to qualify the fliers. and ceilingcategories to the international record list.
.

South of the U. S., no definite information is available
_

AU.S. proposal will suggest a Cat. I ceiling limit of
about activity, but at least Mexico, Brazil and Argentina about 8 meters and a Cat, II limit of 23 meters. For

may have some fliers. Cat. I only, a new model class of 45 cm is proposed; for '

. Al



:

:

8 . e

Cat. II only, a 65 cm. model 1s proposed. This makes two comparison to this. On the same scale, Acetone's rate is
new classes, intended for international records only, and 1160, Methyl Ethyl Keytone 570 and Amyl Acetate 42. These
not to be added to World Championship events. If this four solvents are adequate for home brews, and are the
proposal is accepted, it may well be responsible for an easiest to buy. Acetone and Amyl Acetate are usually
increase in indoor activity worldwide, just as ceiling available from drug stores, but Methyl Ethyl Keytone and
categories in the U. 8. are responsible indirectly for Butyl Acetate may have to be purchased from a paint man- “os

trithe (ug. Mot ooEtvaseuese eotling’anleees augue SNSFET?
|

nthe U. S. r ese ceiling heights highly
appropriate (most countries have sites which fit these The first choice of solvent which must be made is the
ceiling limits well), but several countries have classes ety to dissolve the nitrocellulose or other base. Gener-
which will fit the proposed classes exactly. ally this choice should be the fastest solvent you plan

to use, although a pretty good case can be made to use a
CHANGE OF PACE blend such as 50% Acetone and 50% Butyl Acetate. In any

case, you should keep careful record of the solvents used
"Birdnik" - Indoor Ornithopter pecause they will affect the final mix as will be shown

later,
by Fred Weitzel

The second solvent choice you must make in brewing a
.

Birdnik is derived from ornithopter ideas by Ganser, pot of microfilm is the blend (and it must be a blend)
Parham and Murphy; but the combination as presented is of fast, medium and slow thinners or solvents which give
original and effective, we feel. An original featureis the handling characteristics you desire. Fast solvents
the off-phase beat of the rrappers: Instead of flapping such as Acetone (1160) and Methyl Ethyl Keytone (570)
exactly together (like a bird), or a little out of phase create @ solution which pours and spreads readily, but a
(like most ornithopters), these flap completely out of mix with only fast thinner will dry too fast, wrinkle,
phase - actually one after the other. This increases blush and generally be unsatisfactory. So, a medium
the performance both in climb and duration, as is evident speed solvent such as Butyl Acetate (100) is added to let
from Birdnik's 2 minute plus average (3:00 best) in 30' the film dry slower on the water. If you add just enough
ceiling despite frequent collisions with girders. This to stop the blush, the film will still spread well but
is not bad for a paper covered model, Ned Smith showed the color 1s likely to be very uneven. More B/A will
what could be done with a lighter version of the design help smooth out the color, but you must guard against too

Beso inebol ite. ate wing and ete ats nas flown much. Excess medium (and slow) solvents prevent the film
: na 20° site, its best flig o date. owever from spreading and slows up the curing on the water. As
the model "as is" 18 good for small site flying. It is a result,asheet of film may continue to shrink after it
easy to adjust, reliable, highly entertaining and reason- te picked up, and then break on the hoop before the water
ably durable. riesoff.

Those who wish to experiment with different types of The final blend of solvents (and the final film mix)
flapping(out of phase and tn phase) cando so Py pending witl dependupon the viscosity rating of the nitrocell-

e cra as shown below. w e note at wit e ulose an e amount and kind of plasticizer used. Most
flappers synchronized perfectly, a large amount of neg- likely the final formula will contain about 75% fast sol-
tail incidence will be needed to get the climb. Also, vent, 20% medium and 5% slow (not counting plasticizer).

: the model will be able to fly without the fixed wing. Note that if you start with the nitrocellulose already in
With the flappers out of phase, the fixed wing is necess-~ solution (and you must not store undissolved N/C because
ary - the model won't fly without 1t. Also, it rocks of the danger of explosion as outlined in Part I), you
from side to side a bit; this may detract from the flight must keep track of the solvents in the nitrocellulose,
appearance for those who want ornithopter flight to dup- For example, assume the N/C was dissolved with a 50/50
licate that of a bird. However, we feel that this com- blend of Acetone and Butyl Acetate. A close accounting ~~

pination of fixedwing and out-of-phase flappers improves otaotvent amounts can be made if the N/C is assumed to
the flight enough to be well worth it. add no volume to the mix; this 1s nearly true for normal

microfilm mixes since the N/C makes the solvents thicker
Birdnik doesn't look so bad in action, at that! In than before. Now, let's analyze the following formula

fact, it is an intriguing sight - almost hypnotic in for solvent content:
effect. For proof of this we suggest: "build one and
see," CRANK- FRONT VIEW Ingredient Amount % Solvent

CO). BENTUP FORSYNCH. FLAPS Nitrocellulose 20 ce 0 (actually contains —
YY NORMAL POSITION| .

. Io ce Bia) and

a
.

oo Acetone 30 ce(+ 10) 40/53 or 75.5%
;

MICROFILM TECHNIQUES
, Rutz]Acetate O ec(+ 10) 50/25 or 18.8%

cetate ooo 3/53 or 5.7%
Part II ~ Solvent Systems 53 ce

Successful microfilm formulation is almost completely ab re nal important matter has not been mentioned
dependent upon having the proper choice of solvents, but the 2 e formula above; the ratio of N/C to solvent in
the solvents make absolutely no difference in properties t

e 20 ce of dissolved N/C. If we consider the twoex-
of the film after it 1s cured out or aged. The reason

aminis the problem will be well illustrated. First, if
for this is that the solvents will all be evaporated when minimum of solvent is used (one disadvantage is that
the film has aged. to completely dissolve the N/C may take 24 to 36 hourswen phough the container is agitated often) the result-

The amount and kind of solvent must be chosen with ng mix wills be too thick to pour easily and your
three things in mind: First, the solids (nitrocellulose thin the solute yee quite uneven and inconsistent. To
or another basic material) and the plasticizers and other

‘vent balance. youn tnda the ng the very vital sol-
modifiers must be completely dissolved and thoroughly 5.7 ratio shows sbove ace é solvents in the 75.5/18.8/
blended together to give material of uniform characteris- uite a bit of sol

° you were in a hurry and used
ties. Second, a solvent (or solvent system) is used to aa b

of solvent to dissolve theN/C, the result
change the viscosity (viscosity used here in the normal coxored. eat toon eeenet Pre just gar +pour smoothly
sense rather than as discussed in Part I in relation to n/c and plasticizer antil the solutionte thick © add
rating of nitrocellulose) to give easier pouring; in this

use Plasticizer is omitted in the L 48
ck enough to

case a blend of solvents is chosen which does not change necessary fo th rf omitted inthe formula above, but is
the pouring and drying characteristics of the solution,| determined by tne apale: the amount needed is

Finally, the handling characteristicsof the solution can and this Wie t ©ateene of solid N/C present in the mix
be tailored as desired by adding certain solvents to the

5

we e discussed in Part III.
mix. To some extent, each person will have a favorite
way of pouring whichwill dictate some changes in the

tain peorize. andslew scl microfilm batch will con-
solvent system; in general, microfilm must pour smoothly, 20/5 ratio. Various ee ooo onts in approximately 75/
spread well and dry reasonably wrinkle-free in a fairly solve the nit r rf los vent blends can be used to dis-_

.

short time. nitrocellulose, but the most versatile mix uses ee
. 100%fast solvent, and ne nore solvent than it takes to

Solvents are classified according to their speed of. completely dissolve the N/C. It is entirely feasible to
evaporation ~ fast, medium and slow. TheChemicals but the 75/20/5 blend (or whatever you decide is best),
Division of Union Carbide has a chart (F-7465M) entitled

| of bee ive eS bL na are to make @ thick mix and add more

"Solvent Selector" which also lists the various solvents
_ a mix f

° ditt nt as you make new batches. To tailor
by & numerical system - the higher the number the faster the baton and keep caveman! separate a small portion of
the rate of evaporation. Normal Butyl Acetate is assign-— what results are Potaic ‘ mecords on what you add and
ed the number 100, and the other solvents are rated in ned. Foor spreading Coneety iy.

o Pe
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red by adding some fast solvent. Uneven color may becaused by improper palance of medium and slowsolvents, THEMANHATTANFORMULA
aused by improper pourin ec quesdiscussedinPart IV. Tromuch mediumand slow solvent The ideas presented below come from Ed Whitten, and ns

may prevent proper drying on the water; when you pick it I believe this concept 1s one which deserves a trial. It
up the sheet may continue to shrink until it breaks. If 1s a cabin model which is really different, and could be

,

shrink breakage is a problem, add more fast thinner and a useful design for advanvce training of beginning model
wait longer before picking the film off the water. builders. At first glance, the concept of a BOX to

define minimum cross section is appalling. However, if
:

Some solvents can be classified as very slow, and can you have a 20" span scale model of the Piper Cub type,
sometimes be used to help create more uniform color in measure the general area around the cockpit and you will
the heavier films such as blue (used for props). Two be surprised to find that it comes close to the BOX size
such solvents are Butyl Cellusolve and 2-ethyl hexyl ace- as it is. And, unless you build ultra-light indoor scale,
tate; the evaporation speeds are 6 and 3 respectively. the Manhattan Formula model will be lighter and should
These very slow solvents should be used sparingly; you fly better.
have’ to be mighty finicky about color before it is worth-
while to use very slow solvents. Ed set up the rules so they were fairly restrictive,

so as to retain the character of the event. I don't
I wish to thank Mr. James R. Leusch of Union Carbide

| agree with all of his stipulations, but let's try it just
Corporation for making the "Solvent Selector" brochure as is, and let the chips fall where they may:
available to me; it has proved to be very helpful as a
reference source. 1. Minimum weight .3 oz.

2. Rubber power only - no restriction on number of
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD motors enclosed in fuselage or on use of gears.GT

3. Only one prop may be used - must be tractor prop.AUSTRIA 4, Max. flat span 20", max. chord 4", monoplane only.Manfred Koller's late, late sessions (starting at 5. Max. stab span 8", max chord 34",
midnight) have paid off again. With two newand lighter 6. Only one fuselage permitted, rubber motor(s) must be
35 em. models, his new high time for the 45' railway completely enclosed except for 1" 8G. access hole,
station is 8:12. He also passes on the word that more

~

Fuselage must include a 2" x 3" x 5" pox as minimum
indoor fliers are active in Vienna, where the Austrian cross-section. BOX must be identified at all corners
Aeroclub has its headquarters. Perhaps we can get news for easy checking; BOX to be oriented as shown on the
from there also! sample three view.

7. Model must R.O.G. from a three point contact consist-
ILLINOIS - CHICAGO

|

ing of 2 wheels (min. 1" dia.) located forward of the
Sad to relate, but the Illinois State Guard has step- C.G, and any point to the rear of themodel.

ped up training activity and the Madison Street Armory is 8. All pertinent AMA flight rules “shall apply.
no longer available for weekend flying. Pete Sotich is

Le

-the man to contact for the latest word on whether a new POSTAL CONTESTS
site has been lined up, and for the Chicago indoor sched-

. , .

ule for this winter. Tom Vallee (42'site) vs. Charlie sotich (75! site) FAI
Fudge factor = 1.34 ¥ 75/42

INDIANA - KOKOMO
§ (

Beautiful outdoor flying weather cut the entry list . Tom Vallee 11:46 + 12:40 = 24:26 (x 1.34) = 30:42short at the Kokomo Aero Team's Octobercontest, but it Charlie Sotich 18:02 + 18:53 = 36:55 ©

awas still an enjoyable session. Jim Pulley won Easy B
with 8:49, Ron Ridgeway won HLG with 0:29 (1964 rules) Get in on the fun! The San Diego Orbiteers are readyand Jack Fike's Bristol Prier scored 132.5 point to take for postal meets in Cat. I, paper covered EasyB and HLG;the scale event. The Nov. 21 contest will have these

=
© the Ann Arbor Airfoilers will take EasyB and HLG postal

same events plus a Jetco ROG event for the youngsters. challenges.
Bunker Hill AFB is the site, and these dates are usually
"solid", but check with Chuck Borneman, 1401 West Taylor, Clarence Mather Dick Black
Kokomo, Ind. 46901 for more details. 3880 Ecochee Ave. 1717 Covington

San Diego. Cal. 92117 Ann Arbor. Mich. 48103MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T. oe

The first M. I. T. session was held October 30, on HINTS AND KINKS oo

rather short notice, and the November session is set for a
:Nov. 20 from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. The third session will Field Repair

~~ ~ ~

be Dec. 11, same time. All sessions held in the 42' M. I,
T. Armory and there is quite a bit of variety in the

,

Bob Putman suggests that monofilament dacron canbemodels which show up. Contact Jon Wexler, 362 Memorial used as an emergency repair for certain types of micro-
Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 for more details. film tears, primarily to prevent the hole from getting

©

worse until it can be patched properly. Although this
MICHIGAN - ANN ARBOR technique is most useful for holes or tears near a wingThe Ann Arbor Airfoilers indoor sessions have been or stab tip, it should be helpful for most holes. Wet aset up for No . 5, Dec. 4, Jan. 8, Feb. 5 and March 5, single strand of dacron with saliva, place it across the
This is an active group with emphasis on young ters, and surface at the edge of the hole and tack-glue both ends
their event schedule includes Novice HLG, Jetco ROG, Open to the framework. Simple and light. but effective.HLG and Easy B. Indoor Scale will also be held at the
December session, and maybe others. This group is open Pin It? Horrors!
to postal meets with similar groups in Cat. I sites.

One thing I have missed from the days of buildingTEXAS - FT. WORTH-DALLAS outdoor models is the business of pinning the wood down,The indoor activity started with a bang, with the that is, sticking the pins through the wood. Now, thankssessions set for the first Sunday eachmonth. The first to Clarence Mather, I find there are pins available that
session was almost blown out by a blower which wasn't are small enough to pin indoor wood sizes directly. Theyturned off, but Bob Putman still managed 7:59 with his

are insect mounting pins, size 000, type C210, availableFAI (he flew over in a corner). The November session had from Ward's Natural Science Establishment, P. 0. Box 1712,
a North American "Skeeter" contest, which was almost bed- Rochester, New York 14603 for 80¢ per 100 or $2.50 per
lam. Fifteen youngsters (sub-teens) battled it out, with 500. Add 20% for postage and handling; they have a $2

' top Skeeter time (stock models except for using better minimum order. Actually, these pins can be used to pinrubber) was 0:40.7. The best Jetco ROG time was only wood splices even in very small wood, pin outlines to a
O:37.5! Serious flying got a late start, and top time template, substitute for bracing pegs during field repair
was 5:11 with an Easy B and 0:28.4 in HLG. and act as a stopper for your hypodermic glue gun.

Fite
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THE MANHATTAN FORMULA
.

t 5"min» |

Indoor Cabin Model Airplane

” Created to direct indoor design
A min. towards new chanels,

f | Designed and drman by .

‘Edmund S, Whitten, Jr.
March 1965, New York City

$1 ore
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NEWSand VIEWS: ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR. NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

|

-

eteedt untinted products are available only from the factory as
,*#*#*NATIONAL INDOORMODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY*" ae special order. The price would be bs per pint on emell

a

| ‘New Members! single orders, but part of this is handling charge. -o

Se ,

: ‘FAI INDOOR REPORTWAYNE CHIAPPERINI, 18 Soneco Dr., Groton, Conn, 06340
.

i

ccammsnmeammmnmeaes

BOB GREIDER, 8545 West ist Place, Lakewood, Colo. 80226
Report On CIAM MeetinLOUIS VARGO, P. ©. Box 68, Escondido, Cal. 92026

.

ort UnCiaM Meeting
|CHARLES WIECHARD, 36 Iriquois Rd., Levittown, Pa. 19057 Rudi Beck of Hungary will try to organize the 1966 .oe oe World Indoor Championships in Debreen, Hungary for July.

A Friend Passes 28 through July 31, 1966. Ifhe is successful, the meet -ne! :
rar _ ' schedule will be set up to allow practice flying on JulyFree flighters in Southern California will miss 28 and then there will be a two-flight round on each day; Haruto Shimazu, who suffered a fatal heart attack in

. following. The site is about 90' ceiling with floor area
.

November. He was highly regarded by all who knew him; about 65" x 130'. The top time in the site has been 26Clarence Mather said We have lost a friend, an excel-
minutes, and winning time at a recent contest was 22 min-lent modeler, and a real fine person.

.

utes by Karl Hinge.
.

.

NIMASAwards — - a
_ Elsewhere at the meeting, a very important and much

-

needed development took place. FAI Indoor Free Flight a_

Last Spring the much discussed NIMAS Awards were has been divided into four ceiling categories as follows: |

finally adopted, and the FAI team selection program gave Cat. I - up to 8 meters, Cat. II - 8 to 15 meters, Cat.extra opportunity for fliers to win the awards. A total
III - 15 to 0 meters and Cat. IV - over 30 meters. In |of twenty~three awards were announced over a five month case you didn't know, 1 meter = 3.28'; if you haven't :period; three of these awards went to Bud Romak as he

_ already figured it out, your site may be an “ugly duck-became the first NIMAS Ace (winner of all three awards in ling" under AMA rules (like all those 38° to 48 sites we
;

a single ceiling category). At long last the Awards ane have kicking around) and a real gem under the FAI ceilingbeing sent out, so if you have one or more awards coming rating, The upper limits of Cat. I, II and III are 26,2',yo—you shouldsoonget them. Two more awards have been made 49' and 98' - let's have some FAI record trials!‘ “ince the last listing: Ernie Kopecky's efforts during
the FAI program got him Cat. III Silver (34:10) and Cat. POSTAL CONTESTSIII Gold (35:13). If you made flights during the Nats or —_————the FAI program which qualify youfor NIMAS Awards, you A year and one-half ago the idea of indoor postalmay obtain an application form and will not need the CD's meets was aired in thia newsletter; by February '65 thesignature since the results of these meets have been pub- concept had caught on strongly enough that this column:lished. Anyone. interested in obtaining the application was established to report the results of various postalforms may send for them to Box 545, Richardson, Texas, meets, The game has become international in scope, with” : a

4 o, meets taking place between theMaxecutorsofWashington,
on aNIMAS Certificates| D. C. and the Wellington club of New Zealand. Because of

- Ce ey we ‘Special conditions in indoor work, and the relatively“. "=: Quite often, indoor meets are held which charge small @iverse types of models that show up at indoor sessions,_. entry fees; evén with regular entry fees the total entry indoor postal meets differ from outdoor meets in several“is small enoughtomake it a financial hardship on the matters of practice. First, no firm requirements are setSponsorto offer trophies or other substantial prizes at on how many team members from each group fly, and the topsuch a meet. Therefore, the NIMAS Certificatehasbeen scores of each group have the most meaning. Second, thedesignedandmade available to NIMAS members to give at differencein ceiling heights is customarily allowed forclub meets, The certificates can be giventoanyone, by "fudge factors" which were established by guess andnot just NIMAS members. The certificates have the NIMAS have worked very satisfactorily. In HLG, a simple ratioletterhead at the top; the nicely printed test reads of ceiling heights is used as a multiplier: if a 20!"This is to certify that has demonstrated skill Site goes against a 25' site, themultiplier is 5/4 or_ and proficiency in flying indoor model airplaneswith the 1.25. That is, a 20 sec. flight in the 20' site is equal-" flight time of _- -. There is a signature line for to a 25 sec. flight in the 25' site. Inpractice, thisthe NIMAS member and a date line;future printings will will work very equitably as long as the ratio of ceilinghaveaspacefor event name and place won. For first, heights is 1.5 or less. For rubber, Charlie Sotich camesecond and third places you might add a small notarial up with the fact that the top performances in all three_ sealwith blue, red or white ribbon to help set these ceiling heights varied almost exactly as the square rootawards apart, These awards are available to NIMAS mem-_ of the ratio of ceiling heights; for the ceilings above
- bers for 5¢ each; a minimum order will be $1 to handle — the fudge factor is 1.12 and a 10 min. flight in the 20!‘cost of packingso they can be sent unfolded. If you site is equivalent to 11:12 in the 25' site. In practicewant a sample certificate, send a stamped envelope and

_

this seems to hold true over the entire range of sites,one will be sent toyou free. SO but little has been done in flying Cat. I against Cat.
oe -. III as a check on the validity of this fudge factor over

,
New Materials extreme differences in ceiling heights. Two recent meets

,=. oo . oo - were: .

‘Six months ago George Aldrich gave me a sample of
.

anon-tautening butyrate dope with the idea that it might. Bud Tenny (26') vs. Ned Smith (20'); Cat. I HLG
.

be advantageous as an additive to microfilm. The idea of Fudge Factor = 1.3,

a-% non-tautening dope (produced that way by the manufact- -

.

.

:‘rer) was unheard of; at least I had never heard of it! Bud ~ 0:54,4
_

Ned - 0242.7 x 1.3 = 0255.5So, afterconsiderable investigation I coneluded that it Cee ag PE ve San Diego Orbiteers (22!was@ microfilm additive of high potential (see Microfilm Cat. I HLG (Fudge = 1.18) fayBCReiese108)
. ‘Techniques, this issue) andI havefigured out other uses

- afor it also. This material, along with non-tautening Bud - 0:54,4 Nat Antoniol1 0:41.0 x 1.18 = 0:48,4nitrate dope, is manufactured by Randolph ProductsCo., (HLG)P, 0. Box 67, Carlstadt, New Jersey, I was able to buy Bud = 5311 Haruto Shimazu 5:44 x 1.08 = 6:13‘both the butyrate and nitrate in atinted form fromthe (Easy B)
_C.

Mather= = 5:37 x 1.08 = 6:07localRandolph distributor, but I am advised that the So

Fudo Takagi 5:07 x 1.08 = 5:36



Oo MICROFILM TECHNIQUES date, the best plasticizer for this type of film is

benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP). The only apparent fault
Part III - PlasticizersAndModifiers of BBP is that film using it as plasticizer 1s tacky like

other phthalate-plasticized film; the static effect seems
The techniques outlined in parts I and II would make to be relatively minor. Perhaps BBP and DCHP can be used

it possible to pour a sheet of nitrocellulose film and together to good effect??
probably pick it up. This sheet of film would be brittle —
and would shrink for some time - not exactly what we need Non-tautening butyrate dope (see “New Materials" or ~

for indoor models! To improve the handling and ageing of page 1) 1s a material which seems to hold unusual prom-
the film, one or more materials will be added to the mix. 4se as an additive for microfilm. To date, film using
These materials are chosen for the characteristics which NTB shows unusual freedom from stickiness as a blue film

they will impart to the final material, and sometimes two and very good resistance to static effects as a silver or
or more plasticizers will be combined to achieve the best gold film. Various samples have shown it to be possible
results. No more plasticizer than is necessary should be to produce either stable film or film which will slack

used, however, since all these materials decrease the off after a time, depending upon the amount of NTB used.
- strength of the film to some extent. I have not had time to try heat-shrinking this type of

film, except to verify that it can be heat-shrunk. My
Plasticizers are either solvents for nitrocellulose reservations concen’ vee teria? are based upon the

or non-solvents; the non-solvent types usually act as a poor record of butyrates w regard to delayed action

mechanical lubricant and are most likely to migrate to shrinking, and upon the fact that NTB can be thinned with
the surface of the film. When this happens, the film is e proper blend of solvents and poured into a sheet of
no longer properly flexible and 1s also subject to damage film. The resulting film 1s weak, spongy and sticky -

from ultraviolet light. Besides, this stuff on the film not terribly reassuring! ,

collects dust, dirt and other models that happen to touch
yours! Typical non-solvent plasticizers are castor oil,

‘ potner approach to preventing fam from sticking n
soybean oil, linseed o11 and eucalyptus oil. ogether was pioneere y Curtis Janke - the "roughenery , yP

concept. The idea is to use a material which comes out

The solvent type plasticizers commonly used in micro- of solution before the rest of the mix hardens on the

film are dibutyl phthalate, dioctyl phthalate and tri- waters this produces minute irregularities on the surface

cresyl phosphate. This class of plasticizer is more which preven e surfaces from getting into good con-

efficient in nitrocellulose and thus less is needed to tact and thus helps prevent sticking together. It may be

achieve the desired results; since they are essentially a
that NIB works this way, except that NTB is soluble in

solvent with a low evaporation rate, they tend to create all the solvents used in the microfilm. Cellulose Ace-

a stable film that ages well. tate, in a very dilute acetone solution, is added in very

email quanti ties to the microfilm solution. Curtis warns

Monsanto Chemical Co. is one of the largest manufac- that this makes the solution cloudy, and it should be

turers of plasticizers, and some of their ifterature has added to small quantities of film solution at one time to

contributed greatly to this part of the series. One of avoid the possibility of ruining the whole bottle of sol-

their charts lists characteristics of film and sheeting ution. I have verified that dilute C/A added to film

and suggests plasticizers to enhance those properties as
using BBP did indeed reduce the tendency to stick; but

follows: (applies to nitrocellulose only) I also added extra acetone to the mix and this may have
caused the uneven color I observed in the film.

TENSILE STRENGTH Dicyclohexyl phthalate (DCHP), Di-
_ phenyl phthalate (DPP) and Tricresy1 phosphate (TCP)

: phe Problemof choosing the proper plasticizer, and
° nding ou ow muc o use, is the most time consum-

HARDNESS TCP, DCHP AND DPP
| ing part of brewingyourown film. The proper solvent

~~

enc can be determine na matter of hours, if you w

|

ABRASION RESISTANCE DPP and DCHP : systenetie epproach. The bare minimam of time needed
o esta 8 e proper amount of plasticizer is three

FLAME RESISTANCE TCP weeks for a known 3

‘

plasticizer; an unknown plasticizer ma

TEAR STRENGTH
©

Dibutyl Phthalate (DIP) seve top undesirable symptoms months later, As an example,
EAR Cc owalski formulates his film (for stressed film) so

Soo

it has th axi
HEAT STABILITY Dioctyl Phthalate (DOP) and DIP the model. minetestte te cee thet theflim foesnot 20

a
a - oo, oo,

slack on the pouring hoop after two or three weeks M
WATER RESISTANCE DOP and TOP own tests for

5 are
'

plasticizer amounts and effectiveness are

LIGHT STABILITY
° DOP and DIP simple, and easy to implenent. To io te for film stabil-

. vs ameter hoops (like rudders) are built from
|

oo _ rs -024" sq. balsa and covered with various colors of film.
On the spec sheet for DCHP, the rather interesting The amount of warp (if any) after three weeks gives some

i ea hhh it Mag han that nitrocellulose, films plasticized idea of the amount of shrink. A quick check of the heat-
| eel dry and separate easily"- an obvio

r ”

characteristic formicrofilm. From the chart above, BeHP Poemes the san ie te Tere toaseae Gore teen if the fi

ts said to promote tensile strength, hardness and abrasion will contimue os shrink remainsteble on orekote “ie
resistance. Aha! The Perfect Plasticizer! So, try it! better test would be

, je °Bt to subject the samples to 140° F,
; and 90% humidity to test for " se"

oan ELeecowl cesmtenemy goer atthe sade7“ OE ST ee

, e e€ y
“. .

. folds over when you break something or when two models ‘

;

I.

, get together. The most obvious thing which causes micro- settledon tearing Noose 8 cornerof thefatg ana letting
film to cling together is a “tacky” or “sticky” surface; it fold over on itself. If it can then be separated with
but very thin, perfectly dry films will also cling or tweezers, it is repeatedly folded over and separated A
stick together because of what appears to be static elec- very dry filmwill take four or five foldin e el 3 > f
tricity on the surface. A third property of microfilm failing. Film which has a high degree of static will one

sometimes causes trouble - film that is very smooth will quickly fold over after you cut it loose; it will bi

overlap ene stick oampy pecause it is so smooth. This bly separate partially and leave several tiny folds that
8 like the Johansson blocks used as measurementstan- '

dards in machine shops - they are so smooth and flat that— aate wine(2 3H xGlcllipseforexample), cover tt
two mating surfaces will exclude the air between them and

P Pes t

a sort of vacuum holds them t th Filn
and then fold it up so the film laps over. If it can be

smooth and highly reflective usually has this problem. Straightened out again, the film 18 good.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
So, I tried DCHP. Blue film waa noticably less

.

aticky than films using other plasticizers, put gold film CALIFORNIA - WILMINGTON
|

from the same batch was unusually troubled by static. An The Wilmington Recreation Center, site of the first”
attempt to get the best of two worlds was made by using regular Cat. I contests, has been largely dominatedby
DCHP a hte rreeeener the resulting film seemed to be a very active indoor scale group from the North American

more 8 at ¢ free and less sticky, but further tests need Flightmasters for quite a while. Larry Renger, a member
o be made here.

. of tne WIMAC chub, is applying for a Record Trials Sanct-
_ Some people build models with stressed-filmconstruc- around, WIMAC? “oat? 1endecehee beenalnost dead ot its
tion and this calls for special film for best results. birthpl -

' ! rthplace help revive it!
It must be stable, before and after heat shrinking, and
it must be easily heat-snrunk to produce the stressed INDIANA - KOKOMO

,

skin which adds to the overall strength of the model. To Jim Richmond visited the Kokomo Aero Team's November



wh
.

,

: |
contest and "bombed" them in Easy B - his winning flight at the show. The kids got to keep the model and got a o
was 12:18.5. That was a papercovered Easy B in a 45 chance at a gift certificate from a local hobby shop, :

site; truly fabulous time! His son Randy won Jr. HLG Flying sessions are held weekly at the West Penn Recre- |
with 0:29.0 (best single flight); Bob Larsh won Open HLG ation Center and monthly at the Soldiers and Sailors

with 0:38.2 and Jack Fike's Bristol Prier scored 139.3 Memorial Hall. Contact Ron Ganser, 2500 Mission St.,
points to win Scale. The next meet is on Dec. 19, at Pittsburgh, Pa., 15203 for details. '

Bunker Hill AFB; the events are Easy B, HLG, Scale, Jasco |
ROG (for sub-teens) and rubber powered straight line TEXAS ~ FT.WORTH-DALLAS

fr™ peed. Check with Chuck Borneman, 1401 West Taylor, Kok- A planned series of Drill Hall sessions was derailed

mo, Indiana, 46901. ;

when the Navy needed the Drill Hall until after January;
~ . part of the special Junior program was salvaged by hold-

MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T. ing Novice Jr. HLG at the Dec. 5 Arlington Recreation

M. I. T. sessions coming up are scheduled for Dec. 11 Center session. A last minute change in plans got the
and Jan. 15. These are on Saturday, 4:30 to 8:30 PM at Dec. 5 session sanctioned; Open contestants didn't do

the 42' M. I. T. Armory. Contact Jon Wexler, 362 Memorial anything spectacular, but the few Juniors stole the show.
.

Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. In their first HLG meet, Tom Gist won with 0:31.0, Reg-
g@ie Peters placed second with 0:29.5 and Kristi Tenny :

MICHIGAN ~- DETROIT nedul
scored 0:20.5 for third.

fhe Detroit Balsa Bugs set up a busy indoor schedule

at the Lasky Recreation Genter at 13200 Fencon in Detroit. WASHINGTON D. C.

Their November session had a Jetco ROG event and 4spe- ,
The Maxecutors continue their monthly sessions in a 7

cial HLG event. A large number of Juniors turned out to 38' hangar at Washington National Airport - contact Tom

fly - the Dads were so busy helping the kids that they Vallee, 9136 Edmonston Rd. #304, Greenbelt, Md. 20770 for
_

didn't get to fly much! The December 10 session will be details. This is an active and competent group, spoil-
a HLG meet and the January 14 session will be a paper ing for postal meets, and very competitive among them- :

stick contest. selves also. A special feature of the December session
is a "grudge match” in B Cabin between Tom Vallee and

NEW YORK - SYOSSET
Frank Ehling; the stakes are a Chinese dinner paid for by :

The Grumman Engineering Model Society has indoor ses-
the loser!

stons on the first and third Thursday of each month at “SIMPLIFIED STRUCTURE
, .

the Harry B. Thompson Jr. High School in Syosset. The —
gym has 19' clearance to the trussed girders and ig used Those who are faced with the problem of helping kids

.

from 7:30 PM to 11 PM. This is an active group and they build models soon find that the jump from Jecto ROG to
will welcome visitors. For more informationcallMr.Jean conventional indoor models is a pretty stiff one for the

Paitllet, 516-MA 6-2825 (home) or 516-LR 5-2388 (business). younger kids. The idea below was conceived about the

The next sessions are Dec. 16, dan. 6 and Jan. 20. same time by Max Chernoff and myself; I have designed
templates for a 120 sq. in. model and Kevin and Kristi

OHIO - CLEVELAND (my oldest kids) are now flying models using props of

Indoor is coming up fast and furious in Cleveland,. this type of built-up construction. This approach makes

with a Cat. I Record Trials and scale contestat the St. a model that 7 to 10 year old kids can build, and the

Edwards High School Gym (Lakewood, Ohio) on Dec. 12; and performance is excellent for this age group. This type
the Great Lakes meet is set for Jan. 2, 1966. The St. of construction yields surfaces less prone to warp than

Edwards Gym is 33' high;14existing AMA records have square tip outlines, the tip itself is less fragile than

been set here. Public Hall, in Cleveland, is the site of conventional ones,and the outlines are made with fewer

the 14th Annual Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet. This meet pieces than conventional models.
has always been the largest indoor contest in the world, —

, oo

with 20 classes for six age groups - over 5000 official The sketches below show a stab layout, and a sketch

{ flights in a single day.
|

of a typical wing jig. The wing jig was constructed by
o —

forming two 1/16" sq. balsa strips to the outline shown;
PENNSYLVANIA - LEVITTOWN

|
- the outline had been drawn on flat cardboard, and the

The Flying Bucks club has indoor sessions weekly in
|

strips were pinned in place and fastened down with two

; an 18' auditorium. Their major activity has been in B coats of Hobbypoxy clear dope over the strips and the

Stick and A ROG, with B times around 7 minutes. Check »

rest of the outline. Then, the outline strips were cut

with Charles Wiechard, 36 Iriquois Rd., Levittown, Pa. 3 each rib station as shown. The wing is built right on

19057 for details. —
op of the Hobbypoxy, and the glue barely sticks at all.
The slots at the rib stations give a place to run a blade

PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH
under the outline to pop the glue loose after the wing is

_

Ron Ganser and his hard working crew are stirring ary.
the indoorpot again. They had an extensive indoor and
outdoor model display at a hobby show recently; kids who Props are handled in the same manner ~ the spar runs

viewed the show were encouraged to build a simple model clear out to the tip, and the outline consists of a lead-
ing edge piece and a trailing edge piece, each soaked in

RipSpacing-Tnvecoard Wing water and laid onto the template built right on the block

CENTER RIB oo s0 that no intermediate forming step is needed.
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DESIGNFOOTNOTES fifth diagonals). These are necessary because these two

spots catch the concentrated force of boom down-loads and

Built-upBooms - The Last Word the bottom longeron buckles there.
After several months of experience with built-up tail | A

‘booms, I consider the design below to be sufficiently
perfected to be equal in strength to competitive weight Tis= —_
rolled booms. Commentary of observers at the Nats ranged aLOO SSfrom "I like it - it's lighter than a rolled boom", to :eee SSSe “| r

~ "moo much work!" and "Too much drag!" It is lighter than () SSS LSS
rolled booms and much stiffer (Detroit designs depend on Cine oN 2D]
boom flexibility, so this is a disadvantage for certain V Lf |

designs), and much more easily repaired. Three times ToP 1EW

during the Nats and the FAI Finals I had a boom twisted Trim Excess LENGTH
by gusts and stupid handling; in each case two or three
cross pieces were replaced and the models flying ten min-
utes later with no change in trim. I have never before a«nS
been able to repair'tail booms at the field without a lot
of re-trimming - a real advantage for the built-up boom.
I have no answer for the drag comment until a good method
of indoor drag measurement comes along; and it takes me \ | __.4

less time and less effort to build one of these than it NON!”—

does to build a good rolled boom. When I get through r B
building the boom, it is easier to mount the stab and fin Sipe View A

and they are more solidly mounted.

__

Fie. IL

“AXA 4 ba52 SR] Figure III shows how to mount the boom. A jig is

~ necessary for assembly, to support the fuselage and boom

xy," in correct alignment while the glue is drying. Start by
8 Tore View glueing a 1/32" sq. strip on top the motor tube at the

rear end. Trim the bottom longeron to fit properly to
: the rear hook web or the bottom of the fuselage and glue

it in place. Leave the excess length of the top longer-
! one poose, but resting on the 1/32" sq. strip {pert A).

" Check to see that the boom alignment is correct (after
% Evtea Beaces (see Text) the glue at "B" dries) and glue the top longerons to part

SiDE View "a", Cut two more pieces of 1/32" sq. (part C) to fit

The major change in this design over the earlier ones — and glue them in before disturbing the jig. Remove the

is to use a minimum of taper and to use shorter cross assembly and trim the excess longeron length and its all

pieces to improve the torsional rigidity. The extra-deep done. It usually is a good idea to hold the fuselage in

eross section at the rear makes it possible to brace the one hand and the rear of the boom in the other, twist the
stab with two dacron strands criss~-crossing below the boom gently to see that all diagonals are glued in place.
poom. The dacron resists twisting loads and up-loads; ‘Once in a while you will miss a joint or a diagonal will

snug film and the framework resist down-loads to make a be weak - re-glue or replace and you will be surprised at

very light and stable surface. As a result, the latest -how strong the boom is. You can even support the moto~
FAI boom (15%" long) weighed .0031 oz.; the entire tail. stick from the rear of the boom - try that with a rol *

assembly weighed .005 oz. for a 25% stab and 8% fin. boo!

Construction notes: Build a crutch (top view) right One final suggestion. Most people who would other-

on a full-size line drawing. Cut all the cross pieces to wise build a built-up boom balk at the tiny pieces, The
the same length ahead of time; glue them in place on top problem is easily overcome thus: Cut the pieces all at
of the longerons and trim off the ends with a sharp blade once, moisten the end of a balsa scrap, pick up one piece
after the glue has dried (see Fig. I). Spot glue the with the moist end, put glue drops in the proper place on

erutch to a 3/16" sq. stick with the cross pieces on the
|

the longeron, and put the piece in place. After a little

top side - this places them inside the finished boom to practice, two longerons can be glued down per minute on

- leave a flat surface for the stab to glue onto. The the crutch, but the cross pieces which glue on the side

stick serves as building jig and handle, which saves time take longer because you must exercise care to avoid dis-
- and insures a straight boom.

— torting the bottom longeron, —

xcess LENGTH AIDS IN MovnTiInG To Fuse@cace A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

NUT RIM ENDS FLUSH La Dick Ganslen loaned us a copy of the 1938 JASCO Cat~
: alog; it is a fascinating excursion into the past of our

hobby. Balsa sheets (for indoor), the same as we are used
_

,
to buying, cost between 3¢¢ and 5¢; machine-cut indoor

A ——NS props (needed final carving and sanding) sold for 11¢ for
——

a 12" dia. prop and 34¢ for an 18" dia. prop; "B" grain
. Fic. I 1/32" sq. strips for #¢ apiece; seven sizes of tungsten

wire ranged from 40¢/25' to 80¢/25'; the famous JASCO

ZX\ microfilm sold for $1 per pint and Brown contest rubber

a

ie (six sizes from 1/32" to 7/64") sold for a maximum of 12'Ai for 5¢. Another very interesting thing - superfine
TheEeE Bipoos Suppert BottomM<e LE tissue is theAlehtest covering material listed in this

,

catalog, which brings up an interesting historical point.
—

 S£ONGERON PURING assem When was condenser paper first used, and when was our
oo

1 Lf J present Paper Stick event created?

BA LAE o The model of the month has never set a national re-

BilA Yio Sq. AssemBey Ore cord and probably never will; nonetheless it represents
oo ;

FAALA (SpoT-Geve CRUTCH IN PLACE atate-~of-the-art development in a special area, Many

EA To CompeETE C. sites, both in the U. S. and around the world, are about(Le pr ON STRUCTION ) 45' nigh, This is well above Cat. I and uncomfortablyoD low for direct competition against Cat. II record mark~™

\ Fic. I In a very real sense, gliders developed in 45' sites a
° in a class by themselves, since this ceiling height is

Construct three small bipods to support the bottom still low enough that rate of sink doesn't have to be

longeron during assembly; glue them in place as shown in traded off for altitude. The site this model was devel-

Fig. II. When the bottom longeron is in place and dry, oped for is a maximum of 45' high, with obstructions at

put the cross pieces on three or four to a side and then 30', and the maximum width is only 70'. Truly, 44 sec-

do the same on the other side. Note that two vertical onds is excellent time in this site, since the ceiling
pieces should be used to brace the bottom longeron on curves sharply enough that not all of the altitude can

each side (refer to the side view and locate these be used. If you have a 45' site, this may be a good
between the second and third diagonal and the fourth and glider for you to try.
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A "STOMPETTE 16"
~ Designed by Meredith Chamberlain

Bloomington, Ind.
|

Best Time: 0:44.0 Bunker Hill A.F.B.


